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SUIT LiRY

Tho first part of this study attempts to provide a general

introduction to the cult of saints in later medieval Europe (o.120Q~

1500). The Preface offers some preliminary remarks pertaining to

the idea of cult and also discusses the way in which the thesis is

organised. Chanters I and II then survey six essential manifest¬

ations of the cult of saints within popular Christianity of tho

later Kiddle Ages — miracles, images, personal names, holidays,

shrines, and relics. An effort is made to consider each manifest¬

ation of cult in reference to original hagiogrsnhic, liturgical, or

iconogranhic sources. Phonever appropriate, each manifestition of

cult is looked at both in terms of popular religious behavior .and

the c- mnontn which such behavior provoked from critics and reformers.

Two major themes emerge: the thirteenth century popularization of

the cult of saints, and the relatively weak Impact of new s.-.ints

as compared to traditional patrons. Chapter III examines later

medieval hagiography, the demography of sanctity, and patterns of

veneration and cult diffusion. The second part of this study

concentrates upon the hagiographic program of Perugia in order to

situate the later medieval cult of saints within a circumscribed

religious and civic environment. Documentary evidence on the cult

of saints in later medieval Perugia is assembled in the appendices.

A bibliography follows.
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PREFACE

The cult of saints, which played so conspicuous a part in

medieval Christianity, has produced a voluminous scholarly

literature* Each new issue of Analeota Bollandiana1 testifies

to a continuing interest in every aspect of hagiography amongst

scholars of a number of disciplines? and each discipline seems

to bring forward its particular method for ooaing to gripe with

a daunting body of primary material.

It is curious, therefor®, that no ooraprehensive history of

the cult paid to saints throughout later medieval Europe (o*1200-

1500) seems to have been written. Fanoinated by the question of

origins, many great scholars have instead preferred to devote

their energies to Christian antiquity, the Merovingian era, or,

2
to a lesser extent, the tenth and eleventh centuries. Despite

valuable studies of individual saints and their oulta during

subsequent epochs, it nonetheless remains a striking faot that

few general works on the subject have boon written and that the

hagiography of later medieval and Renaissanoe Europe (if by hagjt>-

grsphy we include all the facets of the cult of the saints and

not merely the study of saints' lives) has not received the sort

of broad, synthetic investigation accorded to earlier periods,

and has, in consequence, suffered from relative neglect.^
Happily the enterprise and learning that would be required for

suoh a formidable undertaking as a detailed history of the cult

of saints in the later medieval oenturieo are not demanded of a

doctoral thesis.
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Kevertheless, it is impossible to ignore several important

problems crucial to the entire cult of saints during this period,

problems to -which a general history would necessarily have to

address itself. Great prudence will of course be needed in

entertaining these questions. Until there are a good selection

of regional studies of medieval Christianity which include

adequate discussion of the function of the oult of saints within

their respective regions,^ any conclusions bearing upon all of

Latin Christendom will have to remain tentative. Still, for the

most closely delimited of monographs, a wider context is often

desirable, if only for the sake of perspective. The task of this

relatively long introduction is to provide such a wider context

by raising more questions than it is currently .possible to answer

satisfactorily.

Questions about the cult of saints, it might be held, are

of two sorts — those pertaining to the saints and those pertain¬

ing to their oult. Initially one might suppose that it should

be possible to keep both sets of questions separate and distinct

from one another. Ultimately, however, a sociology of saints

and a sociology of their cults? demand joint attention, for the

issues involve one another and cannot be kept in watertight

compartments. Thus, about the saints of a given time, we.would

want to knows who they weref where they came from? what their

social class was; what social or ecclesiastical roles they filled

in their lifetimes. In other words, we would want to know how

•sainthood* applies to an assorted class of men and women, how

♦sainthood* defines a human population. Considered in this ligttp,
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the full range of demographic inquiry would appear to be relevant,

from male-female ratios to longevity charts.

Yet there are undoubtedly serious obstaoles to a view of the

paints as a discrete population, ana legovis to any other. For one

thing, their birthdate or dies natalis as saints is likely to be
6

their deathdate or burial date as mortal men. Liturglcally, the

saint's career is his cult, and cult commences only after a human

career has run its course. Moreover, the popular verdict that a

certain deceased Christian was indeed a saint must ordinarily

have been validated by posthumous phenomena like miracles and

typically have been ratified by higher authority. Hence the cult

of a saint is not purely his Haohlebey — the extension of his

personality beyond the grave or even the image of that personality?

rather, in many ways, it is a new creation, taking on a logic and
7

dynamism of its own.'

To explore the meaning of cult, we would try to discovert

what marks of posthumous veneration are 'signs of cult'; voider

what circumstances did cult develop and how did it spread; what

characterises the relationship existing between patron saint and

individual or corporate clients? which saints were peculiarly fa¬

vored with cult? why were some saints venerated in some places

while other saints were comparatively ignored there?

Here 'cult* has been used as an all-inclusive term for the

public veneration of saints, a broad usage incorporating liturgical

observances but extending beyond thera. Private transactions



between an Individual and a saint, such as in prayer, must also

be called acts of cult. How for present day canonists, publio

liturgical oultug is the prerogative of officially approved,
3

beatified or oanonieed saints. In the later Middle Ages, how¬

ever, the situation was more complicated and less well-defined,

both because canonists were in the prooess of formulating the

regulations of cult and because these regulations were often

unknown or ignored. Veneration could assume many guises, and it

is well to remember that cult, with or without official approval,

wa® not limited to canonised saints. Certainly, in later medieval

Europe, canonization became an increasingly more elaborate under¬

taking, a® papal procedure grew more complex and greater financial

burdens were placed upon those promoting a prooess at the papal
o

court.

But the choice of contemporary saints in the later Middle

Ages was not made in a vaouumi there existed the persistent

influence of much more venerable previous choices. These "old*

saints, oelebrated over the course of centuries, represented to

the entire Latin Church — more vividly than any theologian or

canonist could instruct or legislate — who saints were and

consequently whom •new* saints ought to resemble. The ongoing

cult of these *old* saints imposed a pattern upon the selection

of *new* saints because preaching, Iconography, religious drama,

vernacular saints* lives all presented models of sanctity which

were bound to affect later medieval perceptions.

Yet the traditional patterns of sanctity, however deeply

rooted, did not escape the pressure of new popular needs and
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tastesj modifications in the ancient ideal follow, and notions of

sanctity change. The view that the Christian idea of sanctity Is

uniquely resistant to change oannot bo uphold without violence to

the facts.^ Obliged to respond to new religious and social

requirements, some saint cults declined, while new cults develop¬

ed and others continued to flourish. Despite the attacks of

reforming churchmen or scandalized laymen upon alleged abuses in

the cult of saints and the rejection by heretical seots of the

theological underpinnings of the oultj despite the vigor of the

cult of Christ and the increasing importance of guardian angola,

the saints and their cult remained a vital part of later medieval

religion.

If it is historically absurd to speak of a saint without

reference to his oult, it is equally misleading to describe a

cult without alluding to the life of the saint who occasioned it.

The selection of new saints within a traditional yet evolving

pattern of perception, eooial function, and ceremonial veneration

was always a continuous process. Henoe an understanding of the

popularity of a given saint and the social funotion of his oult

is deepened by examining the particular milieu in which the oult

of that saint was fostered. TTaturally, the peculiarities of cult

and cult adoption or diffusion could vary from diocese to diocese

and from region to region, just as the clients of a saint could

be drawn from corporations, such as cities and guilds, and indiv¬

iduals in pursuit of a ooramon need or remedy. In fact, the nature

of the tie which oonneoted social groups to celestial patrons is

one of the moot fascinating aspects of the cult of saints. How
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d
an^why groups of believers cane to invoke a epecifio saint,
whether or not he was originally their fellow citizen, fellow

worker, or fellow sufferer, tells us a great deal about the most

profound allegiances which bound communities together.

3uoh considerations will perhaps help to justify the

approach which this study takes towards its subject. A few

words of explanation may be helpful in clarifying its organization,

and especially its division into two parts.

As a foundation and a framework, Part One attempts to sketch

a general introduction to the emit of saints in later medieval

Europe. Essential manifestations of cult are surveyed, and a

number of relevant liturgical and hagiographic documents are

signaled. Some important aspects of popular behavior towards

the saints are mentioned. Finally, a few results of demographic

inquiries into sanctity are juxtaposed with certain problems of

cult.11

To situate the later medieval saint oult within a circum¬

scribed religious and clvlo ei vironment and by this means to

arrive at an assessment of its function there, is the task of

Part Two. Within the oity of Perugia approximately from the

beginnings of the thirteenth to the close of the fifteenth

centuries,the oult of saints will, it is hoped, be displayed

in its adaptation to a precise local sotting. Clearly, one

area with its historical and geographical peculiarities is not

interchangeable with another? however, if these very peculiarities
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are sufficiently brought out, the intrepid generalist, by allow¬

ing for thea, may be able to draw out a few implications pertinent

at least to Italian cities and possibly to urban Christianity else¬

where. Hopefully, within its Ierugian setting, the oult of saints
IP

may be seen at work, as part of civio Christianity, functioning

during the course of the ecclesiastical and municipal year, in

politics and society, in war and peace, and in time of plague.

The cults of individual saints as well as saint groupings

will have to be traced in order to oast light upon the tie between

the city and its local and localised saints, Who promoted these

cults and for what reasons? Taken as a whole, the manifestations

of cult within the city, or more properly, within the diocese

comprise a distinctive hagjographio program, ^ This program, as

characteristic as a signature, would immediately identify as from

Perugia a document upon which the pattern; of local cults appears.

The rooeption of new foreign saints or the recognition and

veneration of new local saints must be placed inside this tra¬
in part

ditional pattern of cults, eawy ef which raay^ derive from the re¬
mote paleo-Chriatian or early medieval paot. The formation of

I

the entire hagiographic program parallels the political vioissij#-

tudes of the city and mirrors its self-consciousness. Research
JJ

thus intrudes upon the territory of Stoatsayr bolik, for the

cult of saints is part of the image of urban identity both at

home and abroad, and reflects the iconography of power. It ought

to be possible, finally, to arrive at some overall estimate of

the vitality of the oult of saints in Ferugia. In sum, the

Perugian case-study should both illuminate and render concrete

some of the more general matters raised earlier.
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ireface»

1. Analeota Bollandiana. hereafter AB« publishes hagiographic
texts, inventories of hagiographio MSS, and essays on the
lives and cults of saints written by the Bollandist editors
and outside contributors (Vol.I (1882) ff.). Especially useful
is the *Builetin dea publications hagiographiques1 where new
books and articles relevant to hagiography are critically
reviewed. In their reviews, the Bollandists offer methodologic¬
al suggestions, inter alia, of the greatest value. Also, these
reviews frequently oite evidence from or summarise the conclu¬
sions of studies appearing in remote or obscure journals which
are virtually unobtainable otherwise* On occasion, it is
from this source, as the notes will of oourse make plain,
that information has been obtained. The growth of hagiogra¬
phic studies in the last ten years may be observed in the
rising number of publications which, because of apace limit¬
ations, are now noticed rather than reviewed by the Bolland¬
ists. Analects Bollandiana is published quarterly. For the
Bollandists* Blbllotheca Hagiographioa Latirta nee Chap.l,
Note 4. On the Bollandista, two general accounts are brief
and inforraativei A. de Bil, "Bollandiotes", pp.631—2, Vol.9
(Paris, 1937)* Biotionnaire ^histolre et de geographic ecolo-
siaotlques (abbreviated to DHOE) and D* Knotrles, Great Histor¬
ical' Enterprises* pp.1-32 (London, 1963)* ^ useful survey of
holography is Bene Aigrain, L*Hagiogranhle — see sources,"
aw» methodesw son histolre (Paris, 1953)*

2. For Christian antiquity, the premier syntheses are by H.
Belehaye, Lea Origines du oulte des martyrs (2nd rov.ed.)
•Brussels, 1927). See also E* Lucius, hes Orlgincs du culte
dea saints dang l'6glise ohretienno (transl. Jeanmaire)
(Paris, 19n3). Of enormous value, but a work of erudition
rather than a history is F. Lansoni, Le Siooeai d*Italia
dalle origini al prlncipio del secolo VII (Studl e Test! 35)
(Faenssa, 1927? reprinted Home, 1963)* For the Merovingian
period, B. de Gaiffier discusses some-modern titles in
"Mentallte de 1'hagiographe medieval d'apres quelques tra-
vaux recentygH * AB, Vol.LXXXVT (1968), pp.391-99 and again in
"Haglographle et hietorlographie" Vol.1, pp. 140-166 of Setti-
gwne' dl' Btuiio deljbent'ro 1 t'ali'ano di studi cull*alto '■edio'evo,
XVII Xspoleto, 1970). For the tenth century, see L.Zoepf,
Baa Iteilig^cnleben in 10 .Jahrhundert (Leipeig, 1908).
Chapters of de Gaiffier*s thesis on eleventh century hagio-
graphy in Flanders and Lower Lorraine have been published in
AB, Vol.L (1932), PP.123-3S and in the author's Etudes criti¬
ques d*br,glograph! o ct d'iconologie (Bruaeji^, 1967) (cited
as F<tndfm)Y

3* Although there is no lack of general descriptions of the cult
of saints in large scale historical workc, these generalities
are usually of very limited utility. A distinct exception is
E.Delaruelle, et al*, L'Bgllse au temps du grand cohicme et
de la orise conoiliaire* 1376-1449~XVlioho et kartin, Histoire
de 1'Eglise (14*2)(Tournai, 1964), especially pp.787-820 and
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passim. (To be cited as DELAHUELLB). Matters c-noerning cult
have been treated in a oompetent unpublished thesis by Andr^
Vauohez, L'idee de salntete au XIIIeme and XlVeme siecleg
d'apres le prooes de canonization at dans 1*opinion das
fideles.Tuniversity of Paris, 1960-61). My indebtedness
to tha work of Vauohez as well as ray dissent from some of his
General conclusions will be (sufficiently clear from the notes
which follow. (Afterwards, VAUCHEZ).

4. In this regard, J.Toussaert, Lo Sentiment roll-deux on Plant ?a
a la fin du Moyen-Age (Paris, 19<>3) is moot disappointing.

p. Several scholars, with varying degrees of audacity and skill,
have attempted to exploit the cult of saints quantitatively.
Their resultB will be surveyed below. At present it is
sufficient to cite the most recent and comprehensive census

of the saints, valuable both for its insights into the reco¬
gnition and perception of sanctity and for its tabulations of
canonized saints i I .JJelooz, Sooiologie et Canonisations
(Collection scientifioue de la Faculty de Droit de 1 "Tbiiversi-
tb de Liege, 30) (The Hague, 1969)* This work, to be abbreviat¬
ed as "DELOOZ, will be cited after the pagination of the orig¬
inal thesis titled Perception, et presaion sooiales comae
fcnotlons de la structure socialet un ml'lTenr-ire "do calntete
catholic en Occident "(iiniv. de Liege, 1964)•iee also the
article by the same author, "Pour une etude sooiolorl^ue de
iq jalntete eanonisee dans l'egliae catholique" Archives de
Bocloloyie dec Religions. Vol.XIII, 1962, pp.17-43•

6. It must be emphasized, however, that a aalnt*s day, the day
on which a given saint receives liturgical coraweaioration, may
not necessarily be the same as the death or burial date of
the saint concerned. (Lie© belowt Chajter II holidays.)
R.Aigrain, op.cit.. p.271.

7. To be sure, the events and circumstances of the future saint"s
lifetime have helped to shape the popular estimation of his
qualities. That popular perception of sanctity may indeed
occur during the lifetime of the future saint is demonstrable
from the examples of "living saints* to be discussed later on.

8. Cf. R.Haa. Ziotiomiaire de droit Caiwnique, vol.Ill, col.10,
(Parle, 194W.

9. The history of papal reservation of canonization has been
lucidly described by V.'f. Kemp, Canonization md Authority
in the Western Church (Oxford. 1948) (KEMP). Additional
information on procedure in M.R.Toynbee, Ct.Louis of Toulouse
and the Process of Canonization in the Fourteenth Century
(Manchester, 1929T•

10. Cf. J.Huiainga, The Waning of the Middle Ages (Hew York, 1956),
p.183» "The ideal of sanctity has always been incapable of
much variation.... The saint and the mystic remain almost
wholly untouched by the changing times." Yet throughout this
ohanter (xiii) Euizinga in fact shows that the saints of the
period are truly men of their time, displaying tne styles of
religious sensibility appropriate to it. Changes in the pop¬
ular notion of sanctity will be touched on below.
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11. Beoause the Virgin Kary's role is at times comparable to that
of an ordinary patron saint, fleeting references to particulars
of her cult may be made. Nevertheless, the cult of the Virgin
is in many respects sui generis and therefore no systematic
discussion of her cult can be undertaken hero, since, lil e the
veneration paid to Christ in medieval Europe, such a discussion
would far exceed the confines of this study.

"f°. Since 'oivic Christianity* like its more famous sister * civic
humanism' immediately evokes the Renaissance, and 3inoe the
present study would seem to touch umn the vexed oueetion of
Renaissance Christianity, it is pleasant to recall the words of
David Rerlihys "The extent and importance of religious influences
upon Renaissance culture have in recent years attraoted consider¬
able attention, although research has perhang been too narrowly
concentrated upon... the writings of the great humanists. Much
more attention needs to be mid to the varying forms of devot¬
ional exercise and to the changing ideas and styles of sanctity
illuminated by them. It is here on the lsn al of religious
practice /italics addec^that the sources of a small town like
Pistola' /o-r - !»reer one like Perugig?/can make the most valu¬
able contribution." Medieval and Renaissance Pistola* the
Social History of an Italian Town, 1200-1430 (Mew Haven <fc
London, 196777 p.241. Herlihy explains his meaning of 'civic
Christianity' pp.241-58* Perhaps, for the time being, 'civic
Christianity* might be thought of as the adaptation of Christi¬
anity to an urban milieu, and especially to urban politics and
sooiety. Central to it would be the inter-action of Christian
religious practices and urban patriotism. Admittedly, patriot¬
ism and pride in one's self-governing commune considerably
antedate the Renaissance. Ree the brief but masterly discussion
in D.Waley, The Italian City-Republics (London, 1969), PP.139-
163. The r>l?,ce of the saints in urban civic sentiment will be
an important theme of the second half of this thesis.

13. The notion of a 'hagiographic program* owes such to k.B.
Garrison, 3tudles in the History of Medieval Italian Painting
(Florence, 1953-1954), Vol.1, pp.127-33 (*iaagiological programs',
p.131 and footnote 8), where the main concern lies In identify¬
ing illuminated K33. by means of the saints depicted or refe; red
to within them. Garrison of course extends and clarifies the
eaiae method employed and t iscussed by Victor Leroquais in his
splendid manuscript catalogues (to be cited below). Important
also for concept and method is H. 3elshaye, "Loca Janctorum,"
AB, Vol.XLVIII, 1930, pp.5-64.

14. The work of Percy Ernst Schramm Is well known. Hi3 apcroaoh
to political symbolism and the type of evidence he uses may
be seen in a brief essay, idem., "Lo Stato post-carolingio e
i suol slmboli del pctere," pp.149-99 of Settlmnne di 3tudio
del Centro Italiano di Studi gull'alto Medioevo, II~Tspoleto,
195577



CHAPTER I

XANIF33TATICH3 CP THE GUIIS OF SAINTS IN THE LATER MIDDLE A0E3 (l)i

Miracles, Images, Personal Names

Ao an introduction to the cult of saints in the later Middle

Ages, and as a means of exhibiting its range and soope, a survey

of how that cult appeared In its most typical manifestations ought

to be useful. A survey of this sort, however, must necessarily be

selective. The ways in whioh the cult of saints could come into

contact with 'the plain man's religion in the Middle Ages*'1 wore

so various that to catalogue all of them is impractical. For the

most part, these manifestations of cult are public and collective,

ovorwhelsingly anonymous. Even the prayers and prayer books of

lay, vemaoular piety tend to repeat certain formulae. Naming

children or churches after patron saint® represent Individual

ohoices, certainly, but ones whioh usually can only be appraised

within wider patterns. Instances of individual devotion to saints

are not lacking. Thus the knight Jean d'Estouteville is depicted

kneeling at the feet of St.Michael, patron saint of the Order to
2

whioh Jean belongs. Thus the poet Dante encounters his proteotor

St,Lucy in his journey through the nether world.*5 Further evidence

of individual devotion to saints is obtainable from canonisation

prooeaoes, where the testimony of those who knew the deceased can¬

didate for sainthood and those who are interested in advancing his

oult is carefully set down,^ Her®, and in the records kept at

shrines, the acoounts of miraoles list particular cases where the

saint has reputedly effected cures or performed other acts merit-
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ing the personal gratitude and devotion of believers. Votive

images confirm these expressions of personal attachment.

But those persons who had reason to feel especially attached

to particular saints, as individual recipients of miraculous bene¬

fits, may not be typical of sooiety at large. In fact the place Of

the oult of saints in private piety is extraordinarily difficult to

assess. For the present, it suffices to say that manifestations of

the oult of saints — perhaps because of the nature of the document¬

ation — are moot oonspiouous in the experience of social groups

and communities.

If we look at the narrowly hagiographic documents for the

cult of the saints — what the Bollandlsts consider first in verify-
5

ing the existence of a given cult-j—we are apt to arrive at only a

partial view of how the saints appeared in the medieval religious

environment. Mention of a specific saint in a local martyrology

or in an ecclesiastical calendar or litany? the presence of that

saint's office in a sanotoral? the discovery of hymns or sermons

in his praise, or of lessons from his vita (abridged perhaps for

ohapel reading) in a leotionary — these undoubted signs of lit¬

urgical oultus merely hint at a social setting in which the

public veneration of saints had an impact upon popular Christianity.

Similarly, the composition of a vita, "proof of the existence of
7

a oult, or, at least, of an attempt to attract one," shows that

a oult was being actively promoted by a group of clerios and poss¬

ibly laymen? but in a predominantly illiterate sooiety, a bio¬

graphy may not display the popular meaning of cult as convincingly
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as a fair held on the saint's day or a pilgrimage emblem recover¬

ed a good distano© from the plaoe of pilgrimage. Expressions of

popular religious behavior connected with the cult of saints also

oast light upon the popular notion of sanctity.

Manifestations of Cult* Miracles.

Miracles, whether they lead to canonically approved liturgi¬

cal veneration for the deceased miracle-worker or not, fully

attest to the social perception of his sanctity. St.Thomas Aquinas

died in the Cistercian abbay of Fossanova (1 March 1274)) and on

1 August 1319* the canonization commission sent out to collect

evidence pertaining to Thomas's life and death, took the deposition

of Peter of Montesangiovanni, an old monk and priest of that abbsy.

"Asked if he knew of any miraole worked by Thomas at the time of

his death or afterwards,
the witness said that while the corpse
still lay in the bed in which he had
died, and before it was washed, the then
sub-prior of the monastery, John of F;re~
rentino, who had lost his sight, and was
about to kiss the dead man's feet — as

they all were doing because of his holi¬
ness — when it was suggested to brother
John that he should lay his eyes against
the eyes of Thomas, So he did this? and
at once he recovered his sight fully and
clearly.8

The aot of healing ascribed to the agency of St.Thomas is less in¬

teresting, for our purposes, than the expectations whioh preceded

it and whioh it apparently confirmed. The kissing of the feet

"because of his holiness," the 'experiment* with the eyes — both

in fact suggest that, for these men who had known Thomas before

his death, the recognition of his sanctity, whioh the miraole

seemingly validated, must already have been achieved. At what
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point this perception first became established? to what extent

Thomas's reputation or personality or virtues influenced this

perception can be surmised but not determined, What matters is

that among a group of Italian Cistercians the presumption that

the great Paris dootor of the Dominicans might work miracles

had been made very quickly.

Outside the saint's immediate circle, probably for most

people, miracles were necessary certificates of sanctity. Matthew

Paris (s.v. 1238) describes the "fama sancti Robert! Hereraitae de

Cnareburp" (Robert of Rnaresborough, d.c.l235-J'thQ object of a

considerable oultus, which was never officially confirmed?'^)«
"Roderaque anno olaruit fama sancti Robert!.•• cujus tuoba oleum

medioinale fertur abundanter eraiai33e."^ And William of Hangis

writes in hie Chronioon (s.v.126o)i "Obit Philippus Bituricensis

arohiepiaoopus, oujus sanotitatem post mortem ipsius Dominus
11

diversis aignis et miraculis deolaravit." In a sermon preached

at Salisbury on 4 May 1416, Richard Ullerston could urge the

canonization of Bishop Osmund (d.1099)*' ••• maxlrao propter eius
12

sanctitatem crebris miraculis attestatam."

Miracles were signs of sanctity which were simultaneously

testimonials of oult. They indicate not only social perception

but also social contact, a continuing traffic between those who

desire and expect benefactions, and the deceased holy man who

apparently has the power to grant thorn.*^ The persistence of

miracles may publicise and hence diffuse a cult over a fairly

wide area, and the fama miraculorum is usually an essential part



of a saint's general public esteem.^ A compendium of miracle-

accounts credited to a particular saint may frequently be drawn

up, possibly in conjunction with efforts to attract pilgrims to

his shrine or to secure a canonisation. This list of miracles

or roiracula can plausibly be thought of as a census of the saint's

most loyal following. Far more than the production of a vita, a

15
miraoula confirms the existence of a popularly based cult.

In connection with their len^%y struggle to obtain the

canonisation of their hallowed Bishop Osmund, the oanons of

Salisbury carefully preserved two inventories of his miraoles.

The first, probably oorapoaed o.1228-29 but including remembrances

of miracles dating back to the later twelfth century, records the

statements of twenty-nine witnesses who give evidence for, or

corroborate, fourteen miracles, the cure of madness being espe¬

cially prominent.The second register of depositions is no¬

tarised December, 1424, and cites thirty-three miracles vouched
17

for by forty-six witnesses, The fact that miracles persist is

evidently very important to the success of the canons1 efforts.

Throughout the prolonged inquiry it is made clear that the joint

criteria for the investigators are "vita atque miraculis"? and
*

Andreas of Santa Cruoe, an advooute/of the cause, strongly advises
b«.c ke rs

them and their bafces'c to have letters sent to the Fope from the

King and his most powerful lords temporal and spiritual — letters
at tht s>hri/\z thercL was,

vhich stato that/"continuacione miraculorura et populorum concuraum.

(it is striking to see popular religious experience examined and

verified from such lofty heights.) On 2 May 1453 the canons were

informed that a new commission of investigation might be Bent to

jfc-tjnSerfcJ o(- fki Cent.istmrj Court i-efcaifW. tk& English procurator-?
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England to check if Osmund1s miracles were continuing! consequent¬

ly, the chapter was urged by their agents in Home to have recent

miracles ready to present and to he notarised, if the need arose.

So two new miracles are included amongst the documents in the
19

chapter archives.

Doubtless these miraculae were the acta sanctorum of popular

religion. In the case of the capitula miraoulorum in genere of

Louis of Toulouse (d.1297, oan.l317)» compiled for his canoniz¬

ation process in 1308, its sixty-eight items reveal a considerable
20

popular following and belief in his holiness# The relics of

Louis of Toulouse were in 1308 preserved at the Franoiscan church
21

of Marseilles. Here at this time was the center of Louis's oult,

where his miracles were reported as being most numerousf farther

afield, the cities of Aix, Frejus, Toulon, Riez, and others also

claimed some miraolea, while only a few miracles were oited from
22

nore outlying radons. If plotted on a nap, the niraolee of
Louis of Toulouse, as listed in the oapitula. would therefore

cluster about his tomb at Marseilles, becoming less concentrated,

fewer in number, as, in widening circles, they radiated outward

from his relios. This not at all untypical pattern underscores

the central role of the saint's shrine as a locus for his cult.

Hence miracles claimed in places relatively distant from the

culti« centre are highly interesting, for they signify a process

of cult diffusion and so may alert us to the ways and means by

which the saint's fama is being circulated.
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As well as radiating outward from a oult4e center and thus

by their pattern of distribution helping us to circumscribe the

geography of veneration, rairaoles, by their relative frequency,

also help to period!ze the intensity of cult* It may not be de¬

monstrable that miraoyfl.es occur most frequently during the periods

of greatest oultie activity and therefore are the best aeismogrephe

of popular fervor, since precisely at these tiraee the impetus to

record miraolee is greatest# Miraolee eeem to be most plentiful

(l# immediately following the saints death* (2# during the canoni¬

zation investigation, if there is a process* (3# at an invention,

elevation, or translation of the relics#

The day after the burial of Elisabeth of Hungary (d#1231),

a Cistercian monk who hud suffered from a mental illness for many

years was cured at her grave, indicating that sick people were re-

23
soi»ting to her aid immediately. In thin instance, as in the case

of Hugh of Lincoln (d,1200),"^ miracle cures provoked enough enthue-

iaeai to lead to canonization proceedings# M'hen the Franciscan 1 fey-

brother Fra Ranioro died (l November 1304) in the convent of hie

native city of Borgo San Sepoloro and reputedly miracles were oc¬

curring at his grave, the town authorities, probably hoping to ac¬

quire material for a process, instructed the notary Cortonuooio
25

Bentivegne to draw up a Liber airaculorunu This compilation

eventually included sixty depositions of miracles arranged in

chronological order, witnessed, and certified, dating fro© 2 Nov-

embor 1304 to 27 Kay 1305#' A great many of these lists oover

an equally brief span of intense oultie activity# It would be

interesting to attempt to discover why the reoord stope when it
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does| whether it is necessary to submit the mlracula to tho

appropriate officials within a certain period or whether a (grad¬

ual tapering off in tho actual rate of putative miracles, or some

other factor, is responsible. The Tractatvis mlraoulorum of St.

Rufino of Assisi (m. 3rd century?^ was written after the invention-

translation of the relics of 1212 j it demonstrates that a renewal

of cult is reflected in a renewal of (recorded) rairaoles.2^

Mlraoles had long been useful weapons of Christian apologetics.

For example, the anti-Arian, anti-pagan thrust of St.Martin's won¬

ders had demonstrated that the power of holiness resided with the

orthodox party. St.Augustine, worried that contemporary mira-
'l

cles were less known than Biblical ones, and, believing that auth¬

enticated miracle stories would nourish popular faith and would

publicise the continuing divine guidance of the Church, had him¬

self composed a version of the sort of llbelli mlraculorura which
29

he favoured. ' The apologetic funotion of miracles persisted

throughout the Middle Ages, especially whenever a divine mandate

might be necessary to promote the acceptance of a new doctrine or

devotional practice.^® Hew saints in particular had to struggle

to win acknowledgement, to be judged equal to the miracle-working

saints of the past, and miracles were vital to their status. The

religious orders attempted to rival one another by the multitude

of their saintsf a fifteenth century Benedictine chronicler

boasted that his order had given 55»5$5 sainted monks to the
31

Church. Thus the religious carried on an often intense and

protracted apologia of their own, exalting the miracles of their

sainted brethren and either ignoring or casting doubt upon those
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miracles put forward for saints outside their ordor.

Because miracles testified to divine favor more dramatically

and more conspicuously than anything else, they became inseparable

from the popular standing of an order and were themselves sometimes

subjects of bitter controversy amongst the religious. 3o a vooli'er-

ous minority of olerios and friars remained hostile and incredulous

— despite repeated papal strictures — towards the chief miracle of
3?

the Franciscans, the stigaatisation of their founder. In his

letter to all brethren informing them of the death of Francis

(d. 3 October 1226? can.1228) Brother Elias proudly disclosed the

secret whioh until then had been carefully safeguarded by a few

intimates of the saintI "Never has the world seen suoh a sign,
33

©xoept on the Son of God..." The great publicity which this

miracle received helped to excite popular demand for Francis's

speedy canonization, a reaction whioh Brother Elias had anticip¬

ated and welcomed.^

The stigaatlzation of St. Francis is first represented in
3*5

Christian art c.1230-35? and, as early as 1260, the Franciscan

chapter-general authorized the independent liturgical celebration

of the miracle within their order on 17 September ('In festo
\ 36

sacrorum stigmatua b. Franoisci*)." By means of Franciscan

preaching and commissioned images, the story of his airaolo

became widely diffused and perhaps contributed to the popular

esteem in which the early Franciscans were held. Nevertheless,

the miracle aroused some clerical opposition, partially deriving

from the unique, exalted rank which it conferred upon 3t.Francis —

"V?
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at the expense of Christ, some thought — and partially owing to

dislike of the Franciscans, provoked "by their privileges and
37

popular support. Between 1237 and 1291,no less than nine papal

bulls were necessary to defend the miracle and to censure ite

dfotractora, who inoluded a Cistercian bishop, seoular priests,

and acrimonious Dominicans. A Dominican preacher, Brother

Thomas d'Aversa around 1291 proclaimed from the pulpit that the

assassinated Dominican inquisitor St.Peter Martyr (d.l252$ can.

1253) and not St. Francis "had received the true stigmata of the
39

Passion."

Above all things the Franoisoans sought to preserve the uni¬

queness of the stigmatisation of St. Franois, especially in the

face of the Dominicans, who continued to vex them by bringing

forward reputed etigmatics of their own, of whom the most

illustrious was St.Catherine of Siena (d.1380? can.1461). Towards

these Dominican claims, the Franciscans, as might be imagined,

were studiously reserved.^ The former minister-general of the

Franciscan Order Francis della Hovere was elected pope in 1471

and took the name Slxtus IVf he was naturally sympathetic to the

aspirations of the Franciscans, for when their minister-general

Zanetto of Udine informed him that, returning from their general

chapter at Ferrara (1472), the friars had noticed images depicting

St. Catherine of Siena receiving the 3tigmata, the Pope reacted
ij

swiftly and severely. The Franciscans complained»

ITihilominus a paucis annls citra nonnulli
religiosi quasdam sanotas et maxim© S.Catharinara
de Sends in regionibus ultramontanis et diversis
aliis partibus sine consensu et approbation©
diotae Cedis et, ut croditur, sine rei veritate



cum Stigraatibus Christi ad inatar B.Francisci
depingunt, et in publiois praedicationibus
asserunt eamdem S.Cntharinam a Chricto rece-

piaae et verius quam ipse B.Franoiscus, in
praeiudicium veritatis et honoris praelibatae
Sedis ac in derisum multorua populorum.^2

Thereupon, Pope Sixtus, while conceding that his predecessor, the

Sientae Pius II

qui earadem S.Catharinam catalogo sanctorum
adscripsit et nuarum virtutum praerogativas
in sua canonization© luoulentissime deolara-
vit specialem de hoc singular! privilegio
feoisset memoriam

nonetheless forbade, under threat of exoommunioation "ipeo facto

inourrant", any means whatsoever of representing St.Catherine of

Siena stigmatized or of preaching upon this subject, until such

time as the Holy See granted its approbation and oonoeded the

privilege of so doing.^ This bull, dated 6 September 1472, and

twice re-affirmed in 1475»^ had still to be renewed in 1480.^
The issue gave rise to further quarrels between Dominicans and

Franoisoans, "the former asserting the stigmatization of St.Catl*-

erine and the latter denying it. The Franoisoans had not yet

forgiven the Dominicans for opposing the stigmatization of St.

Francis and this undoubtedly proved a welcome opportunity to show

46
their resentment." Sixtus IV demanded the oo-operation of the

Dominioan master-general Leonard of Perugia,^ and pursued the

matter with the Dominioan chapter-general, meeting in Perugia in

1478* Pope Sixtus charged that

non destiterunt ipsius S.Catharinae imaginem cum

stigmatibus in publicis processionibus deferre et
in aliquibus loois depingi faoere, et praedioare
populis dictara S.Catharinara vera stigmata susoepiss©

— and this against his express prohibition. u However when the

chapter-gerleral quickly complied with his wishes, and passed the
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necessary legislation, the Pope thanked the Dominicans for their
Aq

obedienae, and removed his excommunications. Yet the ban remain¬

ed officially in force until Pope Urban VIII (1623-44) allowed

pictorial and liturgical mention of the stigraatization of St.
SO

Catherine of Siena.

The inter-relationship between miracles and cult has been

seen to be of fundamental importance. An interesting hagiogra-
ch

phic motif, whij^f illustrates quite well that to discredit a saint's

miracle-working power is to under dne his cult, is the punitive

racle, whioh overturns the disbelief and irreverence of raookers

and scoffers. St.Louis of Toulouse, for example, punished two

persons guilty of incredulity with painful demonstrations of his
<51

powers. A man who frivolously sat upon St.Osmund's tomb was

seized with a violent headache whioh endured until he prayed
52

devoutly to the 3aint for forgiveness. This theme is a recurr¬

ing one in hagiography, and a lengj6$y catalogue of its appearances

could probably be gathered from the saints' lives of both the

early and later Middle Ages. For the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, Andre Vauchez has observed that reward usually follows

repentance in these stories, and that often the reformed sceptic —

perhaps a secular cleric, a member of an older monastic order, or,

more rarely, a layman — has suffered for ousting aspersions upon

53
a new saint from a mendicant religious family.-'-' These cautionary

tales plainly highlight the disbelief which newer saints especially

had to overcome; these tales also show that there were elements of

medieval society, possibly people of religious authority, set

against the development of new cults.
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From early medieval times, of course, punitive miraoles
r4

cover a far wider ground than simple incredulity."^ Persons who

had wronged the saint during hi3 lifetime or who now infringed

upon the monastic or diocesan property placed under his namo and

thus under his protection ordinarily come to miserable ends.^
Naturally, every sort of violation of Christian virtue could be

punished by a saint. But it is important to emphasize that puni¬

tive miracles primarily seem to enforce oultie obligations towards

the saint himself. Monobservance of a saint*e feast day and its

miraculous punishment is a repeatedly encountered theme in the
56

hagiography of the medieval centuries.

Miraoles oould come to embellish a cult, mid indeed lend

great glory to it, without ever having had any original link with

it. Certain miracles were plagiarized again and again by writers

of saints* lives seeking to add to their hero*s gloria poathumas

and for such borrowings later medieval hagiographexs had ample
57

Precedent.y It is consequently not always possible to distinguish

purely *literary* miracle stories from those to whioh a medieval

witness might swear to have experienced directly, except that the

latter sort are nearly always more tied to the complaints of daily

life, while the former often have a decidedly folklorio or ptctu*-

/eoque character. Sometimes the reason why a given miraole-motif

oould appropriately travel from one saint to another is self-evidentI

e.g., the miracle of the roseo for which St.Elisabeth of Hungary

became famous is also found in the traditions of St. Rosa of Vi-

58
terbo (d. c.1252). Biblically-derived miracles and wonders

duplicating the well-known deeds of the great apostolic saints
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were not uncommonly narrated? in fact this may he due to self-

conscious hagiographic efforts to demonstrate the oonformatio
CO

of the new saint with the great saints of the pa-t. In trying

to assimilate a new saint to a weighty tradition, a hagiographer

might decide that novel miracles would he a hindrance.

Baudouin de Gaffier has assiduously pursued the widely travel-
60

led hagiographic motif of Hhe hanged man miraculously saved*•

In this miracle, the saint, hy causing the noose to "break or hy

holding the hanged man aloft, saves an innooent man from an un¬

just death. Described in miraculae and depicted in iconography,

attributed to both Jesus and to the Virgin Mary as well as to a

good number of saints* the miracle most often has as its focus

the theme of the ra^ils of pilgrimage? an innocent pilgrim has

been falsely acousod by a wicked innkeeper. Parallel situations

have, of course, been recounted in the legends of antiquity. But

the peculiarly medieval religious climate of the theme is clear

puite apart from the fact that Santiago de Corapostela lies at the

center of many of these stories. What gives these miracles a

pronouncedly medieval character is that the saint intervenes at

the last moment to ensure that divine justice will prevail, and

such intervention constitutes "un vrai *jugement de Diou*"

This belief in the immanent justice of God, whose instrument the
6?

saint was, had helped to justify the ordeals of an earlier period.

Of the saints who posthumously performed the miracle of saving

the hanged man and whose death-date3 fall within our period of

c.1200-1500, de Gaiffier mentions Bridget of Sweden (d.l373)»
Francis de Paul (d.1507)^ Hedwig of Silesia (d.1243), Nicholas
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of Tolentino (d.1305), Yves (d.1303), .ita of Lucca (d.1272), and

the popularly venerated King Honry VI of England (d.1471)

In the same way that this miracle demonstrates the justice

of God by means of the saint's good offices, so the motif of the

dead saint ordered to desist (temporarily) from the performance

of any miracles shows how perfectly the saint, even from the other

side of the grave, upholds the monastio virtue of obedienoe and

heeds his religious superior. St.admund of Abingdon (d.1240) and

B1.Thomas of Florence (d.1447)* among others, were seen to exemplify

this virtue.^

To believe that these miracle-motifs circulate in a historical

void, without reference to changing ideas or social conditions,

would be mistaken. The rise of mass open-air preaching is -pa¬

pa,railel®d by miracle-motifs displaying the powers of the .great

preachers. The celebrated proaoher St.Vincent Ferrier (d.1419)

c. ild, it is said, be heard for extraordinary distances? and his

Valencian language could be understood by audiences composed of
gc

other nationalities. Yet several anecdotes which Salimbene

h
delights in telling were already in the aicU-t^rteenth century in
circulation about such preachers as Berthold of Hegensburg and his

(f,
miraculous gifts.* 3alimbene even tells ue about bogus miracles

CI
deliberately concocted by preachers in order to overawe crowds.

In the miracle-motif of the ascetic solitary or the unknown

pilgrim — inevitably hidden saints who die alone — the manner in

which the fact of their holy death is disclosed to the admiring
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faithful gradually alters, during the early Kiddle ages the sign

from heaven which reveals that a holy man has died may he an

angelio vision, a dream, a light from on high, calestial voices,

or the odor of sanotity. But in the West "at a relatively later

epoch" the populace beoomes aware of the unknown saint by the
68

sound of church bells ringing of their own aocord. Church

bells become commonplace in a more settled and christianized

world.

Because more miracles usually meant greater fame, for that

same reason greater fame necessitated more miracles. If a grow¬

ing, successful cult and a more widespread reputation resulted

in a demand for a new and amplified vita, then it was most likely
the

that^legonda seounda would contain far more prodigies than had
69

been included in the legonda prima. This inflationary process

is certainly present in the miracles surrounding the remarkably
70

popular oult of St. Anthony of Padua (d.1231 oan.1232). Hone

of the famous miracles associated with St.Anthony and later

represented in religious art — the preaching to the fish, the

apparition to him of the Virgin bearing the Infant Jesus, the

miracle of the mule bowing before the eucharist, the saint re-
71

storing a severed limb with the sign of the cross, and so on -

none of these marvels, ascribed to the lifetime of the saint by

later writers, appears in the earliest, most contemporary hagio-
72

graphic sources. In fact, it has been argued that in the

thirteenth century documents, no allusion to a miracle worked
73

by the saint during his lifetime may be found. After his death,

in less than a year, fifty-three miracles were reported to the
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C-iAfCS
canonisation commission, predominantly of otori&s of the usual

*7 *
kind, ' But these miracles at the tomb laoked the qualities

boloved by hagiographers, who, furthermore, greatly preferred

miracles performed while the saint was alive to thoso worked

near his grave# Consequently, in the fourteenth century Liber

airaoulorum (written after 1367), out of sixty-five miraoles,
75

thirteen are located in the thaumaturge's lifetime. Here and

in subsequent accounts, purely natural incidents become super-

naturalized, miraculous episodes are doubled and even tripled,

and the commonplaces of hagiography embroider the whole. In ad¬

dition, borrowings from the lives of other saints invade the

miracles of St.Anthony of Paduat from the temptations of his

great Egyptian namesake* from the legend of St.Francis, who as

the founder of Anthony's order is a suitable model for his aotsi

and even from Salimbene's chroniole, for Anthony like Berthold
*76

of Regensburg was a famous preacher,

Th* Liber miraoulorum of St.Anthony of Padua is also the

probable source of the saint's later miraole speciality, the re¬

covery of lost or stolen objects. The twenty-first miracle cre¬

dits the saint with recovering a pBalter which a novice had stolen
77 K,

from him at Kontpellier. According to #eau, however, this spe¬

cialized patronage arises from a pun on Padova abbreviated to
"yQ

Fade or Pave (of. French epave* strayed or unclaimed animals).

Van Gennep seems to attribute the success of Anthony's cult in
S
ji^avoy to this specialised patronage which was not in competition

7g
with the more traditional specialities of other saints. This

80
patronage raay well be post-medieval.
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That the rairaolos which a sain:, 'Wis ejrneoted to perform, the

requests which ho was called upon to answer, could assume a

particular direction and develop into a speciality was hound to

have an Important effect upon his cult. For a cult haood upon a

specialised patronage of need established a limited functional

relationship with a saint. A relationship of this kind was not

at all the same as a cultie association grounded upon personal

protection, or upon social (e.g. occupational, confratemal) or

territorial (e.g. civic, diocesan) ties with the saint. Communi¬

tarian bonds with the saint would ordinarily not be expected to

be of much importance in such specialized cults, unless the whole

community faced an identical threat. Individual contact too

would be occasional and fleeting. Huisinga seams to regard spe¬

cialized patronages of need as being characteristic of northern
8l

European saint cults in the later Kiddle Agee.

An example might be helpful. St.Emerentian was a Soman

virgin nd martyr who was believed to be the foster-sister of

St.Agnes? she was venerated on the 23rd of January. St.Emerentla-

na came to be renowned for effecting oures of stomach ailments.

Sop, when suffering from sharp abdominal pains while hunting in

the forest of I.ongu6, in Anjou, 1472, Louis XI invoked this saint

and his illness ceased* As a sign of gratitude to St.Sraerentiana,

whom he believed had cured him, Louis had a chapel built and de¬

dicated to her, at the very spot in the forest where he had re-
pp

colved his miraculous cure.
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To try to s96 the oircumstanoee in which this kind of special¬

ised miracle working developed might he instructive. 'Especially in¬

teresting would he an examination of the dossier of the cult in

the light of the speciality? perhaps some items of the dossier

might help to explain the origins of the saint*s peculiar patroh-

/iage. Of the particular devotion paid to Bl.Raniero of Borgo San

Sepolcro hy women of the area during pregnancy and childbirth, one

scholar has suggested that it sprang from his earliest recorded

miracles, whero the saint is glorified for reviving two stillborn

infants. Two miracles from a total of sixty: the chances for

predicting a future pattern from evidence as slight as this might

dishearten a statistician. Yet the popular imagination may not

have been stimulated in direct proportion to quantities? the mi¬

racles which struck people*s fanoy Bay have been statistically

insignificant. Memorability, especially for mothers in despair,

may have had more to do with need than with number. Besides, the

functional speciality of Bl.Eanioro oould not ha'e excluded a

r-tig : •" other concerns. His cult remained local, communally
84

and territorially based. For such a cult there oould be no

question of an absolute speciality. Specialization must have

continued to supplement a general practice.

Perhaps the bast examples of saints with specialized functions

in the later Middle Ages are the plague saints, most notably Sainta

Sebastian and Eoch. The Roman martyr St.Sebastian was established

as a plague saint well before 1343, although how and why he became

one are still matters of dispute. Paul the Beacon tells of his

intervention in the plague of 630, and that fact was retailed in



the later thirteenth century Legend,, urea of ,T"'nes of Voragino.®"^
Some scholars have maintained, however, that there exists a cor¬

respondence between the torments which St.Sebastian endured and

his plague funotion. MBtle and Perdrizet would insist that the

arrows which rained upon 3t.Sebastian in the course of his almost

interminable martyrdom (the arrows were irrelevant to the eventual

cause of his death) oame to be regarded as symbols of the plague*

and just as St. Sebastian had himself suffered the plague, in

effect, without loss of life, so the saint would appreciate the
86

similar sufferings of others, and would save them. As with so

many hagiographioal controversies, there is not enough historioal

information to permit a decision amongst erudite oonjectures. But

the general principle, that in cult specializations 3ea«. plausible

link 3uch as sharod suffering connects the saint with the miseries

of his olient, has much to commend it. For need alone to estab¬

lish a cultie relationship there must seem to be a personal

reason for the saint's compassion and assistance. Thus it may

be gel~~ too far to speak of suoh patronages as if they were ne¬

cessarily more mechanistic or impersonal than the more familiar

varieties.

The cult of even so universally celebrated a plague saint as

St.Sebastian, furthermore, belies the notion of one saint being

everywhere venerated for one speciality. Aside from being the

personal patron of anyone who bore his name, St.Sebastian was

the occupational patron of archers, upholsterers, quilt-makers,
Oft

iron merohants, and pavers. His relics were not only venerated

in Rome but also in Tuscany, Soissons, and Toulousef and doubt-
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88
less they were claimed elsewhere. Wherever his relics were

believed to reside, there, to some degree, his cult would be

localized. The plague function of St. Sebastian was, therefore,

most important; but it was not ooXterminous with the saint's

total cult.

Perhaps the most widely venerated specialist saint in later

medieval Latin Christendom actually to have lived and died in

that same period was St. Roch:

Cui sert saint Roch, il le garde
De pestilence et de tempeste.
Prenons le done pour sauvegarde, qq
Toujours craignant en tous temps peste ...

Little is known about the actual career of the saint; and what

may be surmised must be taken cautiously. The remarks of the

Bollandist Coens apropos of*Le myst^re de la legende de S. Rooh*
still .accurately sum up the state of the questions'*. . . ne nous

le dissimulons pas; 11 faut beaucoup de circonsneotion et re-

a 90
cherches. More reoently, the late Augustin Pliche rehearsed

91
•the problem of Saint Roch' with his customary skill and learning,

but the exi^ous amount of available information makes any conclus¬
ion tentative. According to Pliche, St. Roch£ (whose name is the

surname of a fourteenth centBry merchant family in Montpellier:
92

Rog or de Rog) was born in Montpellier c. 1350. The return of

Pope Urban V to Rome in 1367 gave a new impetus to pilgrims to

visit the shrines of the Apostles; the Pope, moreover, had former¬

ly been a professor at the University of Montpellier, and continued
93

to shower benefactions upon the city where he had once resided.

So a pilgrimage to Rome around this time by a young man from

Montpellier was quite in order. On the way, at both Acquapendente
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and Cessna, Roch tended the victim^s of epidemic and disease, just

as he had aided the poor in his native city. He spent three years

in Home (c.1368-71), there assisting the poor and the plague

stricken. Returning home, he stopped at Rimini, Hovara, and

Piacenza, where, continuing to help plague victims, he himself

contracted the disease. He resumed his journey homewards after

recovering his health. Around 1374 he was nearing Anghiera in

Lombardy, but at that time there were hostilities in progress

between the Visconti and the Holy See. Taken for a spy, he was

arrested and imprisoned. He died after five years wrongful

captivity (c.1379).94

The Vita sancti Rochi (BHL 7273) by the Venetian humanist

Francesco Diedo was written in 1473, in Brescia, while its

author was serving in an official post there. It appeared in

1483. For a long time, this vita was believed to be the earliest

life of the saint. Then it was shown that the anonymous version,

the so-called Acta breviora (BHL 7275)» far from being an abridge¬

ment of Diedo was in truth his primary source, to which he merely

added details of his own invention, errors, classical allusions,
95

and a Ciceronian style. While the Acta breviora is not de-

96
void of confusions, and was most probably written in Lombardy

97
about fifty years after the saint's death, it is nevertheless

the most primitative extant literary source of St. Roch's life.

As such, it should help to illuminate the origins of a miracle

specialization that in the recurrent plague epidemics of the

fifteenth century came to be very widely invoked.
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a pilgrim saint who dies while imprisoned through no fault of his

own. As in the story of the famous pilgrim St. Alexis ( 17 -Tuly),
98

his body is identified by a kinsman. But the pilgrimage motif,

although central, does not stand alone. The saint has been un¬

justly punished. How, in the popular mind of the tater Viddle

Ages, the martyr has become someone who has perished unjustly,

a good man cut down. Abel is the exegetical model in this regard:

his martyrdom is the first in the Bible and was seen as a prefigur-

ation of Christ's. Hence, this suggestion of martyrdom in the

circumstances of Roch's death ought not to be ignored. Rt. Roch,

however, has been much more than a good man in the course of his

young life. To the writer of the Acta Breviora, Roch has long

enjoyed divine favor. When he was tending the plague stricken

in a hospital at Piacenza, an angelic voice had informed him that

he too had joined their number. He withdrew to a wood and pre¬

pared for death. But a dog - and there are countless hagiographic

analogies to this compassionate beast - cared for his needs and

brought him food. Yet the highest mark of divine solicitude to¬

wards the poor pilgrim undoubtedly occurred in his jail cell in

Anghiera, when God decides to grant his faithful servant's last

request. The theme of martyrdom helps to make this extraordinary

privilege comprehensible:
• . . angelus Domini cum hac voce ad ilium venit: Roche,
ecce, mittit me pro tua ansuna Deus: a quo si quid optas
in hac ultima tuae vitae parte, nunc id petere debes.
Rochus ergo omnipotentem Deum prece devotissiraa rogavit,
ut omnes Christian!, qui pie et reverenter in nomine
Jesu meraoriara sui fecerint. a peste liberarentur: et
oratione facta exspiravit. "



The body of the dead salrit waft discovered, bathed in a mystic light;
M u

nearby there was found a . . • tat^Lam aurels Uteris divinltus
perscriptam. in qua scrip tarn erat, Deura ejus orationl concessisse

x100
• • • •

The Acta breviora thus unequivocally promises that God will

grant the petitions of those who pray for freedom from the plague

in the name of Jesus and in remembrance of St. Roch. This promise

must have been a major factor not only in the diffusion of the

saint's cult, but also in the assurance of a cult speciality;

the miracles of St. Roch would have pe/culiar efficacy with

regard to a specific need. In truth, the story of Roch, as narra¬

ted in thip short vita, is but a preparation for the promise with

whioh it concludes. Roch's dedicated care of plague victims,

his own near-fatal illness - both make the saint's final, un-

Relfieh request a logical result of his own experience. Of course,

it would be absurd to argue that the vita foreshadows the cult

speciality, for by the time the vita was written ("not before

1430," says Flicbe), the cult of St. Roch had already commenced.*^
The vita, with its miraculous promise of greater miracles to

come, is a cult document. It does not establish a speciality.

It reads that speciality back into the events of the life which

justifies it.

The Acta breviora of St. Roch is not at all unique in intro¬

ducing into the saint's vita a formal guarantee of success in

prayer to those who piously invoke its hero and in binding this
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guarantee to a particular speciality. Because it was "believed

that St. Margaret of Antioch had been swallowed alive by a

dragon and had miraculously been delivered unhurt through a

sudden fissure in the dragon's back — the saint still holding

upwards her small wooden cross, St. Margaret became the patron
102

of midwives and of pregnant women. The Legenda aurea says

that shortly before her decapitation she petitioned heaven that

quaecumque in partu periclitans se invocaret, illa/^qam prolem

emitteret and this request was granted from on high.'-^

Such guarantees of help in a defined situation of need must

have had a vigorous effect in stimulating the cult of those

privileged saints who had obtained their extraordinary powers

from God. In an interesting essay, Georg Schreiber examines the

privilegia sanctorum in the general social context of medieval

privilege — corporate immunities, royal and aristocratic rights,

letters of dispensation, clerical exemptions, municipal liberties,
104

and so on. Schreiber believes that canon law debates and ec¬

clesiastical controversies concerning privilege (for example,

over the privileges of the Franciscans) had some influence on

M

popular perceptions. Thus im Sprachgebrauch des spateren medium

aevum hort man namlich vom privilegium oder von der praerogativa

*105dieses oder jenes Heilbringers.

Schreiber makes reference to a fifteenth century MS now in

Munich which names forty-nine saints, if we count the 11,000

virgins as one, and which endows all of them with a privilefrium

specials. Whether or not this list represents a cult grouping
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like the Fourteen Holy Helpers (Vierzehn Nothelfer), with which

grouping Schreiber compares it, or, perhaps more plausibly, a

selective collection of individually privileged saints cannot be
107

decided without a complete scrutiny of the MO in question.

And one would of course require liturgical or iconographical

evidence that these forty-nine saints were ever invoked simultan¬

eously. Yet the absence of Saints Christopher and Catherine of

Alexandria, among other prominent saints, from this roll-call of
xos

the privileged is striking^ the conclusion that some local

basis determined the selection seems inescapable. Of these forty-

nine saints, St. Thomas Backet (d.1170), St. Henry IT of Germany

(d.l024)» and St. Wenceslaus of Bohemia (d.9?9) are the most mod¬

ern by several centuries. Moreover, <6f these forty-nine, only

Saints Henry, Wenceslaus, and Erhard (d.7th century?), do not

appear in the original version of the Legenda aurea and may be re¬

garded as localizations, possibly from the vicinity of Hegensburg

where the cult of Erhard flourished and where proximity to Bohemia

109
would account for St. Wenceslaus. Both the traditional flavor

of the list and the universality of the saints enumerated on it

would certainly tend to support Schreiber's noMon that the saints

to whom popular perception conceded this elite, privileged status

were, on the whole, those saints whom the feasts of the ecclesi¬

astical year especially signaled.

Nevertheless, widespread liturgical veneration alone would

not explain the popular belief that particular saints had been

granted, indeed guaranteed, success in their miracle specialities.
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To demonstrate how each specialist privilege is rooted in a

hagiographic tradition of miracles already performed and long pub¬

licized - miracles interpreted as precedents and paradigms,

Schreiber cites the privileges of St. Andrew (first of the forty-

nine in his Munich MS.)} St. Patrick (not among the forty-nine

saints but mentioned for his specialized in a fifteenth

century MS. from St. Gall)}*^ and St. Catherine of Alexandria
112

(a very popular saint and one of the Fourteen Holy Helpers).

From this discussion it emerges quite clearly that the passio

or vita of the saint is the ultimate authority for the guarantee.

But the miracles of the respective oassio or vita have been

interpreted in a curious way,so that a speciality might be de¬

duced from them. Perhaps a citation from the fifteenth century

Munich MS. would elucidate the method of interpretations

Beatus Andreas ieta prerogative habets ...
A morte liberare, ut patet in iuvene, quera demones

laoeraverunt, et in viris, qui in mari submersi sunt.
Ab infestacione demonis liberare, ut patet in episcopo, -,

quem dyabolus in specie virginis inpugnavit....
Schreiber provides seven of the prerogatives of St. Andrew, which

may or may not be the total number given him in the MS. Each

privilege is summarized with a reference to a miracle tfhich in an

odd way authorizes it. Thus the individual miracles found in the

vita are exploited as precedents in an almost canonistic manner,

as if they were decretals. The miracles can all be found in the

T,eg8nda aurea chapter on St. Andrew the Apostle.The recitation

of prerogatives, plus justifying references to miiracles, takes the
115

form of a litany. What also must be observed is the multiplicati

of privileged specialities for each saint. In the long run, such a
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development subverts the idea of an exclusive division of miracle

labors among saints, each of whom is alloted^a guaranteed sphere

of activity. For as each saint's list of specialities grows, it
c

is bound to encroach upon the privileges of others. Inclusive-

ness, finally, would logically undermine the notion of speciality

itself, turning the list into nothing more than a detailed invent¬

ory of the wide variety of services undertaken. Schreiber's

litanies of prerogatives would therefore appear to be a late stage

in the evolution of the privilegia sanctorum.

These specialized, privileged cults seem to assume greater

prominence in the later Middle Ages and almost in fact to become

the mark of the period.<hy this should be so has not beenj^ad-

equately explained. Conjecture is always possible, but not very

satisfactory. It seems obvious, however, that for some saints

the guarantee or privilege merely formalizes a popular association

between the Baint and a particular area of need, providing a

charter for liberties already being exercised. Doubtless, too,

the idea of a relationship between a saint and a speciality begins

well before the later Middle Ages. Every sign points to an associ¬

ation between the saint's feast and the agricultural year; the

sound of the saint's name and the sound of other words; icono-

graphio attributes interpreted out of context. Each of these

areas will bear further investigation. Altogether, the tendency

towards specialization might pre—exist the assignment of speciali¬

ties to any particular later medieval saint; what appears to

characterize the later medieval period is a codification of these

specialities.
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It is possible that guild statutes influenced this develop¬

ment, just as the sudden appearance of incurable maladies like

the plague might have promoted specialized patronages in other

areas of need, '"any of these privileged saints were grouped to¬

gether into jointly venerated and liturgically invoked pantheons.

Yet at the same time one could maintain individual recourse

to ad_ hoc specialist patrons indicates a weakfening of the group

allegiances which had nourished devotion to the patron-saints of

communities. Huizinga sees the growing strength of specialized

patronages as the result of a more immanential Christianity which

subdivided divine omnipotence and portioned it out among the various
117

specialist saints. Until a great deal of research into this

question of specialisation among the miracles of the saints has

been undertaken, no thorough discussion of the matter is really

possible. An investigation along comparative lines could also

assess the relative strength of cult specializations in the various

regions of later medieval Europe. That cult specialization was

greater in German-speaking areas and less developed elsewhere

may be an optical illusion. Each country seems to have known

specialist saints. The Legenda aurea , written by a beatified

Archbishop of Genoa, was the loous clasjicu3 for many cult speci¬

alizations, as well as the point of departure for others. A

gigantic i»age of St. Christopher guarding pilgrims and wayfarers,

and protecting all who saw it against the threat of an unshriven

death would be encountered, or so it seems, just as readily in a

later medieval Italian as in a northern European church. More

work on the problem needs to be done.
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Miracles in the later Middle Ages remained a vital manifest¬

ation of the cult of the saints. The impressive collection of
VL

miracles amassed in the Henrield#. Angliae Regis Mlraoula Postuma,

which dates from the closing decades of the fifteenth century,

shows how the bulk of the populace continued to regard miracles
119

as a mark of sanctity. Thus it might seem to be difficult to

document a 'declining sense of the miraculous' for the later

120
Middle Ages. Still, there can be no doubt that one effect of

institutionalizing the need for miracles in a more complex and

sophisticated canonization procedure was to stimulate a greater

wariness not of the miraculous per se, but of individual miracles.

Among the clerics of the papal court charged with their scrutiny,

miracles were objects for investigation! a suspicious attitude

was not altogether improper.

"As for the really essential part of this business," says

the anonymous compiler of the Libellus quatuor anclllarum, who,

writing around 1233» offers advice to those interested in secur¬

ing a canonization, "at the Curia they look for evidence of blame¬

less life and excellence of conduct, rather than miracles, which
121

are, as often as not, feigned by human craft or diabolical deceit."

In the thirteenth century Innocent III and Honorius III stiffened

the rules pertaining to miracles in canonization processes, the

former by insisting upon the sworn statements of witnesses to

miracles and even the personal appearance at Rome of some of these

witnesses} the latter by requiring that field inquiries be
122

made in the area from which the putative miracles were reported.

Improvements in procedure also anticipated their full development

123in the fourteenth century. Perhaps the most surprising view
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of miracles is that expressed by a doubting cardinal in 1245 who

later repented of his boldness: " ... if the Universal Church had

not accepted the memory and story of Blessed Martin, I, at any

rate, should say that Blessed Martin had never raised to life three
124

persons."

Despite what may be regarded as an increasingly critical

attitude towards miracle claims, the curia continued to insist

upon miracles in authenticating a life of sanctity. When Rinaldo

of 3egni, the Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia and future Alexander IV,

opposed the canonization of Stanislaus of Cracow (d«1079, oan.1253),

Cardinal John of Toledo, who was auditor of the process, told one

of the Polish emissaries that Stanislaus must be persuaded to work

a final miracle to convince his chief opponent. Shortly there¬

after, the Cardinal of Ostia was cured of an illness through the

intercession of Stanislaus, and the latter*s canonisation was

125
assured.

The fourteenth oentury sees the canonical employment of

still more stringent controls. By then it had become the normal

practice during a canonization enquiry to keep the candidate's

life and his miraoles distinct and separate. Pound in all the

processes submitted to the Avignoneae Popes, with the exception

of the causes of Celestine W and Els6ar of Sabran, the new pro¬

cedural division meant not only a more efficient use of witnesses

but also a greater olarity and preoislon in judging a potential

saint's moral qualities quite apart from his supernatural gifts.
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Moreover, It must have had the important consequence of disen¬

tangling the miraculous from the ordinary run of events, of iso¬

lating, and it may be, of restricting the province of the super¬

natural.*2^

In a theological work written in 1320, Augustinus Triumphus

differentiates the oanonisation methods utilized by the church of

his own day from those employed by the early church* The saints

of the early church were largely martyrs, he says, and so an

elaborate investigation was unnecessary? but at present, Satan

works miracles and in consequence more care is needed* *2**further
evidence of a new restraint and caution towards miracles on the

part of some ecolesiastlos oan bo taken from the registers of

John Grandisson, Bishop of Essex (1327-69)? these show that

reports of miraculous cures wrought at a rector»s tomb led to

the speedy setting up of a commission of enquiry, the thorough
129

sifting of the evidence, and the proof of one instance of fraud.

On another occasion, Bishop Grandioson wrote to the dean and sub-

deani

••• nor shall you ... proclaim or assert as a rairaole
any deed hitherto wrought in the aforesaid Church ...
until we have been informed of the circumstances of
this deed, and have thought fit to declare first that
it is of God and not of any artifice ... For since,
before canonization, such solemn worship may not legally
be paid even to proved miracles *.., every wise man must
plainly see how much more blameworthy we must think it
thus to^worship where the miracles are not proved to be

Of course incidents of this sort reflect episcopal and not popular

restraint. It could be that the diffusion of scholastic learning

among members of the higher clergy encouraged a distrustful at-
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titude towards what the people quickly accepted. Basic distrust-

fulness towards the miraculous, it has been alleged, found a vic¬

tim in Joan of Arc (d.1431).131

Suspicion, even some scepticism towards the miraculous —

especially in regard to miracles unhallowed by tradition —

certainly existed in clerical and lay circles. It is sufficient

to recall the previous discussion of miracles which punish incre¬

dulity to demonstrate that disbelief (particularly concerning the

miraculous powers of new saints) was far from unknown. Yet, what-
132

ever the views of mocking individuals or of suspicious, if not

always disinterested groups, later medieval public opinion con¬

sistently demanded r trades from its candidates for sainthoodj

and canon law, though it managed in the course of canonisation

inquiries to put new miracles on trial, fundamentally acquiesced

in and indeed ratified this popular demand.

Manifestations of Cultt Images.

Images of the saints in the later Middle Ages and Renaissance

appear in the midst of a greatly enriched pictorial landscape, in

a period of intense artistio production and achievement. In this

era of frescoes and painted panels, stained glass and sculpted

figures, ioonographio rings, seal3, coins, pilgrimage emblems,

communal and oonfratemal banners, illuminated manuscripts and
134

talismanio woodcuts, the images of the saints were everywhere.

There oan be no doubt that the emit of saints with its continuing
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demand for images of patrons and protectors enormously stimulated.
135

the production of works of art. ^ It seems equally clear that

these images of saints, in turn, exercised a considerable hold

over the imagination of the faithful. In the later medieval

literature of visions, dreams, and revelations, the mystics

invariably onoounter saints who in their dress and emblems are

136
identical with their portraits in Christian art.

If, as Huisings contendc in a famous phrase, religious
137

thought at this time was crystallizing into images, it is

certainly true that there were simply far more images about in

the later Middle Ages than in oarlier centuries. Artists^too^
now had far greater skill in translating religious ideas into

pictorial form more realistically and henoe more persuasively

than previously. Yet there is reason for caution in approaching

tho period. Christian iconography had been a vessel for religious

ideas from the time of the catacombs, and the impulse to provide

figural •texts* for the illiterate, an Impulse which in the West

extends at least to St. Paulinus of Sola (d.43l), finds its

classical expression in a pronouncement of (c.600) Pope Gregory

the Great. ^ *Por what writing supplieth to him which can read,

that doth a picture supply to him which is unlearned, and can

only look.*^0 Thus William Durandus cites the teachings of Pope

Gregory in the former's influential Rationale divinorura offioioran,

written c.1286.^1 Perhaps, therefore, it is worth recalling that

the desire tc embody Christianity within a system of images, for

devotional as well as for pedagogic reasons, long antedated the

remarkable upsurge of popular imagery which is a hallmark of the

later Middle Ages.
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The iconography of saints was a visual hagiography. Unless

the attributes of a given saint wore already conventional and the

scenes from his life or martyrdom very well known, the artist or

whoever guided his hand depended upon an accessible vita, and so

oollections such as the Legenda aurea were indispensable to image-

making. That ioonographers had to be selactive in their use of

a hagiographic text, choosing the most vivid incidents or those

otherwise most suitable for illustration, is understandable.

Their success may be gauged by the fact that certain scenes became

so familiar on their own that it is possible not to appreciate

that thsy are actually episodes of a longer story. When, for

example, some Italian ecclesiastical seals depict the stoning of

St.Stephen or St.MartIn dividing his cloak or St."Bartholomew
14?

exhibiting his skin, * the scenes represented may be regarded

as alluding to a fuller narrative of events? or they may be con¬

sidered self-contained anecdotes, sufficiently memorable and

individualised to establish a specific sainlte identity. In

either case, their common reference is hagiographlc.

The link- between iconography and hagiography are -plainest

when an entire sequence of episodes from a saint*s life is arranged
1A \

in continuous fashion and a so-called cycle is constituted.

These cycles of episodes from the lives of saints have embellished

Western churches certainly from the ninth century, and, it may be,

earlier still. Cn the sacristy of the abbey churoh of Connues

there is a fifteenth century wall painting of the martyrdom of

3t.Poy (Fides) in seven scenes divided between two registers. A

band of text, now illegible, was placed between the upper and the
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lower registers to explain tlae scenes, even though the legend

was followed rather closely and Conques was a major shrine of

this saint. The first scene is a miracle illustrating St.Foy's

oharity? the second shows her refusing to sacrifice to the goddess

Diana and being brought before the prefectj in the third, fourth,

and fifth soenes she is tortured and imprisoned? in the sixth, 3he

is exeouted? and in the last soene her relics are elevated in i»e-

oognition of her martyrdom. Only in the penultimate episode has

the artist departed from the passio. altering the looale, and re-
ld5

presenting companions other than those speoified by her legend.

Out of seven scenes, four deal with the saint's suffering and

death, and two with her sanotity (miraole, relics)? the second

episode, her accusation and refusal to sacrifice, both initiates

her suffering and confirm her sanctity? hence it Cannot be thought

of as removed from the theme of suffering or sanotity. Here the

slight narrative element is kept striotly subordinate to hagio-

graphio ends. Edification rather than story-telling governs the

selection of incident.

Prominent in the creation of iconographic cycles in the later

Middle Ages were the religious orders. During the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries the orders which had adopted the rule of 3t.

Augustine — the Canons Regular and the Augustinian Hermits — had

the life and posthumous miracles of their putative founder tran¬

slated into iconography. For their literary souroes they drew on

the Confessions? the Vita by Possidius? and various apootryphal

sormon3 and legends. In keeping with the purpose of edification,

none of the escapades of the pro-conversion Augustine, most no-
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tably the theft of the pears, are rendered in any of the cycles.

But what was of oruoial importance to the Canons and the Hermits

wa3 to insist that the saint had indeed composed their rule and

had founded their respective orders* Thus, backed up by apocry¬

phal texts, the isonographic cycles commissioned by the Auguoti-

nians proolaim that the monks' asseverations pertaining to both

rule and foundation can be 'documented* by scenes which depict

3t.Augustine among 'his* monks and in the act of bestowing the

regula to religious olad in the appropriate later medieval cos-
1A f\

tumes. Pavia claimed the relics of 3t*Augustine) and some years

after 1362 a oyole was sculpted to ornament a marble tomb which

wa3 then erected as his monument* It is not surprising that of

all the Augustinian cycles catalogued, this sculpted one at Pavia

should include the greatest number of posthumous miraole3, for

such miracles would naturally commend the tomb as a plaoe for

pilgrimage**^

With these iconographio cycles much of one's interest oenters

upon examining "the principle of selection vhloh lies behind the

choice of scenes*" Because the need for oompreseed state¬

ment tends to highlight the points which the artist and his re¬

ligious supervisors want to emphasize, the hagiographio intent of

the composition frequently emerges with a peculiar sharpness of

outline* Hot only oycles, however, should be examined with re¬

ference to hagiographyj also Isolated scenes ought to be compared

with the literary sources.
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Around 1394 a large image of St. Christopher was printed on

the entrance wall of tho home of Francesco Batini in Prato to

149
guard the house "from hail or fire, hunger or pestilence.•

A fifteenth century ring, found at Hume Castle in Berwickshire, Shows

St.Christopher hearing the Christ Child, a not unusual subject far
150

the cautious traveller. In neither of these representations

does the saint appear as a "cynooephal© anthropophage ,£a dog-headed

man-eater^pue la grhoe du baptdme transforms en un autre hosEs©."®*
It is in this gruesome guise that 3t.Christopher's first and assu¥-

redly fabulous passlo had presented him. Probably the etymology

of tho saint's name, Christ-bearer, suggested a new iconography
152

which a newer passlo was written to elucidate. ^ How it is some¬

times stated that the huge dimensions of the later medieval images

of St.Christopher ar© explicable by the saint's protection against

sudden death — the large size of his image insuring the visibility

which would confer protection for a day. True enough, but the newer

legend of the saint, the one included in and popularized by the

Legends. aurea. states quite explicitly that the saint was actually
15"}

a giant twelve cubits tall. J To explain the size of St.Christo¬

pher's images wholly in relation to their function would therefore

be mistaken.

As the example of St.Christopher indicates, iconography can

generate legends as well as reproduce them. Moreover, as in the
154

early medieval mosaics at Ravenna, iconography can assume a

formidable importance in its own right, especially when the saints

have been given attributes to serve as identity cards. The problem

of attribution brings out the relative independence of iconography
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from hagiography. Paradoxically, despite the fact that the choi®

of an attribute may derive from a hagiographical text, the removal

of a particular emblem from its literary oontext may obscure its

ultimate origins, which, in any case, could be rather oblique#

On 7 March 1457$ the feast day of St.Thomas Aquinas (d,1274»

can#1323), in the Dominican church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva

in Home, Lorenzo Valla delivex»ed an Enoomion sanoti Thomae Acqui-

natis, which proves, among other things, that the great humanist

was by no means innocent of medieval saintlore. In his enoomiua

Valla rhetorically compares the refulgence of St.Thomas*s doctrine
155

to a most splendid sun. Surely this comparison alludes to one

of St.Thomas's most common ioonographic attributes, a star or
156

small sun on his breast or above his right shoulder. The

origins of this uttribute, it seems reasonable to suppose, may

be traced to an aocount of a vision whloh a Dominican named Albert

of Bresoia had of 3t.Thomas. Albert's vision was described to

the olerios examining the sanctity of Thomas by another Dominican,

Anthony of Bresoia, on 5 August 1319. Anthony told the canonization

commission that Brother Albert "was an ardent Thomist and would

often say, in the course of his lectures, 'Dear brothers, I know

that this man is a great saint in heaven."* Pressed to explain

his words, Albert had said that onoo he had enjoyed a vision in

which St.Thomas had appeared to him and had "'on hi3 breast a

great Jewel that lit up the churoh. St.Thomas's companion —

and fellow intellectual — was 34?.Augustine jwho obligingly revealed
the meaning of the Jewell it signified 'the purity of ... ^/Thomas's/

157
intentions as defender and declarer of the faith.' How, it
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would b© hard to deny that 3t.Thomas's attribute, if it does ori-

ginat® in Albert's vision, has mi individual and snecifie moaning
158

Instead of a general and allegorising one? but Tight and doc¬

trine are friends of long standing, practically equivalent terms.

On the whole, the personal and hagiographical basi3 for tlie sel¬

ection of the attributo is fairly weak.

The problems which the artists and their advisers faced in

oreating individual attributes and assigning them to the host of

later medieval saints and blessads for whom images were required

must have been considerable. On the other hand, to provide a

given saint with the proper insignia of his religious or liturgical

category, his type, was a relatively simple task. For bishops,

deacons, monies, friars, hermits, and so on, there were conventions

of dress and often of emblea. ITaturally, members of differing re¬

ligious orders were shown in their distinctive costumes. Still,

there might have been room for confusion as between mitred abbots
159

and bishops. And some sub-classes, such as widows among the

religious, do not seem ioono,graphically very well defined. AlAo,

the various kinds of laymen might have caused difficulty, although

occupation and sooial status oould be shown in contemporary cloth¬

ing. But the main problem was individualizing, and henoe personally

identifying for a predominantly illiterate audience, saints whose

group identity was lost often unambiguous.

With so powerful a figure as St.Doainlo (d.1221, oan.l234)»

the founder of a groat order, no problem, one would have thought,

could have existed. Medieval representations of 3t.Dominic, however,
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are "neither individual nor constant." Fra Angelioo*B several

paintings of the saint are not iconographioally consistent, and

the search for a personal attribute for St.Dominic does not seem

to have proved especially fruitful. From the fourteenth century

on, he is frequently depicted holding a lily, the general sign
161

of a confessor revered for his chastity. The hagiographers

of St.Dorainio mention a star which his mother (some say his nurse

or godmother) saw and this star, in the background of his images

until around 1400, eventually moves to his nimbus and then to his
16?

forehead. Since medieval images of St.Dominic would be mostly
161

painted for Dominican churches and convents, part of the need

to individualize the saint would have been obviated, nevertheless,

the star on his forehead was not in bold contrast with the radiance

on St.Thomas Aquina^s breast? and the iroage of the latter saint,

who was dressed in an identical habit, could reasonably be expected

to be in the same Dominioan ohurch. Would ordinary Christians

have been able to tell the two saints apart?

It might be suggested that the iconography of any particular

saint was, in the long run, only as striking as the vita from which

it ultimately came. Remarkably, neither the first biographer of

St.Dominic (Jordan of Saxony), nor the biographers who followed

him, matched the popularity which Thomas of Celano attained for
' i/i

his earlier vita of St.Francis, When there was no vita and

very little oral tradition to exploit, the problem of selecting

individualizing attributes was naturally compounded. This was

the situation confronted by Stefano di Giovanni (Sassetta) when

he was asked to paint a new ratable for the ohurch of San Franceses

see of Borgo San Sepolcro which would represent Saints Francis and
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John the BnotiBt, olus the local bentus, Pra Raniero. The ratable

was finished in August, 1444 and constitutes a definite sign of

continuing cult for the Bl.Raniero. The artist could choose none

of the solutions which might have been open under other circumstan¬

ces* a visual nun on the saint*s name (such as a wolf for St.Lupus)|
or an allusion to a peculiar mode of mnrt.rrdom? or to a specialist

165
patronage. All that Sassetta knew about Raniero was that he

was a nious Franoiscan lay brother who had left some miracle stories

behind him. The artist drid what he could. He painted Raniero in

his Franciscan habit holding a nater-noater, a prayer-counting

device, usually of beads strung on a cord or chain, although not

the same as a rosary. The habit identified his order, while the

rwiternoster, eapeci lly associated with lay brothers, indicated
166

his status within the order. To go beyond category and attempt

a degree of individualization, the artist resorted to the much

used device of painting some scene in which the saint figures on

the uredella. So there are three synopses of Bl.Raniero's mira¬

cles on the predella of the retable. Interestingly enough* only

one of the three miracles represented comes from Fra Raniero*s

rairaculat the other two stories perhaps belonged to local oral

tradition.

For local saints like Bl.Raniero, identification on this ra¬

ther rudimentary level was all that was really necessary. Other

elements of cult — confraternity chapel, altar dedication, feast

day, etc. — would provide a total context in which the looal mem¬

ory of the saint would be kept fresh. Given this looal baokgrouiSP»

visual recognition was assured, at least in the community where
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the cult was oentered — and maybe farther afield, Poggio Braccio-

lini (d,1459) telle a facetious story about a merchant from Ancona,

vxho, during a storm at sea which almost finished him, makes an im¬

pulsive vow to provide a house for the patron of hi3 oity, St.

Cyriao ( .uiriacus, bishop and martyr of Jerusalem). The point

of Poggio's little story turns upon the saint's iconographioally

distinguishing features the long beard with which he i3 shown

("barba promissa depiotum")j for when the curate of the merchant's

parish/ has learned of the vow through the confessional and plagues

the merchant to fulfill his promise, the latter replies* 'Bo not

bother me any further with this matter. I have humbugged many

169
people in the world with beards a good deal longer than St.Oyriao.*

The story may seem silly to us, but #hat it discloses is significant.

Poggio mistakes neither the locality of cult nor the distinctive

iconography of a 3aint whose fama at least in Italy must have been
170

of the second magnitude.

Compared to St.Cyriao, St.Georg© was definitely in the first

rank, a saint venerated throughout Christendom. By the later

Kiddle Ages he must surely be placed among the universal saints;

and the iconographic equivalent to universal cultus was universal

recognition. Now of course this does not mean that everywhere in

later medieval Europe St.George would be portrayed in an absolutely

unvarying fashion. It does mean, however, that the basic attributes

and costume, the scene with the dragon, would in their main lines

be recognizable in most places, to most of the faithful. St.Georg©

after all was the personification of the triumphant Christian war-

171
rior. Thus in a sermon on St.George, Bernardino of Siena
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(d.1444) could offer an interpretation of the saint's virtues

grounded upon his iconography*

3cuturn est album oum cruoe rubra. Albuo
oolor designat oonscientiam bonam et purara...
Crux rubra ost ardens affectus in recordation
ne passionis Christl. ... Lanoea est sanctum
exemplar.... etc.*'*

An allegory of this sort depends upon the audience's knowledge of

the conventional attributes of St.George. Bernardino knew his

audiences and knew what they would know. Ilia sermon is valuable

evidence that for some saints full recognition had been achieved
171

by the later Middle Ages. It is true, however, that only a

small number among the great many saints represented in religious

art in the later Medieval period belonged to this class of uni-
17/

versally recognised saints. Moreover, within this class of

unmistakable individuals, the older saints, the apostles, martyrs,

and early confessors of Christendom were overwhelmingly preponderant

(for a northern European sample, of. Table C.). These older, uni¬

versal saint3 also enjoyed liturgical veneration aoross Christendom.

Some scholars have suggested that the popularity of a given
175

cult is in part a measure of that saint's images. The more

arresting the scene or the attributes, so this argument goes, the

more likely the diffusion and success of the cult. This hypothesis

may be challenged on several grounds. First, successful iconogra-

phic motifs were able to travel from one saint to another, just as

hagiographic motifs could. For example, in the "Dream of Innocent

III" 3t.Francis or alternatively 3t.Dominic support the tottering
176

Church of the Lateran. Scenes passed easily from 3t.Francis

to St.Catherine of Siena; among saints with the same name; and
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saints credited with similar miracles. There was no reason for

striking imagery necessarily to remain attached to one saint when

another could justify appropriating the images for himself. Seoorui-

#ly (and hero it is convenient to limit disoussion to the oults

of •new" saints originating in the later medieval period): if dif¬

fusion of cult is a measure of that oult*s success, then the faot

that a particular saint*s images may "be found soattered throughout

Christendom does not sewn to "be an independent consequence of pow-

jrerful iconography. Rather, to a very great extent, with respect

to the •new* saints of the lat&r Middle Ages, profusion and diffu¬

sion of images seem to be reasonable indices of the zeal with which

cults were being promoted.

To support this point, let us compare the historile, images,

and oults of two later medieval saints, both named Peter and both

murdered by heretics. Peter Parenso was of the Roman nobility.

In 1199 ho became podesta of Orvieto* and because of the severity

with which he prooeded against the Cathari of that city, they assafc-

Ssinated him in the same year.^® There is no doubt of the Crvi-

etaii's veneration fbr their slain podesta. Miracles were reported*

the blood spilled at his death was treasured as a relic* a legend

was written. ^ A year and a half after his murder, his feast

(21 May) was observed in Orvieto, and his passim (for he was held

to be a martyr) was included in the laotionary of the cathedral
180

before the middle of the thirteenth century. On 5 June 1347»

the commune of Orvieto, immensely grateful to the saint for their

deliverance from an impending famine and civil war, vowed an annual
181

tribute of wax on the feast day of St.Peter Parenzo. Apparently



the images of the saint were confined to the city in which his

cult was located. What may "be the earliest surviving image of

the saint is a fresco which dates from the fourteenth century.

Peter is shown with a nimbus, holding a sword, and dressed in a

cloak lined with fur? he is youthful? he is the type of a medieval

Christian warrior. Iconographically, the soene is not especial¬

ly vivid. It certainly fails to render the dramatic way in whloh

the heretic-hunting pode6t& met his death. The representation ie

even somewhat ambiguous, for Peter's sword could allude to his

nobility, his civic office, or his raartyrdom.*®^

Peter of Verona was a Dominican Inquisitor, stabbed to death,

also by a heretio, in 1252. He was murdered on the route between

Como and Milan. In 1253» he was canonised as a martyr. His cult

was endorsed and vigorously supported by the Papacy, and propagated
184

throughout ChristfcaiiclBurope by hi3 fellow Dominicans. It Is

not surprising to discover hi3 image, made around 1472, at Long
18S

Melford, Suffolk. Instantly reoogniaabl© iconographically, the

images of St.Peter Martyr are graphic and effective, fully oomnar-

able as visual hieroglyphs to those of St.Lawrence with his grill

or St,Catherine of Alexandria and her wheel. The slaughtered in¬

quisitor is represented with a knife or an ax embedded in his

skull, or perhaps protruding from his shoulder — the horror of

his martyrdom equally affecting as the horrors inflicted upon the

great martyrs of the past.

3iraply because the iconography of St.Peter Parenho was nei¬

ther exceptionally potent nor especially individualised, and be-
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cause the reverse was true for St.Peter Martyr, one ought not to

conclude that the narrow fama of the former saint and the widely

diffused fama of the latter has, therefore, been ©: plained. It

would be sensoloos to maintain thai the great oontrast in the

fortunes of the two cults is reducible to a difference in ioo*-

jtfography. The real contrast lies in another direction. St.Potor

Parenzo was a layman. No one beyond the city in whioh he was

murdered evidently had any intorest in or any reason for promot¬

ing his cult; and Pope Innocent III cut short the first attempts
186

of the Crvietans to initiate a canonisation process. The nim¬

bus which appears on the local images of Peter Parenzo signifies

nothing more than local episcopal approval. Diffusion of cult in

these circumstances was out of the question. The success or fail¬

ure of iconography is beside the point. For St.Peter Martyr, on

the other hand, a network of Dominican convents dispersed through¬

out the major centers of Latin Christendom was a formidable agency

of cult promotion. One may judge the extent of papal backing for
^ his

the murdered Dominicanjonly by the speed with whioh %fae process
was brought to a conclusion but also by the natural desire of the

Papacy to uphold in the oult of a martyred inquisitor the papal
7 R*7

oommittraont to an institution pledged to root out heresy.

Regardless of iconographic impact, devotional images of 3aints

themselves indisputably attest to veneration, to oult in its broad¬

est sense. For, along with miracles reported and collected near

the tomb of the saint where the rolics are housed, a quickly exe¬

cuted iEiage, like a hastily composed vit4. is a confirmation of
*1 CJQ

cult aotivity. The sarcophagus of St.Rita of Casoia (d.1457.
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can.1900), for Instance, carries hor painted image on the lid and

on the side. Probably these representations date from very soon

after hor death? and so those images of St.Rita coi atitute far

"better testimony to immediate devotion and cult than her much la-
ign

ter and leas reliable biography would do.

Haturally, images which display and, at the same time, proradtas

devotion to a saint must be cautiously interpreted as indicators

of that saint#s general popularity. Merely to calculate the number

of a saint's representations — and this would be no easy matter la

itself —and use the total obtained as an accurate measurement of

the saint's popularity in relation to other saints would be danger¬

ously misleading. For one thing, panel paintings (cf. Table A)

might refleot one audience and woodcuts (cf. Table B) another —

the former could indicate dispersed groups of relatively more

well-to-do people, while the latter could point towards a slightly

lower stratum of the populace, but not necessarily so. A cheaply

made wall-painting is not striotly comparable to an elaborate

altarpiece. Moreover, a calculation of this kind would ignore the

purpose for vrhich images were commissioned. Ruling dynasties, re¬

ligious orders, secular clerics, guilds, municipalities, and private

individuals — all commissioned images for a variety of motives

ranging from the symbolic assertion of collective identity to polit+~

ical propaganda, from group pride to personal gratitude. Of course

the sheer multiplication of a particular saint's image would be

bound to increase his public recognition. Yet what remains crucial

is the connection between a saint's image and the group or indivf-

iTdual who had it made.
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For example, one would expect to find Franciscan saints re¬

presented in Franciscan convents and churches. Indeed, one would

"be shocked not to ffind them there. Images of Fraudscan saints

in houses and churches belonging to that order are consequently

no safe guide to the popularity of these saints in the Christian

community at large. It is possible, however, to begin to appre¬

ciate the strength of Francisoanism and Franciscan saints when in

English religious art, mostly From parish or secular churches

having no obvious links with the Franciscans, Saints Francis,

Claire, Elisabeth of Hungary, Louis of Toulouse make repeated
190

appearances.

Quite often the motive for commissioning an image is trans¬

parent, for the representation itself, either implicitly or expli¬

citly, proclaims the bond of association between the saint and the

corporation or individual who celebrates him. A Parisian breviary

from the end of the thirteenth century contains a miniature which

shows the people of Paris at the feet of their patron, St.GeneviWs.

The magnificent altarpiece in Naples painted by Simone Martini de¬

picts St,Louis of Toulouse in the act of renouncing the Neapolitan

throne and of pladng the Angevin crown firmly upon his brother's

head. A political statement which clearly attempts to endow the

Angevin dynasty with the glory and power of its saint, the Simone

Martini altarpiece of 1317 illumines the political uses of cult
192

promotion, and the place of iconography within such a purpose.

The impressive fresco by Andrea da Firense in the Spanish Chapel

of the Dominican Church of Santa Maria Novella in Florence (exe¬

cuted 0.1366-68) whloh is sometimes called 'Christian Learning'
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and sometimes *Tho Triumph of 31,Thomas* exhibits "a basic rela¬

tionship "between strict orthodoxy, militant opposition to heresy

... and^thj^olraculoua power ... 2£J7sainthood."*'"^ It also

glorifies the Dominicans as the chief exponents of theso quali¬

ties, which thoir saints virtually embody.

That Papal seals from pre-Hildebrandine times should empha¬

size 3t.Peter and the reception of the keys is hardly astonishing?

yet in the counterseal of the chapter of 3t.Peter of Some (1279)

both 3ainto Peter and Paul have been relegated to the sidelines

and the head of Christ made central#* Do we see in this new

arrangement the transition from 'Vicar of 3t.Peter* to *Vloar of

Christ*?195

Among the early images of 3t.Catherine of Siena, the works
196

of artists of the Gieaose school are most oonspiouous. The

same year in which she was canonized (1461), her image by Lorenzo

di Pletro (Vecchietta) is painted for the Palazzo del Coraune of
197

Sieng, This Sioneoo assiduity in producing images of St.Cath¬

erine draws attention to a groat civic pride in their native

daughter, a civic pride which culminates on 19 March 1462, when

by official decree St.Catherine takes hor place among the patron

saints of her city.19®

Both guilds and pious confraternities wore immensely import¬

ant in commissioning images which exalted thoir respective patrons
ICQ

and symbolised their group allegiances. For Florence, nothing

illustrates the significance of guild patronage for the new Renaia-
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sance artists "better than the niohes on the exterior of Or San

Michele. During the course of the Quattrocento those niohes

gradually were being filled with the sculpted images of the guild

patrons, among them the famous St.George which Donatello chiselled
POO

in 1416 for the guild of armorers and sword-makera.

Ioonographio attributes had a special task in these symbolic

representations of group loyalties. Not so important was the re¬

cognition of the saint in question* he would be known to all the

members of the group. But the emblems displaying the relationship

between this patron-saint and his oolleotivity were foremost. In

fact, likely ioonographio attributes were themselves a oommon

201
source for patronage choices. St.Leonard had long been the

saint to whom prisoners addressed their pr«yers for liberation?

in consequence, he was usually depicted with the links of chain

whioh identified him and his special ooncern. German p^sants,
however, read their own meaning into these chains and adopted

202
St.Leonard as patron of oxen and horses. In France, at St.—

-Herri, the local manufacturers of brass buckles predictably saw

their own product in St.Leonard*s ohains, and just as predictably
2oq

St.Leonard became their patron. Means of showing to the world

that the group and its saint were joined by the bond of patronage

could inolude dressing the saint in the oostume of the order or

guild? providing the saint with the characteristic tools of the

trade? giving the 3aint a model of his city or his church or his

convent to hold? and decorating the saint*s robes with a national

or dynastic insignia. In these and in other ways the saint would

be visibly naturalized into the community of his clients. Dress-
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ing ar*d acting as the members of his collectivity did, the saint

would be theirs, regardless of the fact that he might also be

claimed by others.

Individuals, too, had their reasons for commissioning images

in honor of saints. The tie of association between the donor of

the image and the saint being represented is moat obvious when

both share the same name. To disentangle the promptings of genu-
pAi

ine devotion towards a baptismal patron " fPom possible motives

of self-display in such commissions is not within the historian*s

power. On a painted panel in the Church of Saints Maria and Do-

nato of Murano, there is a full-length portrait of a saint flank¬

ed by two kneeling donors. The panel is inscribed* CORANDO MCCCX

INDICICN VIII IK TSPQ PS LP M0BBL3 HOMO MISER POMTO MEMO BOKORAPO

FACTA
PCPS5TA PS MVRAN^FO QPBSTA AMCOKA DE MISER SAB PONADO.205 It is
inviting to think that the podesta of Murano in 1310 was either

giving honor to or being simultaneously honored with the saint

whose name he bore.

The twin medical saints Cosmos and Damian certainly benefit¬

ted artistioally from the prestige of some well-known Florentine

Medioi, and their chief, Coslrao. The many images of St.Cosmos at

the Dominican convent of San Marco, which was re-built between

1437-1452 almost entirely through the benefactions of Cosimo del
?06

Medici, contributed also to the glory of an earthly patron.

The role of the saint as the personal patron of his namesake is

iconographlcally elucidated in the later Middle Ages through the

subordinate position of image donors, at the side or at the bottom
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of th© scene. The donor*3 gestures recall vassalic homage, even

if conventional respect might be all that is intended. During

the course of the fifteenth century, patron saints of members of

a family were brought together to form a joint protectorate, but

it may be going too far to see this development as Ma sign of a

207
private devotion of a family oharacter." 1 By no means can the

Medioi be considered a typical family. Yet one of the many works

of art whioh they ooramissioned might serve as an example of saints

and families in images. Roger van der Weyden*s *Madonna of the

Medioi* includes Saints Cosmos and Damian, of coursef but with

them are also Saints Peter and John the Baptist — the name saints
208

of Cosimo*e two song.

On occasions the circumstances underlying the choice of saint

for an image cannot be deduced from the image itself. Why, for

instance, beneath the stained glass portraits of Saints Ductus

/sio^(mistake for Dubricius? d.o.545)» Pranoisous. and Petrus

Mille £sic7(should be Mart) at the church of Long Melford, Suffolk,

shoxild there bet Orate pro anima Bllsabethae Drury et Henrioi

Hardman ... et Willi /sio7Twaytes .... Were these saints

desirable as powerful intercessors or was there perhaps some hid¬

den, personal reason for soliciting their prayers? It does not

appear to be a votive intent whioh operates in this instance.

Votive images, donated as a thank-offering for speoial favors

received or in hope of special graces to come, were much more num¬

erous than surviving example^ would ooera to indicate. In Italian
churches the walls would be covered with votive pictures? when
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apace ran out, unsightly frescoes and pictures which no longer

attracted devotion would be whitewashed over? the pictures visible

on the surface, therefore, alight be only a small percentage of
210

those whose remnants lie beneath them, A story concerning the

Florentine Piovano Arlotto (Arlotto Kainardi, d.1484) involves

just such a time of whitewashing ugly and unreverod votive images.

Tho Piovano comes across an image of Santo Sano (St.Ansanus,

d.503) and tells the master raasom

I want this one to be destroyed. Since I've been
Piovano here I have never seen a candle lit here.
Nor Have I ever realized a oent from it. Consequent¬
ly* master, go ahead and destrjjp it.
mason

But, as the;, aunt ear reaohes for his hammer, a pious woman arrives
at the ohuroh and saysi

Piovano, I have to fulfill a vow for a very beautiful
favor I received at the time of the pest from a Canto
Sano that you have here in the church (una bellissima
grazia rioevcttl al tempo della oesta da UNO SANTO
SANO VCI AVETE QUI IN CHIESA).^lI I've brought forty
shillings (soldi 40) here for you to say thirty mass¬
es in his honor, and a lamp which you should light
for these raa33©s ... Don't destroy him at all ....

After she has gone, the Piovano comments* "If I hadn't bared my

21?
teeth to this Santo Sano, he would never have understood me."

From this anocdote it is possible to catch a glimpse of the ways

in which votive images functioned in religious behavior (lights,

masses)? and also to observe that the saint and his image were

virtually identical in the non-theologieal minds of ordinary folk.

Moreover, the image is seemingly endowed with the power to save

itself. Finally, the votive image of Santo Sano in the Piovano

Arlotto*s ohuroh had already been painted on the wall at the time

it granted the woman's favor (or so it appears), and there i3 no
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suggestion that the -woman herself originally had the image painted.

Thus the original painting of the image testifies to an earlier

votive cult, vh.ile the woman's forty soldi and a lamp show the

renewal of that cult, again for votive purposes.

In addition to the kinds of religious behavior usually assoc¬

iated with the cult of images — candles and, occasionally, proceaa-

211
ions — one must also consider the many reports of deliberate

irreverence, of ritualised abuse and desecration which images of

saints who failed to perform their expected duties were forced to

suffer. In thirteenth eentury Rodez, during times of tempest,
P1 i

images of the saints were beaten and abused. At the same

period in the village of Villeneuve St.-Georges, when the grapes

were at risk, the villagers took the image of the titulary of th^ir
215

community and subjected it to cold water baths in the river.

And, oven in fifteenth century Florence, Richard Trexler assures

us, the "spontaneous profanation of Christian images by private
n 216

persons is well documented. 3o a means of retaliation was

opened to the faithful if the saint refused to carry out his part

of the devotional compact. As distinguished from the sight of

the kneeling donor, his hands clasped in homage to his liege lord,

such disrespeotful conduct, precipitated by a failed obligation

of the lord's, would seem to be analogous to a peculiarly violent

defi, a formal rupture of the vassalio bond.^^ It may be doubted,

however, that the relationship remained permanently dissolved.

Hot all images would patiently submit to maltreatment, esp¬

ecially whon the punishment was undeserved. When an enraged Don-
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inican attacked an image of St.Francis with a knife and attempted

to scratch out the stigmata shown on the hands, feet, and side, a

218
legend informs us that the image dripped blood." In fact, some

images — paintings, statues, icons, and of course cr&dfixes —

have beon highly revered because of their ability to bleed, weep,

219
speak, move, nod, and exude oil. Out of this last category of

oil-exuding images, Robert de Clari provides us with a fine Byzan¬

tine example. In connection with his description of the relio

treasures of the palace of Boukoleon in Constantinople (I204)t he

writest

Or avcit encore en chole Sainte Capele un autre
saintuaire, oar il i avoit une ymage de saint
Bimitre qui estoit painte en un tavle. Chis ymagee
si rendoit tant d,oile que on n'an savoit tant
oster, comme il docoroit de chel ymage.2s0

cU
Acoording to the Comte^iant's invaluable inventory of Byzantine
religious booty brought West following the sack of Constantinople

in 1204, this panel of St.Bemetrius was in 1208 conveyed by Henri
221

d'Ulmen to Trier. Golden find silver vessels containing oil se-
222

crated by this saint were packed off to Soissons and Rheims.

(Riant catalogues a number of icons and panels transported to the

West from Byzantium? tho majority appear to be panel-reliquaries

of the True Cros3.)*^

Wonderworking images were potent channels of divine grace,

and thus frequently objects of peculiar veneration. Traditions
224

arose that these images had not been made by human hands, or

that they had arrived at their destination by miraculously float-
228

ing upon the waters." Among tho most famous of these especially

venerated images are images of Mary like the Irapruneta of Florence,
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end the so-called Black Virgin of Le Puy.3^ These Marian images

end others of the Virgin and of Christ have received far greater

attention than the images of the saints. Tot, the fact remains

that all sorts of clues to exceptionally venerated saints1 images,

and hence to possible miracle traditions, await investigation. An

X-ray examination of a thirteenth century Sienese panel painting

of 3t.Dominic shews that it was repainted twice during that same

century, and was given a more impressive halo in the second Quarter

of the next century. This 3t.Dominic "was clearly the object of
ppQ

quite special attention." It would be interesting to see if

the wish to keep the saint's iconography up-to-date, which the

art-historian who has studied the natter regards as the basio
229

motive for the repainting, points towards a cult tradition of

exceptional veneration. If so, keeping the image iconographically

modern could be comprehended as a wish to moke the saint — a •mod¬

ern* saint after all — continue to be the contemporary of those

who had recourse to him.

An important feature of saints1 images was that several, and

at times a great many saints could be assembled in the same compo¬

sition. Despite what at first glance might look like an arbitrary

assortment of saints, a closer scrutiny usually confirms that the

saints have been brought together according to a definite plan.

Indeed, the principles governing the grouping of saints are crucial

to any 3eriou3 discussion of the culture significance of images, £®r

it is nearly always to matters of cult that these principles pertain.

First of all, and requiring least oomment, are those groupings

where the saints represented mirror the ties uniting the donors.
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An assembly of the Various patrons of a city? of the baptismal

patrons of the members of a family? of the massed saints of a

great religious order —>each image commissioned by the respective

city, family, or order — nothing could be more straightforward.

Sofu if one were to come across a (hypothetical) painting of

the Virgin Mary accompanied by Saints Philip Denized (A.1285? cult

confirmed 1671), Sebastian, and the Blessed Gerard of Villamagna

(d.1242? cult confirmed 1833)» the union of the Florentine general

of the Servitec? the Roman martyr? and the Tuscan hermit should

in no wise bo perplexing. For the fifteenth century statues of

some Florentine laudeai who met near the Serwite church of the

Annunsiata and were called the Company of St.Sebastian (with the

Bl.Gerard as co-patron) list these saints as "tuttl nootri Awo-

cati."230

Saints, furthermore, oould be grouped according to their

liturgical category or type, e.g., the two martyred deacons Saints

Stephen and Lawrence are frequently found together. An altarpiece

executed c.1400 assembles around St.Catherine of Siena four other

Dominican virgins* the Blesseds Joan of Florence (d.l4th c.), Van-

na of Crvieto (d.1306), Margaret of Cltta di Castello (d.1320),
and Daniela of Oxvieto (d.1390?). Iconographically, as has

been seen, the rendering of conventionalized types was relatively

simple for artists to achieve. Of the small proportion of saints

which George Kaftal was unable to identify in his two magnificent

repertories, all are perfectly recognizable as saint-types.

Even if the individualizing signs were meaningless, say to a medi¬

eval traveller, the category of saint being venerated in an image
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would remain as a datum in the memory. Both liturgy and the cult

of images impressed upon the learned and unlearned alike that

saints were not homogeneous hut rather came in certain olasses.

Although the subject of saint-type will demand more extended

discussion later on, it is worth emphasising here that these ca¬

tegories of saints were not mere abstractions. Iconography and

grouping by type both demonstrate that these categories must have

operated in the popular perception of saints and that, in short,

liturgical typologies wero inseparably bound up with the ideas

of oanotity alive in the later medieval world.

Another principle behind the grouping of saints i3 that of

common historical association. Saints who figured in the vitae

of each other or who together performed apostolic labors or who

were companions in martyrdom (or were reputed to be) — these

saints wero likely candidates for joint portraiture. Very fre¬

quently saints associated historically also enjoyed a common li¬

turgical commemoration, that is, a common feast day. The Four

Crowned Saints (SS.IV Coronatli 8 November) and Saints Simon and

Jude (28 October) might b© cited here. The splendid reliquary

of St.Ursula at Bruges, painted by Hans Hemline 0.1489, shows a

narrative cycle of the saint and the host of her fellow martyrs
284

from their first arrival at Cologne to their reunion in paradise^^

— a veritable oommunio sanotarua. The feast of Ursula et sociae.

her famous 11,000 companions, was observed on the 21st October.

Cults similarly originating in a tradition of group martyr¬

dom, such as the Holy Innocents, night not boast a captain like
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St.Ursula. Devotion to the Holy Innocents precedes the lator "id-

dle Ages but still continues to be influential within the period,
gig

possibly impinging upon both the Children*s Crusade of 1212

and the perception of Hew Innocents in the child martyrs of the

later medieval period, whose deaths were imputed to Jewish malice.

Still another more or less anonymous host of fellow martyrs bopine

to attract attention in the course of tho fiftoenth century — the

cult of the 10,000 Martyrs of Mount Araratf as usual, veneration
217

expresses itself in images, ' All in all, the evidence does

suggest that these groups of collectively venerated saints —

jointly invoked and jointly represented in religious art — pro¬

liferated in the waning medieval oenturies.

Then, of oourae, there are those groups wholly lacking even

in putativo historical associations, groups which readers of Hui-

zinga's brilliant book might be exoused for taking to be quintes-
238

sentially characteristic of the later Middle ages. Collective

cults of this sort do appear to take on a new proainenoe from the

late thirteenth century to the early sixteenth. To be sure, the

roots of a devotion may be traoeable to a previous epoch, but the

effects of the popularisation of Christianity, altered social needs,

and the effloresoenoo of religious art, helped to promote and to

publicize new saint groupings whioh in their greater impact may

be considered substantially new. Thus the cult of the Twenvy-kour

Old Ken of the apocalypse was perhaps in existence in the ninth

oentury, "" Only in the thirteenth century, however, #oes the

cult really begin to develop, reaching its apogee probably in

Germanio lands in the first half of the fifteenth century. As
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described in the condemnation of the University of Vienna (17

October 1419)t people believed that God consulted with the Twenty-

Four Old lien on the Thursday of Ember-Days, before each of the four

seasons of the year. Together with his Twenty-Four advisors God

then decided who would live or die or suffer any misery in the

coming season. Naturally, therefore, people saw the Twenty-Four

Old Hen as occupying a unique status, quite above that of other

3aints, and so they hastened to honor them with votivo laaases,

candles, and images,2^

Better known groups of saints, equally bound together by

means of a common oult, display the 3arae popular qualities of po¬

tency and privilege. In combination with a jointly held speci¬

ality, these qualities could prove extremely attractive, as the
241

iconographies groupings of plague saints show. Suffrages in

later medieval books of hours addressed to the cinq saints (or
pAp

sainctea) privileges illustrate the same cast of mind, " The

cult of the Four Holy Harshaljts — Saints Anthony Abbot, Cornelius,

Hubert, and Quirinus, — promised special help for men and cattle.

This cult was ^nllxpuooun in the ecclesiastical province of Cologne

during the fifteenth century. It may have developed through the

bringing together of individual saints who all enjoyed separate

veneration in the surrounding region,for the pilgrimage proximity

of each of their major shrines may have facilitated a merger leact-
?at,

ing to joint veneration and representation.

Most famous of these joint oults grouped by devotion and not

by historical association, tho Fourteen Holy Helpers (Nothelfor)
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are mentioned first in a letter of indulgence issued "by Bishop

Conrad of Passau for the Frauenkirche at "roras (1284). neverthe¬

less, an altar dodioated to the Fourteen Hothelfer at that ohttrch

seems to pre-exist the indulgence. In Christian iconography the

earliest known appearance of the ITothelfer is in a 1331 fresco at

the Dominican church of Regensburg. ^he Fourteen Holy Helpers

served a variety of needs§ none of tho reasons offered in explan¬

ation of their coming together into a joint cult is compelling,

Substitutions in an&aad&itions to their company were made as th©

cult travelled outward from its original German homeland, "but

usually the Hothoifor weroi Acaoius, Barbara, Blaise, Catherine,

Christopher, Cyriao, Dionysius, Erasmus, Eustace, George, Olleg,

Margaret, Pantaloon, and Vitus, Explanations for their union
OA A

rang© from association in a shepherd's vision (which comes

from a tirao of cult&e activity but unfortunately post-dates the

earliest evidence of tho formation of tho group) to a children's

prayer involving fourteen angels (perhaps significant, since images

of tho Hotheifer sometimes made reference to children and angels).

Yet no one, apparently, has succeeded in explaining why these spe¬

cific saints, some obscure and some famous, all but Giles among

the martyrs, should have been united in a common cult, nearly

all the Hothelfer had been the beneficiaries of a prlvilegium,

245
however, and this fact may be relevant.

But tho icono,graphic grouping of saints cannot wholly be

clarified through a discussion of principles, for such a discussion

inevitably oversimplifies larger images whore more than one 'prin-
24fi

ciplo' may be in operation. Again, it seems sensible not to
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etate interpretations of concrete images as if they vers the ab-

etract propositions of geometry, but rather to show actual inet-

stanoes of saint groupings which illustrate directly how ideas of

cult affect and are translated into images# Two relatively complex

panels of the fifteenth century will therefore be analysed for

their ways of ordering and implicitly classifying the saints which

they exhibit#

The upper register of a reredos from Rorasey Abbey, Hampshire
ry M*y

(a Benedictine nunnery ) groups ten figures — nine saints and

a female supplicant who kneels at the feet of 3t.Francis and who

is probably the donor. Schematically presented, the arrangement

of saints is:

A Doctor of the
Church. .Pressed
as a cardinal.
St.Jerome?

7

St.Booh

3t.Francis

X Female

dupplioant

3t.Sebastian

8

St.John the Baptist

4 5 6
Three Benedictine
Saints. 4i an Ab¬
bott 3t.Benedict?
5« an Abbesst St#
3oholastlca? 6i a

monks St.Maurus?
or St.Placi&us?

A Doctor of the
Church! 3t.August¬
ine? St.Ambrose?

In the composition the Benedictine saints are central, as one

might expeot from the nature of the religious house| moreover,

the abbess (iiomsey being a nunnery) is in the center of the Bene¬

dictines. Row, the Benedictines could just as well be English

order saints? for if we were to encounter any local saints in

this program — and there do not seem to be any — we might expect
3

them among the Benedictines# What Ifr thought-provoking in this
(UuL bA.ia.ncAM

arrangement of saints is the care for grouplng^by type, whioh of
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course would bo more evident if the saints from one doctor to the

other could be displayed in a single line. Anyway, the pairs are

1 and 9 (doctors); 3 and 7 (plague saints). The three Benedictines

are grouped by order. The balancing of 2 (3t.Francis) with 8

(3t.John the Baptist) depends upon the Christooentric allusions

of eachi John announces and pre-figures the Passion, while Francis,

tiie alter Christus. has imitated it in his own person. Note,

too, how the •now* saints, Francis and Koch, are made equals and

contemporaries of 'old* saints who are martyrs or fathers.

The convent and church of Santa Maria Kaggiore in Tivoli was

in 1461 taken from the Franciscan Conventuals and put into the

hands of the Observantine branch of the order. In the ohuroh is

an altarpieoe dating from the end of the fifteenth century, a pro-

duot of the studio of Luoa Signorolli. The altarpieoe is as

follows*

Lunette* Coronation of the Virgin.
A. B.

Three
Central
Compartments*

St.Lawrence
standing.
St.Francis
kneeling in
the fore¬
ground.

Madonna and Child St.Joseph
plus an infant St. standing.
John the Baptist. St.Bernardino

kneeling in
the foreground.

Seven
Scenes of
Predella*

1
Missing
(St.
Luke?)

St.Clara
and St.
Elisabeth
of Hungary

St.Anthony
of Padua

St.Bonaven-
tura

6
St.Vlctoria
and St.Ana¬
tolia

St.Syiaphorosa
and four of her
children? St.
Getulius and
the other three
children. (Central
Scene of the Predella. ]

7
St.Mark
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The local saints of Tivoli are the martyrs dL.Getulius, his wife

Symphoroaa and their seven children* the martyred sisters Victoria

249
and Anatolia. 31.Lawrence is titulary of the cathedral * and

thus as much a local saint as a universal one# The presence of

St.Joseph may be due to unexplained looal reasons, or as an analogue

to the husband end wife grouping below, or because the Franciscans

of the Observance oromoted his cult. The two (?) Lvangeliats 1 (?)

and 7 would be a pair* by type. The two feiaale Franciscans saints

(2) balance the female local martyrs (6), although not entirely

since 3t.Elisabeth of Hungary was a widow and the other three femates

lee- were virgins. 3oth the Francisoans 3t«Anthony of Padua (3)

and St.Bonaventura (5s the 'newest' saint present! d.1274? oan.

1432) were doctors of the order, and so paired. In the central

compartments, again, St.Francis tho patron of the order which he

founded is logically balanced with 3t.Bernardino who as the chief

pillar of the Observance was regarded by tho Cbservantinea almost

as a second founder (a, C). On tho whole, local saints and order

saints are grouped in nuoh a way as to proclaim that tho 'universal*

Franciscan Order is completely at home in tho looal community.

The pairs St.Lavrenee-3t»Francis (a) and St.Joseph-3t.Bernardino

(C) prove that these two great order saints are absolutely at

their ease with tho greatest saints of the Church. At tho same

time, St.Lawrence is definitely and St.Joseph may be a localised

universal saint. Lastly, 'new* and *old* saints are made ioono-

graphio contemporaries. Grouping them in this manner assimilates

the relatively recant order saints to the most venerable universal

saints.
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Tho importance of Images in conveying certain fairly complex

notions about classes and kinds of saints can be verified whenever

a sophisticated, multiple grouping is closely examined. Tho diex¬

tinction between new and old saints tends to be blurred? likewise,

universal and local saints come together in order to allow both to

participate in each other's respective prestige and bonds with the

immediate community.

For centuries images had been one of the traditional mani¬

festations of tho cult of saints. ITew saints meant new images.

Salimbane may pour ridicule upon the popular cult of a Bl.Albert

of Bergamo (d.1279) and mutter that "nor may any man be portray¬

ed anywhere as a saint unless his canonisation is first published
250

by the Church." Still the Franoiscan chronicler is forced to

report that or\c the parish priests realised the extent of popular

enthusiasm for the new saint*

Quod videntes sacerdotes parroohiales procura-
bant, ut iste Albertue in eorum ccclesiis pin-
goretur, ut melius oblationes a populo obtine-
rent. St non solum in eoclesiis tempore illo
fiebat eius ymago, sed etiam in multis rauris
et porticibus civitatum atque villarum seu
castrorvun.251

Discounting Salimbeno's tendency to exaggerate, one may yet con¬

clude that this seems a fair amount of images for so comparatively

obscure a personage. Moreover, not only the new saints of the

later Middle Ages but also the old local patrons and the .great

universal saints of Christendom demanded portraits for churches

old and new, municipal buildings, chapels, private dwellings, and

so on. The sheer numerical increase of saints' images in the later

Middle Ages does not seem open to doubt. Three factors bearing
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upon this proliferation of images should now he mentioned.

The first or social factor can he stated briefly. Most images

were commissioned for religious and quasi-religious institutions.

Hence the more churches and convents9 the more guilds, pious con¬

fraternities, and companies of laud—singers (not to mention towns,

ruling dynasties, and self-conscious families), the more images

of saints would he needed as these groups symbolised their ties

of union through a corporate patron. The increase in images, then,

is partially a measure of and indeed a tribute to the corporate

spirit of the later Middle Ages. In areas of Europe where the

impetus to new sooial groupings might have been relatively weak,

whore comparatively few churches or convents were founded, where

guild and town life did not develop dynamically, there it would

be quite surprising to find a dramatic upsurge in the number of
252

saints' images. J Also, it may not be fortuitous that the thir#-

teenth century is a watershed, both in the popularization of Christi¬

anity, with which the increased production of images is connected,

and in the rise of precisely those bodies — guilds, discipllnati.

etc. — who insist upon images. Varying levels of urbanization

throughout Europe must therefore be kept in mind, although rural

guilds and confraternities should not be forgotten.

The second factor pertains to spirituality rather than to

socioty. It is precisely during the later medieval period that

historians of spirituality have noted a new orientation of Christ¬

ian piety towards seeing —"... le Chretien de co temps veuille

•voir*, car la vue saw©." An increasingly visual Christian
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tion of sacred images and especially for a manifestation of devo¬

tion to saints through tho cult of their images# Svidenoe for the

tendency towards seeing holy objects and holy.places can be taken

from several directions. During this period, reliquaries give way
t 254

to monstrances, thus s^pLefylng a need to view their contents.

Relics themselves are publicadly displayed at solemn ostensions?

pilgrimages might be undertaken to see them and to inspect the
255

sacred shrines of Christendom. Itself a relic of Christ, the

Eucharist was elevated at its consecration in response to a popular

desire to behold it.5^ Where walls and thick screens blocked the

sight of it, then peep-holes and squints were cut to make the elev«t-
257

3*tion visible. That the Eucharistic cult had a profoundly vis¬

ual nature, may also be evidenced by the rise of Euoharistic mira¬

cles, since a good number of these miraculously transformed hosts
258

were believed to display the likeness of Christ or exude his blood.

Doctrinally of course these rairacleshosts confirmed the truth of

transubstantiationi the real presence was made visible. An in¬

teresting example of the power of visual images, and at the same

time an indication of how the cult of saints could be affected by

the cult of Christ, is the relic of the Holy Pace, the true like¬

ness (vera icon) of Jesus reproduced upon the piece of linen with

which Jesus was believed to have mopped his brow on the way to

Calvary. This relic was very celebrated and images of it appear

frequently in later medieval art. Also, these images of the Holy

Pace often show the saintly lady who was sumosod to have handed the

linen cloth to Jesus. Now, just as the name of St.Longinus was

given to the Roman soldier whose lance (longche in Greek) pierced

tho side of Christ, so from vera icon it is li: ely Christians
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determined that the compassionate lady was called St.Veronica.

Undoubtedly the cult of this image of Christ gave rise to the cult
OCQo

of the saint who shared its name.

The third factor relating to the growth and impact of images

is linguistic. The history of Christian iconography is the hist-

tory of a language, a language which in common with the other Euro¬

pean vernaculars had to work out its own vocabulary and syntax in

order to acquire fxpresoive fluency. Unlike Botticelli^ Neo-

platonic enigmas, the iconography of saints was not originally

meant to be learned hieroglyphics? rather, it was supposed to be

a vehicle of communication with ordinary believers. Admittedly,

over-refined symbolism and erudite allusions sometimes defeated

this purpose. Then, their understanding more or less obscured,

the laity would be faced with the visual equivalent of ecclesiast¬

ical latin. Despite the technical progress of realism, which might

increase the force of iconographic speech, the main question was

comprehension, and to a great extent this depended upon the stan¬

dardization of common attributes for types and for individual saints.

On the whole, the former sort of attributes seem to have become

conventional before the bull: of the saints were recognizable indjb-

260
viduals. In Tuscany, for example, each type of saint was icon-

261
ographically set by the fourteenth century. Throughout Western

Europe the attributes of type plus individual emblems for a good

number of the older, universal saints became fixed in tho course

of the thirteenth century, a process to which the circulation of

hngiographio collections like the Legends mirea greatly contrib-
Q/" tp

utod." During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries individual
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attributes grew a3 corporation^ added their own insignia to their

patrons and as heraldry became influential.2^

As a consequence of its new prominence and popularity, the

cult of images attracted oritics and reformers. The later Middle

Ages marks the birth of a new iconoclasm. Heretics, unsurprisingly,

were often iconoclasts. When the poet Hoocleve says "Yit summe

men holde opynyon and saye/ That noon ymages shuld made be" he

means the Lollards, though perhaps not all of them. Lollard

opposition to images was based upon what they considered the ex¬

cessive popular reverence paid to external "ymagis made of man in

erthe" to the neglect of interior images dwelling "in gode mennes

265
soulia." ' The Lollards also alleged that the richer, the more

ornate the image, the more offerings of the people it would attract,

while a "pore ymage stondyng in a symple kirk or chapel" would be
266

totally ignored. Most seriously, and this point was echoed

time and time again by orthodox reformers, people too often confus¬

ed the physical representation with the holy person represented,

so that they would make vows to the images and believe that the

images themaelves were the saints who could our© then or grant
?67

their deepost desires. This was idolatry.* One of the Czech

precursors of Hues, Mathias of Janow was in 1389 forced to recant
268

his opinion that images encouraged idolatry, and later Huss-

inspirod radicals like the Taborites were contemptuous of images,
269

among much else*

Nonhoretios also found much to deplore in the cult. Arch¬

bishop Fitsralph of Irmagh ^reached against "the oblations which
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are offered to such images on account of the false and fabricated

270
miracles wrought by their ministers." The poet Buctache Bes-

champs, an anonymous fifteenth century pamphleteer writing against

"those who adore images and statues," the reforming Cardinal Nich¬

olas of Cusa, the r&ous Brethren of the Common Life, the scholar
271

Pico della Kirandola — all found reason for censure. In 1451?

Nicholas of Cusa denounced the abusus ymaginum which was the spec¬

ial veneration paid to some reputedly wonderworking images. He

insisted that "oranen tales imagines et pictures ab oculis eimpli-

cis vulgi amoveri..." '

An extremely precious document on the sort of controversies

which the veneration of images oould generate in the minds of

sincere laymen is the letter written in the very late fourteenth

century by the perceptive Florentine raconteur Franco Sacchetti

to Jacomo di Conte da Perugia. Sacchetti begins by disousoing

the circulation of images of Bl.Urban V (&.1370) and goes on to

make several important observations bearing upon the iconography

and cult of recent santi and beatlt
«

... quelli che come santo o beato 1'hanno
dipinto £l.e. the late Pope Urban T[ ...
questa dipintura fe trasoorsa e spezial—
mente nel Duoato e ne la Maroa, perche
sono raolto oreduli, io per me sono colui
ohe tegno questa e3oere idollatria pexo
che'l corpo, ohe dopo una vita santamente
usata non ha molto evidentemente fatto mi-
raooli, ed ancora, avendoli fatti, essere cano-
nizzato, al raio parere, e mancaraento di fede a
mesoolare tra'l numero de* santi tal dipintura...

The distinction which Sacchetti makes between *saint* and •blessed*

h© will later amplify. In a rather tangled passage, he castigates

the extension of what amounts to an unwarranted cult in the form
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of an image and objects to paintings of Pope Urban V in effect

placing their subject among the number of the saints# Indeed,

Saochotti continues, there are many who offer vows and bring

candles to the image and might even choose Pope Urban a3 their

advocate rather than the Virgin Mary, the Apostles, or "gli altri
27A

Santl raaggiori."

But the cult has further, even more worrying consequences:

II prlrao paps. Urbano V, ohe io vidi mai
dipinto, fu in una tavola nel nostro San
Giovanni di Firenze, la qual anoo al pre-
sente si vede, il quale avoa dlnanzi acoeso
ion torchio di duo libbre; e*l Grocifisso,
cho non gli era molto di lungi, avea una
vil candeluzza d'un danaio. ... E chi vo-
nisse di nuovo al mondo, sansa avere co-
gnisione de le oose divine, e fosseli detto:
L'uno di questi due fe lo re di vita etterna—>
considerando a la dipintura e al lurae, certo
si d6e credere cho direbbe di papa Urbano.275

Thus the splendor of Pope Urban*s image with its blazing lights

overshadows and usurps the glory of the dimly lit sign of the

Christus-Rex. When the citizen who had put up the image of Pope

Urban suddenly comes to a miserable end, Gacohetti attributes

this to the neglected Crucifix. The moral is: "Si che «i tvuo

dire, per non avere raooraandatosi al raagiore avocato, perdease

1* avere e la persona."

Sacchetti hastens to add that he neither affirms nor denies

/ tkcdC
that Pope Urban V wa3 a saint? yet he does di3apwrove:

gli uomeni e le fomine corrano a dipignere
quello che la Santa Chiesa non fa piuvico
/T.e. pubblioS/e certo, be che* religiosi,
che*l consentono per avarizia di far trarre
gente a loro, no son cagione.277
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To commission votive images for •saints1 whom ecclesiastical pro¬

cedures have not authenticated is a practice which earns his dis¬

approval and for which he blames the .creed of the mendicants.

Galimbene, who was writing: about a hundred years earlier than

Gacchetti, had voiced pretty much the same objection, although,

as a mendicant friar himself, he had ascribed these unauthorised

images to the greed of the secular clergy.

How Gacchetti expresses his fears that abuses in the venera¬

tion of images threaten the cult of saints as a whole. His remarks

deserve to be cited at some length.

Ma uooiamo di papa Urbane, e vegnamo a una parola
che mi diceste, oloe ohe Ghino marohese da Cita-
della di3se che questi Ganti novellini gli faoeano
perdere la fede do*' vecohi./my italics^ Enon k .„p

egli il vero quello che disse questo gentiluomo?

That Sacchetti distinguishes new-comers among the saints from the

venerable saint3 of the past justifies the us© of such categories

on historical as well as on practical grounds. But Sacchetti*s

marquess is not a calm judge of the situation. For him and for

Sacchetti too, there is a tension between these two groups — the

new and the old saints, the 3aintlets of the present and their

illustrious predecessors. What concerns Gacchetti and Ghino is

not simply the mass influx of petty, new arrivals, but rather the

means through which these "newfangled" saints have achieved re¬

cognition and veneration:

S ohi n'assicura che non siano a3sai cho dubitino
ohe gli altri Gonti non principiaosono in questa
forma e ohe li raggi da capo, ©fl •beato* a* piedi,
in ispasio di tempo gli raggi siano oonversi in
dioderaa, e*l •beato* in *santo'? ... Gli Frati Mi—
nori he la oitta di Flrenze hanno il corpo di San
jfneuna in this edition of the text? Bartolommeo
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Pucci? (d.l330j[7e quel di Sari Ghorardo da
Villaraagna, e quello di Santa Miliana de* Cer-
chi, ehe dal *beato* son venuti al •santo1, e
a tutti h appiooata dimolta cera.... E* Irodi-
catori hanno Beata Giovanna con l'orcio de l*o-
lio dipinta, dicendo che, quando dava de I'olio
per Die, aerapre parea che crescesse ne l*orcio
(forse di luglio quando per lo caldo riboliva)?
hanno Beata Villana, che fu mia vicina, e fu gio-
van© fiorentina? pur ondava vestita come 1*nitre,
e fannone gilt festa, e San Domenico si sta da par¬
te. Li Romitani hanno San Barduocio, e de gli al-
tri? e* Carmelliti e le altre rellgioni ne sono di
siaili tutte piene, e la gente corre tutta a le
cose nuove, e Santo Agostlno e San Benedetto non
(&) vicitato oome quelli, "quia omnia nova pla-
cent*. ... E non molto di lungi ho voduto in una
riga di cinque dipinti ensere tre Santi © duo
Beati.279

To Sacchetti the cult of images serves to promote "beati to the

rank of full-fledged saints "because the known ioonographic signs

of cult status — the rays of a blessed, the halo of a saint «*

are flouted. This dubious manner of canonisation by images natu¬

rally makes those who perceive it wonder whether or not the ancient

saints of Christianity similarly came to be honored. A number of

instances of former beati now venerated as saints can be brought

forward? although they lack official papal canonisation, their ima¬

ges grant them full equality of status with the greatest saints of

the Church. Candles burn before these images. All the new men¬

dicant orders have such cults. The Dominicans have Beata Giovanna

whose supposed miracle is now her icono,graphic signature? and they

also have Beata Villona do* Botti (d.1360), a young widow claimed
280

by the tertiaries, who had been a neighbor of Gacchctti's,

whose dress had been indistinguishable from other young Florentine

ladies, and who is now already receiving religious honors. St.Do¬

minic, however, must stand aside. And in truth all the great old

saints are being cast into the shade by the populace in it3 desire
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for novelty. In a row of five images which Sacchetti saw, there

were almost as many beatl as there were saints.

The saints to whom Sacchetti refers — Urban V, Gerard of Vil-

laraagna, Humiliana dei Cerchi (d.1246, Franciscan tertiary), Joan

of Florenoe, Villana de' Botti, Barduocio Barducci (d.c.1331) —

p02
everyone of them would be today counted among the blesseds.

The inquiry made Into the life and miracles of Pope Urban V in

1390 ended inconclusively and only in I870 was his cult officially
pop

confirmed." " The lconographic record, howcvor, speaks for itself

and amply vindicates the truth of Sacchetti*3 accusations about

promotion through pictures. The surviving images of Pope Urban V,

Gerard, and Humiliana do in fact show them with saints* haloes and

not with blesseds' rays.283 Apparently, 3acohetti*s letter is one

of the earliest, if not tho earliest of texts showing fin appreciat¬

ion for variation in the nimbus according to the official status
nOj OAR

of the saint. Durandus had made no such distinction. 0 Yet

it is obvious to Saochetti that there are rules in these matters —

Saiimbone also had implied the need for ecclesiastical approval

before painting an "ymago ad raodum sancti", but he says nothing
OA£

about the nimbus. Sacchetti feels that when to paint "li raggi

da oapo" and when to paint the "diodama" ought to have been known,

and for that reason the breach of these conventions is doubly

distasteful to him.

Sanotus and beatus had long been interchangeable terms and

for most writers they still wore. Mutually restrictive definit¬

ions had to await papal definitions of cult. Beatification had
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first to bo disentangled from canonization, and the limited cult

of the beatua differentiated from that of the fully canonized

saint, before each term could achieve a precise meaning. Dow

Alexander 111*0 rj^gmission for the local veneration of the hermit

William of Malavalle (d.H57)» which was granted sometime during

the later 1170*s, is usually taken to be the locus classicus for

the origins of papal beatification.'^ It is hard to believe,

however, that this ruling was widely appreciated as marking a new

departure until a considerable time had passed? if one considers

the iconography of the saints, the impact of papal legislation

was certainly long delayed.

Indeed, the first time Xaftal finds the labels beatus, boata,

or the initial b. preceding the names of saints on images is on a

288
Florentine panel painting, executed after 1336. Ten Dominican

sancti are shown and seven beati, but the classification scheme

has nothing to do with papal pronouncements. Cf the ten Dominip-

cans labelled saints on this panel from Santa Karia Dovolla, only

three had been canonized at the time when the painting was made.

It is quite unlikely that the seven beati had received formal

papal authorization for their titles. Sinoe no canonical subtle¬

ties entered into the distinction, it appears to be faaa rather

than law which determines the titles which the Dominicans bestow

upon their deceased brethren. Yet those saints whom the Dominicans

iconographioally canonized are visually indistinguishable from

their papally approved colleagues. Putting aside the question of

papal beatification: the papal reservation of the right to canoni-
289

ze had been in the canon law books since 1234. The painting
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which Kaftal cites was made after 1336. The Dominioans prided

themselves on "being the watchdogs of orthodoxyt they certainly

could not have pleaded ignorance of canon law. Well might Sacchet-
290

ti laments "e *1 Sommo Pontefice non ci attende...."

In this post-1336 Santa Maria Novella panel all the Dominicans

represented, whatever they are titled, wear an identical halo. But

by the closing years of the fourteenth century, about the time

Sacchetti was writing his troubled letter, the beatua had come to

wear his peculiar nimbus of rays (capita radiolis, non diademato),
291

distinguishing him from the saint, even if, as Caochetti testi¬

fies, the use of either the rays of a blessed or the unbroken

aureole of a saint might be equally unauthorised and just as ar¬

bitrary. Here too faraq played a part. Of course the enthusiasm

of the cult's promoters could be more influential still. Yet there

was a limit to what the most enthusiastic promoters of a cult might

dare to do. The very rivalry of the mendicant orders helped to

create a system of checks and balances. As the controversy over

the images of St. Catherine of Siena stigmatised shows, one order

could always complain to the papacy when it felt that its rival

had gone too far. The sentiments of conscientious and reform-

minded laymen like Sacchetti might be outraged. Besides, the

fifteenth century seems to bring with it greater sensitivity towards
propn'efcies

the iconographic pronorties, and hence possibily fewer instances

of blatant transgression.

That by the fifteenth century the language of iconography had

created its own expositors and exegetes may be seen in a humorous
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tale in which the Piovano Arlotto is called upon to lend hie crit¬

ical understanding to an iconographic problem. He is asked to me¬

diate in a dispute involving a painter ("maestro alia antica") and

a dissatisfied patron. At the center of the dispute is an image

of St.Julian the Hospitaller, to whom the patron, one Goro Inf^an-

gati, was devoted. (Was the patron either a frequent traveller or

an inn-keeper? St.Julian protected both, if not from one another.)

The 3tory of St.Julian concerns a man who fled after it was pro¬

phesied that he would kill his mother and father and who inadver¬

tently comes to do just that. Plovano Arlotto decides that the

painter has incorrectly rendered St.Julian holding a naked sword

in his hand, without also showing a scabbard nearby. Since this

pose seems to represent Julian just after he has slain his parents,

still unrepentant and hungry for more blood, no halo ought to have

appeared ("sansa diadoma"), because at that moment Julian was far

from being a saint. But also at that same instant, the Piovano

says, Julian repented so strongly of his crime that God had forgiven

him. Immediately, he was a saint. So the painter should not have

shown Julian with a sword? or, should have had him put the sword
292

in its soabbard.

In this anecdote, the image, the legend, and the sign of sanc¬

tity (the nimbus), must be harmonized exactly, and a complex narra¬

tive cycle distilled into one clear and theologioally acourate

scene. However humorously pedantic the strictures of the Piovano

might seem, an assistant of Bernardo Daddi, probably before 1348,

managed a perfectly correct solution to the problem of depicting

St.Julian at the very moment of his repentance, forgiveness, and
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sanctifioatiom the sword is being sheathed, about two-third3 of

it resting already in its scabbard? the 3aint regards the spectar-

tor remorsefully? but above his head there glistens the gold nircv-
pq\

bus of his sanctity.

The nimbus itself was an old symbol long before the beginn¬

ings of Christianity. An emanation of divine light, it symbolised

a transaction between a god and one of his specially privileged

creatures. Gradually in the Greco-Roraan world, the nimbus was

used to mark off from the rest of humanity those favored and poV-

werful bcing3 who wore judged to be exalted above it. Christian¬

ity took over the sign fairly early, using it indiscriminately

for Jesus, the Virgin, and angels» but also for Herod, Judas,

Cain, and Satan. Power and importance were still evidently divor¬

ced from glory and virtue. But by the middle of the sixth century
294

it becomes characteristic of martyrs and saints in glory. In

the same period (0.547)» at the church of San Vitale in Ravenna,

it is interesting to note that the Christian Emperor Justinian

(d.565) wears a nimbus.Durandus (0.I286), when ho discusses

the medieval Christian meaning of the nimbus, remains faithful to

age-old themes of privilege and potency!

So also all Saints are portrayed as crowned,
as if they said! Ye children of Jerusalem,
behold the Martyrs with the golden crowns
wherewith the Lord hath crowned them. And
in the book of Hisdomi 'The just shall
receive a kingdom of glory, and a beautiful
diadem from the hand of their God.* But
their crown is made in the fashion of a

round shield: because the saints enjoy the
divine protection. Whence they sing with
joyi *Lord, Thou hast crowned us with the
shield of Thy favour.296
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In the later Middle Ages and during the Renaissance, the nimbus

retains much of this symbolic meaning, spotlighting the saint's

faraa and his contact with divine power.

While the saints were still hieratic and frontal, the nimbus

was most often a heavy gold plate with its center at the baok of

the head. But as the saints became more intimate figures, as they

began to be more familiarly and realistically treated, the nimbus
297

too evolved, becoming lighter, and more attenuated. The four¬

teenth century would seem to be the crucial period of transition,

but the development is certainly not an orderly one, and the thir¬

teenth century contributes the pathetic as a mode for breaking
293

down impersonality. Hieratio prototypes of the human ensemble

of saints called the sacra conversazione are already in evidence

well before the genre starts to flourish in the early decades of

the Quattrocento, while the term itself is first employed in the

299
Tusoan school of the mid-fifteenth century.

For northern Europe, the fifteenth century brought a new

realism to the images of the saints. If the costumes of the apes-

ee-tles continued to be inviolate, the majority of saints were now

permitted to discard the traditional tunios and plain drapery

which they had been obliged to wear in the thirteenth century.

The saints were at l^ast free to assume the typical fashion of
later medieval people. Dressed like ordinary carpenters and no¬

taries, widows, knights, and nuns, most of the saints lost that
^00

distance which remoteness in time often imposes." Perhaps by

becoming more like the approachable figures of daily life these
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•modem dress1 saints also lost some of the extraordinary qual¬

ities which had given them dignity and power# Italian artists,

on the other hand, advanced towards a realism of their own which

was probably more tinctured with idealism and less mundane than

the realism of their northern counterparts# Certainly, Renaiss¬

ance classicism contributed its peculiar vision of how antique

saints should b® represented? military saints outfitted as Roman

legionaries, and so on.""** Correspondingly, the nimbus wanes and

sometimes vanishes altogether, leaving perhaps a faint afterglow.

Although too little is actually known about the images of
■fch

the period to make sweeping judgements about the strengS#s and

weaknesses of tho cult as a whole, the movement towards greater

realism in iconography has been unhesitatingly deplored by oer;K-

taln scholars, who interpret it as a loss of religious significance
102

and even a degradation in devotion to the saints# Undoubtedly

the new intimacy and familiarity towards the saints might be mirror¬

ed in art, but It seems unconvincing to .attribute a change in spi¬

rituality to a change in artistic 3tyle. It would be an act of

imprudence to trace the rise of secularism in the disappearance

of the nimbus# On the contrary, it could very well bo argued that

strong evidence for the vitality of the cult of images throughout

this period was its ability to maintain an inherited ioonographic

tradition for so long, essentially unchanged, despite the enormous

changes in pictorial technique# Hieratic saints were no longer

wantedf proximity, contact won out# Yet the cult of images appears

to .grow ever stronger in the declining Middle Ages. Critics, re¬

formers, and iconoclasts raised their voices? but the images of
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the saints — if the existing repert|%res are a fair selection —

were produced rapidly and in new ways to meet ever rising demand.

Growth and the ability to adapt to meet changing conditions are

usually taken to be signs of health.

Unfortunately that which would make possible an accurate as¬

sessment of the cult of images is at present lacking. In the ab¬

sence of a published European corpus of surviving images of saints,

with each item catalogued by date and provenance, with all saints

identified wherever data permits and cited in an index sanctorum,

in the absence of such a work, scholars tend to fall back upon

that most unreliable of guides, general impression^. When its

catalogues are more generally available and its information more

complete, the Index of Christian Art at Princeton University, en¬

compassing "the whole of medieval Christian art, to the year 1400,"

will be of unsurpassed utility to scholars in search of quantifiable

data.^°^a Froperly exploited, it would tell us which saints were

most often represented in particular places and times before the

fifteenth century, and would also allow us to decide the relative

popularity of given saints within a comparatively well defined

.genre and its public, e.g. mural painting or illuminated books

of hours, for the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries at least, it

would illuminate the image explosion of the later Middle Ages.

The tables which follow do nothing more than indicate possi¬

bilities; they offer some limited data in quantitative form. Each

table is a sample of images which have survived. Generically,

these images inoluded here are of two sorts* panel paintings of

the Romanesque period in Italy (Table A); and incunabula woodcuts
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and metalcuts (Tables B, C).

Table A: Garrison's Index is an admirable corpus of a defined

artistic form. The Romanesque period which it covers may be sty¬

listically coherent? but it is chronologically ragged, since it

spans "painting in Italy from the late eleventh century to the
ir

point in the late thpitoenth or early fourteenth at which the
c **(n

classic-naturalistic revival... tc^c form."^ J "Tuscan paintings
outnumber those of all other regions together.••»»304 ^ may 3Qern

ungenerous to point out that the number of unidentified saints

in Garrison is alarmingly high and that the state and size of the

reproductions rendered the tabulator's efforts futile. What Garri¬

son shows quite well i3 the initial impact of the new saints of

the later Middle Ages, and especially of the images of St.Francis.

Although the images of new saints naturally date from thirteenth

or early fourteenth centuries, it should not be forgotten that

many images of older saints were also produced then. Garrison's

panels, tabulated by their dates of execution, would probably show

a dramatic increase in productivity during the thirteenth century—

an image explosion. Yet one must emphasize the accidents of sur¬

vival! the later the image, the less time at risk.

Table Bt Ivristeller's collection of larly Florentine Woodcuts^0^8,
is possibly less complete than Garrison's Index, but has the dou¬

ble advantage of .greater delimitation in geography and in time span

covered. Although a great many of Kristeller's woodout3 of saints

come from legends, sermons, or prayers, by far the largest single

class of the v?oodcuts tabulated illustrate sacred drama, the saint
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in question being either a central or a subordinate character.

Those woodcuts, therefore, tend to confirm the judgement of a

Eristeller of our own day regarding the sacra rappresantazlone

"which attained its highest development in fifteenth century Flor¬

ence and whose entire history is linked with the religious guilds

which performed the plays and for whioh they were written."

Table C» The woodcuts and metalouts of saints included in

805a
Helta's Elnblattdruol e v provide an impressive number of ins¬

tances, but since the field surveyed in the series from which the

tabulations were made is so much wider than is true for either

Table A or B, the relative completeness of the evidence is pro¬

portionately smaller. Libraries from Poland, Russia, America,

Italy, and Britain were searched for suitable incunabula^ woodcuts

and metalcuts? still, as would be assumed, the overwhelming majo*-

/ity of reproductions come from German libraries, and are indeed

products of German-speaking areas. Of course the production of

these outs mirrors the German activity in early printing. Hence,

the bulk of the reproductions tabulated were produced for northern

European tastes. Within this primarily northern European context

(e.g. no more than six volumes of the one hundred are devoted to

Italian collections) One imagines that the editors provide a re¬

presentative sample of the total materials available, and that the

relative number of times a given saint appears is a fairly accurate

measure of his appearances in incunabula cuts of the period. Of

course, this presupposition of editorial good sense may be invalid.

Beissel has noted the artistic representation of saints in German

paintings before 1550 in the Cologne and Uuernberg Museum; he ob-
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serves that the number of later medieval saints and of German

saints in these paintings is much less than that of the old Roman

saints and martyrs.This observation certainly corresponds

with the results of Table C. Of the twenty-five saints ranked

highest in Table C, only Saints Francis and Rooh are later medieval,

and though the Three Holy Kings and St.Ursula were strongly vene¬

rated in Germany, only the last, perhaps, may count as German. A

large percentage of new saints in Table C may in faot be from non-

Germanic outs? if those saints had been rigorously excluded, the

archaic and universal qualities of the roster would have been even

more pronounced.

A comparative statistical discussion of the three tables is

ruled out by the diverse natures, functions, and audionces of the

images concerned. It would bo misleading to compare statistically

a thirteenth century Tuscan panel painting with a late fifteenth

century German woodcut# Nevertheless, a few general remarks may

be made. The new saints of the later Middle Ages have their most

powerful irapaot in the Italian Romanesque panels of Table A (note

especially the percentage of total images falling to new saints?

of, Tables B,C). On the other hand, Tables B and C reveal the pre¬

dominance of the older, often Ro«an, universal saints. Representa¬

tions of new saints of the later Middle Ages are usually less de¬

sired, if those incunabula cuts are typioal of images in general.

Some local saints are present in all three tables. Universal

saints enjoying a special local cult (i.e. looalised universale)

must also be included in this category. Thus for Table B, Saints

John the Baptist, John Gualbert, and Senobius must all be thought



TABLE A

Images t Italian Romanesque Painted Panels

(late eleventh to early fourteenth centuries)

Tabulations from E.B. Garrisson, Italian Romanesque Panel Painting,
an Illustrated Index (Florence, 1949)•

Total Number of Panels : 700 *
2

Panels Relating to Christ $ 242
Panels Relating to Mary : 384
Unidentified Saints : 101

Number of Identified Saints : 62

Individual Paints in Order of Times Represented s

3. Francis mm 49
3. Peter - 18
3. Catherine mm 17
S. John tho Baptist — 14
3. Clara 13
3. John the Evangelist — 10
S. Nicholas — 9
3. Mary Magdelene - 7
3. Dominic — 6
3. Paul - 6
3. Andrew — 6
3. James the Greater mm 6
3. Lucy - 4
3. Bartholomew - 4
3. Michael — 3
3. Juliana - 3
3. Philip - 2
3. Matthew mm 2
3. Anthony of Padua - 2
3. Benedict - 2
3. Margaret - 2
3. Lawrence — 2
S. Zenobius - 2
3. Agatha — 2
3. Thaddeus - 2
S. Simon - 2
3. Anthony — 1
3. Blaise - 1
3. Cyprian - 1
3. Joseph - 1
3» James the Less - 1

S.
B.
3.

3.
S.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
3.
s.
3 «

3.
3.
S.
3.
S.

3.
S.
3*
3.

• 3.
3.
S.
3.
3.

Margaret of Cortona
Thomas Aquinas
Andrea Gallerani
Louis of Toulouse
Nicholas Pellegrino
Tugenius
Crcsoentius
Leonard

Sylvester
Agnes
Dionysus
Donatus
Augustine
Ann
Placidus
Luke
Martin
Hermagoras
Fortunatus
Veranus
Theresa
Isiah
Benefactus
Erasmus
Stephen
Barbara
Pelagia
Cataldo
Christopher
Matthias
Thomas

- 1
- 1



Tabl® A. oon't.

Total Images 231
' ew» jaintsi 74 (9.25 per Saint)
•Old' Saints* 157 (2.93 per 3. lnt)

Varieties of Saints ^

* .©»• Saints* 3 (12.9 )
»Cld* Saints* 54 (37.1 )

K

Saints appearing in Ler-?nda lurca* 39 (62.90/)
Kale Saints* 49 (79.63*)
Penale Saints* 13 (20.96 )
i ■ rntles/Ovan'Telistos 14 (22.53/)
Bishops* 13 ( .'9.03 )
'artyrs (Both sexes)* 25 (40.32)
Virgins* 11 (17.74, }
Monies/Friars* 8 (12.90 )
Boctorru 2 (3.22 )
Lay sen* 2 (3.22
lenitents* 3 (4.83
Angels* 1 (1.61

- 11 prima* 1 (1.61
CT/Si? (Isaih, S.Josenh, Ann)* 3 (4.83 )

1. 705 ito-33 of rhioh 2 were omitted* so ie verso mnols an veil*
figures Must be r<*yarded an rr-roxidations.

2. Subsidiary fi -uroa on cri.icifiy.oc ( ary and Join the Gvangelist)
moot often not counted.

3. Saints counted b a^ro--.ranee? on i v tea with nultiple 1-iinto,
each Jnint counted separately.

4. Burl types (e.«r. erlr?copal martyr) have been croc, -counted.
5. Cri dml edition (c.f. Iraesce).



TABLE B

Images : Florentine Woodcuts

Tabulations from P. Kristeller, Early 'Florentine .oodcuts (London,
1397)• Period of Time Covered s Later 15th Century to early 16th.
Konnotes taken here of cuts devoted to Christ or the Virgin.
Tabulations exclude books by and about saints vhon no cuts are
speoifioally cited. Cuts later than o.1.530 are excluded from
tabulations. Cuts repeated in another book, i.e. doing double
service, are each tine counted in favour of the saint they are
supnosedly renresenting.

Individual Saints Banked in Order of Times Be are-tented * 1

3. Gary .'a-dele ae 3 3. Ursula
3. Kargaret 7 3. John the Evangelist
3. Francis 7 3. Agnes
3. Augustine 7 3. Antonino
S. Peulinus 5 3. Basil
3. Agatha 5 3. Bernard
3. Apollonia 5 S. Bernardino
3. Jerome 4 3. Cecilia
3. John the Baptist 4 3. 'Maine
3. John Gualbert 4 S. Helen
3. Georgo 4 3. "• urhrosyne
3. Barbara 4 3, Euphrasia
3. Catherine of Alexandria 4 3. Felicity
3. Anthony Abbot 3 3. Julian
3. Lucy 3 S. Chrysanthus
3. Paul 3 3. Job
S. Lasarus 3 3. artin
S. Venantius 3 3. Fichael
3. Romulus 2 3. Onuphrius
3. Christina 2 B. Jacopone da Todi
3. 'Do ait ilia 2 3. Paphnutius
3. Eustace 2 3. Raphael Archangel
3. John Chrysostom 2 3. Roch
3. Gregory the Great 2 3. Romuald
3. Gilliam (Um of ,'aleval?) 2 '5. Sebastian
3. Janes tho Greater 2 3. Susanna
3. Lawrence 2 3. Eenobius
3. Acrtha 2 j. Darin

2
2

Total ITumbor of Saints iepresentedj 57

Total Imagesi 133
•I-Tew* mints : 11 (2.20 per Saint)
'Old* .joints : 122 (2.35 ,f"r Saint)



Table B con't

?
Varieties, Types of Saints

♦Hew* Saints s 5 (3.77, )
'Old* Saints : , 32 (91.22)
Saints in Legenda aurea: 35 (61.40 )
Male haints: 33 (66.66 )
Female Saints: 19 (33.33)
Apoet 1es/lEvangelists : 4 ( 7.01, )
Martyrs: 25 (43.35/)
Bishops: 14 (24.56; )
Virgins: 14 (24.36 )
Monko/Frlaro: 3 (14.03 )
Doctors: 6 (10.52/)
Deacons: 2 ( 3.50 )
Laymen: 2 ( 3.50,)
Matrons/ idows: 1 (1.75 )
Penitents: 2
Angels: 2

Pilgrims: 2

Or/IT Figures: 2

Apparent local Saints: 4 (7.01 )

1. Saints counted by each appearance.
2. Tynos have been cross-counted.
3. Original edition (c/f. Graesse).



T'JJLJ C

Images : Saints in 15ta Century, Primarily German,

Hoodcuts and Ketalcuts

Tabulations from F. Heitz, Einblattdruoke dcs Funfzehnton Jahrnundorts,
100 Vols., (dtrassburr, 1399 ff-)« For Vols. 1-50 the Inhaltsvcr rdo.i-
nig (1912,1919) wag used and for Vol;:;. 51-100 the individual lists of
contents were checked against tho actual wood and metnlcuts. Very
few cuts extend into the early sixteenth century.

Individual 0 tints Ranked in Crder of Pines Represented s 1

r»
O John tho Evangelist , 69 3 indrew 5
3 Catherine of Alexandria 63 3 3tenhen 5
0 Jerome 61 j :"art in 5
s Christopher 56 3 Ulrich 5
s Sebastian . 43 n» Bartholomew 5
0 Gregory the Groat 46 3 Gertrude 5
r*
0 Barbara 40 S Eatthew 5
0 Ann 34 3 T'Ucy 4
O inthony Abbot 33 Catherine of iona 4
s George 32 3 ifra 4

Francis 31 1 n
1 > i etcr "Tartyr 4

-«

ki Brigid 23 3 Joachim 4
Three Holy I ings 27

rs
O Heinrich 4

3 Dorothea 26 3 Eunigunde 4
3 Gary 'la -dalene 25 3 Tlelsna 4
>J Peter 24 O Benedict 4
3 och 24 3 ™l"*n 4
3 Aargaret 21 3 Luke 4
3 Veronica 13 3 Jinon 3
3 John the Baptist 13 3 Alto 3

Elizabeth 16 3 Anthony of Padua 3
o Paul 16 3 Leonard 3
u Ursula and companions 15 3 Aicholas of Polentino 3
r*
O Erasmus 13 J Lawrence 3
'J .ioholas 13 vj Agatha 3
3 .'lichael 12 3 Dionysus 3
S Augustino 11 3 Gobald 3
3 I'olfgang 10 r*

0 Aondolinus 3
3 Bernard of Clairvaux 9 Vitus 3
3 Agnes 9 Valentino 3
3 Apollonia 9 0 Bruno 2

3 Joserh 3 3 uirinus 2

3 Odilia 3 3 Guso 2

B . i ion of Trent 7 3 Jixtus 2

0 Clara 7 3 Tobias 2

3 Dominio 7 3 Thomas 2
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3. Florian 6 3. Albert of Trapani 2
S. Hubert 6 Oswald 2
S. Janes the Greater 6 3. Ambrose 2
3. James the Loss 6 3. Genoveva 2
3. Bernardino 6 2. Albert 2
3. Fhoaas Aquinas 2 3. Martinola 1
3. Martha 2 S. Stephen of Hungary 1
3. Eustace 2 3. Juliana 1
3. Cosmas 2 3. Zachary 1
3. Onuohrius 2 3. Victor 1
3. Catherine of Sweden 2 3. Tryphon 1
3. Bridget of Sweden 2 B. Philip of Florence 1
3. Jodocus 2 S. Kaurilius 1
3. Vincent Ferrer 2 3. Kagnus 1
3. Veridiana 2 3. Ansohar 1
3. Crispin 2 S. Christian 1
3. Crispinian 2 3. Kurraernie 1
3. Adrian 1 3. Gertrude of Divelles 1
3. Blaise 1 B. Lydwina of Schiedam 1
3. Cyriacus 1 S. Ansanus 1
3. Raphael 1 3. Louis of Toulouse 1
3. Dinneram 1 3. Job 1
3. King Henry VI 1 3. Danien 1
3. Maurice 1 3. Dmerich 1
3. Cmer 1 3. Osmnna 1
3. Roch of Autun 1 3. Ingelus 1
3. Hugh of Grenoble 1 3. Bonaventure 1
3. Hu'-h of Lincoln 1 3, Gonhie 1
3. Julian the Hospitaller 1 3. Maximillian 1
3. Anianus 1 3. Justus 1
3. Bernard of 2enton 1

Total Number of Individually Identified Saints s 133
Total Images t 1124

•New* Saints :

•Old* Saints :

121
1003

(j.04 per saint)
(9«20 per saint)

Varieties, Types

•Hew' Saints 24 (13.04 )
•Old* Saint3 139 (31.95; )

Saints in Legends, aurca : ^ 54 ( 40 . 60,")

rale Saints : 130 (75.1 J)
Female 3aints s 33 (2/.8r)
.■V pon11oo/1'vango1 ists s 13 (9.77 )
Martyrs : 55 (41.35 )
Bishoes j 26 (19.54 )
Vir ;ins : 22 (16.54 )
Monks/Friars : 26 (19-54 )
Doctors : 9 (6.76 )
Deacons : 3 (2.25 )
Laymen : 6 (4.51, )
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Matrons/Widows : 4 (3.00 )
Penitents t 2 (1.50,)
Angels t 2 (1.50')
Pilgrims t 1 (0.75/)
Or/HT Figures i 7 (5.26/)

1. Gaints counted by each appearance.
2. Partially, high number of representations due to apoearances

•trith Christ.
3. Partially, high number of representations due to cycles of hor

life.
4. Partially, high number of representations duo to Mass of G.Gregory.
5. Types have been cross-counted.
6. Original edition, (c.f. Graesse).
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of as local saints. Yet even in Table B, where we might have pre¬

dicted a definitely localised program of saints, the truly univer¬

sal saints are preponderant. These findings are from limited sour¬

ces of information and not too much trust should "be placed in them.

One cannot be absolutely sure that the realities of later medieval

imagery are mirrored in them. If these tabulations have some

significance, then^aa part of a total pattern of European sanctity,
their meaning should emerge.

Manifestations of Cultt Personal Names.

In a religious cult lire where benedictions and many other
107

prayers were recited according to invariable forms, where words

consecrated and altered the nature of things, the name, as a spe¬

cial 'rind of word, had a peculiar potency of its own. The system

of the nomina sacra employed by Greek Christian scribes was taken

over by Latin scribes no later than the beginning of the fourteenth

century. In Latin, tho four sacred names of Deua. dominus. lesus.

Christus were always abbreviated, originally not to save time or

space, but "for reasons of reverence#,""to enhance their aloof¬

ness from other words."The expression In nomine Domini, amen

is encountered on every sort of medieval document and may preface

the most secular of transactions. Whether a merchant writes

•In the name of God and of profit* across his ledgers or begins a

letter about a consignment of goods 'In the name of God to a safe
■JjQO

passage,' the basic notion is the same, regardless of the pre-
113

cise contexti nomen is both omen and nuaen.' During the fifteenth
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century, of course, San Bernardino excites enthusiasm for the

cult of the iTame of Jesus? hut this striking instance ought not

to he seen in isolation from a persistent general outlook, whose

importance it underscores. A good illustration of this religious

attitude towards the name, is the practice of blasphemy, since it

implicitly pays tribute to the mightiness of the powers defamed.

That the Kiddle Ages was a great epooh for blaspheaero is ^common¬
place.

True it may be, that swearing by the names of saints met with

milder protest than that reserved for blaspheming Christ or the

Virgin, for even the exemplary Piers Plowman swears by St.Peter?**
Yet, in the 1377 statutes of Ascoli Piceno, the city*s patron St.

Bmygdius is equally protected, along with God and the Virgin, a-

gainst those inclined to curse him. Offenders must suffer a fine

or, failing that, the cutting out of their blasphemous tongues.

It may be significant, however, that of the picturesque and pun¬

ishable expletives which the lawmakers of Ascoli speoifioally pro¬

hibit, all make reference to God or the Virgin, not the patron
31?

saint. Curses too are marks of cult? but, malediotions aside,

the saints were regularly petitioned by name in prayers and li¬

tanies. Saints* names could be rallying cries in the thick of

battle. Time and space, holidays and shrines, were at least no¬

minally theirs.

The importance of saints' names in such a religious atmosphere

cannot be overstressed. The name by which a saint was known could

color or even determine his specialised function. ]>fcidore of

Seville was not alone in appreciating the delights of etymology.
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Learned and popular tastes agreed in finding the root meaning

of names highly significant. But popular etymology was content

to derive the root from the way the sound of the name struck the

ear. In a helpful catalogue, E, Kaluzniaoki provides no less

than seventy-nine instances of the popular imagination at work

upon saints* names,3o, St,Valentine (in German pronounced

Palontin) was venerated for protection against the falling sick¬

ness? and St.Boniface was a specialist in beans (Bohnen) St,

Hedwig (d.1243) wan known in French as St.Avoye and since avoyer

meant 'to put on the right road,* a fifteenth century prayerbook
v 315

gives an "Orasion a Sainte Avoye qui lea gens aide et avoyo." J

In France, the martyred deacon St.Vinoent of Saragossa was patron
^16of wine growers? but in German speaking lands he was called

317
upon to find lost articles, ' Too often, scholars discuss this

phenomenon as if it were merely a question of popular humor. To

do 00, however, falsifies the power of the trord in a civilization

that endowed words with a 'reality* all their own.

Confusions in regard to saints' names were nevertheless sur¬

prisingly frequent, especially if the saint was a foreigner, St,

Zita of Lucca (d.1278), a servant girl famous for her good works,

could in the stained glass of medieval Somerset become metamor¬

phosed into St.Csyth (d, c,675) an abbess and martyr to the Danish

invaders of Essex, A Somerset testament of 1483 alludes to a

stained glass window in honor of St.Sonday, who is none other than
319

St,Dominic. Doubtless the greatest source of popular (and learn¬

ed) confusion, and a matter of considerable interest in problems

pertaining to cult, j{as the homonym.
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The cult of St.Denis, which wag assiduously promoted in the

twelfth oentury by churchmen of the eminence of Hugh of 3aint-Vio-

tor and 3uger, had at its center a figure composed of the Areopa-

gite, the Parisian martyr, and the fifth or sixth oentury mystic
321

now oalled the Fseudo-Dionysius. Abelard learned to his cost

that aspersions oast upon this traditional Identification, even

if they were fortified with the authority of 13ede, provoked a re¬

action of bitter hostility,^^

By a process of displacement, a later cult was often able to

surplant that of an earlier homonym. Although it was 5t.Anthony

Abbot who with his three colleagues made up the Pour Holy Marshalls,

an altar jointly dedicated to them from Schoneoken (bei Pruni/Rhld.)
323

in 1477, replaces the desert father with hi3 Paduan namesake.

And in some areas the cult of St.Anthony of Padua was encroached

upon by that of the Dominican beatus Anthony Pavoni (d.1374)."^^
Tho patron of sailors, St.Erasmus (or Elmo) was slowly overtaken

by the Spanish Dominican 31.Peter Gonzalez (d.1246), who was pof-
325

jzularly known as St.Telmo. But the new saint does not neces¬

sarily drive out tho old, particularly when both saints continue

to enjoy wide popular attention. St.Catherine of Siena faithfully

imitated the virtuous life of St.Catherine of Alexandria; and the

mystic marriage of the Alexandrian must have played its part in
326

the similarly miraculous espousals of tho Sienese. Appropriate¬

ly, the two Catherines were linked in double-dedications and in

religious art. At tho National Gallery, an altarpiece by Ambrogio

Borgognone dated o.1490/91 a&0W3 the Virgin and Child with the t*D

Catherines. It is believed to have once hung in a chapel of whioh
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■527
the two homonymous saints were co-titularies.

Saints1 nemos in the later Middle Ares were far from "being

the exclusive property of saints or, indeed, of future saints.

Ordinary people had come to bear them and to bestow them upon

their children, Nhy they did so is open to argument. Paul Aebi-

echer boldly asserts*

Le choix d*un nom, au X siecle comme au-
jourd'hui, obeit h la mode bion plus qu'h
la pidtd; e'est h la mode, beaucoup plus
qu'h 1*influence des ordres religieux,
qu'est due la soi-disant Christianisation
du vocabulaire anthroponymique...32©

Th© problem of course oould be restated* If it was the fashion

rather than devotion which dictated a changed style of name giving,

how does one then explain the fact that this transformation in faGk

eMon occurred? For the fact itself is amply proved and will merit

some discussion shortly. At present, it is enough to offer a few
Ci/tuL

scraps of evidence that the connection between a saintAa person

named after him found expression in acts of cult, and that thi3

bond between the saint and his namesake was popularly recognised.

A diurnal and breviary dating from the end of the fifteenth

century inoludes a red-lettered St.Rene (Renatu3* 5"th cent.) in

its Franciscan calendar (12 November) and hi3 office in a Roman

breviaryi these incongruities and the handsome state of the MS.

oonvinoed Leroquais that the MS. had been produced for Rene II of

129
Lorraine.

The Tuscan Franciscan who wrote the Meditationes vitae Christ!

in the late thirteenth century was probably writing it for a Foor
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Clare named Cecilia. Scholars have arrived at this supposition

"because illuminated KS3. of the Meditationes portray the author

pointing to 3t.Cecilia, and the text itself "beginsi

Among the noteworthy virtues and excellences
of the most holy Saint Cecilia, we read that
she always carried the Gospel of Christ hidden
in her bosom... I wish to encourage you to do
likewise... ^Tater, the author cites/ the ex¬
ample of the Blessed Cecilia.330

It appears that the author was commending the virtues of St.Cecil¬

ia to a nun named after hor. Moreover, in this most Christocentrio

of books, it is remarkable that the opening call for imitatio is

not for an imitatio Christi but for an imitatio sanotao.

Wa3 Ceoilia the nun*s baptismal name or her name in religion?

From around the sixth century there are records that a name change

might accompany the entry of a novice into the monastic life* ult£

imately, though not habitually until the eleventh century, this

custom influences newly elected popes to choose a papal name upon

assuming their office. ^ Cardinals had a titulary saint as a

part of their official name. Thus the future Boniface VIII (d.

1303), Benedict Gaetani, Cardinal titulary of St.Nioholas, had

on his seal Saints Benedict and Nicholas. When he also received

the title of St.Martin, he changed his seal to show Saints Nioho-
332

las and Martin. The seal of the Patriaroh of Aquileia, Cardinal

Marco Barbo, dates from 1474 and includes Saints Mark, Herraagoras

(the supposed first bishop of Aquileia), and Fortunatus (deaoon

and fellow martyr with Iiermagoras) •

Already discussed as influencing the production of suitable

images,the relationship between baptismal patron and namesake



has been made much of as a "mysterious bond" binding together the

protege with his "heavenly protector" who daily watches over him

and will be his advocate in the judgement to come. If this

relationship begins at baptism, its initiation was plainly not

due to the wishes of the baptised, at least not in normal circum¬

stances. Infant baptism in the later Middle Ages meant that Chris¬

tian name giving was the obligation of the parental generation.

The choice of name thus reflects the inclinations, whether in fash

ehion or in devotion, of the generation previous to the one which

possesses that name.

Let us look at tho naming practices of the Florentine Grego-

rio Dati (b.1362-d.1435) who in his lifetime had four wives and a

Tartar slave as mistress and who altogether fathered twenty-six

children of whom twenty-five are known by name.^"^ Dati often

tolls us why he or his wife chose a particular name. Even better,

Dati*s piety, his orientation towards the importance of names sac¬

red and profane, and his self-consciousness about the links between

celestial protector and terrestrial namesake-proteg^ strike the

reader of his libro segreto on almost every page. Thus he begins

an enumeration of the personal accounts of his fourth wife, Cathe¬

rines "In the name of God and of the Virgin Mary, or /sic, rather,
*and of'^Sd. Gregory and Catherine."So self-conscious is

Dati about the potency of names, that one might urge against the

choice of him as an illustration the charge of untypical sensiti¬

vity in this direction. Yet, as will be seen, the percentage of

his children bearing saints* names i3 only slightly higher than

the similar statistic arrived at for the city of Florenoe on the
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average, about fifty years after Dati's death. From Table D, sev¬

eral points may be drawn. The living and the dead members of Jati'8

family, his friends, the child's godparents — all are suitable

sources for names. With the increasing uses of saints' names, how¬

ever, a child could very well be directly named in honor or in mem¬

ory of a relative and still, indirectly, be named after a saint.

Or, the child might take the name of the saint whose fea3t day

fell upon his birthday or baptismal day. Also devotion to a given

saint, without any necessary correlation with his feast day, could

determine the choice of name. The high percentage of names of

Dati's children taken directly (33.14/) or indirectly 4*i»'~5v )

from saints' names is extraordinary evidence of the penetration

of the cult of saints into the household of an early quattrocento
"i.

Florentine of respectable social rank.-"

Gregorio Bati'a naming customs, which 3hov the cult of saints

at work in the most fundamental way, are a consequence of a revol¬

ution in European anthroponyiay. What prevailed at the end of the

Middle Ages had not prevailed at its beginning. Admittedly, 3t.

John Chryso3tom (d.407) had taughtj

Let us not... give chanoe names to children, nor
seek to gratify fathers, or grandfathers, or tho&e
pe allied by descent, by giving their names, but
rather choose the names of holy men oonsp^ouous
for virtue and for boldness before God. ^

But as the evidence from Christian epigraphy indicates, only rare¬

ly does the practice advocated by Chrysostom manifest itself before

the closing years of the fourth century.^"5 Indeed, the Latin

Church seemingly undertook no formal campaign to Christianise

personal names in the manner which Chrysostom had desired before
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the Council of Trent in 1566 recommended the selection of a fore¬

name from among those of the saints.^ Only very slowly in the

medieval Ifest did saints* names make any headway against their
&auL nanui

rivals — pagan or Germanic namesAof good omen ('augurative* names)
like Bonaventura or Benvonuto.

Before the eleventh century in Spain, the repertory of Chris¬

tian names for use as names of persons or churches is still quite

limited. ^ In France, it is not until the rise of the Capetians

to influence in political life that the cult of saints begins to
"J

be reflected in personal names. Predictably, in the Germanic

lands resistance to Latin-Christian names was even more prolonged.^^
For example, the female names of thirteenth century Freiburg-im-

-1415
Breisgau were almost entirely Germanic. Of tha forty-three

bishops of Utrecht between 696 and 1322 f only five bear non-Ger¬

manic names.^ Despite a somewhat greater proportion of names

of Latin origins, the situation in Italy was not entirely dissimi¬

lar with regard to specifically Christian names. The Pisan archiv¬

al records of the early twelfth century, for instance, reveal that
0/ .

the possession of\ saints* name was unusual. Of course Iohannes.

Martinus. and Petrus recur often, but so do very many Germanic

names. The influenoe of the cult of saints appears to be slight.

Most surprisingly, perhaps, since the cathedral at Pisa and many

local churches were dedicated to the Virgin, Maria does not occur

at all among the female names, which include very many names of

Germanic origins suoh as Berta. Ghinla, etc." Lombardlc times

in Tuscany see a predominance of Germanic names? the twelfth cent¬

ury brings into the region certain Christian names of Byzantine
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origin# Yet in the Florence of 1260, out of a large onomastic

sample, a mere 17#9£ of forenames were Christian in character#

This traditional naming pattern was to he transformed and

reversed in the later Middle Ages. Although there is widespread

agreement that an anthroponymic revolution occurred, students of

the question do not agree on an explanation of it# Heeded are

more regional studies which would allow us to see the change in

chronological and geographical perspective# In a study of the

anthroponymy of ruling Genoese politicians, Kedar has shown that

the fourteenth century witnessed the strongest impact of saints*

names# If we convert his statistics into percentages, his find¬

ings will take on a clearer meaning# Thus in the period 1099-1199*

11.72;! of Genoese rulers had saints* names? from 1200 to 1299 this

percentage had increased to 23#33a? and by 1300-1401 the figure

had grown still further to 66.66$!^^

In Germany during the course of the fourteenth century saints*
■JKQ

names became more popular; while on the eve of the Reformation,

"it... finally became a general practice to name children after

3aints, with the result that the old Germanic names pretty well

vanished altogether."(One thinks of Martin Luther, Philip

Melanchthon, Martin Bucer, Ulrich von Ilutten; and of course of

Luther's wife Catherine von Bora#) Although there had been Ger¬

man saints with Germanic names (e.g. Ulrich), the saints of ear¬

ly Christian times, with their names of Greco-Latin derivation,

seem to have overshadowed them (of. Table C). 1^ thi3 the evang¬

elical romanticism toward the Primitive Church which would play
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(lis
so large a part in Protestant theology, already t^cernible in pro-

Reformation German naming patterns? That would he going too far.

And "besides, there are more plausible explanations.

To continue to trace the great transformation in anthroponymy;

It has been estimated for Languedoo, that as early as the thirteenth

century, 92'/c of the names were taken from saints.Guch a high

percentage seems not entirely believable. For Florence, Bratto

convincingly demonstrates that at the end of the thirteenth cent¬

ury "una vera rivoluzjone in questo caiapo" takes place — i.e.,

"i aomi di aanti finiranno col aopraffare gli altri noiul (author* s

italics)A still unpublished study of the later medieval

anthrcponyay of some Italian towns has been summarized by Jacques
353

Heers. Germanic forenames almost disappear; augurative naiaes

lYlasj ^54
(which at one time^nave had a quasi-religious character ' ) dimin-

355
ish very markedly. Squally pronounoed, and quite striking in

fact, is the virtual triumph of the saint's name — e.g. 100 out

of 126 in mid-fifteenth century Venice. In the Florence of 1475-
pr f

75> of baptismal names are saints* names (of. Table B).

what had begun as a small trickle of saints' names out of a vast

mostly non-Christian onomastio reservoir has become a flood.

Perhaps no more persuasive evidenoe can be found to exemplify the

general popularizing of the cult of saints in the later Middle

ages. The saints took over the forenames of Europeans. The deci¬

sion made at Trent in 1566 to recommend saints' names to the faith¬

ful merely endorsed a praotice which for the most part had been
^57

popularly established a century and a half earlier."
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The triumph of the saints in European anthroponymy con be

measured more easily than it can be explained. At one time, ecu*-

j41ars favored the theory that, fundamentally, local causes were

responsible. Local veneration of a specific saint, it was said,

because of a 3hrine dedicated to him or the possession of his re-

lios, obviously affected naming patterns.And it is true that

in the primarily toponyiaio science of fatronainienforsohung, which

will be discussed later in connection with shrineB, scholars are

able to map the extent of a cult also by the appearance of the

particular saint's name amongst the looal personal names. In this

way for example one can date the gradual penetration of (Saint)
"*5Q

Liboriug into the diocese of faderborn," or prove that the men

of frotestant Wegtkapelle in the IJetherlands still retain a memory

of the English saint tfillibrord (d.739) who traditionally founded

the local churoh dedicated to hims tfilleboord occurs in twenty-

eight out of nine hundred local men's mimef*

The statistics might show a local preference for the local

saint's name significantly greater than in the name choices for

the populace at large. Then again they might not. Gregorio Dati
361

was the patriotic author of an l3toria di Firenze.'' Yet none

of the Dati sons are named explicitly for Giovanni-Battista (though

of. Table D, and /ll) or hanobio. or his daughters Heparata or

Maria. His roster of name choices, so far as cults especially

characteristic of Florence is oonoerned, is not localized at all.

That there may bo no correlation between local names and local

diocesan cults is confirmed in an anthroponyrnic study of later

medieval Higa, 1334-1482, where the general presence of saints*
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names is indisputable. Here, as elsewhere, the pattern of local

name choices has its anomalies — no Marys or Josephs? not one PatJQL,

yet fifty-six Peters; moreover, Ilenry, Herman, and Thierry are fre¬

quent choices, despite the fact that none of these saints enjoyed
"ICO

an official cult in Riga.

Kedar, in his already mentioned study of Genoese politicians,

signals "l'absonce virtuelle du noa de 'Lorenzo* dans une ville

dont la cathfedrale est d6di6e h saint Laurent." He consoles him¬

self with the reflection!

Mais il est rassurant de constater que tous les
ouvrages d'anthroponymie sont unanimeg a reoon-
naitre le peu d'influence exercde par les noma
de saints locaux et par oeux des patrons d' e^,.,
glises locales sur les noms des paroissiens.

In short, if we were to meet a later medieval Geraignano, we might

suppose with reasonable hope of accuracy that he or his parents

came either from San Gemignano or Modena, for in both of these

localities our friend's name saint was patron. But it would be

very wrong to assume that in either of these two towns Gemignano

wa3 the most popular of male forenames. •

If local adoptions of the names of local patrons do not ac¬

count for the general phenomenon of the mass influx of saints' names

«ee into iiuropean anthroponyray, it may be wise to look for general

causes. What makes such a search more reasonable still is that

the names of saints which seem to bo most often chosen in the lat¬

ter Middle Ages are not the names of local saints, but rather of
364

those universal saints common to the whole of Christendom. An-

throponymioally, Christendom appears to be more united in the Hater
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Middle Ages than at any period in the wake of the barbarian inva¬

sions. Without completely discounting local vernacular adaptations

or local variations in frequency or in additions to or subtractions

from the general reservoir of names, relative homogeneity of nam¬

ing patterns in the Latin West makes the theory that some general,

universalizing tendencies were at work extremely attractive.

The influx of saints* names — names carrying with them defin¬

ite roligious associations — suggests new circumstances of name

giving in which the choice of these names would be now appropriate.

Towards the end of the thirteenth century, the custom of taking a

new name at baptism became widespread, just at the time when pop¬

ular dread of the limbus infantium prompted the immediate baptism

of infanta. The plagues of the following century re-enforced

the extant fears caused by the prevailing high infant mortality

to drive homo the idea that earthly life was fleeting and the un-

baptised would have no share in the eternal life. For the twenty-

two instances which Gregorio Dati provides, the average interval

of time passed between the birth and the baptism of his children

is only 1.6 days (see Table 3).

How immediate infant baptism meant that the name then and

there received would not be *new* because no long interval of ti*\e

■se would have boen allowed to elapse, as formerly, between the ini¬

tial naming of the child and the giving of the child's baptismal

name. Canon law still acknowledges that the baptismal name does

not necessarily have to be the same as the child's forename in

civil law.^ During the later iddle Ages, however, in the majw-
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Xity of oases, the name the ohild received at baptism would be

the initial name he received, and would most likely be the one

by which he would be known.

Baptism was a religious rite. It is not improbable that

the new simultaneity of name giving and baptism would infuse the

former with something of the religious quality of the latter.

Augurative names had previously expressed a pious wish of some

sort. The close juxtaposition of name giving and baptism was

bound to create a situation where saints* names were felt to be

more appropriate in the new religious environment. In these cir¬

cumstances, piety of some sort is very easy to understand. Dati*s

piety is directed towards affirming the solidarity of past and

present members of his family* a notion with interesting analogies

to the theology of oommunlo sanotorum. He also demonstrates his

esteem for his friends in this way. ^Would the child's living

namesake feel some obligations towards him? As towards a protege?)

At the same time, Dati is in almost every instance ooncemed to

inaugurate a relationship between one of his children and a cel¬

estial protector. A suitable choice, to Dati, may depend upon

his or his wife's personal devotion towards a given saint. Alter¬

natively, it may depend upon the suspiciousness of the occasion*

the significance of the feaet day. Discussion of the popular

perception of time must be deferred until holidays are considered.

For the present, it suffices to say that what occurred on the saint's

feast day was in a sense under the aegis of the saint.

Baptism and the new popularity of saints' names may have been

intimately connected? but it would be a distortion to forget that
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the new high status of saints' names within European anthroponyray

comes at a time when the general popularizing of the cult of saints

has already "begun. For Italy, images seem to reflect this prooess

possibly half a century or more before names do. As with images,

the study of personal naming patterns brings the question of \fhich

saints were most often popularly chosen as name saints — and why.

With some local variations name patrons tend to be the apostles,

martyrs, virgins, monks, and bishops of the early Christian centum

rleo. In other words, saints chosen tend to be the older, univerj*-

sal saints of Christendom. A tendenoy, however, does not account

for every instanoe? and new universals like St.Francis could be

immensely popular in particular regions.

Publicity, no doubt, has some bearing on the problem of pop¬

ular choices of saints' names. Frequenoy of representation in

Christian art might provide a clue? the saints who wero most vis¬

ible could have been the saints whose names were remembered and

368
chosen. But until further studies have been made this must

remain conjecture. Again, is it the saints who most often appear

in sermons, religious dramas, and hagiographio collections, i.e.

the saints whose acta are best known, are these the saints whose
"*69

names people mostly commonly select? Finally, holidays are

those times when sermons in praise of the saint would be heard,

when his legend might be read, when his name would be on the lips

of the people. Church calendars are, among other things, lists of

which saints are to be liturgically celebrated in a specific locdity.

The universal saints are the saints par excellenoe of the Roman

370
calendar. The interaction of the Roman calendar and local uses
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obviously is a matter of great interest. The popular significance

of liturgical issues has not always been sufficiently appreciated.

As a concluding illustration of the popularising of saints*

names in European anthroponymy, Table 3 lists Franciscan saints
and blesseds among the tertiaries from tho thirteenth to the fif¬

teenth centuries. The list, taken from Franciscan sources, is un¬

doubtedly inflated, the religious orders being notoriously willing

to claim as a tertiary of theirs nearly anyone for whom the claim

seems plausible and whose sanctity is acknowledged. The inflation

of the catalogue does not invalidate it as a sample of name giving

patterns. The sainted members of the first and second orders have

not been included, since the inconsistently observed practice of

assuming religious names renders tabulation irapraotical. Never¬

theless, to signal the impact of two Franciscan saints among

members of the first order, these Franciscan saints and blesseds

named after Francis and after Bernardino have been listed chron¬

ologically.
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*

The Progeny of Gregorrio Datl

Based on O.Brucker (ed.), Two osolrs of Bonnissanco Plorenco:
The Diaries of Buonacooroo 1Itti and Oregorio Dnti

(transl. J. artines) (hew York, 1967)

1. '1A0C (of.p.134)* "...an illcgitinete male child by Tar.gherita,
a J .rfcar slave.... He was bom of 21 December 1391 on Gt.Thomas'r.
Day (i.e. the apostle Thomas] and I named him after that saint."
(p.112)

2. B-. h 'G-'V: "...a girl whom wo called Bandeeca in memory of my
first wife." (17 ay 1394) (p.H5).

3. . ? .QIC; b. 17 "larch 1396. (p.115). Ho reasons -iven for the
naiing of his first legitimate male child. .t.-yio was Jregorio's
father":; name (a.11 sept. 1374) (pp.197-3).

4. V.JKO' IGP 10 T sA: b. 12 :larch 1397? "~e called her after Betta's
mother..." (p.116). Named Veronioa after the mother of his second
wife Isabetta (cf.p.113).

5- B.f-T 'HDO AlOhTJITOx b, 27 Anril 1393 (p.116). 7io reason for
choice of na le is gives:. Joints Bernard and Augustine are
occasionally grouped lconograohically as Christian intellectuals
or doctors.

6. - .'J . I , -Ci b. 1 July 1399 (p.116). Ho reason for na ie choice
given, but Pari was the name of Betta's father (cf. ..113).

JIU '• gi'J'HTIi: b. 22 June 1400 (p.116). ho reason for name
choice riven. Filip a, however, was the name of Dati's paternal
grandmother (n.107)•

8. up i~nc 13 :rPC: b. 13 July 1401 (p.116). The earlier sen
named Jlagio had died 30 July 1400 (p.116)? this could very well
have influenced the name olioice, although no definite reason is
given for it.

9. PI , „0 i i'Or.TC; b. 5 July 1/02% "... .e called him liero Antonio
because of Betta's special devotion to J. /ntonio." (p.117) It
is nrobable but not certain that >. Anthony Abbot is meant.
Also, I.ari J iero had died 22 -.august 1400 (p.116).

10. M: 'TTO 1H; "7IC0: b. 27 April 1404 (r.126). j.o reason for name
in given, but of the noriod 20 ay 1403 Dati remarks "...we wore
in mourning for "lanetto Dati who had died the week before" (p.223).

11. "T'OLO ^I^rNn?l; b. 19 ..arch 1405. . nremature girl, -i. takenly
namod as a boy. IJo discussion of na 10 choice, (pp.126-27).
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12. TTJGABGTPA CATGRIHAi b. 3 June 1406; "... and she will be
oalled Lisabetta in memory of ray dead wife, Betta." (p.127)

13. ANTONIA. 'tVRGBGRITAi b. 4 June 140? (p.127). No reason for
name choice riven, (p.127).

14. HICCCLOi b. 31 July 1411 (p.127). No reason for name choice
given.

15» GIGQLAHO DO'I:t?ICCt b. 1 October 1412» "... Ginevra had a son

whom, from devotion to St. Jerome - since it was yesterday that
her rains began (30 September! St.Jerome*s day) - I called
Girolamo Domenioo." ( p. 127) " As for the sane Domenico, which
both Manetto (no.10) and Girolamo bore (and Manetto d.1413 was
still living when lirolnao was given it), it may have some
co.uioction with Gregorio's brother, Lionardo, who was prominent
in tho Dominican Order and (in 14117 pp.129-30) later became
General of it.

16. J Ci.. • TILlPi C; b. 1 .ay 1415* " <© named him after the two holy
apostles, Jacopo and Filippo, on whose feast day he was bom
and we shall call him Filippo." (p.123)

17 • GHITA t b. 24 April 14l6t n".'e called her Chita in memory of our
raother." (p.128) Gregorio's mother had died 29 January 1414.
(p.130)

18. LIB..: b. 18 July 14.19 (?). Ko particulars, (p.128)

19. SAWiRAt d. 1 July 1420. No other details, (p.132)

20. AN in:PA r.T) GIBL (cf. p*123?134) Does she die before baptism?
Dati seems to be referring to hor when he says "not counting
the one thai did not live to be baptised..." (p.134) for in
fact he does not appear to count her. (Yet cf.p.135)

21. GTAAVAA FinHCAACAs b. 4 October 1422 (p. 135). -o particulars
given, but here both choices are dearly explicable. Gregorio
Dati*s third wife Ginevra (d. 7 September 1420(7) (p.132)) wan
the source of the first of these names, consistently with the
pattern of no. 2 and no. 12, The for 1© form of Francesco is
interesting for it shows that gender las no obstacle to nan©
choicest 4 October is the feast day for At. Francis.

22. ygiGlim PIP 10": b. 7 January 1424 (p.l35)» Reasons for first
name choice are not given (cf. no»9), bat since one of the
godparents at baptism was Abbot Giaone of 3. Felice perhaps
this helps to account for the second name (p.135).

23. AIOHAP'OC B".PT2D ? Ct b. 20 Parch 1425; "... a health and
attractive child who was baptieed the following day - the 21st -
which was the feast of St. Benedict." (p.135) Although nothing
is said about the first name, it is obviously in ho .•'.•our of
Grogorio* a brother.
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?4. -iiii'i B\!Ti)'iCCA t b. 26 July 1426 ( p. 135) • -<o reasons for name
ehoioe -riven. Still, the 26th of July was St. inn's day,
which a-ikes the choioe understandable. For Bandeooa, see no.2?
this earlier daughter died 1 August 1420 (p.132).

25. FIEjr? a. FALICC: b. 23 August 1427 ( .135). J'o reason -iven,
bat once again (of. no. 22) the Abbot of 3. Felioe is mentioned,
thin time as the first of her "sponsors" (p.135). As for
Filippa (cf. no. 7), Filippa Giovanna is not cited among the
living children in 1422 (pp.134-35).

26. BUTPOUKCA BC'TT:iCAi b. 2 June 1431 (p.136). Go reason for
choice of names is given, (in Domenioa, cf. no. 10, no. 15«

Total Fines (e-oh n-.io counteds c. ■. :ri Vioro no.6 » 2)i 43

1. T a-ics ex lioitly or ■ reounnbly cho-nn fro 1
^el'tives r Friends, living -jnd Occult 15 (34. >3 )

2. Fames explicitly chosen from Gaints: 3 (13.60 )
(e.f. Day, etc.)

h, Faces nv>rtr,*\bly chosen from d'.intot 20 (46.51 )

4. vnmos fro a first c«ite"ory which ro
also Joint: ' Fitesi 7 (16.28 )

"'otal '"unbor of Tan^o 'rot ^ainlot 35 (81.39 )

* "ir-heritn, slave ~irl - no.l
Bandeoca, first rife - no ohil Iren
Bctta, nooond -.rife - nos. 2-5
Cinevra, third wife - nos. 10-20
Catherine, fourth wife - nos. 21-26
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Claimed Pranoieoan Tort i: try Paints and Bleoaeds."
1200 - 1500, IIluatratln^ ?I"-nc— ivin? I attorns.

Tabulations frost P. Leon, Bios dco "halntn et dea Blenhoureux tiers
. roin Crdreo ae B.nint Francois ('abridge-', 'ky.- D v:tl, new ed.)
(Varrve's, J $39)

13th Century

Bl. h^ela of Folimo
B1.Yeridiana
't. :r - - ret of Oortona
31. T uchersiun
31. Oerard of Villa ,tt»
31. Ocrard of Buncl
Jt. -"ordiirmd of t'a-tilo

B1. (urailiane C orchi
Bl. Bovellone of Paenza
;lt. rouin of France
■t. o"o of * iterbo
L.-t. liznbcth of ''umairy
1,1. eter of .iiena

rotali 13
eroentao© with .aintc' hmesi 53.35

14th Century

■>t» ienrnd of inonnza
, t» Yves
Bl. ^ivaHus or TTbnldus
Bl. John t elin-otto
31. icholina of i crsnro
31. fay-iond Tulle
"it. T limbeth of i ortu-al
Bl. Fr ncis of > esaro

- t. .och
Ot. lzo-'r of "Iran
Bl. Chtries of lois
at. Bridget of J.eden
Bl. Joan of i -na
Bl. ar-1 hina
31. 'lu^olino 'a-alotti
31. Bartolo buont'edoni

ot.alx 16
■ orcentaoa : a th ">aiits • Pa teas 31.25

15th 3artvtry

Bl. Joan of V leia
ot. rancis the orann

1. Henry
Bl. Jeanne do "* ille
,U. illian of icli

Bl. in^elina of " arsciano
Bl. Buoy of B 'l^ta Irene
M. Bicholas
?1. John Bells ace

41. .11 -.ibeth the Bood

I'ot ill 10
crcentaao ••lth Paints' i nes t 1)0

1. 'he lint, arranged according to c^cmoo ~f each saint or
blessed in the calendar ycr, is un loubtodly "nflated (e.j.
,t. Louie, it. ' '-h vero probably not ranols o m tortiarias).
bviounly, the amaii nu'bar of n-> .en in o*tc roup limits the
value of thin a 1 lo for urorc m «•> -ivi-if "tternn as a
- hole.
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Claimed First Order Pranoisoan Saints and Blfesseds.

c. 1200-1500. Named Francis or Bernardino.

Karnes from Bibliotheoa Sanctorum, 1
(Rome, 1961 ff) Vols.II-III, V.

St. Franois of Assist! (d. 1226)

Bl. Francesco
Bl. Francesco
Bl. Francesco
31. Francesco
Bl. Francesco
31. Francesco
Bl. Francesco
Bl. Francesco
Bl. Francesco
Bl. Francesco

d'Aragona (d.1493)
di Campobasso (d. c.1480)
da Borgo San Bepolcm (d.1314)*
da Caldarola (d.1507)
di Cardaillac (d.1404)
da Cropani (d.1496)*
do. Fabriano (d.13' 2)
da Spoleto (d.l2S'3)"H
da Stroncone (d. c.1495)
da Venezia (d. c.1370)

* May be without Franoisoan affiliations.

3t. Bernardino of Miena (d.1444)

Bl. Bernardino da Bibbiena (d.1490)
Bl. Bernardino da Feltre (d.1494)
Bl. .Bernardino da Keto (d.c.1452)
Bl. Bernardino da Perugia (d.1450)
Bl.Bernardino da Rende (d.c. 1438)
Bl. Bernardino da Rionero Sannitioo (d. c.1505)
Bl. Bernardino da Torrijos (d. c.1510)

1. Bibliotheca Sanelorum includes unconfirmed cults from the
Franciscan "artyrology •
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Chapter I.: NOTES.

1. The title of an essay by G.G. Coulton reprinted in his Ten
Modioval Studies (Beacon paperback edition) (Boston, Mass.,
1959), pp.189-200.

2. S. Mile, L*Art religieux de la fin du rooyen age en France
(3rd edition) (Paris, 19235", pp.163-^4. There waSevidently
a traditional d^Sstouteville allegiance to this saint. (Here¬
after Male -m)

3. Cf. Inferno, Canto II, 11.97-99* The Virgin Mary calls Santa
Lucia and tells hert *0r ha bisogno il tuo fedele di te, ed
do te lo raocomando.* Dante Alighieri, La Divina Commedia
(ed. H. Oolsner), (London, 1933), p.20? explanatory note, p.24.

4. The whereabouts of published canonisation processes may be
discovered from the Bollandista* Blbliotheoa Hagiographioa
Latina 2 V0I3. (Brussels, 1898-1899? re-impression, 1949)and.
its Supplementi (Brussels, 19H) (afterwards, BHL and BHL-Supp.).
A modern revision is in progress. More recentijf, but less
inclusive is H.Delehaye, et al (editors), Propylaeura (ad Acta
Sanctorum) Decembrla (Brussels, 1940). There is usually good
bibliographic information provided with the entry of eaoh
saint in the Bibliotheoa Sanctorum, 12 Vols., (Rome, 196lff.).

5. See, for example, M.Coe/ns, .A3, Vol.LVII, (1939), p.428.
6. Note the heavily liturgical indices of oult in J. van dor

Straeten, "Saint Livier - notes sur son culte et our sa le-
gende," in AB, Vol.LXXXVI, (1968), pp.373-89.

7. S.Roisin, L*Hagiographie oiotercienne dans le dioohse de Liege
au XIII sifecle(Louvain/Brussels, 1947), P*135* Varied signs
of cult are disouooed, pp.132-35*

8. K.Foster (ed./transl.), The Life of Saint Thomas Aquinas* Bio¬
graphical Documents (London/Baltimore, 1959), P*96. Peter of
Montesangiovanni had known Thomas for ten years before this
incident (p.94).

9. D.Attwater, A Dictionary of Saints (London, 1948), p.262.
10. Matthew Paris, Chronica Majora (Rolls Series, ed. Luard), Vol.
Ill (London, 1876), p.521.

11. Gulllelrai de Nangiaco, Chronicon in Recuell de3 Historiens des
Gaules et de la Franoe (ed.' Daunou & Naudet), Vol.XX (Paris,
1840), p.555.

12. A.R. Maiden, The Canonization of Saint Osmund (Wilts Record
Society) (Salisbury, '1901), "p.239*

13. 0. Eebor, Die Geataltung des Kultes weiblioher Heiliger im
Spatmittelalter. Die Verehrung der Hoiligen Elisabeth, Klara,
Hedwig. und Birgitta (Hernbruck, 1963) speaks of "Wunder als
wesentliche Manifestation der Heili^ceit" and cites Caesariu3
of Heinterbachs *Miracula voro non sunt de sanctitatis substan¬
tia, sed qucdam sanctitatis indicia1 (p.126).

14* Cf. H. Delehaye, Sanetun, op.cit., p.244.
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15. Ibid., PP.158-59.
16. Maiden, op.oit., pp.viii-x; 35-45 for, respectively, comment¬

ary and text,

17. I"bid«, pp.xi-xvii; 56-84,
18. Ibid., p.108
19. Ibid., pp.xxviii? 135? 142-43.
20. Toynbee, op.cit., pp.165; 191-92.
21. Ibid., p.205.
22. Ibid., p.194.

23. J.Anoelet-Hustaohe, Ste. Elisabeth de Horigrie (Paris, 1947)*
P.327.

24. R,M, Woolley, St.Hugh of Lincoln (London, 1927)» p»163ff.
The importance of these early posthumous miracles in helping
to stimulate enthusiasm for the new cult at the graveside
(along with the great rdle of miracles in hagiography) is
brought out by H.Hefele, Me Bettelordon und dag Religiose Vcihsieh&L
obeaund mittelitaliens im XIII Jahrhundert (Leipzig & Berlin,
1910), pp.105-6.

25. L. Kern, "Le Bienheuroux Rainier de Borgo san Sepoloro", Revue
d'Histoire Franoisoaine. Vol.VII (1930), pp.233-83f p.238.

26. Ibid., p.237.

27. A. Brunacoi, "Leggende e Culto di S.Rufino in Assisi," Bollet¬
ting della Deputazione di Storia Patria per 1 'Umbrla, Vol.XLV
(1948), pp.5-91? see pp.28, 30.

28. 33. Delaruelle. "La Spirituality des pfelegrinages h Saint-Martin
de Tours du V au X® sieole" pp.201-43 of Pellegrinaggi e_ Culto
dei Santi in Europa fino alia Is Crooiata (Todi, 1963), pp.205-
2b'Sff. (Afterwards, Pellegrinaggl).

29. See H. Delehaye, "Les premiers •libelli miraculorura1," AB.
Vol.XXIX (1910), pp.427-34.

30. Cf. J.A. MaoCullooh, "Miraoles," Hastings 3i3ncyolopedia of Re¬
ligion and Ethics (Edinburgh, 1915), Vol.8, p.684.

31. H.C. Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy in the Christian
Church (fourth edition, revised) (London, 1932), P.87« Ref¬
erence in the second edition, enlarged, p.113 footnote It
•Quinquaginta quinque millia quingenta quinque/ Omnes oanoni-
sati a te sunt translati./ Est monaohus sanctus./ Caput vero
Benediotus (Birok de Monast. Campidonens. 0.25).

32. See A# Vauohez, "Les stignates de saint Francois et leurs de-
traotcurs dans les demlers sieoles du moyen age," Ecole Fran-
oaise de Rome, Melanges d'Aroh^ologie et d'Histoiro. Vol.LXXX
(1968), pp.595-^25. (The series to be oited as Hfelanges.)

33. Cited and translated in P.Sabatier, Life of St.Francis of Assisi
(transl. Houghton) (London, 1899)t P.436. On the Bl.Dodo (d.
1231), a Premonstraten3ian monk of Hascha in Fri3ia who was
stigmatized in un'oiown oiroumstanoes (possibly of self-rautilat-
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ion) and who died a very old man no that his stigmatization
was probably earlier than that of St.Francis, see H.Thurcton,
The Physical Phenomena of Mysticism (ed. J.H. Creehan) (London,
1952), p.39» For knowledge of St.Francis1s stigraatization
before his deaths W, Seton, "The last two years of the life
of St.Francis," St.Franois of Assisi* 1226-1926* Essays in
Commemoration (ed. Seton) (London, 1926), pp.221, 240.

34. J. Moorman, A History of the Franciscan Order from its Origins
to the Year 1517 (Oxford. 1968), p.83#

35* L. Reau, Iponograph!e de l'art Chretien (Paris, 1955ff)f Vol.
III.l, p.527.

36. V.Leronuais, Le3 Brevlaires manuscrlts des Bibliotheques pu¬
blicues do France (Paris. 1934). Vol.1, p.cviii, citing Wadding,
Annales. IV, p.129 as his source. But see Vauchez, "Les stig-
mateo," op.oit., p.6l8 and footnote 2 where the institution
of the feast is attributed to the chapter general of Cahors
in 1337? his most recent authority is N.Papini in Miscellanea
Franolscana. Vol.XXXV (1935)» p.164. Feast-title from a
Franciscan breviary of the second half of the fifteenth cent¬
ury* Leroquais, op.cit.. Vol.11, p.174#

37. Vouches, "Les stigmates," op.cit., pp.605-8* 619* 622-23#
38. Ibid., pp.601-4, and passim.
39. Ibid., p.604.
40. Ibid., pp.608-11.
41. See R.M. Ruber, A Documented History of the Franciscan Order.

1182-1517 (Milwakee, Wise, and Washington, D.C., 1944), p.424.
On pre-canonization representations of St.Catherine of Siena,
see L. Pastor, The History of the Popes (transl. Antrobus),
Vol.Ill, (London, I894), p.290 and references* "/Catherine'b?
likeness, copies of which had by the beginning of the 15th
century, been multiplied in Venice, was in the possession of
thousands." (Woodcuts appear to be meant?)
Cf. G. Kaftal, St.Catherine in Tuscan Painting (Oxford, 1949)
where St.Catherine is depicted in the act of being stigmatized
in the uredella of an altarniece dated c.1400* pp.9» 81 (fig.
21).

42. J.M. Pou y Marti (ed.), Bullarium Franoiscanum. n.s. ( .uarao-
chi, 1949), Vol.Ill, p.138 no.331.

43. Ibid.

44. Ibid.. p.354ff. no.758* p.365 no.769.
45. Ibid., p.668 no.1342.

46. Ruber, op.oit., p.424.
47. Pou y Marti, Bullarium, op.oit., p.414 no.838.
48. Ibid., Bull dated 10 April 1478, p.5<-4 no.1064.
49. Ibid., Bull dated 3 October 1478, p.542 no.1106.
50. Ibid., p.138, footnote 1? Rubor, op.cit., p.425 ftnt.35.
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51. Toynbee, op.cit., p.191.

52. Maiden, op.cit., pp. x, 41.
53. VAUCKEZ, p.226.
54. See, for example, C.G. Looraio, White Magic: an Introduction

to the Folklore of Christian Legend (Cambridge, Mass., 1948),
pp. 41, 44, 55—57» 80, and the entire section (Chapter 14) on
"taboos and punishments" (pp.97-102) which Loomig calls "nega¬
tive magic" (p.97).

55» Of. H. Gunter, Psychologie de la Legende (trans1. Goffinet)
(Paris, 1954), p.l60ff. B. de Gaiffier, Etudes critiques. op.cit.,
p.421.

56. In addition to the references given in notes 54 and 55, see do
Gaiffier, Etudes, p.491 and ftnt.3? P. Rousset, "La Croyance
en la justice imraanente a 1'epoque feodale," Le Koyen Age.
Vol.LIV, 1948, pp.225-481 p.230. One of Poggio's facetiae
(iTo.XCIX) treats thi3 theme, apparently without satiric intentt
Poggio Braociolini, The Facetiae or Jocose Tales, (Paris, 1@7?9),
Vol.1, pp.154-55. Por this same motif in Christian arte G.
liaftal, Saints in Italian Arti Ioonography of the Saints in
Tuscan Paintlng"T?lorenoe. 1952) (hereafter Kaftal-TuscanTT
figs. 486, 94oV in the former miracle, represented in an altar-
pieoe dated 1240-45, St.Francis punishes the daughter of a woman
who ha3 not kept his holiday by making her eyes fall out and
her 'mouth open from ear to ear'? when the mother repents, the
saint cures the daughter (col.405); in the second figure, St.
Peter Martyr punishes three non-observant women of Utrecht.
From these illustrations, Kaftal deduces that "the feast days
were scrupulously observed" (p.xxxili), but it appears to the
present writer that just the opposite may have been the case,
if such threats of disaster were necessary to enforce observation.

57. On the gloria posthuma of the saint, used by the Bollandists
as a near equivalent to miraoula post mortem: B. de Gaiffier,
"Discussion©" of Settimane di Studio ... XVII (Spoleto, 1970),
Vol.1, p.189. The precedents of plagiarism: H. Delehaye, The
Legends of the Saints (transl. Crawford) (Hotre Dame, Ind.,
19&1),p.91ff. and passim.

58. Hefele, op.cit., p.34 and footnote 3.
59. The self-conscious Biblioism of miracles in the Dialogues of

Gregory the Great and a general use of miracles of Biblioal
inspiration among early medieval haglographers are brought out
by B. de Gaiffier, "Miracles bibliques et vies de saints," pp.
50-61 of his Btudes critiques. 3. Roisin, op.cit.. p.186
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Chapter II.

MAOTHGTATIOND OP TIEj CULT OF SAINTS IK

TIE LATER MIDDLE ACES (2)s

Holidays. ..brines, Relics.

Through their well-publicized miracles, the near uiiiquity of

their images, and the .trowing donation of their names at baptism,

the saints and their cult touched the lives of ordinary Christians

in the later Middle Ages. The veneration of saints mis so firmly

established, so intermixed with religious and social assumptions

and, perhapg most important of all, patterns of behavior, that whole¬

sale condemnation, except by heretical sects, was hardly likely.

Certainly in the area of shared observances, of normative religious

behavior, popular acceptance of the cult of saints cannot be doubted.

Whatever the elusive concept of * popular religion' may be taken to

mean, the cult of saints must figure in any adequate definition/
of it. The remarks of H.G.J. Beck concerning the cult of saints

in sixth century southeastern France apply equally to Latin Christen¬

dom in the declining medieval centuriess "Herein popular devotion

and official religion met upon common ground. That this cult was

popular will scarcely be denied; that it was official appears from

a number of considerations."*

Perhaps scholars ought to pay more attention to the practice

of medieval Christianity and especially to those rituals and ob/s-

5orvances in which the attitudes of the laity customarily found exjt-

pression. Iri3 Origo, looking closely and thoughtfully at the re¬

ligion of Francesco Datini, decides that just as custom and usage

held sway in the secular world, so "devotional life rested upon a

series of unquestioned, familiar acts" and that "an intricate
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-jVcunework of pious observance" regulated the lives of even the most
2

astute and realistic of businessmen. Precisely these religious

acts, their enumeration, description, classification, and the hist¬

orical changes which they undergo, should, one would imagine, serve

as the logical starting point for any fundamental study of medieval

popular Christianity.

Indeed, it is the consensus of scholarly opinion that during

the later Middle Ages these popular religious acts and observances
a

multiplied enormously. Consequently, a kind of luxuriance or pro¬

liferation of religious practice seems to characterise the period.

In part this is due to innovation in devotional techniques, to new

cults, and to new saints. But also the accumulated customs of a

long tradition continued,on the whole, to command assent and gov-

Yern action. Criticism was not lacking. As was brought out in an

earlier discussion of miracles and images, there were calls for re¬

form, stricter controls, and methods to protect the faithful from

unauthorised novelties in religious life. Hopefully, in this chap¬

ter both the faot of proliferation and the call for retrenchment

will be amply illustrated. Moreover, within the broad categories

of time (holidays), place (shrines), and object (relics), it is

also intended that the cult of saints will be shown to oocupy ex¬

actly that unenclosed common ground of religious behavior which is

or should be the peculiar terrain of popular Christianity.

Manifestations of Cultt Holidays

Judaism began the process of turning seasonal or nature festi¬

vals into historical commemorations, which recalled and celebrated
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divine intervention in human affairs.^ Christianity, for whom the

Incarnation replaced the Exodus as the most significant divine ac¬

tion in history, continued to perceive historical events as evidence
5

of God's providence. Those who wrote providential history would

naturally make the saints the first citizens of the heavenly city.

Thus the writer of some early fourteenth century sermons argues

that God punished the realm of England for the murder of 3t.Thomas

Beoket, although His retribution was deferred until the time of
c

John Lackland. With the diffusion of dating events by annus Do¬

mini. which the Venerable Bede's work encouraged, chronology itself

was Christianized even if other modes of reckoning, as by regnal

dates, certainly persisted.

But in the Middle Ages the ohief events of sacred history did

not remain the special preserve of scholars. Time was liturgized.

By an annual cycle of commemorations, certain significant acts in

the careers of Jesus and Mary, both in their life-times and post¬

humously, were solemnly celebrated, liturgically re-enacted. For

the numerous martyrs and confessors of the Church, there were also

days marking the anniversary of extraordinary events in their lives

(e.g. the oonversio 3ancti pauli), or more usually their death (dies

natalist that is, the celestial birthdate), funeral (depositio)f

plus the discovery (inventlo). transferal (translatio), and place-

ment of their relios upon the altars (elevatio).

Now it would be mistaken to see the teedieval Christian litur¬

gical year as simply a faithful mirror of sacred history. For one

thing, theological ideas of a nonr-historioal character stood behind
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many feasts (Corpus Christ!, All Saints*, All Souls* are instances),

and, for another, the annual series of saints* days were distributed

throughout the year without reference to any chronological or geo¬

graphical order. "Without any transition whatsoever the calendar

moves from Antiquity to the Middle Age3, and from the Orient to the
8

Occident." This liturgical immediacy of all times and all plaoes

must have contributed to the two dimensional time sense and penchant

for what we would call anachronism in the medieval view of the past.

Furthermore, the rhythm of the seasons, the basic motion of an a-

grarian society, could not be altered. Nature was too powerful to

be transformed into history. The feasts of the saints were indeed

used to initiate the seasons of the year — spring (22 February)

and the feast of St.Peter's Chair? summer (25 May) and St.Urban?

autumn (24 August) and St.Bartholomew? winter (23 November) and
9

St.Clement —but the use of these saints* days actually deraonstrfcces

ates how easily the agricultural year could absorb supposedly his^-

tbrioal holidays, and convert them into punctuation narks for the

seasons* Medieval peasants whose rents or duties coincided with a

particular saint's feast,^ doubtless would remember that saint,

but might be expected to assimilate him along with his patronage

speciality and his cult, into their own world rather than to enter

imaginatively into his.

Just as the agricultural year was only partially submerged

in the annual liturgical cyole, so secular history was able to fix

its commemorations within the eeolesiastioal calendar, by tying

them to the ooat-tails of a Christian saint. Especially in the

later medieval Italian city-state3, events of oivic importance —
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changes of regime, military victories, annexations and the like

were annually celebrated on the saint's day on which they had oc¬

curred. This development will have to be looked at in greater

detail later on, for it is obvious that it has significance for

the cult of saints. For the present, it is enough to point out that

this indirect way of introducing secular history into the Christian

calendar gradually tended, at least in the Italian towns, to create

an annual round of commemorations with a strongly civic flavor,

which threatened to engulf the past of the universal Church in a

flood of local patriotism.

However, it would be an exaggeration to say that either the

agricultural year or the disguised celebrations of secular history

undermined the peculiarly Christian elements of the liturgical

cyole. Undeniably the liturgical year had an emotional rhythm
at

of fasting and penitenoe, hope and exped^on, pathos, joy, and

triumph,^" which corresponded to the moods evoked by the major

Christian feasts. Perhaps more fundamental still was the sense

that not all times were the same? the consciousness of disconti;*-.

nuity between ordinary times and certain hallowed or potent intcxy'-
12

Vals, days especially, but also years. This general attitude

towards time has been called temporal formalism.^

The duration of servioe required by certain religious move¬

ments plainly had symbolic meaning. Froissart tells us that the

Flagellants of 1349 participated in their penance for thirty-three

and a half days in harmony with "the thirty-three and a half years

which Jesus Christ spent on earth.The very origins of such
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movements have "been traced "by some writers to years of symbolic

potency. If the legend of the 'panics of the year 1000* has been

15
discredited, it remains true nonetheless that the chronicler

Ralph Glaber discusses the Peace of God movement conjointly with

the millenial anniversary of Christ's Passion, 1033» a year which

he sees as bringing in a new time of peace and relative prosperity.^
Popular movements evidently found certain years especially auspi¬

cious. In both 1299 and 1399 religious currents, apparently spont¬

aneous, set groups of people in motion. In the former oase, pop¬

ular devotion received papal endorsement in the first of a long
17

line of anni santi, the Jubilee of 1300. ' The second medieval

fin do siecie movement, that of the Bianchi. attracted wide supp-

18
ort and resulted in much peace-making in the Italian cities. A

few scholars have seen a Joachiraite mystic year behind the Flagell-
19

ant movement of 1260.

Years counted, therefore, but "in popular medieval thought
20

the day was by far the most important unit of time." The dies

mali sive legyptiaci were days which, it was supposed, the ancient

Egyptians had by their astrological calculations found to be un¬

lucky. Canon law might condemn the idea that activities undertaken
21

on them were bound to end in misfortune, but many medieval calend¬

ars duly noted the Egyptian days in a line of latin verse at the
22

top of the monthly page. . In a Cluniac calendar from the early

fourteenth century, the first and the twenty-fifth of January are

thus signalled out for avoidances Iani prima dies, ot septima fine
2-a HwL

timetur. fiunday, on the other Aday, was considered "a privileged
day" because on it the work of oroation had commenced and on it
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Jesus had been bom, baptised, and resurrected. Although Fri¬

day had its associations with the Passion and Saturday its links

25
with Mary, the Solis dies of antiouity which had become the

26
Christian dies Dominica, the Lord's Day, was esteemed above all

others of the week. Fourteenth century English writers called e-

very festival a holy day, but in the strict sense holy-day meant
27

Sunday, for even the Pope could not shift Sunday observance?

hence 'Of all the feasts that in holy church are, / Holy Sunday
23

men ought to spare.* Because men did not spare it, and violat¬

ed its specified work prohibitions, more serious measures than

denunciations from the pulpit or occasional cash fines were neces/-

5>ary in order to reform conduct.

A literature aiming to enforce Sunday observance by threat¬

ening divine chastisement has its origins in the Christian East
29

of the fifth century. The most sensational form which these

threats of God's wrath assumed was the famous letter fallen from

the sky in whioh Christ usually warns that unless men hold His

day inviolate the world's speedy destruction is assured. This

dire warning, the first traces of which have been found in the sixth

century, had a very distinguished medieval career. The fact that

the promise of doom might remain constant while its justification

could easily be modified to suit prevailing circumstances helps

to account for the letter's utility. Nevertheless, the subject

of the letter remained linked to Sunday violations.^ A3 one

might expect from the religious aura of Sunday, the evidence suggests

that miracles at shrines recurred (or were reported) more frequent-
31

ly then than on the profane days of the week.
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Thus the saints manifested their presence and their power

on their feast days by aiding their friends and afflicting their

enemies. Towards the middle of the twelfth century, the monk

Ranier of Saint-Laurent narrated the story of the recapture of a

castle which had been usurped from the church of Liege. The BiSh

shop laid siege to the fortress, but no progress was made until

the relics of at.Lambert (d. c.700), patron of the church, were

brought into the camp of the besieging army and installed cere¬

monially in their midst. The relics inspired the bishop's forces

with renewed seal, although tho castle proved impregnable. Pin-

ally, on 17 September 1141, St. Lambert's day, the power of the
3?

saint was irresistible, and the castle was taken. This display

of positive assistance by St.Lambert on his feast day, may be contrfts-

aeted with the equal readiness of saints to punish holiday viola¬

tors severely. The fact that punitive miracles of this kind so

commonly appear in medieval hagiography shows, however, that the

threat of the saint's wrath did not always guarantee the pious

observance of his day by all the faithful. ^ For the devout, the

potent association between the saint and hi3 day needed no mira¬

culous reminders. In a chapter of her Revelations entitled "whoso

honors the saints is honored in return by the saints who comfort

them in death," the thirteenth century visionary Mechthild of

Magdeburg explains

That we honor the saints of happy memory with all
devout intentions we may have for them on the day
God honored them by a holy end ^emphasis added* she
is referring to the saint's day as dies natalie7—
that gives them such a joy that they often appear
to us now with all the sovereignty they have won by
their merit. I saw this clearly on the day of St.
Mary Magdalene when we honoured God with hymns of
praise because of the great reward she had received
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from him. Ghe floated down into the choir after
the hymns and looked into the eyes of every singer
and said, 'All those who honor my end, to their,.
end will I come and honor them in return.*....

What a mystic might see, an ordinary believer might sense: that

on his holiday the saint indeed drew near to those who venerated

him. Henoe the importance of celebrating the saint's feast on the

correct day, according to the liturgical calendar.

Because the commemorative occasion was inseparable from the

personality of the saint whose day it was, anything memorable which

happened on that day was naturally assi,gned to the glory of its

saint. Thus the churoh calendar was a rich source of place names

for the Portuguese and Spanish explorers of the late fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries| in fact their voyages of discovery may almost

be plotted by the saints whose names were generously bestowed upon

3S
landfalls in the New World. In a parallel fashion, saints* days

frequently came to bo used on medieval documents as a means of

expressing the date."^ Dating by saints' days could be pushed

quite far, an, for example, when Matthew Paris in his Chronica

ma.jora looates certain events 'in the octaves of the translation

37
of St.Benedict.* In England this means of dating, which was

found to be convenient for fixing rent payments, did not usually

appear on documents until about the thirteenth century.^0 In Ger¬

many, although the practice is already encountered in tenth cent¬

ury deeds and charters, it is only by the fourteenth oentury that

the old Roman method of designating the days is supplanted by the
39

saint's feasts.
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For the diocese of Cologne, the later twelfth century sees the

sparing use of Christian f«asts, occasionally in conjunction with

the Soman method, as on a charter which we would date 13 May 1173*

•III. Idus Mai, die dominion in die Servatii et in dedication©

ipsiug ecclesiae.* Promoted by the monasteries, the practice of

festal dating grows in the course of the thirteenth century despite

a number of inherent disadvantages, such as its novelty and its

ambiguity. The Roman method was not only more customary, it was

also less ambiguous. Local saints might not be known outside their

restricted area of veneration; and, to make matters more complicat¬

ed still, several saints could be venerated on the same day. Fin¬

ally, some of the major feasts of the Christian year (not saints1

days of course) were moveable ones.^ Yet, with ecclesiastical

baoking, and through its greater popularity, dating by the saints

prevailed in all but notarial instruments in the Cologne diocese.

That this method was more popular is proved by the arrival of

vernacular charters in fourteenth century Cologne. Here the pre¬

dominance of festal dating was complete,^ and here, therefore,

we may point to new evidence of the impact of the ecclesiastical

calendar, and with it, obviously, to the impact of the cult of

saints upon the laity.

As one might expect, however, the influence of the medieval

ecclesiastical oalendar was not confined to the dating of chart^-

ters. The church calendar is one of the most significant documents

in hagiography, providing, if suitably corroborated by other evi¬

dence, a whole roster of saints enjoying liturgical veneration in

a particular church. For a long time, scientific hagiographers
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like the Bollandists have taught that the verification of a saint's

cult depends to a great extent upon finding that saint's feast platf-

ced upon a local oalendar.^ Yet calendars, for all their immense

utility,^ must be used with oaution. Calendars could create 3aints

as well as record their veneration. More than a few times, a scri¬

be's misreading of a calendar date has led to doubling, the crea¬

tion of two homonymous saints, each of course requiring a legends,

where originally (and historically) there was but one, J Trans¬

cription errors were always capable of generating new saints, as

when the martyr Romanus (18 November) was metamorphosed into Ro¬

man the bishop (19 November).^ Soribes, evidently, not only fell

into error but also occasionally followed their own hagiographio

proclivities, including some saints according to their whim and

possibly excluding others through carelessness. Hence it is impru¬

dent to take any one isolated calendar as an infallible guide to

actual liturgical practice.^ Moreover, some scribes appeared to

dislike blank spaces or days without saints to fill them. Borrow¬

ing not simply from other calendars but from purely literary sour¬

ces, these scribes provided the signs of an on-going cult to saints

whose cult must have remained, in most Instances, artificial.^
The so-called historical martyrologies with their lists of saints

following the order of the calendar but containing a biographical

resume in addition to the usual calendar details of date, name and

perhaps type of saint, and place of death — may have been plundered
49

in a scribe's quest for exotic saints. For example, the calen¬

dar!urn Gundeoarianum (c. 1057-1075) from Eichstatt (Bavaria)is

suspiciously full. Apparently there are no days without a feast

and many days with multiple commemorations. Also there are a large
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number of Old Testament prophets entered; e.g. Daniel (21 July),

Samuel (20 August), and Moses (4 September) — normally (with rare

exceptions like Venice) this is a good olue to non-liturgical, mere¬

ly literary cultua. and doubtless to the influence of a martyrology.

Later medieval calendars written for liturgical purposes

(this qualification must be emphasized for there were other kinds)

give a general impression of having thrown off most, if not all,

of this literary freightage, of presenting a definitely practical
51

and utilitarian face.' But of course any such impression must be

qualified in the absence of a complete corpus of medieval calendars,

which is a desideratum. Ho doubt numerous oalendars left to unsu¬

pervised scribal discretion would still exhibit idiosyncratic fea¬

tures quite possibly of a literary oast.

Cf great value despite occasional eccentricities and errors,

medieval ecclesiastical oalendars display their character in their

appearance. To examine any MS. liturgical calendar i3 to realize

that it was plainly an active instrument, designed for work and

kept in readiness for consultation. Whether found in breviaries,
52

psalters, diurnals, sacramentaries, or missals,v the calendar was

normally that part of a MS. to which reference was most often made;

hence it is the part most likely to show signs of wear and tear,
53

from worn edges to missing leaves. Frequent erasures; a large

number of insertions in hands contemporary with or much later than

the original script; additions and adaptations to meet new cults

and new owners, for calendars sometimes travelled along with a

liturgical book and ware modified rather than replaced — all this
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is physical evidence of an evolving, serviceable document. Poncf-

sibly for as long as a couple of centuries after their composition,

liturgical calendars had to be kept up to date. Piecemeal changes

might indeed have continued until so many corrections made neces^

57
Sary a new, revised version. Calendars are thus an indispensable

item in the archaeology of Christian spirituality, containing in

layer after hagiographic layer the feasts of saints added during

many different epochs.

Let us look at some reasons for changes and variations within

and among the considerable number of medieval calendars. First,

there was a need to respond to changes in the cult of saints.

Here simply the pattern needs to be indicated. Obscure saints
56

who3e veneration had lapsed tended to be dropped;J they were the

victims of erasure or non-inclusion in a new and revised calendar.

This phenomenon perhaps should be underscored. The success of some

cults cast others in the shade, and scholars have usually paid more

attention to the victors than to their defeated rivals. Also, some

feasts, previously honored with elaborate ceremony, were relegated
57

to secondary status, eclipsed by more popular festivals. The

calendar documents changes in medieval religious tastes.

Newly canonised saints or newly venerated local beati might

be received into a particular calendar; this could create schedul¬

ing problems leading to displacements. Interference with establish¬

ed holidays explains why new saints were sometimes commemorated on

days other than their death date. Deposition, translation, even

ordination anniversaries could be chosen as feast days, and failing
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any other solution, an arbitrary date might be selected. Yet

displacements of new or old feasts were unnecessary when an event

could be planned so that its annual commemoration would occur at

a desirable time. Translations of relics permitted such long-range

calculation. Since churchmen sought to attract as many pilgrims

as possible to their saint's shrine, a sensible arrangement would

bo to distribute a major 3aint»s feasts throughout the year, insur¬

ing in this way that the summer months, when bettor attendance could

be expected, were not disregarded. 3o if the dies natalia of a

great saint came in the winter (e.g. St.Martini 11 November? St.

Thomas Beckett 29 December), the translation feast, which could be

controlled and arranged, would most likely be scheduled for the

summer pilgrimage season (e.g. St.Martini 4 July? St.Thomas Beckets

7 July).59

If additions, subtractions, diminutions, and displacements of

feasts caused changes in medieval calendars, another important reason

for variation amongst them was a basic difference in function. A

calendar was intended to meet the needs of specific individuals or

groups. According to the needs it was designed to meet, a calendar

took on definite generic characteristics. For example, the masters

at medieval universities had to know when they were obliged not to

hold lectures or when they were required to participate in academic

gatherings like anniversary masses in honor of some illustrious

master of fee- former times. Consequently, prefacing the libri or

cartularies of the several faculties and nations of the medieval

University of Paris, appear tho academic calendars of observed feasts

with 3uch rules of appropriate behavior as festive, non leg(itur)?
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non disputatur; non leg(itur) ultra tort(iaa horaa).^Q

The oalendar of the Anglo-German nation at Paris (BN MS Lat.

How. acq. 535) whioh is contained in the first six leaves of

the nation's cartulary, includes in its original, unamended form

about sixty commemorations. In this form it has been dated c.

/■J

1364-70, but insertions and annotations were added until well

into the sixteenth century.^ The calendar exhibits simultaneously

a Parisian and a university character, with a number of typically

Parisian oomaeraorations (Saints Genevieve —3 Jan; Marcel —26 July;

Louis —25 Aug; and others). St.Yves (d.1303, can.1347) was venoV-

2*ated on 19 May by both ordinary Parisians and university people,

especially those of Breton origins, since this Breton ecclesiastical

judge had been an arts' student^" and decretalist at Paris. Just
as plain as its Parisian home is the calendar's university function.

Thus, to cite one hagiographic instance, on tho fifth of August, we

read* Dominioi. Senao doctoratus in Jaoobitis; this refers to the

sermon which new Paris doctors heard at the Dominican church on the

66
feast of that order's founder. The important r&le of both the

mendicants and the older monastic orders at the University of Pa¬

ris is shown by the feasts observed there for Saints Benedict, Bejv

nard (who represents the Cistercians on the original calendar),
68

Augustine, and Dominic.

Although the Cistercians and the Dominicans are particularly

well represented — the latter having Thomas Aquinas (7 March) and

Peter Martyr (29 April), the Franciscans strangely lack any mention

until' in the later fifteenth oentury two of their saints are insort-

eds Bernardino of Biena (21 May) and Otto (16 Jan). The second of
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these, incorreotly labelled confessor in the calendar, belongs to

the group of four Friars Minor who were martyred in Moroooo (d.1220).

Seemingly the great Franciscan scholastic and contemporary of St.

Thomas Aquinas, St.Sonaventura (d.1274 and oan. a year later than
70 71

the martyrs of Morocco in 1482)' puts in no appearance. The e<t-

^itor of this calendar offers no convincing explanation why St.
•TO ^ i ^

Francis has been omitted?' possible that the poverello's

own lack of learning and his opposition to his order brethren's

pursuit of it were held against hira at Faris?

A final point to conclude this short review of a medieval

university calendari the patron saints of the four nations studying

at Paris. The Normans had two feasts closely bound up with their

nation, the Conception of the B.V.M. (8 Dec.) and St.Romanus's day

(22 Nov.)? St.Romanus (d.639) had been bishop of Rouen and was the
73

city's patron.' The festum Galljooruxa occurred on 10 January in

honor of 3t.William of Bourges (d.1209), the Cistercian archbishop

of that city and its pillar of orthodoxy against the Albigensian

heretics.^ On 13 January, the Picards oommemorated the translation
75

of St.Firminus, who was venerated as the first bishop of Amiens.

For what at first was known as the English nation, the 20th of No¬

vember saw the feast of their saint Eadmundi regis et martyris? but

from 1436, in consequence of Anglo-French hostilities, the English

nation became the German nation and an English king was no longer

an appropriate patron? so the Germans chose 3t.Charlemagne for their
76

patron saint•

Another sort of specialized ecclesiastical calendar developed

from using calendars as hagiographic indioes of the liturgical books
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bound together in a single codex. Thus, service books like mis^-

Sals, breviaries, saoramentaries, and so on,^® contained a program

of saints or sanctoral, i.e. a "collection of masses in honor of
79

saints" a roster which is sometimes mirrored in the calendar but

only for those saints who possessed their own offices. Saints who

lacked peculiar offices had to fall back upon the "common" (for

martyrs, etc.) and would naturally not appear in the sanctoral.

So calendar and sanctoral would not necessarily mirror one another.

When, however, the books which followed the calendar were themselves

of a hagiographic nature — lectionaries, homilaries, passionaries,
8o

legendaries — the correspondence between tho roster of saints on

the calendar and those saints singled out for "readings" or sermons

in subsequent texts was apt to be high. In truth, the calendar ex¬

erted such a strong influence upon hagiographic collections that

medieval homilaries and legendaries came to be ordered by the se¬

quence of feasts of the liturgical year, perhaps beginning with the

first saint of Advent, 3t.Andrew. Besides its prefatory oalendar,

therefore, a hagiographic collection itself often resembles a ca¬

lendar of saints.^

In a MS. paleographically dated c.1200 (BM, Cotton MSS. , Ves¬

pasian A.xiv) the calendar which occupies fol. 1-6 serves as a kind

of liturgical introduction to the collection of saints' lives which
82

the codex contains. The 3aints lives are preceded by a table of

contents which provides the title for the work: Inoipiunt oapitula

in vitas sanctorum wallensium. Now from the study of the entire

MS. it is clear that just as the oapitula was written to show the

hagiographic contents of the codex, so the calendar was composed as
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thL
a preface to^whole work, for Its Welsh entries were transcribed

not from the various vitae but from the oapibula. The calendar,

then, wa3 doubtless the last item to have been written and in fact
84

incorporates 3cribal errors originating in the cap!tula. All the

fourteen saints whose vltae are found in the MS. are commemorated

in the calendar, and tho festivals of three other saints who appear

85
as minor figures in these lives are also noted there. Out of a

total of eighty-four commemorations, including additions, nearly
86

forty of then pertain to Welsh or Irish saints. *

This evident regard for the native saints is radically un¬

like the contempt shown for them by Anglo-Norman monasteries in

post-Conquest Wales. But the Monmouth daughter-house of the abbey

of Saint-Plorent of Sauraur, from whose scriptorium the MS. derives,

was of Angevin-Breton origins and sympathies, and consequently
fV7

prepared to accept the indigenous Welsh oults. The monks of

Monmouth took four of their feasts from their mother-hause at Sau-

mur? they observed the feasts of only four English saints, all

with firm looal associations% while the Welsh saints in their

calendar, both those whose vitae appear in the MS. and the twenty

Welsh saints unrepresented there, are nearly all taken from on-going
88

cults located in Monmouth or in adjacent regions. Although this

calendar introduces a series of literary texts, its function, as

distinct from the purely literary raartyrologier. referred to earlier,

remains that of a true eoclesiastical calendar; in other words, it

registers and guides the liturgical praotioe of a particular re¬

ligious center.
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Yet once its links with collective liturgical practice were

severed, a medieval calendar could assume a very different form.

A new purpose again results in a new variety of calendar. As an

illustration of a calendar of saints divorced from a community's

liturgical observance, one may refer to the well-known devotional
89

"book of the later medieval laity, che horae or rrymer. , Books of

Hours intended for the Christian laity make their appearance during

the fourteenth century, achieving in the fifteenth and early six-
90

teenth centuries the apex of their popularity. Possibly in the

latter half of the fourteenth century, the English vernacular nryrner

91
arrives on the scene. Enjoying an immense success which early

92
printing exploited,' these layman's prayerbooks beoarae a signi¬

ficant feature of popular piety in the last centuries of the Middle
93

Ages. Books of hours touch on the cult of saints in four import¬

ant respects: their litanies and suffrages? miniatures occasionally?

and calendars nearly always. Usually, a book of hours opens with
94

a calendar.

At first these calendars in books of hours in no way deviated
95

from the properly liturgical models which the scribes copied.

But simple reproduction ceased and deviations from liturgical mo¬

dels grew more numerous, however, 6ne books of hours demonstrated

their marketability. Once they began to be produced on a mass basis

for an increasing lay demand by ecclesiastically unsupervised teams

of scribes, then speed of production certainly mattered and so did

attractivenessa unsullied by corrections, but accuracy mattered not
98

at all.' Perhaps their most noticeable departure from their li¬

turgical models oocurs when calendars of books of hours discorded
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latin and assumed the vernacular. This apparently innocuous

step had a curious effect upon the roster of saints which the cat-

-lendar list3. Bizarre martyrs and confessors with unheard of names

«es take their places along with the traditional heroes of the

Church, the result, surely, not always of conscious invention as

98
was at one time suggested, but rather mostly of faulty dictation,

99
mishearing, poor transcription, and the pitfalls of popular saeech.

Thus a St.Soufflet (13 Jan.) is really a St.Sulpicius (17 Jan.)
100

whom popular language has first transmuted into a St.Soupplet.

Undoubtedly these creations of scribal carelessness ran no

risk of becoming new saints, that is, of securing a cult under

false pretenses, since the laity had nothing to do with the admin¬

istration of the liturgy. Yet the existence of such irregular

•saints* may be an indirect outcome of lay needs, ,just as the t;se

of the vernacular itself conveys an unmistakable hint of the laity.

Now part of the cause for these distortions in the calendars'of

books of hours is normally credited to another of their characte*=-

Tdstics: the lack of any blank spaces in them. The scribes who

composed them seemed to insist upon a saint for every day of the

101 102
year. Rarely encountered in the calendars of MS. breviaries,

totally full calendars immediately remind one of those martyrolo-

gies whose fullness reveals a literary rather than a liturgical

aim. To want no day to be without its saint — a desire which would

certainly invite obscure choices and scribal errors, points away

from liturgical purposes, away from the ecclesiastical cult of

3aints, and possibly instead towards the laity's encyclopedic

curiosity about the church's complete repertory — perhaps for
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private, votive reasons of its own. Moreover, having a saint for

every day of the year would moan that the layman would be able to

use his calendar, if he chose, as a guide to the dating of secular

documents. Quite simply, it may be that scribes wanted to provide,

and laymen wanted to receive, value for money.

Less useful than ecclesiastical calendars as documents of

cult, the calendars of books of hours sometimes furnish valuable

information about personal patrons, especially if the scribe re-

7 OA
ceived his instructions directly from his client. ' Besides,

overly sharp classifications of medieval calendars do violence to

the evidence. As a consequence of grafting a new purpose, i.e. a

nex-7 list of saint3, onto an already existing calendar, intermediate
105

species, veritable hybrids were brought into being.

The calendar, then, was both a cause and a result of ongoing li¬

turgical cult. Saints who appeared jointly on the same day of

the calendar were often commemorated jointly? suoh a connection

in turn could lead to grouping in images and shared church dcdica-
•ja4

tions. At the 3ame time, the calendar was fundamentally a re¬

flection of the cults observed in a particular locality. Medieval

ecclesiastical calendars owe their differences not only to their

pattern of ohango pf their various functions, but also to their

profound adaptations to specific places. Each church, eaoh dio¬

cese, each cultural region, each nation was capable of bringing

together a series of cults into a hagiographic program as identi¬

fiable as a fingerprint. Indeed, scholars have been for the most

part conscious of the distinctiveness of a program of saints pri-
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aarily in order to make use of it in determining the provenance

107
of suitable M3S. This technical use of hagiographic knowledge

may be valuable and exciting, but what matters here is the basic

fact that the calendar program situates a characteristic pattern

of cult in a localized geographical setting.

The localization of the cult of saints means that calendars

belonging to a Particular church will exhibit a number of local
108

peculiarities, 'Hon-sainted benefactors or founders of religious

houses, for instance, will in ordinary practice have their obits

or anniversaries mentioned. Local saints whose cults remained

restricted to where they began will only here have their feast

days observed and local churches will annually commemorate the day

on which they were oonsecrated. Looal religious history will also

be mirrored in feasts celebrating translations of relics claimed

by the community. Perhaps the relics were not those of a looal

saint, but rather of a saint whose faiaa extended throughout the

universal Church; in this case, the non-standard date of the trans¬

lation feast would indicate localization. Because of looal displace-

cements, confusions, and the many homonyms among the saints, one

cannot presume that the feast day of a well-known saint will neces¬

sarily appear on a looal calendar at the date normally allowed to it
elsewhere; local practice may diverge from the general rule. Schol¬

ars mainly interested in localizing MSS with the help of the cal-
109

ibndar tend to discount the universal saints too quickly. Yet

these feast days may have assumed a particular local significance,

and besides, to omit any feast day from consideration invalidates

the idea of a total program of cults.*"^
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The local hagiographic program which the calendar presents

reveals a good deal about the cultural history of the community,

especially when the calendar is brought into relation with other

historical sources. Since the calendar is a map of specific in¬

fluences impinging upon a precise locus, from it one should be

able to read the direction of cultural contact, within a defined

region and beyond it. Moreover, it may be possible to form a

judgement about the cultural and religious life of a church by

assessing its receptivity to new cults or by examining the are!arr-
best represented by local saints in its oalendar.

The relatively slight corpus of Venetian calendars from the

eleventh to the fifteenth century points to some interesting proi>-

bleas for historians of that city. For one thing, the paucity of

Venico-bom saints who appear on these calendars is striking (the

sole candidate, it seems, is St.Gerard Gagredo, d.1046) . For

another, the few calendars which are available indicate a pronounced

conservatism towards new saints. Even with the handful of later

medieval saints recorded, it seems that a long delay has intervened

before their feasts were formally received (e.g. St.Homobonus, d.

1197» is first encountered in the fifteenth century? 3t.Peter Martyr,

d,1252, is first mentioned on the printed calendar of 1509).11"
Unsurprisingly, the cultural influence of Byzantium and Ravenna,

and of Venice's long contaot with the Christian East, is visible

in the commemorations of Eastern saints, many of whose relics the
llg

Venetians eagerly aoquired. J Eastern influence alt3o largely ex¬

plains the impact of Old Testament saints on the Venetian hagiogra-

phic program, although their ^inclusion in Western martyrologies

ought not to be forgotten.114
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The oldest surviving ecclesiastical calendar of Faenza dates

in the main from the early fifteenth century "but contains some

insertions made towards the middle of the fifteenth century, when
115the document was copied. In the calendar may be found the

commemorations of all the titularies of the more than seventy

churches and chapels in fifteenth century Faenza and its suburbs.^"1*'
Certain important Faenzan saints whose relics were not held within

the oity or who were not church titularies have not been given a

117
place in the calendar. The historical nucleus of the calendar

consists of an eleventh century program typical of the ©cclesiast-
xxd

ical province of Ravenna. The basic eleventh century program

includes the feasts of approximately one hundred and fifteen uni¬

versal saints, twenty-one saints from Ravenna and it3 province,
119

and about ten saints from Faenza. To this program -were added

the feasts imposed by the provincial synod of Ravenna (21 June

1311), perhaps amounting to eighteen further saints; the feasts

of saints found in the Roman oalendar and thus probably testifying

to its influence, totalling roughly fifteen 'old* i.e. non-canonized

saints and eleven 'new' canonized saints; and, finally, the feasts

of nine saints from the papal calendar of Avignon, six for 'old*
120

saints and three for 'new' and canonized saints. Although these

tabulations do not tell us how or in what order the post-eleventh

century additions were made — whether some saints entered indlv-
121

idually or as part of a group influx from the Roman oalendar,

we do manage to .gain some idea through thera of the religious and

cultural influences impinging upon and shaping the hagiographic

program of Faenza, and of that city's receptivity to new cults.
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Yet, "all liturgical cults were not celebrated with equal
* 122
eclat." Because certain saints universally and certain saints

locally were more highly esteemed than others, their respective

feasts were observed with varying degrees of liturgical pomp. This

liturgical ranking of saints' feasts in the calendar is not only

an inherently interesting phenomenon, but also a valuable clue in

discovering the provenance of MS. calendars, for the relative im^-

portance attached to a given cult in a particular locality may be
decisive in identifying where the calendar was employed. Marks of

special veneration might include vigils and octaves; twelve rather

than nine lessons; and designations of an inox^easingly more sophiS-
123

/fcicated sort like duplex, semiduplex. and magnum duplex.

Impressive evidence of growing devotion to a saint would be pro¬

vided by an ever-rising liturgical dignity of that saint's feast.

Thus in the statutes for the whole Cistercian order, the feast of

St,Catherine, virgin and martyr (25 Nov.), is progressively elevated

from a simple commemoration and mass (in the statutes of 1207) to

twelve lessons and two masses (in the statutes of 1300).*^ Si¬

milarly, among the Carthusians the feast of St.Hugh of Linooln

(17 Nov.) steadily assumes greater weight, from a mere three les^-

sons at the time of his oanonization In 1220 to an observance cum

125
oandelio et capitulo for all Chartreuses in 1339* On the e-

Cjfcher hand, to designate a feast sine sermone in the Cistercian caJ-

/endar meant that the saint in question occupied a secondary status

in the order.

Probably the most visible designation of major liturgical

rank was rubrioation. Prom the late twelfth century, the feasts
127

of specially venerated saints were red-letter days. tlnrubri-
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cated feast3 were usually commemorated entirely within the church,

restricted, in other words, to a wholly liturgical observance

(the foata chori). But saints whose days were held to be major

feasts and therefore marked in red on the oalendar were usually

doubly honored? both choral ceremony within the church and holiday

behavior in the world outside might testify to their high status.

These festivals (the festa fori) could extend into the social

world of ordinary laymen and often entailed obligations of wider
128

impact than liturgical ceremonial alone. There can be no doubt,

of course, that festa fori saints enjoyed a cult of greater his#-

torical significance than their festa ohori brethren.

Judged by the number of people in some way affected by them,

"kk® festa fori holy day3 must be considered one of the most perva¬

sive manifestations of the oult of the saints in the later Middle

Ages. The moot basic behavior patterns of ordinary individuals

and of entire communities had to be altered to preserve the holi¬

days of saints. Certainly by the later Middle Ages it would truer

to say that these holidays had become part of the behavioral rhythm

of both individuals and communities, bringing with them a whole

range of local usages and customs, secular, religious, and unclass-
129

ifiably intermediate. At present, it is enough to survey the

ran.ge of holiday behavior, sacred and profane, without remarking

upon derelictions or misconduct on saints' days, and the consequent

outbursts of criticism which these abuses provoked.

To attend Mass was obligatory on festa fori, "those days xtfhen
110

laymen should rest from labor and go to church." For the monks,
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the canonical office on a major saint's day would consist of twelve

lessons? throughout the day, the saint's name would be invoked con¬

stantly in hymns and responses? and his acta and perhaps a portion

of his miracula would be read. Liturgically, the saint would stamp

his personality upon the day.131 For the laity, the corresponding

means of acquiring knowledge of the saint being honored could be

achieved through the vernacular sermon, or, more vividly and in a

less liturgical way, through the vernacular drama.

That vernacular preaohing was one of the chief tasks of the

new mendicant orders is in itself a comment upon the inadequacy

of the parish clergy in carrying out their responsibility. With

the coming of the friars, the sermon addressed to ordinary folk

tended to become more popular and anecdotal? and in fact the friars

contributed very many of the most prominent preachers of the later
132

Middle Ages. It is difficult to generalise about how often

the laity were exposed to sermons on the various saints' days.

If one is told that the oures of fourteenth century B'landers

133
"preached little and badly," one immediately thinks of the hu<pa

ge crowds which fifteenth century Italian Observantines attracted.

Yet these itinerant popular favorites were necessarily exceptional

men, and certain facetious stories point to more cursory Italian

performances.134 Moreover, when the so-oalled sermons de Sanctis

are looked at as vehicles of hagiographic instruction, some ambi-
135

guities appear.

Stories of the saints in medieval sermons frequently recall

the exompla literature. Ho doubt there were illustrations of the
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saint's miraculous powers and wondrous deeds, but the didactic
1 *5 *7

emphasis was usually placed upon his morality, the tropologies^
al sense of scripture being dear to medieval preachers. In medie-

•j
val English sermons, such as those in the Festial of John Kyrc,

"the very grotesquenes3 and apparent irreverence of the speaker is

but a natural result of the realistic* homely way in which he looks

at his heroes. It is their humanity that delights hira, as well as

11139
their virtue. Arresting details from their legends? their perfi-

sonal quirks? anachronisms, which, like the art of the tine, dress¬

ed the saints in contemporary costume* these treasures of success¬

ful popular preaching, when retailed to an entertainment-seeking

audience, might, like iconographio attributes, be remembered as

part of a \*hole story or as isolated incidents. But whether the

saint was viewed as a wonderworking embodiment of Christian virtue

or whether he was placed in a realistio if folkloric world of ghosts,

fairies, devils ('the heavenly host'*^), the saint in these sermons

lacked any historical setting. Used as a point of departure for a

basically moralizing sermon, the vita scarcely mattered as frames-

work for 'historical' eventB. The principle stated by the preach

efeer Aldobrandinus of Tosoanella could justify considerable free¬

dom in treating a saint's careers 'Propter hoc ecclesia celebrat

festivitates sanctorum non solum propter eorura gloriam sed etlaa
141

propter nostrara utilitatera.*

The early volumes of J.B. Sohneyer's Repertorium der Lateini-

sohen Seraones des Hittelalters fur die Zeit von 1150-1350 suggest

that medieval preachers devoted more of their time to sermons de

tempore whose material would be biblical than to sermons de Sanctis
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where hagiography would be plundered. Furthermore, many of the

sermons ostensibly devoted to saints do not mention theia at all;

instead, the gospel passage of the day serves as the text. Lastly,

the saint might be mentioned in such general terms that any one of

the same type could be substituted for him.*^ Less surprising

than this negative picture, which is still necessarily an incomplete

one, is the relatively limited number of saints who were celebrated

in sermons. About eighty-five saints regularly recur; outside of

these, there are only a comparatively few saints honored with a

sermon in their own name."*"^ When we recall the great many local

saints and beati of the later Middle Ages and realize that in the

first three of Schneyer's volumes more than 30,000 sermon titles

of 500-600 authors are listed (some preachers being credited with

a vast output, e.g. Brother Jaines of Lausanne, O.P. (d.1322) with

3y402 sermons),two possible explanations spring to mind. The
first is that sermons on local saints may have indeed been given—

taken from the legenda or borrowed from a sermon of another saint

whose life or type resembled the local one; but that these isolated

pieces delivered by obscure preachers, and perhaps never set down
L

in latin, have either escaped detection by the cataloguers or have

not survived. And secondly, the existence of the eighty-five re-

ourring feasts, constituting a relatively narrow program of widely

venerated saints, more or less corresponds to the class of saints

in liturgical calendars receiving universal cult.

The enormous importance which St.Bernardino attributed to ser¬

mons is well known.Sermons of his devoted to saints, however,

do not bulk very large among his Latin works; and of the saints
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Bernardino lauds, only Francis (several times represented), Thomas

Aquinas, Anthony of Padua, Dominic, Clara, and Louis of Toulouse —

only six of the moat famous Franciscan and Dominican saints come

from the entire period following St.Bernard of Clairvaux and extonst-

jjting on to Bernardino's own fifteenth century.147

Again, we may turn to the sermones aurei de sanctis of Leonard

of Utino (d,1470)f which can be studied in an early printed edition

(Strasbourg, 0.1435),14® Here, out of a total of six^pfive ser¬

mons, nine pertain to Jesus, five to Mary, and six to non-individual

foasts suoh as All-Saints, All-Souls, etc. The remaining forty-

five sermons (including two on John the Baptist) are, with the

exception of five, all concerned with 'old' saints (pro-1200).

The exceptions are* Saints Thomas Aquinas, Peter Martyr, Dominic,

Francis, and the sermon 'In dedicatione eoclesie sancti petri mar-

tiris de utino.' Brother Leonard clearly shows his Dominican affi¬

liations by his choioe of modern saints. Certainly there are no

unexpected inclusions? undoubtedly all of the forty-five saints

honored with sermons by Brother Leonard would appear amongst

Schneyer's eighty-five most regularly sermonised saints. Note¬

worthy, perhaps, as a mark of individuality, is the deliberately

placed first item in this collection of sermons* 'De Bancte Leo¬

nardo confesnore.*

Sohneyer's Repertorium will not include vernacular sermons

and even when complete will stop short at 1350* A Bollandist re¬

viewer, however, hints, and his impression seems sound, that pre¬

cisely in the later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the cult of
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saints "gains In amplitude" in sermon collections# Yet from

the Latin collections of Bernardino and Leonard of Utino, it seenm

that the aaints being celebrated are not, on the whole, those nea¥

/est in time to the preacher; only a handful of po3t-1200 saints

are represented, necessarily, collections such as these do not

reveal anything of vernacular panegyrios to local patrons. It

was always possible, nevertheless, for poorly trained and inexpert

local preaohers to adapt or simply to parrot the words of iiine^

/ant professionals who left their collections of sermons in honor

of universally famous saint3 behind them.

Aside from Mass and perhaps a sermon on the saint whose holi¬

day was being celebrated, saints1 days could also bo times of pri¬

vate religious exeroises, aota of personal devotion regarded 03

obligatory by the pious. The Church recommended good work3, pen¬

ance, prayers, self-examination, and visits to near-by pilgrimage
150

shrines. In addition to lenten and ember-day feasts, the vi¬

gils of other major holidays, such as the feasts of the apostles

and saints Lawrence and John the Baptist's nativity were marked

by fasting as a preparatory penanoe; with the expansion of high

feasts in the later Middle Ages, these vigil fasts likewise in-
151

creased. Although the old prescription of sexual abstinence

between husband and wife on vigils and feriae legitlmae had, by

the thirteenth oentury, ceased to be practioed by ordinary lay-

folk, married penitents of the later Middle Ages still continued

to oboy it.*-^ That the feasts of certain saints were thus honoh

/ed by marital continence in pious households may be glimpsed in
151

the Decameron.
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Consequently, some forms of "behavior, for the most part pub-

tflic and collective, were characteristic of later medieval holi¬

days. But to divide thin behavior into religious or secular acts
j)

is troublesome and quite possibly misleading. Worldly interests
did not halt on the threshold of the church. The preacher in fact

might be totally concerned with the burning political issues of the
154

day, using scripture to support his views. Hence an act formal¬

ly religious could very well be secular in content. For later

medieval holiday behavior,the prime illustration of a rite with

a quasi-religious, quasi-secular character is the procession.

Well before the Middle Ages, processions were a habitual

means of Christian religious expression. The various processions
155

within the church need not detain us, but public processions

outside the church building were dramatic occasions and whether

held as part of the annual cycle of feasts or prompted by special

needs, cannot be ignored as manifestations of the cult of saints.

Of great antiquity was the annual procession on St.Mark's day

(25th April), while at an equally early period, during times

of public oalamity, rites of intercession involved processions

(rogations, litanies) together with penitential songs and prayers.

Gregory of Tours records that when pestilence threatened the peo¬

ple of Hheims they gathered at the tomb of St.Hemigius to beg his

intercession* 'the procession being accompanied with hymns and
158

psalms, while candles on crosses and lanterns wore carried.'

Moreover, the saints played an important role in the processional

rites for the dedioation of churches, and in ad stationes pro¬

cessions which began at one church and concluded at another where
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the servioe wag held? in these and other rituals, relics of the
159

saints were ordinarily carried. Haturally the translation of

relicn was itself a processional ritual in which public attention

was exclusively focussed upon the saints, A hymn written by Ca-

lixtus II (d.1124) in honor of St.Jaraes of Compostella probably

owes its origins to just such an event, and similar translations

provided the raison d'etre for a good many other processional
1 fin

hymns in praise of saints.

When we come to the later Middle Ages, we perceive no discon¬

tinuity. All of these forms of prooession persist and indeed

flourish. As a traditional mode of adding glory to a saint's

feast, a procession indicates not only a healthy public cult but

also signals a degree of veneration superior to the average. In

Siena on the 14th of August, the eve of the groat civic festival

of the Assumption of Mary, the people of the city assembled before

sunset. Every age group, evory social class participated, arranged

aocording to parish. Led by their parish clergy each body of mar¬

chers, all carrying illuminated tapers, followed the banners; the

civic magistrates, and the oarrecoio. the whole procession moving
XfiX

towards the religious center of their city, the cathedral. City

magistrates in later medieval Italy and elsewhere were required,
X6?

as an official obligation, to take part in such processions.

Sometimes in local breviaries and diocesan 'processionals', exact

topographical instructions may be found which detail what is to

happen and where it should happen at each stage of the proceedings.

One has the impression that, like any other religious rite, pro¬

cessions had to be oarried out flawlessly to guard against irive-
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vcJ.idn.tlon. This means that the route of a given procession through

the streets of a city was not at all arbitrary. Certain stations

on the line of march had to be visited. Thus some Italian ehro*-

jrficlerrs show an almost ritual concern with setting down the exaot

details of a procession's itinerary, a preoccupation which may

otherwise seem inexplicable.

Now it must be pointed out that very many, perhaps most, of

the later medieval processions of the first rank were in honor of

the Virgin or of Christ. Of the Flemish processions "da premibre
1 fsA

grandeur" whioh Toussaert discusses, none pertained to the ord¬

inary saints. True, the models of the earliest Corpus Domini

processions, originating at Li6ge in 1246, were those honoring

local church patrons. For the relios or image of the saint, the
165

euoharist was substituted. But from about 1313, when Urban IV's

bull Transiturus still-born at Orvieto in 1264, was papally re¬

activated,1^ the eucharistic cult more and more attracted to its

processions the greatest ceremonial pomp, assuming quite clearly

the half-secular character of a pageant, progress, or Renaissanoe
167

triumph. Furthermore, if the processional nature of later mo-

dieval religious 'movements' ought to be emphasised, and, in con¬

junction with thera, the public orooessions ordered by Innocent

III in 1212 and by Honorius III in 1217 to invoke divine favor
X6d

upon Christian crusaders should be recalled, it nevertheless

cannot be claimed that the saints oocupied more than a subsidiary

position in these primarily Christocentrio enterprises. Again,

during times of crisis, the Virgin rather than a local saint might

be processionally supplicated? thus the Clones© resorted to Mary
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in the desnorate days before they fought the Florentines at Monto-

perti in 1260,*^

Yet, through their relics, the saints shared in the Sienese
170

Marian processions, .just as the relics of the apostles had been

solemnly processed through the streets of Rome when the capital

of Christendom had been threatened by the troops of the Emperor

FrederickjEI.1^1 But these times of emergency recourse to procesp-
sions in which the saints in some way figured were exceptional.

More typically, the Franciscans of Provenqe observed the feast
172

of St.Francis with a procession? and medieval Lincoln did the
17 g

same for St.Mark and St.Stephen, among others. ' Fifteenth cent¬

ury Bruges had an annual processional cyole associated with its

festivals, including the feasts of fiaints Basil, Boniface, Eligius

(Sloi), and Donation.**^ Perhaps one reason why countless such

instances have usually been left unexamined by general historians

is that, like the changing of the seasons, routine occurrences

convey an apparently timeless quality, an uneventfulness which is

apt to be deceptive.

Jacob Burckhardt understood that medieval processions always

contained secular elements which, with little difficulty, could

evolve in their own direction. Burckhardt saw civic processions

gradually losing their ecclesiastical character and becoming

triumphs and progresses; similarly, greater pomp, the increased

use of stage properties, and dramatization helped to secularize
175

their religious counterparts from within. But the saints

continued to be a decorative aocessory to even the most ingenious
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of mechanised pageants. In 1453> Duke Borso ceremonially roccived

the homage of Beggio, being greeted at the city gate by the patron

St.Prospero who was positioned on top of an elaborate mechanical

oontrivanoe enabling him to convey to the Duke the insignia of
y-r£

civic power. ; Outlasting a simpler medieval setting, the local

patron saint retains his office, only the theatrical d6cor has
177

become more resplendent. 1

French royal entries develop in a parallel fashion, from

fairly straightforward affairs in the late thirteenth century to
178

sumptuous and costly rituals by the end of the fourteenth.

Beversing Buckhardt*3 Italian evolutionary scheme, these lay rites

beoorae "un moment essentiel de la religion royale", and so acquire

clergy who often head the procession "accentuant ainsi le caractere
179

religieux de 1* entree royale.'1 What the saints bestow upon

these grand oocasions is an added sense of religious dignity, of

sacred history in which the symbols of the past shed luster upon

those who can legitimately claim a bond with them. The monarch

is never up^staged? indeed, fifteenth century French royal entrants

again and again encounter their canonised ancestor S^Louis —with
iso isi

Charlemagne and Clevis, once with the royal scepter, and
18

once being presented by his mother to St.Dominic for instruction?

and so on. At the same time as paying homage to their king, the

French townsmen whose treasure has been lavished upon these specta¬

cles wish to assert their collective glory, and they do so by call¬

ing attention to their patrons and protectors among the saints.

Hence Paris presents a tableau of 'Saints Thomas, Denis, Maurice,

Louis, Genevieve,^ while Drive exhibits the relics of St.Valerie,^
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and Troyes features a poem in which its most important relic hold-

185
ings are listed. ' Although there is room for the saints in

French royal entries, it would be an exaggeration to pretend that

their part is more than decorative.

Some processions ware demonstrably more secular than others,
I

but most show an indefinable mingling of religious and wopdly -e-

186
eLements, which might symbolize a good deal of medieval holiday

behavior. Another borderline case mid-way between religious obserV-

vance and secular entertainment owes something to the growth of

ever more theatrical processions as it does to religious art,

vivid popular preaching, and enthusiastic religious movements, but

the main roots of the later medieval vernacular drama lead -indirect-
i Q*y

ly back to the latin liturgy of the medieval churoh.

The emergence of Christian drama out of an inherently dra-
188

matte Christian liturgy, an evolution not without analogies to
189

the rise of Creek theatre, had already occurred by the tenth
190

oentury. The Ordo representaclonlo Adc, which dates from a-

round the raid-twelfth century, is usually taken to be a transi¬

tional work exhibiting a semi-liturgical character. Although its

stage-directions are in Latin, the *Play of Adam* "is the oldest
191

extant play written almost wholly in the vernacular." Its

Anglo-Norman author was thus preparing the way for the more lai-
192

cized vernacular drama of the later Middle Ages.

Together with nativity and passion plays, saints* plays were

an important element in the popularization of Christianity, and
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thair elaborate scenic effects and realistic treatment of miracul¬

ous intervention by the saints not only affected artistio repre-

193
sentation, but also brought the saints into the everyday world.

Providing more direct acquaintance with the persona of a saint than

pictorial art oould oonvey, the dramatised vita, passio. or mira-

oulum brought hagiographic legends before a lurge, illiterate au¬

dience. Like the biblical stories, or apocryphal embellishments

of thorn out of which the Old and New Testament cycles were construct¬

ed, hagiography, whether borrowed from latin collections like the

1agenda aurea or from previously translated vernacular versions,

supplied the playwright with what he wanted to know about his saint.

Unlike passion or resurrection plays, however, the dramatised M—

lives and miracles of the saints would have very little to offer in

the way of doctrinal teaching* the human suffering or divinely
194

endowed power of the saint would usually have to suffice.

The first known vernacular saint's play is Jean Bodel's Jus

(Jeu) de Saint Nioholai whose premiere took place in the author's

home town of Arras on the eve (December 5) of St.Nicholas's feast,
195

in 1200 or 1201. The century in any event is indicative, for

it ushers in a great expansion of hagiographically inspired plays

in contrast to the predominantly biblically inspired liturgical
196

and transitional works of the preceding century. Bodel alludes

to a written vita "Del miracle saint Nioolai/Sst chis jeus faia
/ 197

et estores," and some scholars prefer to call dramas about
198

saints 'miracle plays,' while others favor the more general

terms which begins to be used at the commencement of the fifteenth

century 'mysteries' (from ininisteriuia. function, act, or liturgio-
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al office? confused fairly early, however, with myotorium).199
Prom the time of Jean Bodel, therefore, vernacular saint's plays,

ordinarily produced and performed under lay auspices, contributed

to the holiday atmosphere in medieval towns. When Petit de Julle-

ville deolaresi "il n'y out peut-Stre pas une seule ville au moyen

a 200
age qui n'ontrenrlt de jouer des mysteres," this does not of

oourse mean that all these plays were about saints, nor that it

is possible to document more than a small proportion of actual

performances.

Consequently, many details regarding these plays must remain

open to speculation, but we do know the sort of motives which

prompted the production of religious dramas. In 1408, the dean,

canons and burgesses of Bar-sur-Aube received permission from the

Bishop of Langres to stage the life and miracles of their patron
201

St.Maclou 'pour I'honneur et louange du saint.' The glory of

the saint might have also extended to those individuals or commu¬

nities who honored him.,- Communal motives behind the Montelimar

Jeu de sainte Catherine of 1453 (df'attente quod erit maximum
202

exemplum honorque et utilitas ®t oomnodura ville') must have

paralleled Seurre's 'Mistere du glorieux amy de "Dieu monneigneur
c 20^

Oainflt Martin, patron de Seure* of 1496. Similarly, when

Charles VIII was at Saint-Genouph in 1490, he witnessed the mystere

of Saint Genouph.20^ Another, more unwelcome visiting dignitary

was the plague? it too might be offered a religious spectacle,

but with less emphasis on local patriotism and more on propitiation.

Nothing illustrates the continuity of liturgical intent, even in
y

the supposedly thoroughly laicised vernacula^ theater, better than
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205 drOMOs
these propitiatory rites. The subjects of plague^were not

necessarily the legends of the prime specialists Saints Sebastian

and Roch. Metz in 1438 sought the intercession of St•Erasmus and
?06

therefore re-enacted his life and torments. A happier occasion

meriting a saint*s play was the granting of an indulgence to a

local church. As part of the pardon-time celebrations, a aystere

in honor of the local church patron would be an excellent way of
207

combining merrymaking with edification. Individual as well as

collective motives naturally led to the staging of plays. Can it

be coincidental that the costs of a 1468 production of 'le jeu de

raadame sainote Catherine de Sienne* should have been borne by da¬

me Caitherine Baudoiche of Metz who had previously founded in the

name of the same saint, a chapel in the local Dominican convent
P 208

within whose walls the pla/jy was to be performed? "

These plays might well have taught Wagner the strength of po»-

jzfular endurance. Hot quite interminable, they often times extend¬

ed for three days, due allowance having been made for intermissions
209

to sustain life. *Le jeu et foste du glorieux saint Nicholas*
210

held at Saint—:Hicholas-du-Fort in 1478 went on for five whole days.

How what at first sight appears rather surprising is that saints'

plays were not necessarily produced on the feast day of the saint
To

in question. The check all the instances of dated representations

provided by Petit de Julleville against the feast days of the

saints is to discover that summer scheduling of plays for winter

3aints was not uncommon. Furthermore, the feasts of Christ and

Mary were also occasions for plays about saints, and the feast of

Pentecost was much used as a time for them too. A mystbre about
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St.Michael could even be presented on St.Bartholomew's day (.lets,
2111480),'" Climate and convenience help to account for these appav^

/ent anomalies. But also one must not forget that major public

festivals might require the participation of all organised groups

within the community whose individual contributions to the general

celebration could include the dramatized acta of their respective

patron saints.

Petit de Julleville's inventory of known performances may be

radically incomplete in historical terms, but it constitutes the
212

best guide we have to the preferences of medieval French audiencQ3.

According to tabulations based upon a total of 212 items from this

catalogue, registering plays performed in the period 1290-1520, did

Testament (12), Hew Testament (92), and others, largely historical

(8), dramas make up slightly more than half the total number^112)•

The remaining 100 productions were about saints. Out of these 100

however, a mere four took as their subject saints who lived after

the year 1200 (St.Roch — twice performed: 1493 at Abbeville and

1500 at Bethune? St.Catherine of Siena at Metz, 1468? and St.Hieh-

Oholas of Tolentino at Lyon in 1506). The subjects of the most

popular plays were St.Barbara (9 performances), St.Catherine of

Alexandria (7 performances), St.Sebastian (4 performances), and

St.John the Baptist (4 performances), tfith the exception of the

four *modern* saints, the saints of the mysteres fall into two

broad classes: the early Christian apostles and martyrs? and the

French apostolic bishops of a later, though pre-Carolingian, pe¬

riod. There seem to be no saints at all who died between 700/800

and 1300? and after 1300, just four.
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Perhaps the statistics of choice will become clearer if we

examine the sponsorsp&L of these productions, beginning with the
VIky

plays about 'modem1 saint-S- St.Roch was selected as a subject
217

for drama cannot be determined from the existing documents,"

but the era and the patronage speciality (Cf. the relative popu¬

larity of St.Sebastian) strongly suggest the plague. St.Catherine
214

of Siena had a well-off namesake and the Dominicans as sponsors,

while St.Nicholas of Tolentino relied upon the backing of his
215

fellow Augustinians. Plays about apostolic bishops, it is rea¬

sonable to assume, veve most often subsidised by the respective

towns, chapters, or pious confraternities whose titularies and

patrons they were. Some early Christian saints would also fall

within the category. Specific circumstances affecting sponsor¬

ship must not be forgotten. The plague, for one thing, might

compel an entire community to rally to a specialist. Then again,

concessions to the hagiographic tastes of a powerful visitor could

result in an unlikely selection, as when 'les gens de Paris' put

on 'le mistere de la passion de sainct Georges' in 1422 'pour
216

1•amour du roy d'Angleterre... et des seigneurs dudit pays.*

The choice of so English a patron could not have displeased Henry V.

But, in general, the key to sponsorship lies in the continuing

association between a corporation and a saint? patronage, in a

word. Towns would want a dramatic version of the career of their

chief protector? and the town patrons of France had on the whole

been determined long before 1200. Yet municipal patrons do not

account for all the choices.

When Petit de Julleville cites three performances in honor

ZL7
of Saints Crispin and Crispinian, he alerts us at once to a
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powerful corporate interest — the guilds, in this case the guild

of shoemakers. Scholars agree in assigning to the guilds and the

confraternities a great deal of the responsibility for staging
3!l8

the later medieval myst&res. " Like the towns, guilds had their

characteristic patron saints? and tradesmen were just as prepared

as municipalities to glorify themselves collectively through glo*C-

*£fying the symbol of their unity- In any survey of saints and
holiday behavior, therefore, the impact of guilds and confrater-

219
nities deserves mention.

During the later Middle Ages confreries. Bruderschaften of

many sorts proliferated, as social extensions of occupational

groups? a3 charitable organizations? as spiritual fellowships

(discipiinati. laudesi, etc.)? and as societies of mutual aid.

A fitting analogue to an age more of chapel than of oathedral build¬

ing, the confraternity was a predominantly lay-controlled eoclesiola
220

in eoolesia. Quite regularly, the confraternities would asji-

serable on their patrons* days. The translation of some relics of

St.Stephen to Venioe in 1110 resulted in the institution of a

confraternity which annually commemorated the anniversary of that
no!

event (25 May) with a prooession.'" ' Pounded in 1376, the Gilde

sanoti Thome eplsoopi Cantuariensis of Lynn promised to maintain

a two pound wax candle before the image of 3t.Thomas of Canter¬

bury in the Church of St.Nicholas for burning during the festival

days of the year. Their main reunion would take place on the

summer feast of St.Thomas. On that day

eueriche brother and sistir of this gilde
shuln seme-lyn in a oortnyne place, faire
and honestliohe arayde. And then alle the
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bretheryn and sisteryn of this fraternite,
alio to-gedir shuln wend to the forseide
Chirche, ther for to lieryn, wele and deuow-
telicho, a messe solempliche soungyn.222

Offerings would complete the occasion for the confraternity, whose

primary purpose seems to have been mutual assistance and burial
OOTl

services.' The ordinances of the Poor Men of Norwich (1380)

whose patron was the titulary of their parish church St.Augustine
224of England, impose similar obligations. Typically, the patron

saint was mentioned last in the preamble to the ordinances ("and
owre.

specialike in the honour of seynte James, of qworayyfratemite is

foundyn and stablyd"22^). Typically also, members would process,

assemble, hear mass, hold a meeting, and pledge themselves to bum

a large candle before the imago or upon the altar of their patron—
OOf\

all on his feast day.

Occupational confraternities are sometimes wholly eciuated

with the various oraft guilds? and indeed even where there was

institutional separation the membership of each body was likely

to overlap and interconnect. In Italy the guild statutes of the

later medieval arti many times embraced oonfratemal functions.

But distinctions are necessary. The crafts of Languedoo, for ex¬

ample, were organised as corporations at least a century before

occupational confraternities made their appearance, although pious

oonfraternities had appeared very early. Prom the end of the

thirteenth century these occupational confraternities attached

themselves to the Languedoc crafts, expanding rapidly in the
227

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The 1292 statutes of the

silversmiths of I'ontpellier refer to a chapel with an altar dedipl¬

eated to St.Sloi (Eligius).^^ Finally, in Languedoc trade guild
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bers, the same officers, and, in the eyes of the publio, the same

229
Identity. The first Languedoo statutes do not always mention

patron saints. But in nearly every case, by the fifteenth century

if not earlier, each confraternity had its patron who gave his

name to the association* usually the same patron for Identical
230

crafts, regardless of town. The saints day obligations of the

Languedoc occupational confraternities were similar to those of

analogous groups elsewhere. For the patron1s holiday, abstention

from work is required; also members must attend a special mass

at the illuminated altar of their saint. Ordinarily, a procession
231

is an important part of this show of solidarity.

Explicit testimony to the reality of the bond uniting guild

members and their patron saint, a bond collectively and annually
s

ro-affirmed on the saint's fes$, may normally be obtained from

Italian .guild statutes. Deviating from this norm are the 1301-1346

statutes of the Florentine arte dei legnaioli (carpenters). Each

of these three sets of regulations commences with a routine,

formulaic, litany-like preamble, but after invoking God, the Vir«lA.

-giai Mary, and the usual assortment of saints making up the Flo¬

rentine program (e.g. John the Baptist, Zenobius, Reparata), each
232

protocol terminates without the naming of a guild-patron.

Iloreover, while days in which no sales may be raado are carefully

listed — amounting to about forty-nine in 1315» approximately
233

fifty-six in 1346; yet no feast day is designated which in any

way pertains especially to the guild and its members. St.Joseph,

whom most people would immediately associate with carpentry, is
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conspicuously absent: perhaps his time had not cone for the car'/-
o"y A

penters of fourteenth century Florence. J Confratemal activities
linked with a patron could have been omitted from the guild statutes

tea. Still, one might have exoected to find a trace of patronage

choioe in the calendar.^

To the bookbinders of Antwerp (and perhaps elsewhere) the ox

or calf of St.Luke which distinguished hlra from his fellow evange-

235
lists, meant vellum. St.Luke, therefore, was their patron saint.

Possibly wherever the painters* guild existed, however, and cer^-
feinly for the arte dei pittori of Luoca, Florence, and Siena, St.

Luke was not only the revered "figuratore della statura et de la

portatura de la gloriosa vergine Maria" but also "soriptore de la
o-jg

sua... vita et de suo'... costumi", wherefore "e onorata l*arte

nostra."2^ The Sienese statutes of 1356 are echoed by the 1336

ordinances of the Florentine painters* arte which, formally dated

on the vigil of St.Luke "nostro spetiale advocato dinansi alia

maiesta divina et dinansi alia gloriosa vergine Maria," laud the
238

saint as "padre et principio ©t fondamento di quests, compagnia..."

Quickly, the Sienese painters raise one of their chief concerns»

"come si faccia la festa nostra del venerabile et glorioso missere
239

santo Luoa." Elaboration follows in subsequent chapters. Inter

alia, the proner observance of St. Luke's day means that all work

must oease, and wax candles must be brought and carried in the
Q ijA

saint's festal procession. Of oourse the feasts of Hary and

holy days "comandate de la santa Chlesa" have to be honored too,

but clearly the stress is placed on the feast of the "capo a guida

doll*universita de* dinentori" — St.Luke.^ * The painters of
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Florence also scrupulously observe the holiday of their "protecto¬

rs" and, in addition, "ogni anno il di di santa Maria Magdalen...
O AO

si facoia uno rinovale nella cappella di... santo Luoha." For

the non-compliant, there were penalties,2^ since it must have

appeared that to refuse to join in the celebrations for the pa£-

yvon was tantamount to an admission of disloyalty.

Holidays for later medieval townsmen were occasions in which

community bonds could be strengthened through various rituals of

a jointly religious and civic nature in which everyone could take

part or take pride. For mid-fourteenth century Grvieto, Carpentier

makes the interesting point that, aside from times of civic unrest,

holidays offered the lowest social strata their only chance to

participate in the public life of the community.2^ Moreover,

inhabitants of the oontado would pour into the oity during holi¬

day celebrations, thus allowing the town to assert its oentrality

and importance over its rural hinterland and permitting the conta-

dini. along with their urban counterparts, to experience communal

activities in which the ever present threat of factionalism could

be momentarily overshadowed by displays of solidarity. Carpentier

can therefore compare the social function of the greater and lesser

holidays of Crvieto (among the latter alluding to the feasts of

St.Peter Parenzo and St.Severus) to the prolonged municipal task

of building the cathedralt both holidays and cathedral-building

were occasions which simultaneously elicited and verified civic

solidarity.2^*

To commemorate certain important feast days, cities might

exhibit public magnanimity, by declaring an amnesty or by liberat-
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OAf.
in-? a few prisoners. To rejoice in their power and that of

their patron, whose holiday it was, the cities of Tuscany and

Umbria would ritualize the humiliation and subjugation of their

conquered territories by exacting a public renewal of homage. In

1125 the Florentines conquered Fiesole# Symbolically the people
JL

of Fiesole were reminded of this fact (and the people of Florence

cheered by it) when their representatives, together with those

from other subject cities, were annually obliged to present to

their municipal lords wax candles of enormous size on the feast

247
of St.John the Baptist. The weight of these candles was usually

fixed by law in proportion to the significance of the group pre-

9AO
senting thera. Muratori cites the 1327 civic statutes of "Jodena

to show that the Modenesi observed the feast of their St.Geminian

(San Gerainiano) with a pomp in no way inferior to Florence's ex¬

ertions for the Baptist. Delegates sent by the inhabitants of

villages and settlements in the district had to bring a candle

on the vigil of the saint's feast, joining together with the rest

of the citizenry:

Et omnes homines Civitatis Mutinoa & Burgorum
teneantur in dicta Vigilia Gancti Geminiani
ire ad festura cura reverentia & devotione, cum
oereis & dupleriis in propriis manibus###249

The 1268 statutes of Ferrara imposed analogous obligations on

those who could afford iti

Oainis homo de Civitate Ferrariae habens in va-
lentia contum libras imperialium, & a centum
supra, teneatur apportare, vel apportari facere
in Vigilia Beati Georgii... unum cereum ad matu-
tinura. Et oanea Grdines Civitatis Ferrariae,
singuli per se, teneantur similiter de Comrauni-
tate sua mittere ad Ecclasiam praediotara unum
cereura de duabus libris oerae.250

Gince wax candles never lost their purely liturgical significance,
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their part in a pronouncedly civic ritual serves to underscore

the haziness of the division between Christian feast and municipal

celebration.

No such ambiguity exists, however, when the more secular

manifestations of urban holidays are considered. From the fifteenth

century Li&ge kept the feast of the Three Iloly Kings (here celebra^-

t©d with Epiphany, 6 Jan.) in memory of the defeat of a local de#i-

ja&gogue. During the daytime there were amusements,and in the eve¬

nings the people clustered around huge coal fires, provided at
251

public expense. Ciena like bo many other Italian cities ran a

palio on days of civic iraportanoe which of course coincided with

Christian holidays. For example, a palio for Assumption Day is first
252

mentioned in 1238? and officially ordained in 1310.Beginning

in 1306, Ciena ran a palio in honor of Bl.Ambrose Canaedoni, O.P.

(d.1287) on the 20th of Maroh.2"^ Bl.Ambrose wa3 credited with

managing to obtain the removal of a papal interdict which had

descended upon his Ghibelline fellow townsmen. Believing that

in death his protection would continue, the Cienese adopted him
254

as one of their oity*s patrons. This is that 5t.Ambrose "but

not the one from Milan" before '©hose statue a ohild-size ex-voto

255
was offered in a Boccaccio tale, set in Ciena. ^ In 1413, the

Sienese magistrates decided to run a palio in honor of St.Peter

of Alexandria (martyred 311) because on his feast day a rival

political faction had been suppressed. But before the end of the

fifteenth century,a political ohange of direction resulted in a

256
termination of public festivities in Ct.leter's honor. How

easy it was for saints to become immersed in polities; and what
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an insecure foundation it was for a cult to claim the exclusive

loyalty of a political party, or for a saint to become its politijS-

Cal symbol.

Whenever people assemble in large numbers, commercial oppor¬

tunities exist and merchants are sure to follow. In the early Middle

Ages, Sundays and feast days brought people together and also prov-f-

^ded a splendid occasion for the exchange of local produce. Mar¬

kets and fairs developed, sometimes held in cemeteries, church¬

yards, or even churches, markets which, despite the protests of

ecclesiastics, maintained their temporal coincidence with the

Christian holy days while progressively suffering eviction from
257

the sacred precincts. An ancient and widespread concurrence

258
wa3 that of looal feast day and local market. The habitual

conjunction of local fair and local saint*s day makes it still

possible for investigators in some Protestant countries to discover

the identity of the local patron when every other clue, except for
259

the date of his fair, has vanished.

The twelfth century saw the rise of the great fairs of Champa¬

gne, marking a new era in the history of medieval inter-regional

trade. Prom 1191 several of the major Champagne fairs were .grouped

in an annual sequence, and this arrangement inaugurates their pe¬

riod of .greatest prosperity which would last until the second half
260

of the thirteenth century. Count Henry the Liberal in 1154

granted a charter to the Champagne fair of the Holy Innocents at

Lagny, which originally began on the Innocents* feast day (28 De¬

cember) ? its opening date in the cyclical arrangement became the
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2nd of January, a slight displacement, but still within the octave
26l

of the feast." Prom the later tenth century, if not earlier,

pilgrims were drawn to the shrine of St.Ayoul (Aigulfus, martyred

0,676)t especially around the saint's day (3 Semptember). In the

thirteenth century, the Champagne fair at Provins (Saint-Ayoul)

opened on 14 September and closed 1 November. Ecclesiastical

pressure or commercial exigency might have equally governed the

displacements. But no displacement, however slight, is evident in
■fair

the Lammas^of the Archbishop of York which began 'in and on the

vigil of 3t.Peter in Chains (31 July) at the same hour when vespers

are rung... and... ^lasted^until the morrow of St.Peter's (2 August),

ending at the same hour.'2 ^ Already flourishing in 1140, the York

Lammas fair was held annually until l824t always on the days author¬

ized to the Church of St.Peter, York.2^
1

The duration of a fair was evidently variable. The fair of

San Geminiano of Modena began three days before the saint's feast
265

and continued for as many days after lit, while Orvieto's fair

of San Severo, which was of immense importance for the economy of

both city and contado and which attracted merchants from outside

the region, extended for a month, the saint's feast falling at
266

mid-point. Throughout the Middle Ages, religious and economic

activities often coincided. Fifteenth century pilgrims coming to

Assisi to receive the pardon known as the Portiuncula Indulgence

(31 July to 2 August) which according to legend, St.Francis had

received from the Pope, would immediately encounter a commercial

diversion in their path — a thriving fair located in the plain of

Santa Maria degli Angeli (29 July to 17 August), nicely timed and



nicely placed for maximum profits.2^

176

On the other hand, commerce repaid its debt of gratitude to

the celestial patron whose feast was the original occasion for

these profits, by publicizing his nam®. To advertize a fair wa3

also to advertise its namesake# Thanks to his narae being used to

designate a successful fair, a saint's fama might travel over a

wide area# When in 1401 Gian Galeazzo Vioconti,then at the height

of his power, sought to unite his old and new subjects within one

vast inter-regional market, he invited the merchants of his terri¬

tories, the Sienese and the lerugians for example, to attend the

fair of St.Abundius (Abbondio% d.c.468) at Como. His letter,

dated 10 "larch 1401, commences:

Araici carissimi. Ad nostras antiquas et usualles
nundinas Beati Abbondi confessoris et patroni pgg
civitatis Cumarura, in eadem civitate Cumarua....

Although it is not too likely that the cult of Gt.Abundius would

gain adherents beyond its usual geographical boundaries as a direct

result of advertizing his fair, it is true, nevertheless, that

publicity of this kind would diffuse the saint's fama as well as

his patronage ties with his city, Como.

But probably the most important economic and social conse¬

quence of the festa fori had little to do with markets or fairs.

This was the negative background th tt made so many other forms of

holiday behavior possibles the canonical obligation to abstain

from certain prohibited kinds of labor for the duration of a pre¬

scribed number of major feast days. Occasionally even liturgical

calendj%s take note of this obligation with such comments as
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licet [J.TcitgJor non licet ^ Most scholars seem to suggest

that the ordering of Christian feasts into those requiring strict

observance and hence work abstention and those whoso celebration

was left up to the free piety of the faithful came about as a

270
result of the proliferation of holidays. Now Christian holi¬

days have tended historically to follow a pattern of increase and

diminution, but it would be most unwise to graph the long period

from the early Church to the eve of the Reformation with a single

ascending curve, for at several junctures feasts have grown more

271
numerous than desired and some cutting back has occurred.

There exists a good deal of evidence to suggest that the late

tenth and early eleventh centuries witnessed a dramatic 'take-off
272

point* for medieval saints* days, as for so much else."' Then

"des jour3 do f8te obligatoire, de plus en plus nombreux, font

perdre de vue la mouvement mdrae de l*annde liturgique et la pro-

273
oellence do ses grandes dates."

It may be strange to hear these remarks applied to such a

remote period, since substantially the same comment and criticism

will be voiced by holiday reformers of the later Middle Ages.

Local synods endeavored to regulate and perhaps limit observances,

but the intervention of the centralising Church in matter; of

holiday regulation first becomes decisive with the Deorotum of

Gratian (c.1140).2^ Gratian*s list of feasts of obligation,

modified by the Decretals of Pope Gregory IX (1234) would provide

the fundamental roster of mandatory holidays for the universal
27 5

Church of the later Middle AgesJ it is not difficult to see

this effort to define minimal obligatory holidays as a response
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to holiday proliferation. Excluding the temporal feasts and all

the holidays associated with Christ or Mary, the saints' days on

which Gregory IX prohibits all litigation includest the feasts of

Stephen, John the Evangelist, the Holy Innocents, Sylvester, John

the Baptist's nativity, the Twelve Anestles and especially Peter

and Paul, Lawrence, Michael's church dedication, All Saints and

also holidays "quae singuli episcopi in suit? diocesibus cum clero

et populo duxerint solennitor venerandas."'^ Bishops would there¬

fore be able to add to this extraordinarily short list of univers¬

ally obligatory saints, those many saints both dioc3r-~n and uni¬

versal, whose feasts were required by immemorial ountom or newer

devotion. Henoe the bull: of observed saints' days could vary

according to the province, dioceso, or parish, for councils and

synods recognised and toleratod cults peculiar to particular local
277

churches. Consequently, even when we think of tho large catego¬

ry of (universal) saints, whose feasts were commonly kept through¬

out Christendom, Gregory IX's list of 'feasts of precept' is apt

bo be misleadingly brief. Synodal legislation, municipal statutes,

and local calendars are surer guides to actual practice.

In addition to defining the nature of the prohibited opera

servllia, and allowing for the permitted dispensations bas-d on

charity and necessity,' canonists were still faced with a great

many customarily observed feasts which came frequently enough for

further distinctions to be needed in order to allow the world's

279
work to continue," Villien implies that the English solution

to this problem established a principle with wide influences

feasts were divided into classes corresponding to the degree or
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kind of labor permitted on them, when such labor might begin, and
280

even what sort of person might then be granted leave to work.

On this last item, it is interesting to cite this thirteenth cenjf-

tury English synodal rules

Hec festa subscriota ferianda sunt ab »paribus
raulierumi Dies beate Lucie. Dies beato Agnetis
Virginia. Dies beate Kargarete, Dies beate
Agathe virginis.^"*

Here the correspondence between the class of agent regulated and

the type of saint whose feast is to be kept is striking.

The English lists of feata ferianda which Cheney has conve*t-

jtlently collected are a mixed lot, being neither guides to lltur$-
282

cjioal practice nor always sure instances of synodal legislation.
Yet they are invaluable olue3 to what feasts were considered

sufficiently weighty to merit work abstention. B'urthermore,

the lists are even more remarkable for their conservatism. Very

few, a mere handful of new saints .gain entry, and these are nearly

all English saints. Moreover, the only one of these new saints

who gains access to every surviving list from c. 1222 (?) to 1400

is St.Thomas of Canterbury (can.1173) and the feast of his trans¬

lation (1220)$ the attitude of the bishops has rightly been charact-
OQ/[

erirsed as cautious. Edmund Rich, (can.1246) Hugh of Lincoln

(can.1220), and the translation of St.Thomas Cantelupe (1348)

exhaust the recent English saints, while a post-1240 addition (?)

to a Worcester list carefully circumscribes the honors paid to

some continental immigrantss

Festa sanctorum Dorainici, Francisci, et Edmundi
oonfessoris in oclesiis cum novem lecoionibu3
celebrari volumus? nolumus tamen per hec opera
fidelium irapediri.^°5
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This desire not to stop work unnecessarily perhaps accounts for

the episcopal reluctance to admit new cults to full feata ferianda

status. If we look at the "earliest diocesan list of unimpeachable

textual accuracy" that of Bath and Wells for 1342, we find a total

number of forty-nine feasts mentioned, discounting Sundays, churoh

dedications, etc. Fifteen feasts pertain to Christ or belong to

the temporal cycle; five feasts are Marian. The feasts of the

saints constitute the remaining twenty-nine, but some of these

would fall on Sunday. The only new saint listed is St.Thomas

Beovet whose regular and translation feasts both appear. Thus

a 1342 list contains no feast instituted later than 1220. Purther-
■tkcJC

more, the exiguous evidence available suggesta^the saints whose

feasts were most recently established came from among the ancients,

not the moderns (e.g. Bt.Vinoent, St.Clement} St. Edmund king and
nOry

martyr instead of St.Edmund Rich).

Localization in the English festa ferianda lists is less

marked than in an ordinary liturgical calendar; it would be an

exaggeration, therefore, to say that these lists constitute a

full hagiographie program. Yet a provincial and synodal statute

from the fifteenth century Soottish Church is wholly lacking in

identifiable local features such as the sprinkling of venerable,

non-universal cults (e.g. St.Dunstan) contained in many of the

English lists. What we have is merely Gregory IX*a roster plus

St.Thomas of Canterbury. Of course the dedication feast of indi^-

•yidual parish churches is mentioned; and, in Scotland, St.Andrew's

feast would be that of a localized universal; but, for example,

not one Celtic saint appears. In fact, St.Thomas Becket is the
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sole British saint present| excont for him, tho most modem saint
pOQ

requiring an obligatory rest-day i3 3t.Martin of Tours." Buroly

this Scottish list illustrates a definite and offioial reluotanoe

to admit new cults. What it certainly does not illustrate, how¬

ever, is the pattern of actual observances5 it is too brief and

too general to serve as a faithful mirror of which feasts were

locally 1 ept.288a

For Italian holiday behavior and work abstentions, municipal

statutes furnish detailed codes of conduct. Indeed, one sometimes

gains the impression that tho Italian urban law-makers of the pe¬

riod wore preoccupied by holiday legislation. As for the saints1

days enumerated in these statutes, the selection i3 frequently

both broad enough and sufficiently localised to constitute a valid

hagiographic program, and one which offers invaluable evidence of

civic choices. The rules usually implicitly or explicitly distinguish¬

ed between kinds of holidays and outlined the classes of workers

or shopkeepers for whom the various regulations would or would not

apply.28*

Holiday legislation in the Asooli I-loeno statutes of 1377 is

distributed among tho "statuti del comune" and the "statuti del

popolo". The former treats ferial days (lo ferie), while the latter

handles feast days (le focte). Helpfully, Lonzcni reminds us that

"gicrni fcriati dicevanni nel medioevo i giorni di vacsanza dalle
290

occupasioni forensi sia civili sia criminal!."" The ferial days

of Ascoli liceno are "In... civile solo", i.e. civil justice would

j^ot sit, criminal justice would.Omitting the Parian feasts,
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these saints* hays are recorded*

Twelve Apostles, Pour Evangelists, "Seato Migno
/St. Aemygdius?patrone, protector© et defensor© de lu
comune ct del populo Ascolano, con lo di precedente
et seguente", Saints Francis, Dominic, Peter Martyr,
Augustine /[possibly here a local martjm^ ingelo /a
ohurch dedication ij, Michael, Nicholas of Bari,
Lawrence, George, Venantius, Leonard, John the Baptist,
Gnuphrius, Anthony Abbot, Blaise, "Ludovico" /st.Louis
or, more probably, St.Louis of Toulouse?/, Thomas Aqui¬
nas, Petronella, LuCatherine, Agatha, Mary Magda¬
lene, and Margaret. ^

The saints whose Teste appear In the "statuti del popolo" do not

include four named in the ferial list (later Martyr, Thomas Aquinas,

Anthony Abbot, and letronella) but since ton others appear in their

plaoe, the festal list is slightly longer. The additions arei

Benedict, companion of St.Aemygdius, Ambrose, Jerome,
Gregory, Sylvester, Benedict of Nursia, "Ilio" /Hilarus??,
i'&ncratius, Beheading of John the Baptist, and Bartin. ^73

The festal regulations begin by saying that "tuote et singule feste

.... 30 debiano guardare ot con roverentia celebrare de tuote per-

sone," although, soon, wide exemptions for "laboraturi," shopkeepers,
294

and other persons are admitted. The standard rites of holiday

behavior — gifts to religious; the release of a prisoner; the offer¬

ing of wax; and the holding of palii — were specified for some of
295

these feasts.

ilagio,graphically, the holidays cited in the Asooli statutes

sharply contrast with the British synodal lists examined previous¬

ly; but such comparisons do not seem especially useful, and it may

be best just to comment upon some of the qualities of the Aaooli

festa fori. For one thing, the statutes in their range and depth

announce a haglographic program. Universal saints, local saints,

titularies of local churches, representatives of the religious
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orders active in the town, probably some regional saints — certainly

this assortment of cults covers a diversity of interests and loyalties.
f

Older saints are plentiful? yet all in all, the Asooli program has

a transparently modem look about it? the cults seom up-to-date.

The most recently canonised saint included (in the ferial days) is

Thomas Aquinas (can.1323)? the statutes wero written fifty-four

years later. Plainly the ferial roster reveals a formidable Do¬

minican presence in the town. Furthermore, the Ascoli statutes

evidence a orooess of continued growth in the observed holidays

of saints. The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries make their

contribution. Absent, but not surprisingly so, is any monastic

delegation. St.Benedict of Nursia has here no descendants, and the

great twelfth century monastic revival leaves no hagiographie im¬

print on Ascoli Piceno.

To probe somewhat deeper into the whole question of holiday

growth in the later Middle Ages, we must, first of all, survey the

most common reasons for Instituting new festa fori, although the

feast of a church titulary would Probably not coincide with the

anniversary of the consecration of his church, the building of new

churches, chapels, or oratories was bound to create new holidays
296

for church and patron alike. It is not incongruous, in this

regard, that the borondo aurea concludes with a chapter entitled
297

"de dedicatione eceleslao". especially in Germany, feasts of
298

church natrons were observed as feasts of obligation. Relic

feasts comprise another largo category — and one in which expansion

was necessarily connected to acquisition. Ages in which relics

enjoyed brisk circulation, therefore, would likely be ages of
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holiday proliferation. A good number of feasts occasioned by an

adventus reliqularum (a susceptio capitis s. Pantaleonls at Cologne
£tus in 1208, for example) were annually commemorated, but it is

299
not always clear whether these feasts were chori or fori. In

general, the more famous churches and abbeys had been well stocked

with relics since early medieval times, and often already had a

800
proscribed annual feast in honor of their own holdings? so they

were far from anxious to institute new relic holidays, which tended

to be confined to more obscure houses eager to promote their new

opportunities for popular favor and financial reward.^®* Of course,

new luster could bo conferred on existing cults, and new holidays

subsequently .generated, through arranging relic translations to

more elegant reliquaries.

Outside events could always affect the festal calendar. Mi\fr

.articles, obviously, were worthy of commemoration and in the oast
802

had often earned a place in the liturgy. In the later Middle

Ages, Eucharlstio miracles would be among the most successful indt—

sfences. If one extends the notion of miracle to any desirable event

which God's providence brings into being, then political aotions,

in a later medieval context to be sure, would be a potent source

of new holidays. In these oases, the day on which the event occurs

is all-important; the persona of the saint counts for little, since

the outcome verifies the benevolence of God's servant towards the

victorious group. Ordinarily, in the later Middle Ages, whether

or not observed as feasts, nest days were associated with a saint.

Hence the saint called into prominence by the happy events was

likely not to be unknown, though possibly obscure, but was not
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likely to be a new saint. Since the calendar favored remoter

times, the saint whom political activity thrust into new public

regard was apt to be an old-universal. It could be that such a

saint would have had an established feast; if so, however, that

feast would now take on immediate local significance. The uni¬

versal saint would be effectively localized. The cult of Bt.Lucy

in Orvioto became important locally when, on the night of the saint,

one exiled political faction re-captured the city from another.

Every year the feast of St.Lucy was solemnly celebrated by the

commune in memory of that event. Yet the promoters of new,

still unestablished cults might use these occasions to prove the

sanctity and potency of their candidates. In the urban Christian¬

ity of later medieval Italy suoh occurrences either increased the

value of old feasts or led to the institution of new ones.

Holidays could be instituted through the direct wishes of

ecolesiastios or the powerful pressure of secular magnates. The

Papacy created and helped to diffuse new feasts of Christ and Mary

throughout the later medieval period. By issuing indulgences for

certain feasts and promulgating Jubilees, it was able to make some

days or years more religiously important, more sacred than they

has hitherto been; and, correspondingly, to devalue other times.

Thus in a Bull of 3 October 1472, Sixtus IV made the feast of St.

Francis a holiday of obligation.304 By formally reserving to him¬

self the right to canonize saints, the pope was, in effect, helping

to bring the institution of new holidays more directly under his

control. Papal canonization, however, did not establish new

saints' days throughout Christendom. The problem of the diffusion
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of cult in the later Middle Ages will be taken up in its proper

place? here, it suffices to say that many cults did not travel

305
very farj that some cults only travelled after a considerable
interval had elapsed? and that cult, although implying liturgioal

commemoration, does not necessarily mean anything more than festa

ohori rank. Nevertheless, newly canonised saints would be venerated

©d somewhere — certainly on their home grounds. Those who had gone

to the great expense and considerable legal trouble of securing

their cause would see to that. Each new saint canonised was con0-
fco

sequently bound to leadAa new holiday observance somewhere. Nor

was it impossible for the canonization day itself to be kept anyi-

nually, quite independently of the saint's day.

As for Bishops, it should be recalled that only in 1642 did

they canonically lose the right to institute new feasts within the

limits of their dioceses,306 a right which the Decretals of Gregory
307

IX had formally conceded to them. Indeed, at many epochs in

the Christian past, the cult of saints was fundamentally a local

or diocesan concern. In the later Middle Ages, when so much

depended upon the local reception of new feasts and cults, the

personal devotions of the bishop could count for a good deal. Also,

his membership in a religious order might play a part in welcoming

a sanctified confrere. Alternatively, his disapproval of, say,

the mendicant orders, might retard or exclude the veneration of

their saints. Temporal advantages, too, cannot be forgotten. New
309

cults could mean new revenues, ©specially if they were local

cults.
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Secular potentates had their own reasons for encouraging

particular holidays. When the Angevins of Hungary replaced the

Angevins of France in Southern Italy, the officially promoted cult

of St.Louis did not suffer from the change of dynasty. In the

early fifteenth century, King Ladislas commanded all the larger
310

towns of his Neapolitan realm to celebrate the feast of St.Louis,

Henry III of England in 1231 petitioned the Cistercian order to
311

allow all its English abbeys to celebrate the feast of St.Edward,

The Cistercians in 1302, acceded to another royal petition on be¬

half of another royal saint, but this time a saint who was a martyr:

the King of Bohemia thus obtained a commemoration for St.Wenoeslaus,

his predecessor on the Bohemian throne.311a

With any particular saint, the interplay of .general and spe¬

cific circumstances in the establishment and diffusion of new holi¬

days was liable to be quite complex. A brief case study should

illustrate this. Feasts in honor of St.Anne were still highly
312

exceptional in the thirteenth century) during the course of

the fourteenth century her cult develops, becoming immensely pop¬

ular in the closing years of the fifteenth century. On St.Anne's

day, 1343» the Florentines expelled their would-be tyrant Walter

de Brienne, Duke of Athens. Thereafter,the Florentines kept St.

Anne's day as a public holiday. A fresco in the Bargello, attri]^-

buted to the school of Giotto, depicts the saint bestowing banners

upon the militia of the city with her right hand and protecting

the Palazzo Vecchio (and thus safeguarding the liberties of Flo»s-

yfenoe) with her left hand." When Richard II of England married

Anne of Bohemia in 1382, Pope Urban VI ordered the universal ob$-
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.servanoe of the feast of the feast of St.Anne. The high politics

of the Great Schism and the cult of 3aints intersect at this point.

England recognised Urban,and Hensel, King of Bohemia and Holy Roman
315

Emperor, was a wholehearted supporter of the Roman pope. v Pro¬

motion of St.Anne's cult would not only popularize Richard and

Anne's marriageit would also symbolize the union of Urban's

allies. To cite a third Instance, Victor Leroouai3 has studied

an unusual book of hours (dated c.1430), whose features indicate

that its owner was a rich citizen of MRcon, a lawyer perhaps. The

book is suffused with evidence of religious sentiment towards St.

Anno — miniatures, suffrages, and a very rare set of her 'hours'.

Thanks to his detective-like skills, Leroquais brilliantly relates

the spirituality of the MS. to the institution of a feast of St.

Anne in the diocese of M&con. The Bishop of Macon, Stephen Hugo-

net, was especially devoted to the 3aint. In 1452, he established

her feast in his diocese, also founding a chapel dedicated to her
317

in his cathedral, where in 1472 he was interred.

The Florentines in 1343, Urban IV in 1332, and Bishop Hugonet

in 1452 do not, it is true, stand for more than three representative

moments in the cult of St.Anne. To account for the rise of a cult

as successful as hers,one would need to grapple with factors less

tangible than political accident or episcopal fiat. Marian senti^i-

ment was involved. St.Anne was, after all, the Hater Matris. The

connection between the growing oult of St.Anne and popular devotion

towards her daughter's Immaculate Conception, reasonable on tho
318

face of it, can be historically demonstrated. In the fifteenth

oentury, moreover, interest in the Virgin's family begins to grow,
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■no

encompassing St.Anne," who, popularly believed to have boon
"*20

thrioo married, was also a patroness of matronly, wifely, and
■*21

motherly virtues. The same domestic feelings which would under¬

lie the roughly contemporary, late fifteenth oentury oult of the

Holy Family would seem to have operated here, if from a slightly

different perspective — dynastic instead of nuclear.

As the oult of St.Anne grew steadily in popularity, her feast

became more widely accepted, and in some places it doubtless join¬

ed and helped to swell the number of festa fori. This success story

was not altogether typical of the individual careers of later me-
t

dioval saints, comparatively few of whom matched the scale of her

achievement. Interestingly enough, St.Anne was an old universal

saint who began to acquire a new universal cult in the declining

Middle Ages. Despite the unique features of St.Anne's cult, one

point emerges clearly. New cults continued to be adopted in the

later medieval centuries. New cults meant new holidays. New holi¬

days, some pertaining to Christ, or the Virgin, some to the saints,
322

tended to inorease absolutely in the western Church. Vigils,
323

and octaves too, multiplied as well, sometimes swelling work

abstentions. It is just this picture of overall holiday prolifer¬

ation which makes the chorus of later medieval criticism underjH-

standable. To be sure, the situation country by country and region*
324

must have varied .greatly.

Germany seems to have been one part of Europe which felt this

inflation of holidays quite intensely; in fact, for Germany "no

other period saw so many feast days and processions" a3 did the
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eve of the Reformation. It would be worthwhile, if space peij»-

fmitted, to examine ths nature of these feasts. How well were new

saints, either local or imported cults, represented? One writer

suggests that more and more old festa ohori cults were being rais-

ed to festa fori status, a process involving proliferation with¬

out real innovation.

For the diocese of Cologne, Zilliken*s study is thought—prosr—

\oking, The rate of calendar growth in the later medieval period

shows a marked falling off — new imports slump drastically by the

close of the twelfth century, the same period in which papal can¬

onization and the creation of other new feasts begin to monopolize

entry into the Cologne oalendar. nevertheless, in absolute terms,

the number of saints continues to increase, albeit slowly. New

arrivals enter chiefly through papal canonizations, but usually

after a considerable delay (e.g. St.Elizabeth of Hungary, can.l235»

is first cited in the fourteenth century). Yet there are also new

local feast days to celebrate relic translations and to honor old
327

looal saints, and old universal saints. hilliken's examination

of Cologne festa fori is less satisfactory because of his heavy

reliance upon synodal prescriptions, which as he admits, often

have no ascertainable bearing on practice. His conclusions are

that the fourteenth century witnessed the "high point" of later

medieval development in Cologne with little subsequent expansion
328

so far as saints* feasts are concerned.

A sense of contradiotion, of paradox almost, seems to mingle

with the outrage of later medieval holiday critics*
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that which was prepared as a summary of
devotion is made into a heap of dissipation,
sinoe upon these holy-days the tavern is
rather worshipped than the Church, gluttony
and drunkenness are more abundant than tears '

and prayers...329

The theme is taken up repeatedlyt what was intended to be a saoredf^
time has become profaned, desecrated by innumerable abuses. The

feast of the saint oocasions more sin than piety? indeed, the work¬

day is observed in a more Christian fashion." Irreverence was

certainly not limited to the blasphemous buffoonery connected with

the interval from the feast of St.Nicholas (6 Deoember) to the oc#-

fiave of the Holy Innocents (4 January), which included the much

condemned Feast of Fools (circa January 1st), denounoed by the

Counoil of Basle in 1435*^* "Sins are the more multiplied on

332
holy days" could stand as a comprehensive indictment by critics

and reformers.

Out of the very nature of sacred holiday observances, or so

it seemed, were engendered the sorts of profane behavior most sub¬

versive of the holiday ideal, Such behavior gave grounds for moral

complaint. Trading was oarried on well beyond canonical defini¬

tions of •necessity* or perishable goods. Noise, intrusions into
i> 333

church precincts, and, most of all, a worAdly atmosphere resulted.
The customs and rites of holidays led to brawls and disorder. Bish"

ahop Grosseteste saw the processions of the various parishes, each

with the banner of their saint, going off to the cathedral church

on holidays as fomenting "non solum lites, sod crudeles sanguinis
334

effusione3" because of arguments over who was to take orecedence.

even when violence did not result from large crowds and excessive
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drink, rowdy and "boisterous games threatened to destroy the solemn¬

ity of tha day — or so Erasmus and many preachers "before him main;E-

tained,^"*

In his sermon to the oouncil of Sheims in 1403 Gerson protected

against improper deportment on holidays, but added another strong

criticism which was by no means a new onei holidays were a misery

to the poor.^^ Humbert de Romans had said as much in 1274

Medieval society could rarely offer continuous employment anywayt

but to impose work abstentions when labor was scarce and harvests

pressing? and when for many there was no margin separating subsis^-

tence from starvation, imposed a heavy burden, A poor man approach¬

ed the Fiovano Arlotto on the morning of St.Luke^ Day and asked

himi "Piovano, guardasi oggi questa festa?" The Fiovano looked at

his interlocutor, considered, and repliedj "Hai tu pane in oasa"?

"Kesser no," Then the Piovano saidj "Va lavora, ch^ per te non

e ooraandato oggi." Given such need, there were frequent trans¬

gressions of the prohibition on servile work? St.^ntonino, the Do¬

minican archbishop of Florence (d.l459» can.1523), regarded peasant

holiday breakers with great severity.® To a pious businessman

like Gregorio Datl, however, the holiday infractions which econ¬

omic activity necessarily demanded, brought paroxysms of guilt and

painful resolutions of reform.

Bad behavior on their holidays gave the saints a bad name.

Orthodox reformers and critics, synods and oouncils were quick to

cay that their strictures against holiday immorality, economic

distress, or canonical transgression implied no disrespect towards
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the saints themselves* But those churchmen and dissenters who

sought to curb the number of new holidays inevitably wished to see

a curtailment in canonizations; and those who favored a restriction

or down-grading of holidays already established could not always

refrain from casting aspersions upon the status of the saints

whose days were under discussion. Ecclesiastical tradition, of

course, was a powerful antagonist to innovation of any sort. If

the church fathers had not authorised these feasts, some would
342

argue, then as superfluous novelties they ought to be discarded.

This argument would become weightier as the early church loomed

larger in Christian imaginations. Potho (fl.1152) had used it at

a time when an apostolic enthusiasm was starting to gain oonverts.^^
Liturgical conservatism was also enlisted. New feasts meant new

rituals, requiring new hymns and prayers which frequently made use

of apocryphal material while omitting soripture. All of this was

objectionable. Both Pierre d'Ailly (d.1420) and Nicolas de Cl6-

manges (d.1437?) thought that suoh novelties in the ritual were
1AA

unwarranted and undesirable. Perhaps the third point of attack

was the most damaging, for it was based on first principles. Holi¬

days ought to increase devotion. They should be religious occasions

on which the love of God is fostered. If this primary purpose was

345
not served, holidays were valueless, wyolif took this view.

Although Naldensians and Hussites rejected saints1 days out

of hand, Hyolif, while rating them far below Sunday in importance,

was not adverse to distinguishing between earlier and latter day
* /*

saints, to the benefit of the former. f Newer saints were bound

to be the first targets for radical and conservative assaults.
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Pelix Hemraerlin (d.c.1460) was .terrified that the canons of Eurich

were prepared to accept money donated in order to have the feast

of St.Francis» who was a mere confessor, celebrated with the same

pomp as was accorded to the feast of the great St.John the Baptist.^ ^
The Franciscans had never lacked enemies and a good deal earlier

had encountered similar opponents. New saints deprived of the

support of an international order, might find it difficult to se¬

cure a public feast day in this climate. Even local saints would

have to fight hard to establish more than a commemoration for the.a-

selves.

From the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries, individual

bishops had defied custom and abolished holidays formerly kept
749

within their respeotive diooeses. Occasionally diocesan reforms

had been requested by church councils. Yet retrenchment was

alleged to be an isolated phenomenon. Early fifteenth century

reformers like Nicholas de Clemanges sugp^ted that proliferation

was the general rule, with the feasts of modern saints being ra-

351
pidly adopted by many diooeses.

Reformers understandably magnify the evils they describe.

Certainly the rate of growth in holidays as depicted by Climanges

seems exaggerated, although in dioceses without firm control aber^-
rations could easily oocur. New saints, after all, were still be¬

ing canonised. Moreover, popular custom might dictate far more

35?
feasts of older saints than the canonical minimum obliged.

Without the necessary regional studies, it is impossible to make

precise judgements about relative holiday .growth rates in .European
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dioceses. But to reformers the situation appeared dangerous, and

the counciliar movement gave them an opportunity to present their
353

case. The outcome proved disheartening to them in this as in

other matters. Nothing concrete emerged from Constance where the

holiday recommendations put forward "by its committee on reform were

careful, moderate, reasonable, and remained a dead-letter, of aca

de.mic interest alone. The Council of Basle condemned the Feast of

Fools.354

Speaking about holidays in the sixth century, Book has suggest¬

ed that "perhaps it was the very rarity of the feasts which gave

them their appeal and made pastors... look upon them-as potent

355
forces for inspirational .guidance." Rarity and potency may

indeed be related. If so, the later medieval inflation of holidays

corresponds quite well to their prevailing religious devaluation,

which critics and reformers grasped and decried. The theory of

saints* days implied the logioal priority of the saint over the

portion of time consecrated to his memory and to his cult. Yet

the saint who served as the pretext for the holiday could be cast

aside in order to make that holiday more festive. The aldermen

of Mardyck in the Low Countries were displeased that their parish

foast, 3t.Nicholas*s day, fell on the 6th of December, when the

climate interforred with tourism and merrymaking. 3o when Nicho¬

las of Tolentino was canonized in 1446 and his feast was made the

10th of September, the aldermen, overjoyed, petitioned their bishop

to exchange their old, cold patron St.Nicholas for a new warmer

one of the same name. The bishop refused, but the people went

ahead. Henceforth Mardyck kept tho 10th of September, despite
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the fact that their titular patron remained officially unaltered.

The holiday was indispensable, not the saint.

Too much ought not to be made of instances of this kind, or

of arguments that the nature of time itself changed in the later
H,

Middle Ages. Time may well have grown more worldly, become laiciofct
&d or "a system for ordering things" while, as the values of this

157
world crowded in, something difficult to signify was crowded out. JX

But to demonstrate such things one needs more than communal clock
153

towers announcing a so-called "temps du marchand", or secularised

saints1 days. In Rabelais's century around a hundred days of
159

the year were still known by their saint's nam®, Sven in Prot¬

estant Scotland, the holidays of saints did not utterly vanish.

Until the eighteenth century there was an annual Ot.Monoch's day

procession in Stevenson, Ayrshiro on October 30th$ and until about

1760 the town cross of Culross was garlanded with flowers on St.

Serf's day.^® Custom can develop a lifa of its own which can

outlast the principles behind its own beginning.

The weight of tradition is overpowering, when one examines

some randomly sampled calendars of the waning medieval centuries.

In these calendars, the hagiographio program is almost totally

composed of distant heroes. Compared to these figures of remoter
/

eras, the saints canonised from 1200 onwards have not made a great

impression.

In a Westminster Abbey calendar dating from the second half

of the fifteenth century, a total of 228 saints appear, only three
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of -whom (translation of St.Thomas Beci;etf translations of St. Ed¬

ward l ing and martyr (1269)» and St.Edmund of Canterbury) como from

our period (i.o. 1.3/X'^ A 1452 calendar ilerm a South German

cloister (Franciscan or with Franciscan associations) lists 251

saints, of whom five (St.Elizabeth of Hungary and her translation,

St.Claire, St.Louis of Toulouse, St.Francisi all Franciscans) post-

date 1200 (i.e. 2^)t " Cur last, most crowded, and most recent

oalondar introduces "what is believed to be the first printed ed-

ition of the Roman Missal" published in Milan in 1474, J The re¬

lative inolusivenesB of papally canonized saints does show a tie

with Rome, but the calendar displays more than a few Milanese fea¬

tures, as well as a horror of blank days. Out of a total of 425

saints, 13 or 3, are from the later medieval centuries (Saints Gil¬

bert of Sempringham, Peter Celestine, translation of Thomas Becket,

Dominic, Claire, Roch, Loui3 of Toulouse, Nicholas of Tolentino,

Elzear, Franois, Louis, Edmund of Canterbury, Elizabeth of Hungary)•

There probably exist some calendars with a slightly higher proporjtf-
tion of new saints.But even from such a limited sample, one

cannot affirm that the calendar has ceased to grow? only that its

rate of growth has slowed perceptibly.

Never an antiquarian document, the liturgical calendar of

the late fifteenth oentury has become increasingly archaic in its

overall roster of saints.

Manifestations of Cult: Shrines.

Holy places — hallowed ground, sanotified houses of God, holy

oities — were a part of the world into which Christianity oarae.
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Historical association with the life and death of Christ made

Palestine a Christian terra sancta. Also, contact with a holy-

man, whether historically demonstrable or legendary, sanctified

springs, groves, and mountains in many parts of Europe. A funda/i-

mcntal instance of this process of making a place holy by contact

with a saint may be seen with the martyrs. The tombs of the martyrs

were loca sanctorum. To them, Christians came to pray on the txnfi-

niversary of the saint? near them, Christians eagerly nought the

privilege of their own burial? over them, many of the greatest

shrines of Christendom would be constructed.

Legend would constantly embellish the theme of the closeness

of saints to their shrines. One hagiographic motif is the dream

which tells a saint where to build his church, as when St.Horbert

was confirmed in his choice of a place called Pr£montr4 in the

forest of Voas, by a vision of white-robed men bearing crosses?

^66
here, he would found his order of canons." In St.Roauald's

dream the base of Jacob's ladder touched the spot which eventual-

-igr
ly became the home of the Camaldolese. ' A variation of this

motif is the apparition of the saint to a future founder, instruct
>68

noting him where the saint's church should be located.

For the dedication of his church is something in which, ao<fr-

cording to hagiography, the saint takes a personal interest. A

thirteenth century legend describes the dedication of Saint-Denis

in the Paris of King Dagobert. During the vigils of the conseora^-
tion ceremony, a leper, shut up in the ohurch for the night in the

hope of a cure, sees Jesus, various saints, and St.Denis himself
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■bless the walls, performing, in other words, the service of dedic*-
-69

action.' /aid since the royal abbey of England could not, in any

way bo inferior to that of Franco, St. Peter similarly informs

Lellitus, bishop of London:

I have hallowed the church of ..estminster this
night... and I shall be patron of that church,
and visit it ofttimes, and bear in the sight of
Almighty God the prayers and devotions of true
Christian people that pray in that place..... 370

Formal consecration of a church canonically required the presence

of a bishop, but even in the sacramental rites the historical asjS-
371

sociation of saints and churches was preserved.'

The second Council of Nieaea in 7^7 decreed that relics had

to be used in consecrating churches and if a bishop violated this
372

decree he was to be deposed. 1 Of course, relics of the church

patron were not always available. Yet they would always be desired,

and this wish to acquire the relics of the church titulary, when

at all possible, would help to promote a thriving circulation of

relics during periods of new church foundations. To the sacrament¬

al consecration of the church was then added the sanctifying pres¬

ence of the saint; indeed, churches and chapels, oratories in great

houses, like the early Christian martyrium basilicas, could them-
373

selves be reliquaries, built to house the relics of the saints.

Because the idea of sacrifice was common both to the offering of

the Eucharist and the martyr's death, tomb and altar were brought

together until altars were erected over the martyr's grave. Church

law finally came to insist upon relics being placed within the altar
374

in a container sometimes called the sepulcrura." Thus the altar

was a tomb as well as a table; and the altar patron might very well
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"be a saint other than the titulary of the church an a whole.

''hen H.'T. t'ilman vroto that "the history of Latin Christianity
175

ray ha traced in its more favored saints,"' he was probably net

1 lluding to place-names. Yet, nowadays, many people ignorant of

that history live amidst a conspicuous archaeological record test¬

ifying to the importance of the medieval cult of saints. Church

dedications of course, but also street naraos, wells, even the na.rn.ts

•«w of villages and cities provide toponymio proof of the currency

of veneration. The 1902 statistics on French townships assigned

one-eight of them prefixes originally stemming from dominus or

sanctus. that is, in the majority of instances, bearing a saint's

name. Towards the clone of the sixth century in France, the us ,ge
"^■7 g

began of naming settlements after saints.

To study the cult of saints in relation to toponymy and es/-

poci-lly to church, chapel, and altar dedications, a comparatively
177

new field has grown up usually called Patroninienforuchung.

Specialists tend to be fol-Icrists or toponymists. By minute into-

vestigations, choosing one saint or several, most often within a

carefully delimited territory,these scholars expend prodigious
a lounts of energy in map ing the distribution of toponymic indices

of cult. Chronological data is obviously crucial, for discovering

when a given church cr settlement oan first be doou ented holding

a particular saint's nam© establishes at least a rough guideline
*5 *7A

to his cult in the area. Because surviving information may¬

be poor, to "the oldest mention of a saint" must always he added
'XfO

the words "which has been .-reserved."" I'c.trosinionfornchunr
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as it develops a greater interest in explaining why veneration

prospered or cult was promoted, is a field which promises to en¬

rich hagiography with concrete data out of which, hopefully, fruit-

ful hypotheses will emerge.

But the use of dedications is a hazardous business. Many of

the older syntheses are simply not sufficiently reliable for accu-
-ji

rate work. Furthermore, to say that "the shape of medieval

religious enthusiasm is, in some part, outlined by church dedica#-

tlons" may be unintentionally misleading, for church dedications,

the selection of a titulary or patron, ordinarily did not rest

with the people, but instead rested with the clergy or, possibly,

the lay founders. One must always ask, whose enthusiasm does

the choice reflect? The choice in fact, might reflect the taste

of monastic or secular clergy, or lay lords, quite foreign to the

environs of the new shrine, as would be the case, in many instances,

with the daughter oell of a monastic house.

Placing such a new, transplanted dedication within the context

of a local program would be bound to oause a misinterpretation of

local sentiment at the epoch of the cult's introduction. Moreover,

some choices primarily indicate spiritual identity or even assert

a political or proprietary relationship. No one would find it

curious to see a Benedictine house placed under the patronage of

St.Benedict. Analogously, the Venetians built churches dedicated
304

to St.Mark wherever they settled in their mercantile colonies.

In the ninth century, Bishop Hildegrim of Halberstadt built thirty-

five churches during his episcopate, putting all of them under the
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■*85
title of St.Stephen, patron of his oathedral. To be sure, the

rising popularity of a saint, stirred perhaps by a new legonda.^^
or the acquisition of a relic, oould determine patronage choices.

Yet, it is clear that dedications demand fairly sophisticated handl-
"$87

ing if any religious message is to be extracted from them.

Another complication is the replacement of an original patron
•5 QQ

by a new one. There could be many reasons for this, but charact¬

eristically the opportunity for a ohange occurred when a church
"$89

was being reconstructed or enlarged." A famous incident of re¬

placement concerns the eclipse of Gt.Beparata of Florence, seoming-
"$90

ly at one time patron of the cathedral. More common than subst4-

iftutions, however, was the compounding of dedications, creating

multiple patronages. Besides the traditional compounds like Peter

and Paul, joint liturgical celebration, local associations, and

simple historical accretion produoed many other multiple church
391

dedications. For example, in 1127 the small church of 3t.Bu-

tropius of Faenza was rebuilt, leaving this memorial:

in honor of Saints Eutropius bishop, Aegidius
abbot, and Kercurius, Gratianus, "arcus, Ger-
vasius, Protasius, John, Maroellus, Sixtus,
Barbara, and of the Blessed Virgin Mary.^92

Kith such a string of patrons, it is tempting to look for analogies

in the multiplication of feudal homages. In the liturgy, the li¬

tany also invokes a long series of saints, but classifies and orders

them by rank and type and would never, as this multiple dedication

does, terminate with the Virgin.

Later medieval churchmen fully ,grasped that church and settle¬

ment dedications wore significant indices of cult. Prior Wessington
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of Durham, in the early fifteenth century, -was so impressed "by the

extent of St.Cuthbert's dedications that he attempted to compile a

list of them, as a way of paying tribute to his monastery's revered
393

patron. Dating from 1304-11» the Liber notltiae Sanctorum fce-

diolani is en admittedly exceptional inventory for medieval Italy.

To its notices of the saint3 honored in the diocese of 'Tilan are

appended the corresponding memoria ecolesiarum ot altariorum, taken
304

from the local sources. If an unusual instance, the Milanese

Liber still symbolises a relationship which was comprehended.

In some respects, the new saint3 of the later Fiddle Ages were

at a disadvantage so far as toponymy was concerned. Europe's habit¬

ations were, for the most part, named. Also, many of the great

churches of Christendom were either already built and dedicated,

or, if in the process of construction, usually consigned to the
395

Virgin or a traditional patron. The well-known time-lag between

the growth of a cult and its diffusion meant, in addition, that
396

more recent saints would tend to be inadequately represented.

Furthermore, old saints enjoying a new cult would be relatively
397

ignored by the pattern of church dedications.

St.Anne is a good example here, although as a specialist pa-

397a
tron of cemetries, she came ti> rival and even to surpass St.Michael,

This matter of the specialist patronage of sacred places deserves

at least passing notice. It was not a new phenomenon. St.John

the Baptist, for instance, was usually patron of baptistries. In

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, just as St.Catherine of

Alexandria was normally patron of hospital chapels, so St.George
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regularly "became patron of chapels in castles,397b The impact of

such nearly automatic dedication choices would "be to restrict still

further the range of opportunities open to new later medieval saints.

Since a fair proportion of churches built in the later medieval

period would be for the use of the new mendicant orders, one would

expect to see mendicant saints as titularies, and one does. A

church dedicated to St.Francis appeared in Venice in 1253» while

St,Dominic had to wait until 1317 for his Venetian church to be

398
erected.Canonizations had an impact. Following the eanoniza#-

tion of 3t.Dominic, Orvieto,s church of Santa Maria della Pace was

399
renamed San Domenico. In Scotland, except for five ohapels

dedicated to St.Roch, the later medieval ecclesiastical dedications

to new, foreign saints overwhelmingly tended to benefit the mendl^-

cants — St.Francis, St.Peter Martyr, St.Catherine of Siena, and,

doubtless, St .Dominic.

A catalogue of later medieval church dedications would olal^

Xify the situation. Of primary importance in such a work would

be chapel and altar dedications, for both chapels and altars pro¬

liferated in the course of the Middle Ages, as a result of indiv¬

idual and group endowments and the multiplication of masses.^*
The foundation of private chapels and altars means that their de¬

dications might have been relatively freer of clerical selection

than most churches would have been, and so these dedications, whefch

thfer to old or new patrons, might help to elucidate the r&le of

guilds, confraternities, families, and individual donors in the

promotion of the cult of saints.
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Historical association, sacramental consecration and dedica¬

tion, possession of appropriate relicsi all -would fix a saint to a

given spot, make him, in other words, the saint of that place.

The saint's name would be attached to a geographical area making

it the term sanoti Benedicti or the patrimonii aanoti Petri.403
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The limits of the saint's authority would be defined, circumscribed,

as when in 1463 a Pomeranian bishop designated St.Faustus "ecclecie

et totius nostre diocesis patronus."^0^ Together with his name,

the saint's identity would be stamped upon his shrine or territory.

An ancient document calls the cathedral of Assisi "oasa beati Ru-

fini" and the tympanum of the main portal of that cathedral repre¬

sents the martyr St.Rufino in his chasuble, with a book in his hand,

alongside Christ. According to a late legend, the church bearing

St.Rufino's name arose over his translated reliC3. ^ The saint

was, furthermore, the possessor of his church's property; until

the twelfth century, he was, in Netherlandish law, "a juristic

person"In English law, gifts in frankalmoin or froe alms

were made, for example, "to Cod and St.Benet of Ramsey" and Bracton

implies that land so given "is outside the sphere of merely human

justice.Consequently, a late fourteenth century life of St.

Cuthhert concludes:

Terras Cuthborti qui non apoliare verentur, aoq
Esse queant certi quod raortc mala morientur.

It is easy to see, therefore, given this strong bond between a

saint and a place, how the locative in a saint's title (St. X of Y)
is much deeper than identification; how this looative bond signi¬

fies to the inhabitants of a localised medieval world, the saint's

rootodness in their soil.
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A prayer entitled "Pro loco nostro" appears in a "breviary

written in the second half of the thirteenth century for the Abbey

of Fareraoutiers. The prayer solicits the protection of the saints,

and especially the matron St.Fara, "custodi locum istum cum habi-

tatoribua suis."^^

In return for their Protection, saints were rewarded with a

public cult. But comparatively few 3aintg received special vene¬

ration everywhere. For the most part, it was only in certain part¬

icular localities that the cult of a given saint would enjoy high

public favor. Thus Philipne de Mesieren, beginning the last para¬

graph of the epilogue to his vita of St.Peter Thomas (d.1366, at

Cyprus) writest "Igitur Catholici oriontales, et specialiter Cy-
"410

prienses, gaudeto, ewaltate, et psalllte... Where a saint

died was where the earliest signs of devotion to him might be exft-

pected. Where his grave and his relics resided would be "der Ochxrer-

punkt der Verehrttng," the cult*s center of gra\rity.^"'' Perhaps a

cult would develop where the saint was born, lived, worked, or e-
412

van where he was canonised. But, as Delehaye says, "la vraie

patrie du saint" in the place where he died and his remains rested.

Medieval saints, oven those known and venerated throughout

Christendom, were, first of all, local saints. So-called universal

saints began as, or quickly became, local saints. By the fifth

century, Saints Peter and Paul were junt as closely tied up with

the dostinij of Home as Homulus and Remus had been.^^ The rise
of the Gregorian papacy sees the vexillum sancti Petri flying

415
everywhere, a symbol of papal Roraanitas. The universality of
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the cult of St.Peter and the importance of his territorial pro¬

tectorate were intertwined. Paradoxically, it seems that oult

diffusion to some extent oould he a measure of a saint's local

influence.

Here, naturally, the reputation of the saint's place of cult

would also he a determining factor. Whether hy accident or design,

major centers often had major saints as leading pntronsi St.John

the Baptist and Florence? St.Ambrose and Milan? The Three Kings

and Cologne. Of course these saints were adopted, localised else¬

where too. Nevertheless, in people's minds the association of a

saint with his most famous shrine was likely to he indelible.

An extraordinary illustration of this mental outlook is a fourteenth

century litany, evidently written hy some pious sailor, which for

the most part follows a geographical order, linking saint and shrike

jo«r so closely that the saint's homeland is, as it were, incorporat¬

ed into his persona. Quite probably, in conwosing the litany, its

author made use of some portolan maps or other navigational itift-

Xeraries, for the nearly one hundred and fifty invocations of

saints make up a hagiographic grand tour of the Mediterranean —

including Greece and Egypt — and the Atlantic, usually hugging

the coastline but sometimes penetrating the interiors. The invo¬

cations are phrased 'May God help us and St. So-and-so of such-and-

such' i "Die nai e san Marco di Vinegia," "Die nai e Santo Sidro

j/JTt.Isidore/de Gcio ,/Chios/'."^^ The locative attribute, the

shrine, fuses with the saint himself.

It was at his shrine where the power of the saint was most
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apt to be experienced. Grave—aide behavior was tinged with the

expectation of the miraculous, especially when the cult of the

saint was in a highly active phase. Intense expectation and excite¬

ment would usually commence as soon as the saint died. Perhaps

the body was exposed in an open bier, surrounded by burning taperst
yj Q

the crowd tries to touch it or to obtain some relics. The body

is to be interred within the church. "Hon in claustro, sed volu-

mus quod in ecclesia, sepeliatur, quia sancta est," the people

exclaim at the burial of B1 .Margaret cf Citt^L dl Castello (d.1320)

The tomb of the saint becomes the veritable focus of the cult, a

site for the early miracles which stimulate veneration and fore¬

shadow canonisation, if the saint is fortunate. So, people flock¬

ed to the shrine of St.Elizabeth at Ilarburg? they smeared earth

from her grave over their ailments; they laid the sick on top of

her tombstone; thoy implored the saint, and threatened her? they

mads vow3, and offered a little money or some wax. The deposition

of 1233 (two years prior to the saint*s canonization) records
AOf\

these practices as evidence of popular devotion.

Wax cannot be ignored as a manifestation of cult. Either in

the form of candles or votive offerings, it helps to furnish the

shrine and to demonstrate in the most tangible fashion that the

saint has a devoted clientage. In the later Middle Ages, not only

the grave site might be illumined, but also images, reliquaries,
4P1

and saints* altars. If the bequests of wax are any indication,

sixteenth century English saints* altars must have been ablaze

with light.^^ For the shrine of 3t.Richard (d.1253, can.1262),

the Bishop of Chichester in 1270 insisted on
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ten square candles... to burn on feasts of the
first rank, and two round candles for the same
shrine, and a third at the tomb of the afore¬
said saint, and nine round candles about the
tomb, each weighing two pounds, to burn on
festivals of the first, second, and third rank
... burning continuously day and night.

Ax-voton were another visible and prominent sign of oult. Given

out of thanks for favors received or in expectation of favors to

come, like the use of candles in veneration, older than Christian-
AO A

ity, " ' votive objects of every sort could be found at a saints

shrine in the later Middle Ages. Models of legs, arms, heads,

perhaps manufactured to the exact size of the real part of the

body oured or in need of curing, frequently adorned the area near

425
the grave site. The weight of life-sized ex-votos endangered

4r 6
the roof of St.Annuneiata in Florence, ' where in a later medieval

tale an English visitor is much scandalized by the practice of sell¬

ing already suspended ones, which become the buyer's after a pay-

497
ment and a ceremonial touch of ownership. In a fifteenth cent¬

ury woodcut, votive offerings to King Henry ¥1 of England are de¬

picted. Suspended in a recess or chapel, the items included "a

model of a ship, a chain with fetters, a shirt, a pair of crutches,

and a tablet (of wax?) with an inscription." A glanoe at the aly-

jefeculq of Henry VI explains these votive objects.

Because the grave of the saint was a potent area where mira¬

culous healing was not uncommon, the practice of incubation was
A

widespread. Now some scholars would deny the application of this

term (known less ambiguously in German as Tempelsohlaf) to Christian

experience, arguing that the Church did not institutionalize it,

that no elaborate pagan-style rituals preceded it, and that the
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intent to spend the night in the church in expectation of a cure

i|nO
cannot he shown. ' * These arguments were an understandable hut
pokrwi CW-t
potential reaction to a school of thought which delighted in view-

jOO

ing Christian incubation as a simple pagan survival. No one

denies, however, that siclc people passed the night in shrines and

emerged cured in the morning, frequently after having "been graced
429

with a vision or dream in which the patron saint appeared.

Neapolitan translatio and miracula accounts of the eighth to tenth

centuries have been carefully studied, and indisputably the raitera

ofjthese accounts record a predictable behavior pattern.

The saint comes a3 a doctor, prescribing or curing. The cure

is effected, for the most part, in the saint's church and near his

tomb, while the sick person sleeps. There may be a number of cure-

seekers in the ohurch; and some of them have passed up to a month
A

on the saint's home grounds• Learned articles have elaborated

subtly different, classical or Christian, historical modes of in-
A

cubation? yet for the later medieval period these distinctions

and genetic arguments lack utility. Vigils at the tomb accompanied

by visions of the saint and followed by cures were well known.
432

They were recorded in the Legenda aurea. Many speoific ex¬

amples could bo adduced — but the incubation miracles at the tomb

of St.Hugh of Linooln will have to suffioe. In search of a

cure and in need of a placo to pass the night, pilgrims, doubt¬

less, were among those who slept, and it may be, dreamed,within

the saint's enclosure.

The power of a resident saint fostered respect for his precincts.
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Anyone taking refuge within the boundaries of his territory night

call upon his protection. Hence the cult of saints in the early

Middle Ages intersected with, and reinforced a right which the

Church was struggling to safeguard — the right of asylum. In a

violent age of poor civil authority, sanctuary seekers could roly

on tho ability of the patron saint to punish those who violated

4^5
his peace. Although canon law came to endow all churches and

cemetries with sanctuary rights, excepting not places but ra¬

ther certain typos of criminals from the right of asylum, it

may be tamo, nonetheless, that the traditional prestige of sorae

particularly famous shrines made the sanctuary which they offered

more attractive to fleeing men. In England, royal oharters proV-

vided special privileges to a select number of churches and abbeys

like heverley and Durham. At Beverley penalties for breach of

sanctuary increased the closer to the high altar and frith stool

that such violations occurred! the presence of the relics of Dt.

John of Beverley (d.72l) within the most severely punishable circle
470

added to the sacrilege of infringement. Recourse to sanctuary

continued in the later Middle Agesj^^ but stronger civil government

and more efficient civil justice reduced the need for sanctuary
casus

and papal acceptance of extended definitions of the cause excepti

further restricted eligibility, fraces of the institution survived
441

in France and in England until the eighteenth century.

More central to the cult of saints in later medieval Europe

was another institution which, like sanctuary, antedates Christian¬

ity! journeying to consecrated places or pilgrimage. Beacons for

undertaking a poregrinatio, from the fourth century Jerusalem
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journey of Silvia (or Etheria) of Aquitaine to the days of Chaucer's

Canterbury travellers, might range over a host of motives, encompass¬

ing as many seemingly incompatible ones as did th03© famous pilgrim-
A AO

ages called Crusades. The goal, the place of pilgrimage wis

crucial to many. Zeal to reach a shrine where supernatural forces

had revealed themselves, sacred history had been enaoted, relics

were to be venerated or obtained, living saints could be consulted —

everything from holy curiosity to personal need directed the steps

of pilgrims towards their destinations.^^ Evidently, there was

a class of curo-3©ekers who visited shrine after shrine in search

of healing, like the lady whose sight St.Osmund ultimately restored*^^
Pilgrimages wero also commonly made ex-voto.

In addition, pilgrimage, an arduous,possibly dangerous excur¬

sion, was an ascetic exercise, a means of securing forgiveness

through penitential privation.^*' Those voluntary exiles of the

early Middle"Ages, the Celtic missionary monks, who left their

homes oro reroedlo anlmae. were pilgrims despite the permanence of

their journey and the lack of a shrine as its goal.^^ Chosen

freely as a penance or imposed as one by individual confessor,

inquisitorial tribunal, or communal oourt, the penitential pil¬

grimage was spiritually profitable in direct proportion to its

attendant risks and sufferings. The greater the distance, there¬

fore, the more meritorious the pilgrimage.This is a theory

which tends to shift attention away from the dignity of the shrine

and towards the asceticism of the journey. Conveniently, however,

some of the most important shrines in Christendom required agonies

of long distance travel. Of course, the shrines of purely local
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saints could compete in neither fama nor hardship. Yet, an in¬

fluential assortment of regional centers also existed, often of

European reputation, which offered intermediate benefits.

As varied in their persons as in their motives, pilgrims,

in the eyes of the Church, shared the same juridical condition

and the same privileges that came with belonging to the ordo pere-

grinorum. In fact, a significant sub-specie3, the cruce signati,

was not technically identified until the end of the twelfth cent-

448 ^ 449
ury. The ordo enjoyed^protection of the Church. ' Eccle¬
siastical ceremony blessed pilgrims* insignia, staff and wallet,

liturgically establishing the ordo as a quasi-consecrated one.^"^
Unsurprisingly, one can speak of a class of pilgrim-saints. 3t.

Alexis was a member of this class, and his vita, which de Voragine
481

anthologized, was among the best-loved of the Middle Ages. St.

Eoch, too, was a pilgrim-saint. The story of the German noble

youth St.Uillebald (d.1230?) conveys tlr® typical motift the poor,

unknown pilgrim dies among unconcerned strangers? then miracles
45?

announce his sanctity. ^"

Another similar motif juxtaposes pilgrimage and martyrdom.

A pious baker named William set out from his native Perth on a

pilgrimage to Canterbury, accompanied by his adopted son David,

who, for reasons unknown, murdered his benefactor near Rochester

(c.1201)• Capgrave*s legend tells that William's body was discov¬

ered by a mad woman whose madness the relics cured. William's

relios were then taken to Rochester Cathedral, given honorable

burial, and performed further miracles. A cult sprang up. There-
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after, the murdered pilgrim himself became an object of pilgrimage.

The Rochester records inform us that sometime before 1230 the grand

justiciar of England donated a window in St.William*s honor and

that before 1239 oblations to this Scottish saint had permitted

453the complete rebuilding of the cathedral's choir and transepts.

On 19 April 1352» Petrarch, who was en route to visit his

brother Gherardo at the Chartreuse of Montrieux, encountered a

large travelling party of Roman ladies midway between Aix and 3t.

Maximln. In reply to his question, the ladies declared that they

were going to Compostella, to the shrine of St.James.The

pilgrimage to St.James of Compostella was of European fame, but

the cult of St.James tied the apostle so effectively to his most

famous shrine that he truly became a Spanish saint. Discussing

St.James, Brunetto Latini, in his Li livres dou tresor, couples
455

him immediately with a reference to Spain. v The thirteenth

century saw the height of the pilgrimage to Compostella, but in

the late fourteenth century a tapering off may be detected.

For traditional places of pilgrimage, the later medieval pe¬

riod seems to have been a time of consolidation. The hallowed

journey ad limina Apostolorum is bolstered up with Jubilees. And
w&,<uL

beyond Rome, papal indulgence policy seems to have beenAdeliberate-
457

ly to revive pilgrimages in danger of neglect. The fifteenth

century witnessed scenes of great excitraent at Mont St.Michel!

hordes of children from Germanic territories converged upon the

shrine of the Archangel in 1457-58? French children, likewise,

by no means remained unaffected by enthusiasm for 3t.Michael.'
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In England, the shrines of St.Cuthbert at Durham and St.Thomas of
£59

Canterbury continued to flourish, but they are only two out of

many, (it has been said that the county of Norfolk alone had

thirty-eight pilgrimage places.

What of the later medieval period as a time of pilgrimage

innovation? Do new shrines emerge to rival their illustrious pre¬

decessors? St.Francis, dying, asked for his litter to be deposit¬

ed on the ground; then he turned towards the city of Assisi and

blessed it. His blessing began a new era for the town. The relios

of the saint, plus the support of a papal indulgence, made Assisi

into "one of the high places of Christendom."After 1204, when

Venice received a large share of the relic booty from Constantino¬

ple, pilgrims passing through the city to the Holy Land came to

regard Venice itself as a place of veneration, as an urban shrine.

The newer shrines of England seem to have been for unrecognised

or uncanonised saints like Thomas of Lancaster or Robert Grosse-

teste or Riohard Rolle - but these new pilgrimages did not appear

to establish themselves on a par with more venerable cults and

were much less durable.

Useful in considering this problem of pilgrimage innovation

are the distinctions worked out by the inquisitorial tribunals

of the thirteenth century who meted out punitive pilgrimages in

keeping with the seriousness of the lapses to be expiated. As

codified in Bernard Gui's early fourteenth century Fraction inqui-

3itionibua«the catalogue includes four peregrinationes ma.jores

(Rome, Compostella, Canterbury, Cologne). It is interesting that
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Jerusalem is omitted; and that Constantinople, found in a similar

thirteenth century list, is excluded.Geographically, these

four ma.lores are the gateways to the heartlands of Christendom,

Twenty-one peregrinationes mlnores complete Gui's catalogue, includ¬

ing seven French Marian shrines, twelve shrines for old saints

(e.g. St.Martial of Limoges, St.Giles of Provence, etc.), and two

shrines for new saints (St.Louis in Paris, St.Dominic in Bologna)/"^
To account for the choice of new shrines, one must not forget that

Gui was a French Dominican. Overall, the list of ainores reflects

a geographical bias favoring the Midi, where the inquisitorial

pilgrimage penalty was engineered.

Regional centers, primarily, despite the great reputations

whioh many among them enjoyed, Gui's peregrinationes minores

might be easily quintupled for the later Middle Ages, without hope

of total inclusiveness or the need to refer to shrines of entirely

looal significance. Maps resolve many issues; those available
A £C

for later medieval pilgrimages are not especially enlightening.

A very extensive inventory of later medieval shrines has long been

in print, however, and is of considerable interest. The communes

of present-day Belgium (predominantly those of medieval Flanders)

imposed expiatory pilgrimages upon thoir citizens for a wide va¬

riety of crimes in which civic peace was violated. Influenced dir¬

ectly or indirectly by ecclesiastical precedents, used in communal

disorders by the late thirteenth oontury, expiatory pilgrimages

may be found in the municipal statute books by the first-half of

the fourteenth century. Condemned pilgrims very often but not al¬

ways had the option of paying a cash equivalent to a designedly
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onerous journey. Henoe tariff lists were composed., giving the

range of choices open to the commune plus the remission costs per

pilgrimage shrine. These tariff lists date from the fourteenth

and fifteenth oenturies. Distorted perhaps by their non-devotional

purposes, these lists are, nevertheless, extraordinary sources for

mapping old and new shrines, radiating outward from an implied

Flemish centeivpoint.

The register which van Cauwenbergh provides brings together

all the shrines cited in the tariff lists of individual communes.

It is an impressive index to Christian holy places, 232 of them in

a grand total that embraces Mount Sinai, Rhodes, Constantinople,

and Cyprus; Riga and Trondheim; Prague and Basle; Louth, St.Andrews,

Oxford, and Dover. Franoe contributes the highest number of shrines

(92), with the Low Countries second (47), Germany third (28), Italy

fourth (23) and Great Britain fifth (16). Spain (6), Sxfitzerland

(5), and outlying areas, including the Christian Bast (7), account

for the remainder (8). Of these shrines, slightly less than half

do not pertain to the saints (Marian 3hrines: 75; unspecified shrines:

17; shrines of Christ, i.e. holy blood or cross: 12). The remaining

shrines (128) number among them only a handful (6) dedicated to later

medieval saints (Bl.Peter of Luxemburg (d.1387),^^ St.Louis of Tou¬

louse/'^ St.Louis of France,St.Thomas of Hereford (d.1282),

31.Francis of Assisi^0).

What these figures do not indicate is new pilgrimage activity

at traditional shrines, or indeed new shrines for old saints (which

the circulation of relics, sudden miracles, etc., always made possible).
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Yet, however limited the evidenoe, it does appear that the new saints

of the later Middle Ages failed to make a vigorous impression on the

pilgrimage registers of the Flemish communes. Clearly, Germany and

Italy are statistically under-represented. But the new regional

shrines in "both areas were not necessarily dedicated to new saints.

Eucharistio miracles gave rise to pilgrimages on a considerable

scale in the German later Middle Ages.^^ For Italy as well as

Germany, Marian piety can never be ignored? in the concluding Cuattro-

cento. to choose but one example, the pilgrimage to the Santa Casa
472

of Loreto began to aoquire a European ^arae.

Finally, it is worth emphasising that the cult of saints and

the institution of pilgrimage were closely interrelated. The pop¬

ularity of a given shrine was dependent upon the popularity of its

tutelary saint, so that, to an extent, the measure of the former is

a fair indication of the latter. Anyone interested in the cult of

St.Martin in the later medieval centuries must be struck by the

fact that Bernard Gui did not make Tours one of his minores.

Moreover, it was definitely in the interests of those who

guarded the shrine that the cult of its patron should flourish,

that pilgrims should crowd the precincts, and that pilgrims' dona/-

tiong should be generous. Thus their concern to record the saints*

miracles.Thus they had popular guide-books^^ and, more important,
475

vernacular vitae specially prepared. From the saint's shrine

there issued a constant stream of propaganda and publicity on the

saint's behalf. The fifteenth oentury is an age of woodcuts advert¬

izing shrines.^^ Old latin texts about Mont Mt.Michel refer to a
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rendula villa composed of inns and shoos selling religious trinkets

to the pilgrim tradei ampullae filled with holy water, or with earth

or sand from the mount? lead or pewter shells, or better yet, effigies
477

of Bt.liichael battling the devil. 1 For image merchants and inn

keepers, not to mention the religious attached to the shrine, the

vitality of the shrine patron's cult governed their livelihood. No

wonder, then, that everyone rejoiced to see departing visitors bear¬

ing on their persons, as part of the habitus peregrinorum/^ the

emblems of the shrine, and carrying off with them soraps of lit¬

erature and art extolling the miracles of the saint. Homeward-bound
479

pilgrims, propagating a new cult where perhaps it had not grown before, '

were an investment for the future.

This commercialization of pilgrimage, this touting of shrine

saints and their relics excited a hostile reaction from critios and

reformers. In truth, pilgrimage malpractice would prove to be one

of the most damaging weapons to use in castigating every aspect of

the veneration of saints. The satirical colloquium of Erasmus en¬

titled "The Heligious Pilgrimage" goes much further than its subjects

would suggest? more than an attack on votive pilgrimages, it is

really a diatribe on popular credulity and priestly venality, with

the cult of saints serving as the focus of both.^00 But this witty

and biting essay had long been anticipated by the coarser writers

of popular literature. In the Cent nouvelles nouvelles as in the

/uinze joyes de mariage, pilgrimage is regarded as merely a pretext

for adultery, an occasion for a pre-arranged tryst. Over these

activities the saints would exercise an ambiguous patronage.
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In addition, a secularising of the pilgrimage impulse seems

detectable; a mood of tourism shapes a religious activity to its

own ends, nevertheless, genuinely devoted pilgrims still made their

way around Europe, and beyond it. Cne has only to think of that

independent lady of Lynn, Margery Kempo (b. c.1373, f1.1438), who

journeyed to Canterbury, Venice, Jerusalem, Rome, Compostella, Aachen -
aOn

and to innumerable lesser shrines in England and abroad, although,

by turns eccentric and inspired, she would be no one's idea of a

typical pilgrim.

Manifestations of Cult: Relics.

"L'histoire du culte des relioues h travers leo &ges n'a pas
AQa

ete ecrite." " Hippolyte Delehaye wrote this in 19R7, and his

words still stand.^ ^ The explanation for this lacuna in scholar¬

ship lies in the complexity of the subject. Lipsanography, as the

study of relics is called, properly extends into many areas of me¬

dieval life and piety. Christ and the Virgin, the angels as well

as the saints have been at the center of the cult of relics. Devo¬

tion, ecclesiastical regulation, popular behavior, cultural geogra¬

phy, and social history - all interconnect with or influence the

practice of the cult of relics at particular moments of its history.

since the cult of relics was not confined to relies of the

saints, it would be mistaken to equate the two. nevertheless, it

is undeniable that the cult of their relics remained a central
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manifestation of the cult of saints. To those who recognised his

sanotity during his lifetime, the saint was liable to be regarded

as a potential relic. Peter Damian recounted how St.Rorauald (d.1027)

was almost assassinated by pious peasants who wanted his body to
jQJ

stay with them and work miracles on their behalf. Groat was

the joy of the citizens of Assisi when the dying Francis returned

to their midst, "for the whole multitude hoped that the holy man

might soon die; and this was the matter of their 00 great exultation."^®**
remain,

Once dead and securely guarded, the saint would eontinue among theffl.

If the saint was, in his life-time, always a near-relic, the

relic, in many respects, simply continued the career of the saint.
Af\&

When, according to what sounds like a translation legend, King

Casimir II of Poland (11-7-94) requested Pope Lucius III (1181-85)

to sond him some relics for the church of Cracow, the Pope withdrew

into his sacristy, which was well-stocked with relics of the saints.

Whether seriously or in jest, ho asked the relios which of them

wanted to go to Poland. St.Florlan (martyred in 304) raised his

hand. As a result, he was sent to Poland, where he became one of

the patrons of Craoow. The travels and miracles of relios, in the

eyes of medieval writers, are chapters in the saint's acta. Relics

began to be venerated in conjunction with the Christian cult of

personality. If over they lost the imprint of personality, became

merely potent objects* one might be able to point to a significant

shift in their historical identity.

The presenoe of the relio was often all that was needed to

establish a cult. The precocious cult of St.Anne at Chartres, for
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instance, has been attributed to a putative relic of the saint, brought

from Constantinople in the early years of the thirteenth oentury.^^
Relics were, in fact, sufficiently powerful to create not only cults

but saints, where none had previously existed. Everywhere the taking

of oaths ovor relics, reliquaries, or altcira of saints was a common

practice. In the Bordelais, swearing such an oath was to do so sur

le fort, supra forte (cf. feretrum). At Saint-Seurin of Bordeaux,

until around the fifteenth century, oaths were taken "sur le fort

de Saint Seurin" (Severinus). Then an interesting transmutation

took place. The cartulary of Saint-Scurin records de iuramentis

super sanoto Fortes by 1420 a new saint had emerged, and one swore
y»OD

oaths "sur l'autel de Monseigneur Saint Port garni."

In Tolentino, there was a richly decorated sarcophagus from

Christian antiquity, perhaps the late fourth century. Its inscrip¬

tions were wholly misunderstood in the early Middle Ages, for while

they identify the occupants as a former praetorian prefeot, his

wife, and their young son, the people of Tolentino, probably well

before the cult is first documented in 1054, made of the prefect

Catervius a confessor and then a martyr, and his wife Septimia 3e-

¥erina they metamporphosed into a virgin, the dignity she held on

the Tolentino calendars. A Vita beati Catervi militis ct martyris

was needed and therefore produced, Catervius became the titulary

of a church, a monastery, principal patron of the cathedral, and

ultimately of the city itself. A 1474—'75 riformanae refers to him

as —

equitis et raartyris celeberrimi, unici nostri almi»Q
protectoris, defensoris Reipublicae Tolentinatis. '
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Certainly a laudatory notice for a traditional patron? especially

since thirty years had not passed from the time Tolentino's 3t# Ni¬

cholas was canonized.

There was a great variety in types of relics. Here are some

examples taken from an inventory of Bonifaoe VIII*s treasury in 1295*

capud heati Blasii in quondam repositorio de argento...
manus beate Barbare in quondam cessela^^O ^Le argento
cum imaginibus relevatia.

duos denteo, unam de oostis, et unum os de brachio
ipsiue beate Marie Magdalene#

de oinere Sti# Laurentii martyris#
quidam lapis in quo est soriptumj De mensa oene#
de monte Calvarie#
de oapillus beate Elisabet.
reliquias sanctorum martirura Sebastian! et Stephani
pape, March! et "aroelliani et Sisti pape#491

These are only a few items from a by no means mediocre collection

which included the relics of two thirteenth century papally canon¬

ized saints - St.Francis (whose chasuble is claimed) and St.Hedwig

(can.1267? about whose relics no particulars are given)#

The Roman Church at the time of Gregory the Great (d.604)

forbade the dismemberment of corporeal relics, a praotice which
AQO

the East tolerated. ' In the Latin 'Jest, to disturb the tomb of

a saint wasji then considered saoriligioun. For a long time, how¬

ever, both the East and West regarded anything which had come into

contact with the holy man - his garments, his instruments of martyr—

dom, his books - as his relics. Also, oil from th<* lamps at the

grave, wax from candles there, earth from his tomb were all equally

efficacious. Pieces of cloth called brandea were laid upon the

grave of the saint, absorbing his virtutes. These non-corporeal
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relics would be distributed on a largo scale and receive the full

veneration accorded to the saint's bodily remains Thus, it hag

been suggested, arose some of the conflicting claims to possession
to

of a given saint's relics. I ion-corporeal rolics, perhaps later^be
mistaken for corporeal ones, in any case undoubtedly helped to create

/oc
infinite numbers of relics for the sane saint. Personal posse.

.sions of the saint continued to be highly valued, throughout the

Middle Ages. The ball relics of Celtic saintand the famous
/<V7

Cloak of 31.Martin (from that cappa the word oappella descends)

would have their later medieval equivalents.

Coming in almost as many forms and shapes as there are parts

of the body, the corporeal relics of the saints wore, nevertheless,

hierarchized with the entire body or its 'most noble' adornments

like the head being most esteemed.^® Hith the reputed relics of

Hlisha, for example, the chronicler Galimbene got "the principal

and greatest bones of that body" from the Archbishop of Ravenna

and, in turn, donated them to the Franciscans of Parma, who placed

then within the high altar* the Augustinian Hermits had managed

to steal Elisha's head; while 3t.3onaventura only was able to se¬

cure a tooth.

Borne saints were able to socrcte an odoriferous oil with fine

curative properties.'^ 31.Elizabeth of Hungary did, and the brea¬

thers of the Teutonic Order distributed it to those who wished to

build churches or erect altars to the new saint. This exuding of

oil naturally helped to attract pilgrims hoping for cures; recounted

in a sermon by Caesarius of Iloisterbach, the phenomenon contributed
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501
to Blizabeth's fama. Blood was another potent rolic, from the

days of the martyrs onwards. It is significant, however, that

blood miracles first come into major prominence in the fourteenth

century. The blood of St.Liborius at Paderbom firat received ve-

502
neration then. Bl.Ambrose r>ansedoni*s blood 3eomr, to have work-

503
ed miracles in fourteenth century Siena.J Finally, the best re¬

ported blood miracle attributed to a saint, the liquefaction of the

blood of St.Januarius, is first dated in the sources in 1339,

That during the same g£»iod eucharistic miracles involving hosts
505

which exuded blood became increasingly more prevalent; that the

cult of the wounds of Christ and of the Holy Blood gathered momentum

at the same time, do not appear fortuitous but instead part of a

similar devotional pattern.

Relics insured direct and immediate constant with the saint.^
Their efficacity was most demonstrable to individuals when they

cured illness. In a later medieval play about St.Martin, his relics

possess enough power to overcome the resistance of two beggars, a

blindman and a paralytic, for whom cure meant the loss of their
507

income. Srecilization in treating illness and other woes seoms

to have marked the relic cult by the last quarter of the twelfth
508

century.

Because the relios of saints contained the heavenly fire and

this virtue resided in even their smallest particle, as was argued
509

by the late fourth century Bishoo of Rouen, ¥ictricius, so relics,

wherever they were enshrined, truly brought the saint's torab to that
510

plaoe. The ownership of a saint's relics localised the saint
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and the cult. To communities who possessed relics, the most de¬

monstrable sign of their effioacity was the protection which they

assured. The early use of pignus for relic implies this function
cin

of security. Paulinus of Kola (d.43l) believed that Constantino

had acquired the relics of Saints Andrew and Timothy for his new

city in order that #... he might protect his city walls/ With apost-
512

olio bodies and be safe.* Gregory of Tours and later writers
513

would echo this theme. The sixteenth century Venetian, 3ansovi¬

no, speaking of relics, says "molto piu sicura guardia celeste
514

che la terrona delle fortesze et dello muraglie,"^

Besides working cures and guaranteeing protection, relics re¬

vealed their officacity by a more mundane test* they brought wealth

to those who held them, G.G, Coulton has collected so many instances

of monastic enrichment due to the timely discovery (inventio) of
515

relics that It would be superfluous to add to them. Translations

and ostensions also proved financially rewarding to impoverished
516

monasteries. But lay lords and citios too could reap the benefits.

Bishop Wivelon de Cherisy of Soissons who had in the early thirteenth

century enriched Chalons-sur-^'arne with a worthy relic confidently

expected the proceeds from pilgrims to pay for tho completion of
517

the cathedral and the construction of a town bridge there#

And if pilgrims did not come to see the relics, then the re¬

lics themselves, for the sake of raising revenue, would become pil¬

grims. In quest of funds, especially to finance the building or

repair of churches, ecclesiastics (some of whom became more or less

professional fund-raisers) solemnly escorted the most admired reliC3
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of the ohuroh on long tours among the faithful, soliciting alma.

For France, such relic excursions began shortly after 1050 and fell
518

into decline somewhat before 1550* From this period, a recent

study lists 102 fund-raising journeys (54 of thorn specifically

mentioning relics), a number which is probably too far below hist¬

orical reality to be worth tabulating acoording to epoch. Still,

it is interesting to observe that the fifteenth century shows no

slackening in the use of relics to stimulate charity#

The predisposition to regard accidentally discovered bodies

(particularly if found in or near a ohuroh) as relics of saints*^0
continued into the later Middle Ages# The later medieval inventio

might not have been so commonly provoked by the revelatory dreams
521

of an earlier era, but the mentality was similar# Great preaeh-

pfters like Bernardino of Siena reminded their audiences of past

achievements in the archaeology of pietyt

SiJgitur corpora aliorum sanotorum et rollquias,
quae latobant, Dominus revelavit, ut patet do
beato Stephano, do bsato Gorvasio et Prota3io
et multis aliis###522

Fortified with these memories and sealous to obtain the relics

of revered patrons, those searching for relics seldom failed to
qp-s

find what they sought#' Happy discoveries could also be stage-

managed, as was the 1267 Inventio of St.Mary Magdalene at Vezelay.

Doubts had been expressed about the Magdalene's presence at the

abbey, and therefore the abbot meticulously arranged a discovery

which would end all suspicion# Before high ranking churchmen, the

papal legate, and King Louis IX of France, Abbot Jean d'Auxerre un¬

earthed a metal coffin from below the abbey's main altar# Inside

the coffin was the corps© of a long haired female and a certificate
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(supposedly signed by Charles the Bald) which identified the lady

as the Magdalene. The abbot triumphantly and generously distribut-
524

ed relics to his guests. Although an inventio could initiate

a cult, it was many times the result of pre-existing veneration.''"^
On 24 October 1225, the invontio of St.Maurice, the most highly

regarded saint the Swiss claimed to possess, took placef afterwards,

documents were reckoned by this eventt 'Anno ... rervelationis 3.

Mauritii'^ (revelatio was synonymous with inventio).

The theme of translatio atudii is a familiar one in medieval cult-

5?7
urey ' in some respects comparable to it, the translation of relics

likewise expressed the direotion of change — towards what was now

more glorious. Both the saint and the place his relics would now

reside drew glory from a translatio. Perhaps the saint had not

been properly honored heretofores this motif would justify transla¬

tion by theft. The saint's new home, furthermore, would, as it

were, inherit the glory of his former residence (witness the value

of Roman martyrs' relics in the early medieval north). Translation

would dramatise the special veneration in whioh the saint was held,

and thus publicise his fama.

When a saint's relics were being oereaonially transferred,

within the same ohurch perhaps, from a lesser reliquary to a more

magnificent one, onlookers wore bound to feel that the saint's

glory load also been magnified. In fact, by the end of the eighth

century, to remove the body of a Christian from the oenetry, bring

it into the ohurch, or, if already there, to raise it to a more

exalted position (elevatio oorporis), possibly above an altar, was
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formally to recognise the sanctity of the deceased — to canonise

528
his, in other words. Elevations and translations retained much

of their importance in the later Middle Ages, giving rise to new

feasts, works of art, hagiographic writings, and even establishing

new cults, with or without papal sanction. In 1430 Pope Martin V

had the relics of St .Monica translated frost Ostia to Some. At the

rites held to celebrate the event, Pope Martin delivered a eulogy

which Pastor oalls St.Monica*s bull of canonisation. Appropriately,

her relics wore entrusted to the guardianship of the Augustinian
529

Hermits, The cult of St.Monica has been traced to this 1430

530
translation, but of course the desire to translate her reflects

pre-existing veneration. Seemingly, St.Louis relished the religious

benefits of these occasions, for his record of attendance at relic
534

translations is a good one.

As spectacles, translations demanded the best efforts of

churchmen. The religious preparation was also considerable. Be¬

fore the translation of St.Thomas Beoket in 1220, Archbishop Ste¬

phen Langton spent a day in prayer and fasting, to the eve of the

ceremony, Langton, accompanied by his suffragans and the monks of

Christchurch, secretly recovered the relics, and had them closely

guarded. The next day, high dignitaries of church and state asjg-

.Sembledf and with liturgical pomp and processions, the translation

was carried out.^2 Bishops and sovereigns often vied for the

privilege of carrying the relics. Inside the church, there would

be hymns, a special sermon in praise of the saint, and the procla¬

mation of a suitable indulgence.In 1462, during Holy Week, the

head of 3t.Andrew was procesoionally translated to Rome. Cardinal
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Bossarion presented the reliquary to Pope Pius II. The Pope then

prostrated himself before the relic, rising to deliver a Latin ora¬

tion in its praise which called upon St.Andrew to protect Homo and

all of Christendom from the Turk."The translation of the body

of St.Anthony, called the less" took place at Padua on 13 February

1350, under the supervision of Cardinal Gui de Boulogne "with the

devotion of an immense throng" which included Petrarch.-^ Typi^-
cally, Siena honored the arrival of certain relics in 1359 by hold-

536
ing a palio. Florence, on the other hand, found to its chagrin

that the relic of St.Separata received with suoh^ great ceremony

537
at the Ouorao in 1352 was actually made of wood covered with plaster.

The demand for relics in the later medieval period promoted a

wide distribution of them. Relics were acquired chiefly by four

means — through gift, sale, warfare, or theft. Gifts usually implied

a huid pro quo. A religious house would find a lay magnate*s debt

of gratitude useful, just as a great lord would appreciate the spi¬

ritual benefactions which an abbey or church could offer in return

for a coveted relic. In Stuckelberg*s extraordinary register of all

documented Swiss relic transactions from c.38l to 1906, he includes,

for the period 1200-1400 alone, forty-three donations of relics in¬

volving both religious houses and magnates, variously giving and
538

receiving. St.Louis, who obtained relics of some of the 11,000

Virgins from Cologne and relics of sorae of the Theban Legionaries

from Saint-Maurice of Agaunua, undoubtedly gave, in return, a few
539

choice items from his unequalled collection of Passion relics,-'

In suoh exchanges, donations were verging on sales. The sale

of relics had been repeatedly prohibited in Christian antiquity.
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St•Augustine, however, describes the sale of pseudo-relics of the

martyrs by the wandering monies of his dayf and from the consider¬

able export traffio organized by tho enterprising ninth century
540

Soman deacon 3©usdona, who systematically raided the cataoombs,

to the pardoners of Chaucer's time and long afterwards, tho sale

of relics continued unabated. Relics from Byzantium in the years

541
following 1204 frequently made their way West in this manner."'

Venice, for example, bought the body of a saint in 1230, St.

Louis indirectly purchased the Crown of Thorns, not from tho impover¬

ished Baldwin II, but from the Venetian bankers who had taken it to
54^

secure Baldwin's loan.

In factj Silvestre casts doubt upon what has boon considered
the official Churoh attitude of the later Middle Ages. Re-inter¬

preting canon sixty-two of the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215, he

argues that its medieval commentators did not mention a prohibi¬

tion of relic sales in its provisions, but only saw a prohibition

on the exposure of rollos outside their reliquaries (extra oapsam)

for purposes of sale. Silvostre maintains that to permit the ex¬

hibition of relics outside their reliquaries would be to invite

fraudulent substitutions and lead to doubts about the relics* au¬

thenticity. According to Silvostre, this is what tho Church feared

above all else. Moreover, relic merchants who depended upon the

displaying of thoir wares would, in theory, bo put out of business

by this ruling. The Church tolerated tho sale of relics, Silvestre

believes, primarily because a strict sale and a gift with conditions

attached oould not be dissociated.Yet, putting aside this in;fc-

bereeting notion of an officially tolerated relio traffio, one wonders
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if any other attitude would have been enforceable, given tho tra¬

ditional nature of the trade and the insatiable demand of relio-

hungry collectors.

Among the spoils of war, relics and of course their valuable

reliquaries assumed an honored place, both as trophies of victory

and as prises desirable for their own sake. The Italian conflicts

of the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries resulted in relics

again and again being abducted from on© city and deposited in ano¬

ther. Yet the most outstanding example of relios as booty must

be the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204. The significance

of the appetite for relios in preoipitating the overthrow of tho

Byzantine capital, which tho Crusaders regarded as a vast treasure

house of Christian remains, has been increasingly stressed in ro^-
cent research^6

Of course, warfare was a collective pursuit, but for oenturies

individuals had been acquiring relios in muoh the same manner —

by stealing them. The curious morality of pious theft justified

the acquisition of relios by every kind of deception, bribery, and

betrayal, with the tacit consent or active enoouragement of high
g/7 54Q

ecclesiastics. ' Instances of pious theft commence in antiquity.

Church councils might excommunicate thieves for sacrilege — and

the victims of such outrages did not spare their anathemas — but

on more than one occasion, leading members of the clergy actually
549

glorified the praodo aanotus. The Patriarch of Aqulleia master-
550

minded the theft of two bodies from the church of Grade? and

the rulers of Siena tried to abscond with the corpse of Bernardino,
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551
while it was lying in state at Aquila. ^ Since the risk of relic

theft did not decrease in the later Middle Ages, security precautions
551a

remained necessary and were usually elaborate.J How the relics

of St.Roch got to Venice in 1485 cannot now be determined. If the
552

story of their theft from Montpellier is more than doubtful, the

fact that it was believed the relics were stolen rather than sold

(and the latter seems more likely) has some significance. A relic

stolen was a relic worth stealing; it was bound to be efficacious,

miracle-producing. A relic which had been bought might very well

turn out to be fraudulent. liven if a relic had in fact been purefe-

ciiased, therefore, it was best to claim that it had been stolen. Theft
553

established credentials."^

In the early Middle Ages the geography of relio circulation

was South to North. The main current was from the rich holdings

of Italy and especially Rome, over the Alps, to the acquisitive,

relio-poor lands of the Carolingiana• With Ottonian intervention

in Italy, relics from Umbria, for example, were taken by imperial

bishops to their homelands, thereby initiating cults for Hrabrian
554

saints in Germanic territories. In 1162, Frederick Barbarossa's

destruction of Milan led to the translation of the Three Kings to
555

Cologne. Yet in later centuries as well, relics flowed north¬

wards, obtained by gift and sale, in addition to theft and conquest.

Pilgrims to Rome brought relics back with them. ^ Of the relics

of foreign saints in Switzerland, the bulk come from Italy, with

Some a major supplier though smaller centers like Assisi and Gubbio

make their contribution too. '
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Italy was not the only medieval exporter of relios. Equally

rich was the Christian East. Thus the Venetians reputedly obtained

the relics of St.Mark from Alexandria in the ninth century, while

the sailors and merchants of Bari stole St.Nicholas from Myra in
558

the eleventh.A new era began with the Crusades, and if the

thirteenth century witnessed the climax, it did not see the conclu4-

-Sion of relic circulation from East to West. A vast outpouring of

Byzantine relics began immediately after the Latin conquest. At

first the knights seized what they wanted, but later an official

division of the remaining spoils probably portioned out the relics,

like the goods of the Church, by eighths — 2/8ths for the Latin

Emperor, 3/8ths for the Venetians, and 3/8ths for the Latin array.

It is quite possible that the army's share of the relics was con$-
560

.signed to the bishops who had come with the knights. Individual
561

Crusaders received small purses of mixed relic fragments.

The army bishops headed the distribution to Western churches,

making sure to enrich their own dioceses with plundered relics before
562

sending any anywhere else. The Latin Emperors used their share

to win Western support for their shaky throne? relics were part of

their diplomacy. Hence those whose sympathies were worth having

like Philip Augustus or the Duke of Austria benefitted and so did

the Cistercians. Towns like Bruges and Courtrai also received gift
563

parcels. Knights and clerics close to the Emperor were .granted

relic bequests which they, in turn, kept for themselves or bestowed

on their favorite Latin churches.^ Through its portion, as was

565
said earlier, Venice became a shrine city.J Byzantium continued

to be a center of export in the relic trade well after it had recov-
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ered its independence. In 1363, for example, a oertain Magister

Petrus de Pestagali was authorized by Byzantine monastic officials

to export a shipment of reliC3 purchased in Constantinople, which

had been certified as genuine.

Partially as a result of an intensified circulation of relics

from the early thirteenth century onwards, a new social pattern of

relic ownership appears to emerge in the later medieval period. A

great many of the relics sent West after 1204 arrived at urban

centers. This does not mean that traditional collectors like moft-

;«hsteries were neglected, and in obscure houses new relics enjoyed

some of their most brilliant successes. What is new, however, is

to 3ee cities like Venice and Paris come near to challenging Home

as relic repositories. Elsewhere, too, on a much reduced scale,

municipalities seem to increase their relic holdings. In some cities,

a new relic is acquired which becomes the focus of municipal pride,

a relic which almost becomes a civic talisman. Such * civic relics'

oould be a miraculous host (e.g. Orvieto) or some drops of Christ*s

blood (e.g. Bruges) or a fragment of the True Cross?^^ Marian re¬

lics and relics of saints would also serve. Naturally these relics

would not all come from afar, but some of them would. Is it coin-
iK\rU AeJ&y HiA&e.

cidental thatAeven the relics of local patrons, in the Italian cities

anyway, seem to play a more conspicuous role in the liturgies of

urban life? Finally, a process with many variations continues:

some important monastic relics are translated to urban churches.

In some areas this began early, in others fairly late, or not at

all. In 1497» Tor example, the bones of St.Januarius leave the raq*-
CO

jTastery of Montevergine and come into Naples.
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An intensified circulation of relics also seems to produce

a wider class of lay owners. But some caution is needed here. The

time when relics were being rapidly imported was a propitious era

569
for fake relics of Western manufacture to be thrown onto the market.'

Rising demand thus created new opportunities for enterprise. Further¬

more, private relic collections in the hands of laymen were nothing
570

new. They had existed from at least the time of Charlemagne.

One would expect that the holders of civil and social power in the

world would also possess objects deemed valuable and potent. But

in the later Kiddle Ages, it does appear that the class of lay re-

571
lie owners greatly expanded. Some of the knights who brought

back relics from Constantinople retained them in newly built ora-

572
tories on their estates." Whatever their origin, particles of

relics cam© to be found in the company of ordinary people — on their
573 574

rings, , images, hats, garments, rosaries, graves, and medallions.

A downward circulation of relics is indeed noticeable in this age

of amulets. Here too the saints would be accessible. Distinguish¬

ing between pious motives and superstitious ones in the wearing of

relics, Thomas Aquinas takes cognisance of the popular practices of

his day, and, providing relics are worn "ex fiducia Dei et sancto-
575

rum quorum sunt reliquiae" he approves.

The new influx of Eastern relics did not change Western prefer¬

ences because those preferences had been fixed well before the

treasures of Constantinople became available. If the supply of

Byzantine relics was more or less limited, Western demand was restrict¬

ed as well, concentrated upon a select range of items. Oriental

saints unknown in Latin Christendom were disdained by all save
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576the Venetians who knew about Byzantine cults and martyrologies.

Despite this disdain, some Greek saints "bearing the same names a3

577
more famous apostles and martyrs were shipped back in error. •"

There was a .great wish to acquire the relics of those titularies

of Latin churches held in Greek shrines. To cite one instance, the

canons of Saint—Qulriaoe of Provins managed to obtain the head of
578

their patron saint from a provinois knight in Constantinople.

What was desired most of all were the relics of Christ; then came

Marian relics and the relics of saint3 revered throught Christen-
579

dom — the apostles and martyrs of the universal Church. The

Comte de Riant*s useful inventory of relic treasures taken from

Byzantium after 1204 contains approximately 450 items. Out of this

total, about 128 items or 28.4$ are non-corporeal relics of Christ—

an astonishingly high percentage, corapared with most Western cata¬

logues. The tendency i3 confirmed if one consults a specific, con¬

temporary list, say that of the Anonym! Halberstadensis which sets

out relics sent West in 1205. In a total of 57 items, there are

581
ten relics of Christ. It is true that the events of 1204 put

into circulation a large number of Christocentric relics. These

were the relios which, first and foremost, were wanted.

As for the relics of the 3aints, popular acquisitiveness fast¬

ened on the saints of the universal Church, the early apostles and

martyrs. Riant*s catalogue shows this, and so does I3tiickelberg*s

register of Swiss relic transactions. For the period 1200-1400,

the latter names 772 relics of old saints, and only twenty relics
582

of new ones; if we take in the fifteenth century too, there

are thirty-five references to new saints included in Stdckelberg* s
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inventory. Discounting repetitions, a total of seventeen new saints

are mentioned, twelve of whom belong to a mendicant order. Behind

these acquisitions wa3 the demand of mendicant houses for relics

of their own saints.

Not the first to criticise the cult of relics, Abbot Guibert
583

of JTogent wrote his De pignoribuo sanctorum about 1125. Jean

Calvin completed his enm treatise on relics in 1543."^ Between

these two very different writers, the cult of relios attracted
585critics of many kinds, orthodox and heretical. Gatire, whether

from Italian or English pens, was not lacking, and fraudulent relios

and popular credulity were the most typical themes.Prom the time-

j3e of the Fourth Lateran Council, the papacy attempted to regulate

the cult, but cannot be said to have had much success in its efforts.

In the face of popular pressure, even the prohibition against exhibit¬

ing relics outside their reliquaries was compromised? the crowd would

be permitted to gaze on relics without the slight impediment of
587

monstrances, on major festivals. Blatant abuses would, on oeca-
rOQ

sion, prompt papal intervention. To imagine that the papacy

passed judgement on all new relic cults — as the Fourth Lateran
589

Council had laid down — would, however, be very much mista3<-en.

In certain more sophisticated circles there was a new scepticism

about relic claims, a new demand for certificates of authentication,

and a new insistence upon written evidence about how the relics in

question were obtained.

Yet it would be hard to document the impact of satire, scepti¬

cism, fraud, scandal, or papal pronouncements upon popular behavior.
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591
Public ostensions of relics remained highly popular. If the

relic inventories of the later medieval period reveal an enormous

592
inflation of relic holdings and claims, this fact seems to have

no popular significance which can be easily demonstrated? behavior-

ally, that in, one encounters few signs that the cult has lost any

of it3 value. In times of fear and danger, such as a .great storm
593 594

described by Petrarch, or during plague, religious and laity

ran to their relics and implored God's mercy. A saintly revivalist

preacher like Vincent Ferrier used to rush off to the local relic

595
collection as soon as he arrived at a new cloister. Moreover,

the popular craving for relics meant that the ashes of condemned

heretics like the Lollards had to be carefully scattered, or else
596

they would bo collected. ' Witness the precautions taken with
597

the remains of Savonarola. In Bohemia as in Sicily, the bones

or bits of the flesh of hanged criminals, who had of course boon
598

absolved before their execution, were highly esteemed. So the

enthusiasm for relics was far broader that that of the traditional

cult of Baints — the bones of King Arthur excited interest: just

as the enthusiasts themselves could bo cultivated men. The Flo^

jfentines, for instance, who failed in their efforts to acquire the

remains of Dante and Petrarch, were surely animated by civic senti-
599

raent and by a piety that was perhaps more literary than religious.
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467. Van Cauwenbergh, op.cit., pp. 138-46 for the register as a
whole? for 31. Peter of Luxemburg's shrine-at Avignon- p.140.

468. Ibid.t p.141: at Marseille.

469* Ibid., p.141: at Noyon, if indeed this is for Loui£ IX.

470. Ibid., p.l4^r: at Assis^i and at Mount Alverno.

471. Of. R. Bauerreiss, Pie Jesu. Das Sohmerzonsmann-Bild und sein
Einfluss auf die Mittelalterliohe Frbmmjgkeit (Munich, 1931) 1

pp.22-79 for an inventory of some of these sites.

472. See U.Chevalier, Dotre Dame de Lorette (Paris, 1906), esp.
p.210ff.

✓

473« Be Gaiffier, Etudes critiques, p.421.

474. Riant, loc.oit., p.125.

475. In a study in preparation, Dr. Angus MacKay will be examining
the clerical poet Gonsalo de Berceo whose Vida de san Lilian
(thirteenth century) was written in order to attract pilgrims
and thus raise revenue for the abbey in Castile under the
saint's protection.

476. Many examples in the P.Heitz series. Cf. also a fifteenth
century advertisement from Augsburg in E.A. Stbokelberg,
Geschiohte der Reliquien in der Schweiz (Sohriften der
Schweizerisohen Gesellsohaft f\Sr Volkskunde, 1 & 5) Vol 1
(Zurich, 1902), p.xxxvii.

477« Delalande, op.cit., pp.66, 119. (Such effi>gies are an import-
Cant historical source for the study of pilgrimages.)

473. Garrisson, op.cit., pp.1163-70.

479» De Gaiffier, Etudes critiques, p.49.

430. N. Bailey (transl.), The Colloquies of Erasmus (London, 1873),
Vol.11, pp.1-37* A general discussion of later medieval
pilgrimage occurs in DELARUSLL3, pp.796-310; for criticism of
pilgrimages, see pp.307-3.

431.. H.3. Bennett, Jix Medieval Men and ''omen (New York, 1962),
pp.124-50.

432. Delehaye, 'Janetus, p. 196.

483. Of course there are a good many studies of particular aspects
of the cult, and there arc also several brief overviews.
Unfortunately, the cult of relics has invited a kind of
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historical oolenio whioh retails aore opinion than information.

434. MacCulloch, "iedlov.nl :1th ;n,'l X .bin, p.143.

435* ^»G. Ferrers Howell (trannl.),"?he first I.ife of M.Francis of
Assisi by Brother Thomas of Celano", in 'l.Lovett Cameron, ?he
In.uirlnq Pilgrim's Quido to Assini (London, 1926), p.242.

436. Cahior, op.clt., Vol.11, p.743. I have boon unable to verify
Cahier's source. Would BHL 3059-61, Trans 1atio Craeovian an.
1134 nhed light on the story?

437. Kilmart, op.oit., p.43 and ftnt.3,

433. See the notice of H. Oelehaye concerning .1.A. Brutails,"La
question de saint Fort" (1916), an extract from the lOtee do
1*Academic den oioncer?, Belles-Lettses et Arts de Bordeaux,
In Mi, Vol.XXXVIII (1920), np.427-29. Cf. the account of the
rise of St.Amphibalus venerated at Jt.Albanss he was probably
the n~liah protomartyr's cloak (see G.G. Coulton, Five
Centuries of Religion, Vol.111 (Cambridge, 1936), p.113.)

489. H. Belehaye, "Saints de I'olentino. La Vita s. Catervi" in , J?,
Vol.I-.KI (1943), pn.5-.28t for the quoted rifor iianae and ito
source, p.10.

490. K. olinier, Invontalre du tresor du rriatnt siege sous Boniface
VIII (1295)i (Paris, l833) (extract from the Blbllotheque de
l'Xcole de Charted, 1882-438), p.73 and ftnt.lj a basket-shaped
reliquary.

491. Ibid., items chosen from pp.73-80. Inventories are among the
most crucial documents for historical study in examining the
cult of relics. Jo far as I know the invaluable catalogue of
F. de Mely and H. Bishop, Bibliogranhle generale des inventaires
iraprlaes. 2 Vols, (-aris, 1392—94), has neither been completed
nor brou -ht up-to-date. It goes without saying that inventories
also include items other than rollcm and reliquaries. The moot
comprehensive discussion of relic inventories, in the context
of a very useful introduction to the; kinds of lipa.uno graphic
documents, in included in Ctttckelberg, jp.oit.. Vol.1, pp.
xxxiv-xlvff.

492. Delehaye, Xnnotus. n.196. :4aoCullooh, LcdlsV'i ith :nd Fable,
p. 139-

493. Thurston, "Relics", loo.olt.. p.736ff, for some instances.

494. Boc00.oit., pp.303—4. MaeOullooh, riupra. p.140, nasol.;i.

495* Sttto :elberg, on.olt.. Vol.1, p.lxxwii. Cf. AO, Vol. XI-. (1910),
p.341•

496. Cf. AB, Vol.< .V (1906), p.363. The collection of the National
Museum of Antiquities in 'Edinburgh includes some medieval bell
relics and reliquaries, e.g. KA4-6 and hA 21.
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497. Delehaye, in A3, Vol.XLVIII (1930), pp.45-46

493. J.A. MacCullooh. "Relics", in Rncyclop. of Religion and Sthics
(ed. J.Hastings), Vol.X (Edinburgh, 1913), pp.653-58? here,
P.655.

499. Coulton, From Ot. Francis to Dante, pp.167, 391 ftnt.ll.

500. Cahier, on.cit., Vol.11, pp.773. Cf. Muratori, op.cit., pp.
234-5.

501. Ancelet—Hustache, op.cit., pp.356-57.

502. dchauerte, op.cit., p.104•

503. Thin is mentioned in a polemical work which is nevertheless
useful as a repertory: J»A»S. Collin de Plancy, Dictionnaire
critique dea reliques et des images miraouleuses, 3 Vols.
(Paris, 1^21-22)? blood relics are treated in Vol.1,pp.14-15*

504. See AB, Vol.XC (1972), p.231.

505. Cf. Browe, as previously cited in Chapter 1, ftnt.258.

506. This role of the cult of relics is stressed in a wide-ranging
article which lists items but does little more: W.Bonser,
"The Cult of Relics in the Middle Ages", Folklore, Vol.LXXII
(1962), pp.234-56.

507. Frank, op.cit., p.193.

503. H.Silvestre, "Commerce et vol de reliques au moyen age",
Revue Beige de 1 hilolo -ic et d'Histoire, Vol.XXX (1952),
pp.721-39? here p.738.

509. KEMP, pp.2—6.

510. Cf. Delehaye, AB, Vol.XLVIII (1930), pp.9-11.

511. Cf. Beck, op.cit., p.302, ftnt,67. Q«V. Duoange.

512. Translated and cited in Milburn, op.oit., p.l3.

513. Cf. E. LeBlanc, "Le vol de rcliques", Revue Archeologique,
3rd. ser., Vol.IX (1337), pp.317-23; see p.3l3ff.

514. Cited in Tramontin, op.cit., p.77*

515. Idem., Five Centuries, Vol.111, pp.87-102, and passim.

516. Ibid., Vol.111, pp.102-7, passim.

517. Riant, loc.cit., pp.4-5 (the same theme is pursued, p.pff*
passim)

518. doe. P.Holiot and 5-L. Chastang, " .uetes et voyages de reliques
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au profit des eglis©3 francaises du moyen age", Revue d'Hlstoire
Eoclesiastiques, Vol.LIX (1964), pp.739-8221 VolLX (1965), PP«
5-3?. For fund-raising journeys where relics are not explicitly
mentioned, see the list in Vol.LIX, pp 792-96.

519* Ibid., Vol.LIX, pp.796-99 for journeys with relics. Goulton,
Five Centuries, refers to relic tours in Vol.Ill, pp.121-29.
Beissel, op.oit.. says that despite abuses and filse rolios
and repeated condemnation of these by church councils through
the fourteenth century, "almost all our medieval (German)
churches were built with the help of ilras collectors" and
sometimes only with referenoe to the relics of saints was
collection possible, pp.l4-17«

520. Cf. Thurston, "Relics", loo.clt.. p.737*

521. p. Saintyves (E.Nourry), op.cit.. pp.41-43, passim.

522. 3. Bernardini Senensis, op.pit.. Vol.VI (1959), p.176.

523. The lay brothers who ran the Gienese hospital of 3anta Maria
della Soala were involved in a protracted quarrel with inter¬
fering canons of the cathedral? although the hospital wa3 fou«<L-
»dred by the canons, the lay brotherhood wanted a lay founder
and thus in the fourteenth century diffused the story of a
certain pious cobbler named, appropriately, Butore or .Jorore.
In 1492 a funeral urn was found in the hospital inscribed B.
Soror (Blessed 3ister?) and was immediately hailed as contain¬
ing the relics of the lay founder. (See Schevill, op.olt..
pp.90-93 and the relevant notes, and Lanzoni, Genes!.. .leggende.
p. 140 and references.)

524. L. Carolus-Barre, "Saint Louis et la translation des corps
saints", Etudes d'histoire du droit canonique...LeBras. Vol.11,
PP.1087-1112. 'Joe pp.1104-08.

525. Cf. Garrisson, Studies, Vol.1, p.133.

926. Stftokelberg, on.oit.. Vol.1, pp.ci-oii.

f527. Cf. A.G. Jongkee3, loc.oit., pp.41-51*

528. k t:p, p.29.

529-; Pastor, op.cit., Vol.1 (1391), pp.230-31. Pastor follows
Haynaldus in giving the date as 1424. But Raftal, Attwater,
and the BHL, Vol.11, p.375 say 1430.

530. Kaftal—Tuscan, ools.749—52? Attwater, op.oit.« p.216.
/ ,, r"

531. Carolus-Barre, supra, has studied his attendance record, and,
making no claim for completeness, describes Louis's presence
at eight such occasions between 1247 and 1262 - a period
interrupted by the Ping's captivity in Egyptt

532. Foreville, op.oit. ,pt>«7-9»
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533• Riant, loo.cit., describes the ceremonies associated with the
arrival of translated Byzantine relics, pp.72-74*

534* Pastor, op.cit.. Vol.111 (1894), pp.253-61 for the actual
ceremony? for the reception of the relic, see pp.249-51*

535. H. Bishop, (ed.tranol.), Letters from > etrarch (Blooraington
and London, 1966), p.88. Cf. Nilkins, op.cit.,p.83.

536. Heywood, op.cit.. p.84.

537* Cf. Kaftal-Tusoan, p.xxxiii find Peyer, cited supra, ftnt.390*

538. Stnckelberg, op.cit., Vol.1, pp.37-60; Vol.11, pp.24-30.

539* Carolus-Barre, loc.cit., pt>.1098-1100, Cf. Gtttokelberg, o-n.oit.,
Vol.1, pp.41—42*

540. oilvestre, loc.cit., pp.722-23* 729. K4J1P, p.28.

541. Riant, loo.cit., p.60, passim.

542. Ibid., p.60.

543. Ibjd., pp.3, 50-51. Cf. J.Longnon,1"L*arrives de la Couronne
d1apines on Prance", in Revue dee Deux Mond.es, 3th series,
Vol.Ill (1939), pp.207-14.

544. Silvestre, loc.oit., pp.723-29.

545* Cf. De.job, op.cit., pp.381-82 for several specific instances.

546. Cf. A. Frolow, Recherohes sur la deviation de la iv^ oroisade
vers Constantinople (-'oris, 1955). p.50ff»i pp.57-58.

547. Delehaye, Ganctus, pp.199-204. LeBlanc, loc.cit., pp.320-21,
323. Gaintyves (Kourry), op.cit., np.495-98, passim.

548. Ibid., p.445'ff« Gilvestre, loc.cit., p.731ff«

549* Lee the footnotes 547 and 543 for the studies cited there.

550. Dejob, op.oit., pp.380-381.

551. BKLAEU3LLS, p.1090 ftnt.l con't. p.1091.

55la Saintyves (Nourry), o-o.cit.. pp.500-505* Gee also Coulton,
Five Centuries, Vol.111, p.l30ff for further instances in
early and later medieval history. Cf. Sttickelberg, op.cit.,
Vol.1, p.54, Vol.11, p.29, oassim.

552. Cf. Fliohe, loo.cit., p.353.

553. Gilvestre, loc.cit., pp.737-39*

554* On the circulation of relics in the early !'!iddle Agon, note
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Bishop, oo.cit.. pp.26-27. Umbrian saints: B. d© Gaiffier in
AB« V0I.LX.XXIII (1965), PP.55-56, 65. Idem., "Gaintg et leg¬
end!ors de l'Ombrie", in ,itti del II Convegno di Atudi Urabria
(Perugia, 1965), PP.235-56? here pp.247-50,

555. P. Munz, Frederick Barbarossa (London, 1969), p.238ff.

556. Sttookelberg, op.cit., Vol.1, p.lxxxii? p.76, no379l P«79» no.
393; passim.

557. Ibid., pp.lxxx-lxxxi.

558. For Venice, note de Gaiffior's review of H.C. Peyer in AB, Vol.
LXXVI (1958), pp.444-445* For Bari, cf. A.Gambacorta, "Culto
e pellegrinaggi a san Nicola di Bari fino alia prima crociata",
in I el 1egrinaggipp.487—502.

559« Frolow, on.cit.. p«52ff.

560. Riant, loc.clt., pp.32—38.

561. Cf. Riant, pp.38-39.

562. Ibid., p.40ff. Bishop Conrad of Halberotadt, who handsomely
endowed his cathedral with former Eysantine relics when he
returned to his city, is a good illustration: ibid., p.42.

563. Ibid., np.45-49.

564. Ibid., p.49.

565. Ibid., p.52. Cf. Traroontin, op.cit.. p.l93ff.

566. See F. ,'iklonich and J. Mttllar (ed.), r.cta et Diplomata Fonas
toriorum et Eoclesiarum Orientis, Vol.11 (reprinted, Darmstadt,
1963), pp. 273-75. 1 am indebted to i)r. Michael Angold for
bringing this interesting example of later medieval relic
circulation from the East to my notice.

567. Here one must of course refer to a very significant book, whose
method could bo profitably applied to other cults and devotions:
A.Frolow, ha reliiue de la vraie croix (Paris, 1961).

568. Cf. AB, Vol.KG (1972), P.199.

569. Sohauerte, op.cit.. p.141 makes this point.

570. See Sttickelberg, op.oit., Vol.1, p.cx for a list of royal
collectors.

571- Cf. R.W. southern, "The Church of the Dark Ages", in The
Layman in Christian History (ed. Neill and 1 eber) (London, 1963),
p.SO. The whole discussion, p.SSff., on the cult of relics in
the early medieval period is of interest.

572. i-snt, loc.cit., p.32.
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573« Wn. Jones, Fin mxr-rinv lore (new ed.) (London, 1898), pp.142-
43; 258-59.

574. Cf. Stuckelberg, op.cit.. Vol.1, p.xci

575* St. Thomas Aquinas, 3urmaa Theologtae, Vol.XLt 'Superstition
and Irreverence (ed. O'Meara and Duffy) (London, 1963), pp.30-
85 for the discussion on wearing amulets; p.84 for the quotation.

576. Riant, loc.oit., p.52.

577. Ibid., p.68, ftnt.2.

573. On this instance, see M.Veissiere, line communaute canoniale au
noyen aaot Saint—buirace de :'rovins (xi -xiii"® siecles)(irovinn,III ■ ■mill in II I. ■ HI ■ ■ »H I H»l >1 ■! I ■!! I II HI ■! 1—1! Il .1 11 l.lll II. ... i* .null.11 ■■ I ■« III. I III. W I. I.' * *

1961), p.l20ff. On the general eagerness to acquire relics of
titulary saints of Western churches, nee iiant, loc.cit^. pp.30,
65 ftnt.3.

579* Again, Riant's analasio of tho relic preferences of the Latins
is reasonable and is supported by the. catalogue he also dilip-
aently compiled. Riant, loc.cit.. p.29.

580. Ibid., pp.177—211 for the "inventairo-soraaaire"s I wish to
emphasize that statistical treatment of this collection of
jewels, images, church vessels, reliquaries, unspecified relic
bags, imperial insignia, and identifiable relic fragments
presents a number of problems and that my figures must not be
considered more reliable than approximations.

581. Comte de Riant? Exuviae saorae Constantinopolitanae,(Geneva,
1376), Vol.1, pp.20—21. Cf. also pp.121-22, and Vol.11, pp.
197-99.

532. Stttokelberg, op.oit.. Vol.1, pp.37-60, and Vol.11, pp.24-30
for 1200-1400; Vol.1, pp.60-34, and Vol.11, pp.30-41, 167-63
for 1400-1500. It must be understood that tho figure tabulated
- 772 relics of old saints, i.e. relics identified by name -
is necessarily nefcely a point of comparison with the named
rellc3 of new saints. The names, dates of earliest and latest
mention, and relative popularity of these new saints might be
of interest (especially in showing the dominance of Italy over
the new saints in Swiss relic collections). This list includes
altar dedications;

St. Clara (1271-1494) —— mentioned eight times
St. Francis (1225?-I4th c.) f» four "
St. i eter Martyr (1259—1453) II four "
St. Celer.tine (V?) (1343) tt three "
St. Elizabeth of Hungary (1343-lf>thc) ft throe "
St. Thomas Dec et (1343) —

ft two "
St. Agnes of Assist (?) (1343) It once

St. inthony of iadua (13th c.) It once

St. Dorainio (1409) tt once

St. Vincent Ferrier (1458) tt once

St. Catherine of Siena (1464) — ft once

St. Bernardino of Siena (?) (1474) - It once
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3t.Peter of Luxembourg (1491) mentioned onoe
Bl.Manfredus (d.1217)(1337 transl) " onoe
Bl.Anglosaxons(pilgrinv-martyrs,d.l309) " once
Bl.James of Germany,0»P. (d.3ologna,149l) M in 16th C.
Bl.Gisela of Veltheim (d.1277) " in 15th C.

583. For chronology, seo J.F. Benton, Self and Mociety in Medieval
Franoe (New York, 1970), pp.238-39*

584. Most recent French text and discussion in F.M. Higiaan (ed.),
Jean Calvin. Three French Treatises (London, 1970).

585* Of. Stttckelberg, op.cit., Vol.1, pp.cxi-otii refers to critics
within and without these chronological borders.

586. Cf.Dojob, op.cit.. p.378. A reference to Boccaccio is surely
unnecessary here, but Sacchetti's tale of the Dominican Taddeo
Dini, who, preaching at Bologna, is forced to exhibit a putac¬
tive arm of St. Catherine deserves to bQ mentioned. Exhibiting
the arm, he saidj •...the sisters of this convent say that this
arm which you see is the arm of St. Catherine. I have boen to
Mount Sinai and I have seen the body of 3t. Catherine all com¬
plete, and especially with two arms? but if she had three arms,
this is the third....1 Saooheti comments: "Faith is a good
thing...but truly the vice of avarioe oauseth much deceit in
the matter of relios." Translation from M.G. Bteegraann, Tales
from 3accheti (London, 1908), pp.35-36? her no.9, and no. LX
in the Itllian editions.

587. Mayer, op.cit.. p.246| desire to see relics, pp.243-47^*

538. Hefele. op.cit.. pp.33-34 with notes.

589. Cf. Bihlmeyer, on.cit.. Vol.11, p.128.

590. Riant, loo.olt.. pp.61, 66-67, 30-81, 96, 114, 121-22. Certi¬
ficates of authenticity were hardly new. Cf. comments and
references in II Convegno di 3tudi Umbri. pp.53, 239-40.
Stttckelberg, op.oit, Vol.1, pp.xiv-xxxiii includes a discussion
of these Beglaubigungen or oedulae which are preserved from
Merovingian times.

591. Mote, Mayer, supra; and Chelini, op.cit.. p.470.

592. To a certain extent such an impression must remain incapable
of strict demonstration or quantification. But the evidence
at first hand is often compelling. For example, the ninth
century relic inventory of Jouarre which is -iven in A. ilnart,
Analeota Reginensia (Studi e Testi, 59) (Vatican City, 1933),
pa.9—14 (analysis, index of saints) and pp.14—17 (text) is
small indeed if compared with the 1343 relic catalogue of the
cathedral of OsnabrUck, for which see Dr.Fink (ed.), "Bin
Reliquieriversoiohnis des Osnabrucker Domes aus dem Jahre 1343",
in Meitsohrift fftr i irchengeschichte. Vol.XXVII (1906), pp.
465-472* Note also the coming of vernacular inventories of
impressive dimensions: e.g. a Lucerne catalogue of 1460 rearo-
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duced by dtttc-elborg, oo.oit.. Vol.l, po.xliii-xlv. It seems
vali1 to maintain that on the whole relic inventories grow
longer in the later .1Idle Ages. A great increase in claimed
relic holdings it the end of l.« "id-'le Ages is noted by
llbert / ilauo , "holies", • ncyolo "nedtn Britannic.:., 11th ed,,
Vol. IXIII (Cambridge, 1911), pp.59-61. 3t%c--elberr, oo.clt..
Vol.1, n.lxxxviii, speaks of hu ?o numbers of relic rur tlcl-.-s c
claimed for later medieval altars: e.g. at the beginning of
the sixteenth century, the cathedral of Halle claimed 8333
relics. Put, as Collin do I-lancy observed (on.pit., Vol.1,
p.xlvil) t "Ce n'et.uifcnt pas les lleux las ~lun fournis ("1th
relics) ' ui jouissaient do la plus bolle rep tution." Boeon't
the later modiev il stress on qu antity in sou® relic collections
imply 4 realisation that a truly famous relic was lac in.g?

39?* 1. Bishop, J etrorch. p.221t for 25 November 1343«

594. for one instnnoc out of many possible ones, cf.bejob, os.cit.,
P.331.

595 • 8ores, op.cit., p.i3.

59^. Cf. "ncbulloch, Vpdlcv- 1 Vail p. 143 on relics ox Tanohelm
and fan Templar be Aolay. Also, see J.A.F. Thomson, The
hator ■ollnrdn. 1414-1520 (Oxford, 1965), 1.156 where the
burning of the 'ycliffite Joan Bough ton at .uithfield on
23 April 1494 is described! "As at the burnin^ of fyche
(Pilchard yche, a Lollard saint .ad martyr, burnt in 1440:
pp.143-50) ...the followers of the deceased nyenr to hrvt
sought relics at the nines of execution, for it is told that
on the night nft-r the burning the -toiter part of the ashes of
the firs were remove1, 'and keyyd ffor a -Tecious rely , in an
erfchyn pott..I"

397. Troxler, loo.cit., p.29, and ftnt.63.

595. 3e-» Betts in " Conpre" so, p.496. Coulton, zn edlov 9. y.udiea,
p.IS? is referring to modern iioily with medieval rreoedents
clearly in mind.

595. Cf. i. Toynboe, Santo li-hl ri (3rd od.) (London, 1933),
p '.133-39, .and L. bay, .'he It ill .n ..f:vl'U'-&T.>e in its 3. t-ric1.!
Buc• "round (Cambridge, 1560), p.123*
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CHAPTER III

THE LATER MEDIEVAL JAINT5 AND THEIR CULT:

Hagiography, Demography, Veneration

Critics and reformers may have deoried abuses in the relic

traffic or mocked pilgrimages, they may have attacked holiday

behaviour and insisted upon a reduction in the number of saints'

days, but their accusations were aimed only at some of the mani¬

festations of the cult of saints, not at its doctrinal roots.

Until the coming of the Reformation, the most consistent of those

who denied that the saints heard the prsyers of living men and

interceded on their behalf were the Ualdensians, and neither

their teachings, nor those of some followers of Wycliffe and Hus
1

who agreed with them found favor in orthodox councils.

Heretics, in fact, were more likely to produce their own

saints than to challenge the prevailing notions^bf sanctity. Of
Fra Michele da Caloi who in Florence, 1389» paid for his Fratioelli

principles at the stake, "many of the onlookers said, 'He seems to
2

be a saint.'" Fleeting popular impressions were one thing; far

more serious to the Church was the danger of heretical 'saints'

actually receiving public veneration from the misguided faithful.

That is what happened at Ferrara in 1269 when an apparent holy man

of pure and ascetic habits died. The death of Armanno Pongiluppo

was soon followed by miracles. His tomb became a shrine? an altar

was erected; pilgrims brought their offerings; and Armanno's ohapel

became crowded with images and ex-voto3. The cathedral chapter

who .guarded his relics and benefited from dohations threw its
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weight behind popular sentiment and called for Armanno's canonization.

Bpposed was the Inquisition, whose records identified the putative

saint as a leading Cathar who had abjured his heresy before their

tribunal in 1254, and had afterwards relapsed. Armanno's defenders

and accusers contended with one another for thirty-two years until,

in 1301, Pope Boniface VIII declared for the Inquisition. Then the

bones of the would-be saint were cast out of the consecrated ground

and burnt.^ The fact that there were similar cases^ showed the

Papacy how important it was to scrutinize the orthodoxy of candidates

for canonization. A more insidious threat, however, came from

heretics who attached themselves to the circle of those who had

died in the odor of sanctity and then manipulated the cult for their

own ends, as haooened in the story of the pious Guglielma of Milan

(d.1331), whom her heretical devotees transformed into an incarnation

of the Holy Ghost.^

According to Ernile I-Fale, medieval Christians looked at saints

in two waysj as models worthy of imitation and as powerful protect-
6

ors, intercessors, and patrons worthy of cult. Naturally, the

saint could be imitated only for his virtues, not for his miracles,

and so nreachers and hagiographers who might be holding the saint

up as an exemplary human being would stress his behaviour in human

situations, in general seeking to make his conduct conform to the
7

highest standards appropriate to his status in life. Ecclesiastics

serving on canonization inquiries would thus be 3ure to examine both

the candidate's curriculum vitae and his status in life with care,

for canonisation, in effect, created the models of sanctity which

the Papacy thought were most desirable at the time for the whole
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of Christendom. Concerning the saints as intercessors and

protectors, however, the theologians had the last word.

Jell before the later Middle Ages, the fundamental doctrines
o

on the mediation of the saints had been settled.' Of the theological

disputes of that time, none seem to have encroached upon, let alone

impugned, these doctrines. When on All Saints, 1331, Pope John XXII

preached against the generally accepted but as yet ill-defined belief

that the souls of the just (the saints) enjoy the Beatific Vision

immediately after death, maintaining that only after the Last Judge¬

ment would they be able to behold the divine essence, his ideas met

with strong opposition and were speedily repudiated by his successor

Benedict XII in 1336.^ One might have supoosed that part of the

controversy would have involved the validity of the intercession of

the saints, but if one examines the various points at issue, it seems

that the matter was never raised by any of the chief participants ih

the debate.11

l\y
Leading thirteenth century theologians like St. Bon^entura

maintained that the saints have the power to help others, that when

their help is sought they are able to intercede for fche Church
12

militant and offer its members their prayers. Much of what St.

Thomas Aquinas wrote in his commentary on the Sentences of Peter

Lombard regarding the invocation and intercession of saints was

reiterated almost two hundred years later in a sermon by St.

Bernardino of Siena, whose indebtedness at this point to St. Thomas

has evidently not been noticed.1^ St. Thomas takes up the question:

"Utrum debeamus sanctos orare ad interpellandum pro nobis."^ He
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begins by summoning objections (e.g. Christ is the only necessary

intercessor), which are in turn contradicted by scriptural and

patristic texts, and the tradition of the Church ("A.d hoc est

communis consuetudo Bcclesiae, quae in litaniis sanctorum orationem

petit")* He concludes his respondeo:

Et inde est quod eos intercessores pro nobis ad Deum
constituimus et quasi mediatores, dum ab eis petimus
quod pro nobis orent.

There is no need to pursue St. Thomas's argument in great detail,

but some points of his 3olutio secumdem illuminate modes of thought

current outside the theological classroom and so deserve to be

considered. Thomas and Bernardino draw a distinction between

"superiores sancti" and "inferiores" (Bernardino citing Olivi says

that it is better and also more useful to pray to the Mother of

Christ "quam ad alios sanctos inferiores"); yet they argue "utile

tamen est etiara minores sanctos interdum (Bernardino omits this

word but otherwise follows Thomas verbatim) orare."

Mow at this juncture it is worth stressing that with saints

as with so much else in medieval life there existed a desire to

establish hierarchies. Owst considers a sermon by an early four¬

teenth century preacher whose main concern is to show that St.

Thomas Beoket occupies the front rank among all the martyrs in the

history of the Church ('for certain persons strive to extol other

martyrs above Thomas, as for example Peter of Milan'); but to this

preacher, Becket died in the noblest of causes, greater even than

that for which St. John the Baptist met his death ('always saving
1 C

the greater sanctity of John'). 7 In hagiography, it was not

unusual to make claims for one's hero or D.3^tpn at the expense of
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16
possible rivals. Henoe Thomas a } empis, who had himself written

the lives of Groote, Florentius, and*their early disciples, and
17

who knew the perils of h&giography at first brand, ' could say in

Imitation of Christi

... do not inquire or dispute concerning the merits
of the Saints* which of them is holier than another,
or which greater in the Kingdom of Heaven. Such
questions often brood strife and unprofitable
contention.•. whence arise envies and dissensions,
while one man proudly prefers this Saint and another
that... And he that disparages any one of the Saints,
disparages Me also... Therefore, let carnal and sensual
men... bg silent upon the subject of the state of the
Saints.*"

But the attempt to establish hierarchies among the saints certainly

persisted, for such disputes were satirised in the Bpistolae
19

obsourorun virorum. on the eve of the Reformation. *

Thomas Aquinas .gives five reasons why it is useful to pray

to lesser saints, while Bernardino of Siena manages to echo his

master in four reasons. Basically, St.Thomas argues that individual

devotional preferences vary, that praying to diverse saints can

excite a now fervor, that all saints should receive the honor which

is their due, and that the prayers of many saints may accomplish
20

what the prayers of one may not." Yet the most interesting reason

of all, for our purposes, is Thomas1s third one, which pertains to

the soecial patronages of saints. It may be set alongside Bernardino's

second reason, which is more expansive on the same subject.

Thomas Bernardino

Tertio, quia quibusdLam sanctis Sceundo, propter gratiarum
datum est in aliquibus speciali- impetrationem. Ham quibundam
bus cauais praecipue patrocineri sanctis divinitus datum cot
/{picut sancto Antonio ad ignora in aliquibun opiritualibuo
Infemalerjf. causis praecipue patrooinari,

siout nancto Antonio de Padua
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Ordinis Minorum quotidie
eiug patrociniis gratiae ot
miracula impetrare; sanctae
Luciae multi pro conservatione
corporalis luminis, et sancto
Nicolao, ut evadant a maris
periculis, dovotione rocurrunt?
et sic de multis aliis sanctis.22

Thomas and Bernardino both acknowledge that God has granted special

patronages to some saints. Thomas himself might or might not have

adduced St.Anthony Abbot and the disease called St.Anthony's fire

(erysipelas), but Bernardino must have seen the passage, since he

substitutes his Franciscan confrere for an earlier and more famous

namesake, without, however, assigning a precise speciality to the

Miracle-worker of Padua. St.Lucy's and St.Nicholas's patronage

specialities had long been traditional. Undoubtedly theological

opinion and popular thought concurred in regarding the intercession

of the saints on behalf of individuals, occupations, communities,

and their peculiar needs, as an integral part of Christian belief

and practice.

To be fair to both continuity and innovation is always diffi¬

cult, and where religious practice is concerned, the difficulty

is compounded by the often deceptive immutability of certain age

old forms of behavior. No one would deny that miracles, shrines,

relics and so on, were aspects of the cult of saints from the days

of St.Augustine, if not before, but hopefully enough has already

been said to indicate that even classical manifestations of the

cult assumed a characteristic shape and texture in the later medie¬

val period. Moat striking of all, however, is the new prominence

that the names, images, and dramatised lives of the saints take on
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from about the thirteenth century. This new prominence cannot be

ignored and should not be underestiraated. At least within the

urban setting from which the bulk of our evidence derives, the

conclusion seems inescapable that the cult of saints then experi¬

enced a genuine ronewal.

When one speaks of the later medieval saints and their cult,

the distinction made earlier between 'old* and 'new1 saints remains

useful. To be sure, the senior saints of the Christian past shared

and in some respects competed for liturgical honors with their

junior colleagues on the calendar. Since both ■old* and 'new'

saints enjoyed veneration in the later Middle Ages both may there-
4

fore lay claim to be designated later medieval saints, and in this

chapter the designation will apoly equally to 'old' and 'new*

saints alike. Nonetheless, the 'new* saints of the period, those

who died between 1200 and 1500, have a special right to be consid¬

ered men of their times, and so these saints and their cult merit

particular attention.

The hater Medieval Paints * llagiography

By the later Middle Ages, the tradition of Christian spiritual

biography which in the Nest dates from the third century Vita et

21
tiassio Cypriani was securely established. This tradition colored

the assumptions and procedures of writers working within it, and

classic biographies like the Vita Antonii by Athanasius (written

c.357)2^ and the Vita Martini by Sulpicius Severus (written c.397)^
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naturally had a continuing influence upon hagiographers of subsequent

eras. Of course in medieval hagiography •influence' must be under¬

stood in its widest sense to include that most sincere of literary

tributes, plagiarism. Sometimes lives were simply re-copied with

only a name change to match the name of their new subject. Some¬

times only stock incidents or panegyric passages were appropriated.

Often there was a pseudo-logic in the manner in which material was

selected. A monk, asked by his abbot to write the vita of a saint

about whom no real information existed might resort to borrowing

from the biography of a saintly homonym or a saint from a similar-

26
sounding place or even a saint whose calendar date was the same.

For the obscure, martyred companion of a famous saint, the passio

of the master could be exploited to fill out the life of the disoi-

ple. Much depended upon finding a suitable model for the same type

of sanctity (monastic, episcopal, etc.) as that in which the subject

for the new work had excelled.

But content was not the sole concern of the hagiographer. A

pleasing style was also valued. Again and again, previous lives

written in a style which had noa-r ceased to please were recast,
27

altered to suit higher standards of literary taste. Especially

during times of reinvigornted latinity, the Carolingian, twelfth

century, and Italian renaissances are good examples, there was an

urge to retouch and so bring up to date vitae constructed in epochs

of barbarous or imperfect usage, although these revisions were

28
usually "sans profit pour I'histoire.""
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Moreover, in oontrast to modern scholars who attempt to rescue

the real human being from the stifling conventions of his medieval
29

biographers, in the Middle Ages every effort was made to pour

the man into the 3aint*s mould. Thus, "1*individuality du heros

finissait par disparaitre sous le type abstrait."^ Not only

biblical and hagiographic models of the vir Dei helped to fix the

image of sanctity which the author of a vita was forced to impose

upon his subject,but also each .group such as a religious order
32had its own notions of the kinds of saintly behavior it expected,

and each saint was, in addition, supposed to conform to the pattern

of virtues which his ordo in Christian Society prescribed. Even

when the facts of a man's life were not in doubt, even when the

author of a vita had known his subject intimately for a number of

years, the stereotypes and formulae of hagiography demanded the

recitation of a saint's miracles and virtues, most often in an

aa
entirely predictable catalogue.

Accordingly, in coming to grips with vitao sanctorum, many

scholars choose to classify and analize recurrent hagiographic
"5 /

motifs. These themes are essential to the nature of the text,

and without an awareness of them, one would run the risk of mistaken¬

ly accepting a commonplace as a piece of solid information. For a

hagiographer to dwell on the tortures suffered by a martyr or on

the mystical favors granted to a contemplative saint would be

wholly proper, since the various sorts of sanctity have their
35

corresponding motifs. ^ At the same time, many motifs lend them¬

selves to almost universal employment. Just as persecution and

suffering were deeply anchored in Christian historical experience
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and in ideas of sanctity, so the persecuted saint would always

remain a compelling figure. He would not have to "be subjected to

physical torment in order to show his fortitude in his chosen path,

but could encounter, and triumph over, false accusations, mockery,

diabolic temptations, or worjlly-minded parents.^

Hagiographers were generally quick to ascribe to a saint

whatsoever added to his glory. Virginity was esteemed; so the

writers of early Christian passions freely bestowed it on several
37

matrons. Noble birth was highly admired in medieval society;

so hagiographers would parade a saint's aristocratic lineage, or

even provide him with noble ancestry, if the opportunity or the
O

need existed. "'ore significant still, the appropriate motif

could lead to the recognition, validation, or publication of a

saint's sanctity. One such 3aint-making motif, with a long and
39

impressive list of saints to its credit, wa3 the so-called odor

of sanctity.

From the religion of ancient Egypt to medieval Christianity,

a marvelous fragrance could be regarded as a sign of God's presence

in the same way that the stench of putrefaction warned that the

devil was near."'^ 3o the later medieval German mystics sensed

the odor of sanctity in their prayerful proximity to God.^"*" In

the medieval Christian liturgy, incense played an important role

at processions, consecrations, and solemn services, as a symbol
42

of sacrifice and a means of removing demons. Censing at funerals

and embalming with aromatics^ came to bring Christian piety,

fragrance, and death into a strong association which hagiography
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helped to define as a token of holiness.

Even in the lifetime of some saints,44 and more commonly

while they were dying, the odor of sanctity would he detected and

later described. Also with newly dead saints, like St.Elisabeth
45

of Hungary two days after her demise, v the emanation of a pleasant

scent was prima faoie evidence of an incorruptible virtue. Similar¬

ly, in posthumous visitations to their devotees, saints would

announce themselves by a suavissimu3 odor, as for example during

an incubation cure.4^ But perhaps the most frequent posthumous

ocoasion for the odor of sanctity was at a relic inventio or

translatio. In 1337, when the church of St.John of Pistoia was

being rebuilt, a lead coffin was found bearing the insciptions

Atto episcopusj the body perfectly preserved within, together

with the sweet aroma exuded from it, convinced the Pistoians of

their bishop's sanctity.47

Contrary to what one might have thought, the odor of sanctity

seems to take on .greater significance in the later Middle Ages

than it formerly possessed. In an age where the personal qualities

neoessary for sainthood had been dissected by scholastic philosophers

and where investigative procedures were stricter than in earlier

eras, this appears odd. Yet the fact remains that witnesses at

the first canonization inquiry for Thomas Aquinas again and again

remarked upon the fragrance of his relics whenever his tomb had

been opened. These remarks are also found elsewhere and imply a

compelling criterion of holiness. A Dominican witness even argued

that the strength at which the fragrance was perceived was a measure
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of the devotion of the perceiver.^

Ordinary people, moreover, knew what was expected of saints,

knew the signs through which their sanctity could "be recognized -

and were prepared to insist upon them. Thus there was great anxiety

amongst the Dominicans at Bologna on the night of the 23rd-24th of

May, 12331 when the relics of St.Dominic were "being translated in

preparation for an attempt to obtain his canonization. Vicaire

insists that if a foul odor had issued from Dominio,s tomb, pop¬

ular sentiment would have turned against the friars and their saint.

Instead, out poured the odor of sanctity. He concludes: "we have

to admit that the miracle of the fr-igranoe was the crucial event

which made necessary the move from the translation,., to the can¬

onization,"^

Whether or not a physical basis to such experiences lay in the

50
erabalmer's art, as has been argued, the dictations of a cultural

tradition, popularized in vernacular literature and broadcast in

sermons, must have made a great impact. Thus the diffusion of

hagiographic lore oould fix the saint and sanctity within conventions

as formal as those of a legal code. What had once been a surety

threatened to become a near prerequisite.

In addition to declaring and illustrating a saint's sanctity,

a passio or vita was an essential element in his cult. As the
jC * •■g

source of the saint's liturgical office,3 iconographic attributes,

and popular fama, a hagiographic text was indispensable. Although

the presence of a given vita in a specified locality cannot by itself
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"be talcen as a proof of that saint's cult there (it may indicate
CO

well-stocked hook cupboards and nothing else), ~ its possession

would have to be taken into consideration when the saint's general

popularity in the vicinity was being assessed. A charmingly written

legend could in fact initiate a cult where none had previously

53
existed. On the other hand, the vita might appear a good deal

after the cult had commenced? its job would be to lend 'historical'

weight to pious beliefs.^

3o the Carmelites like other religious families in the second

half of the fifteenth century, realising the need for biographies

of their saints and facing the poverty of their archives, resorted

to the time honored device of commissioning fabrications. Typically,

the author would try to palm himself off as a contemporary of his

long dead confrere. One such fraud is the life of the Carmelite

martyr St.Angelo of Sicily (d.1225?) written by a pseudo-Bnoch, a

55
self-proclaimed patriarch of Jerusalem."

That interested groups would employ hagiography as instrument

to further their own ends was hardly unprecedented. In the past,

vitae had been written to promote a financially rewarding pilgrim¬

age, to advance a theological school or an ecclesiastical faction,

and to safeguard the privileges and possessions of a monastic
56

housed these needs hagiographers would continue to meet. But

from about the twelfth century onwards some vitae sanctorum had a

new task to perform* to secure the papal endorsement of their

heroes' sanctity.
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The first of a lon^ line of papal canonizations takes place

in 993* when Pope John XV oanonizes St.Ulrie (Uldaricus)By

the twelfth century, a class of saints* lives had emerged whose
58

characteristic purpose was to excite papal approval. The fea¬

tures of these lives gradually become more definite in the thirteenth

and later centuries. For one thing, there was a new caution, a new

reserve about making claims on behalf of the saint which might seem
c

to anticipate the judgement of the Church. Titles such as sarytus
and beatus are consciously 3hunned, replaced by more prudent exprofi

fusions like vir sanctus, vir Dei, servus Dei, venerabilis ac pius,
59

©to. Secondly, there was a greater effort to present material

in a clear and orderly manner and to provide more ample documents

60
#tion of the heroic virtues and miracles of the saint. Yet it

would be wrong to suppose that all this changed the nature of hagio-

graphy. The vita which was intended to catch the eye of Rome and

initiate a process had to portray a saint who conformed in every

way to official, curial stereotypes of sanctity.^ Fven vitae

which postdate rather than precede canonisation processes are

heavily influenced by official notions, since the process itself,

together with the papal bull of canonization, constitute major
62

sources of biographical and anecdotal material.

Biographies of venerated members of religious orders imposed

their own restraints. Here the saint was necessarily a represen¬

tative figure, typifying everything that was best in his religious

family and its approach to sanctity. For the founders of religious

orders this was doubly true. Thus Jordan of Saxony's account of

St.Dominic served the needs of the Dominicans both by fostering the
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oult of their founder and by depicting the early days of the

order.^ Naturally the founder's life and his order's history

were bound to overlap, which was a potent reason for authorized

biography. Moreover, the changing internal politics of the order

could very well necessitate a re-interpretation of the life of the

founder, and nowhere can this need be better illustrated than with
65

the successive biographies of St.Francis. Happily the learned

controversies about the filiation of Franciscan sources do not

concern nnJ3^ As for the writings of Thomas of Celano, however,

there is general agreement that between his Vita prima and his Vita

secunda s. Franoisci several changes occur which mirror dissensions

within the Order of Friars Minor. In Celano's first biography

(1229), Brother Slias, who was then a highly esteemed, influential

member of the Order, occupies a prominent position among the compan¬

ions of Franois. When (0.1246) Celano wrote his Vita seounda.

Elias had been disgraced and excommunicated; accordingly, very few
fS7

references are made to him, and he is never mentioned by name.

Celano's Vita prima had been commissioned by the pope; its

purpose was to proclaim the sanctity of Francis, not to air the

troubles of the Francisoan3 during their founder's last years. So

Celano was very discrej^ about those troubles, alluding to them
68

without undue emphasis. But the Vita secunda, although commissioned

by the minister-general and still official biography, was the product

of a time of intense soul-searching and factionalism within the

Franciscan Order. Celano now had 3t.Francis declare himself quite

explicitly on the crucial questions of Celano's own day; and what

is more, declare himself wholeheartedly on the side of the rigofcist
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faction whose ideals his biographer espoused. Plainly, a new

offioial life of the saint was needed, one whioh would avoid

controversy, return to discretion, and portray a saint who would

not embarass the non-rigorist majority of the brethren. Bonaventura*s

Legenda aaior s. Francisci (composed after 1260) was the result.

Its main feature is its omissions. Bonaventura, a moderate who

had become Minister-general, oreates an anodyne it.Francis by leaving

out any action or teaching of the saint which might offend the dom¬

inant party. His St.Francis i3 not only politically non-controversial

but also hagiographioally less individual. Troublesome eccentricities
70

or possible improprieties of the saint have been eliminated. In

the Franciscan chapter-general of 1266, the Legenda by Bonaventura

was made canonical. Previous lives were ordered to be destroyed,
71

and they survived only in a precarious and clandestine state.

Later medieval hagiography, in common with other genres of

post-twelfth century Latin literature, has yet to find its historian.

There is certainly no dearth of material. Probably the best roster

of published lives of later medieval saints is that given by Vernet
' 7?

in the Diotionnaire de Bpiritualito, " and his list is meant to be

selective, not comprehensive. Nevertheless, from Vernet's list

one can see at a glance that the older religious orders like the

Benedictines continued to produce saints and to write about them

in tho later Middle Ages, although the number of such lives appeal*

to diminish from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries. What

is plain is the overwhelming impact of the friars, their saints

and vitae. Many of the vitac classified by Vernet under the head¬

ing 'hierarchic eoclesiasti"ue* (which ranges from priests to popes)
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have friars as their subjects. Finally, one should note the

respectable body of lives devoted to laymen from the twelfth century

to the fifteenth.

Perhaps too muoh emphasis has been placed on the "triomphe de
71

la biographie mystique" in the thirteenth century. It is true

that hagiographers like Thomas of Cantimpre develop a new sensitivity

to mystical experience and spiritual graces in the lives of their

subjects; mystical states are fondly analyzed with an almost scholas¬

tic thoroughness. A high percentage of these lives have females as

their subjects. Undeniably, one may speak of a new inwardness and

a new depth of treatment. But at the same time it is equally undeni¬

able that the absence of events of biographical interest in the lives

of contemplatives had forced these writers to look deeper in order

to find enough material to fill out their narratives. What would

be interesting to trace is the gradual infusion of mystical themes

into the hagiography of Baints who were not primarily contemplatives

and who led lives that offered other narrative strategies.

Although in the tenth century spiritual advisors were mostly

confined to monks and prinoes, from the thirteenth century, and

particularly by the fifteenth, it was increasingly common for pious

Christian laymen to seek spiritual guidance from their own counselors.

These counselors were usually confessors. A hagiographic consequence

of this development is the rise of biographies written by confessors

74
who were responsible for the spiritual direction of a saint.

Better than anyone, the confessor was in a position to extol the

virtues of his former charge. If, thanks to the confessional, lay
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sanctity was now open to clerical inspection, and its discovery

and nurture quickened clerical pride, clerics, perhaps for these

reasons, were prepared to recognize lay sanctity more readily in

the later Middle Ages.

But the new intimacy between some biographers and their

subjects did not automatically result in a liberation from hagio-

graphic convention or even in a greater historical reliability for

their work. When Robert Pawtier assesses the limitations of the

75
vita by St.Catherine of Siena's confessor Raymond of Capua, ^ his

criticisms could very well be generalized into a warning against

false hopes. Raymond had been Catherine's confessor for only four

years during which time he frequently had been absent from her.

In his legenda he understandably stresses the part he played in

her life, while tending to minimize what the saint had done before

he met her. Fawtior suras up his criticisms:

On voit done que si l'on peut utiliser la Legende
Majeure, il corrvient de le faire aveo precaution.
Son information presque tout entiere de second©
main, raise en oeuvre apres des armees, par un
homme dont la memoire baissait et qu'absorbaient
de norabreuses preoccupations, ne peut Stre
acceptee sans examen. Raymond de Capoue n'est
pas un historien, o'est un hagiographe.76

This is a salutary reminder indeed.

To speak of a saint's life as his legenda of course implies

no judgement on the historical value of its contents. Legenda

becomes virtually synonymous with vita. The former term, however,

retains a suggestion of its original sense of reading or lesson,

since liturgical celebration of a saint usually included the reci-
77

tal of a summary of his life. Collections of passions and lives
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of the saints intended for the liturgical commemoration of their
ffO

anniversaries are in existence from the mid-sixth century.

Sometimes these hagiographic collections are called leotionaries,
79

passionaries (for martyrs) or legendaries (for confessors), "but

B3 the collections came to include the legends of martyrs and

confessors alike, it is simplest to use the term legendary for

all these hagiographical anthologies.

Like other anthologies, legendaries exhibit considerable

diversity. A legendary that aimed at encompassing the lives of

as many saints as possible, its comprehensiveness limited only by

the availability of texts, would present a far more miscellaneous

appearance than, for example, a legendary composed as a hagiographic

reference work to a particular relic collection, its lives chosen
80

to coinoide with the saints whose relics were claimed. Litur¬

gical usage naturally helped to govern the selection of texts.

Specifically local legendaries would include only the saints

peculiar to a given church or region, while -universal legendaries

might try to assemble the lives of the saints most generally von-

8l
erated throughout Christendom. 3ut it is wise not to make these

divisions too absolute, for universal saints could very well appear

in a legendary designed for local use. Moreover, local or national

saints' lives could easily be added to manuscripts of universal

legendaries as, in the fourteenth century, the vitae of Saints

Adalbert, Florian, Stanislas, and Hedwig were attached to manuscripts
32

of the Leeenda auren copied in Poland.
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Before the middle of the thirteenth century a new sort of

legendary, intended to meet new needs, was developed, and the

Dominicans were in the forefront of its composition. Those le¬

gendaries were no longer designed to supoly liturgical texts or

vitae for public reading, say, in a monastic refectory, but rather

to satisfy the devotional tastes of private readers and also to
fa

provide handy illustrations for busy preachers. Variety and

brevity were essential. These new legendaries, consequently, did

not contain the full-3Cale biographies which often but not always

wero the mark of previous collections. Instead, they presented

abridgements, condensed versions which nonetheless permitted the

editor to insert an occasional detail of his own about a new mi*-

fa
racle or a recent relic translation.

Their utility guaranteed their success. Abridged legendaries

became immensely popular, both in Latin and in vernacular editions.

While it would be mistaken to regard the enormous popularity of the

Legenda aurea as typical of the entire literary species, this work

did not stand alone. The species as a whole contributed to the

diffusion of hagiographic knowledge and iconographic attributes.

The saints whose condensed vitae were included in these legendaries

might be expected to enjoy a wide veneration. On the other hand,

it may safely be presumed that the legenda of a later medieval

saint would usually not circulate beyond a limited, local reader--
85

ship if it found no place in such collections. To survey the

hagiographic contents of all later medieval abridged legendaries
86

is plainly out of the question, but to examine a few outstanding

examples of the genre for their choice of saints may be a valuable

exercise.
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The Abbreviatio in testis et miraculis sanctorum by John of

Mailly, O.P., is now acknowledged to be the first of its kind.

Written (o.1225-30) before its author had joined the Dominican Order

and revised thereafter (c.1243)» the Abbreviatio follows the se¬

quence of feasts in the diocesan calendar of Auxerre, John's res¬

idence at the time. In its second edition, the Abbreviatio contains

several additional lives, including that of the founder of John's

order, St.Dominic. The author declares that he wrote the work to

assist preachers who complained that 'the lives of the saints were
Qn

scattered in a great many inaccessible books. '

Overshadowing the success of the Abbreviatio was the fame of

its descendant, the Legenda aurea of Bl.James of Voragine (d.1298),
the Dominican archbishop of Genoa. The Legenda aurea, composed

88
c,1260-73, if the most recent estimates are correct, ' has 182

chapters in its first edition, with 159 of them pertaining to

named saints or saint groups (discounting feasts of Mary and Christ,

All Souls, etc.). Included are apostles, martyrs, virgins, ascetios*

early bishops and popes — the most famous, most widely venerated
89

saints of the universal Church. These saints nearly all came

from the remote past. St.Boniface (martyred 754) figures as a

relative newcomer, while he is followed chronologically by St.

Bernard (d.1153) and St.Thomas Socket (martyred 1170). Voragine

selects only four saints out of his own century — Francis, Elisabeth

of Hungary, Dominic and Peter Martyr. This selection has been

carefully made, since each of the four modern saints chosen had

been papally oanonized, Peter Martyr most recently in 1253? and

two Franciscans balance two Dominicans. Perhaps St.Clare of Assisi
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(canonized. 1255) was deliberately excluded for want of an equivalent

Dominican. In any case, the compiler of the Legenda aurea evidently

felt that these four modems had already achieved or stood the best

chance of achieving a new -universal status commensurate with that
90

attained by their illustrious predecessors. Certainly these four

saints could depend upon the active backing of their respective

international religious orders.

The relative brevity of the Legenda aurea helped to ensure

its circulation. As for subsequent abridged legendaries, those

which are today regarded as works of major importance develop into

true hagiographio encyclopedias, embracing a vast host of saints

although usually treating each individual life quite summarily.

& good example is the Legendae de sanctis of Peter Calo of Chioggia.

This Dominican hagiographer who died in Cividale c.1348, compiled

an anthology of 853 saints' legends. Since he spent much time in

his order's oonvent in Venice, Venetian cults and titularies are

91
well represented in his collection. Despite the amplitude of

Calo's work, a mere eleven modern saints appear in it, the four

mentioned by Voragine plus the Franoiscans Anthony of Padua, Clare,

Louis of Toulouse, the Dominican Thomas Aquinas, King Louis of

France, Archbishop Edmund Rich, and the recluse and mystic Mary

of Oignies (d.1213).^2 Only the last of these saints was never

canonized, but her vita was written by Cardinal James de Vitry,
93

whose biography served as the source of Calo's redaction,

Catalogue sanctorum of Peter Natali (Petrus de Natalibus)

was begun in 1369 and completed in 1372. Its compiler became
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Bishop of Jesolo in the Venetia in 1370* Natali's Catalogus

contains 1500 "brief notices on saints, which are distributed among

ten books, with an eleventh book for saints for whom no fixed date

of commemoration could be found. A twelfth book, the index to the

work, is supplemented by an appendix listing further saints? the

appendix was obviously drawn up after the time of Natali, and

perhaps stems from the publisher's desire to keep a hagiographic

reference work up-to-date. The editio princeps was issued in

94
1493* Of the saints catalogued by Natali himself, only seven

derive from the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. The one saint

of these seven not previously encountered in either Calo or Vora-

gine is Pope Celestine V (Peter Morone, d.1296, can.1313)• The

appendix not only mentions old saints who received a new cult in

the later medieval period (like St.Monica), but also provides
95

twelve entries on new saints of the later Middle Ages. Although

not every new saint listed in the appendix had been formally can¬

onized (St.Hoch, for example, had probably not been), the majority

of them had, and whoever compiled this supplement to Natali was

clearly interested in the question of authorized cult. Thus St.

Osmund (d.1099) has been entered specifically because of his can¬

onization in 1457*

There can be no doubt that some hagiographers, like Natali,

tended to be antiquarian in their sympathies. Perhaps because

their works inclined more to encyclopedic erudition and less to

direot practical utility, they delighted in finding obscure heroes

of the faith to exhibit. Neither Voragine nor any other writer

hoping to attract either preachers or devout readers would have
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dreamed of incorporating saints with unknown feast days. Yet a

preference for the Christian past does not entirely explain why

so few out of the host of popularly venerated contemporary saints

were admitted. One could argue, of course, that even the most

encyclopaedic of abridged legendaries was oriented towards univer#-

sal Christendom, and thus would tend to exclude new saints of purely

local reputation. Again, one could argue that the editors were

cautious men* in regard to the newer 3aints, papal canonization

was normally a prerequisite for admission. This being said, how¬

ever, it remains true that none of even the most expansive of hagio-

graphic reference books kept pace with papal canonizations. Only

a select number of approved new saints took their place in the long

inventory of sanctity. These saints, on the whole, came from the

ranks of the friars.

Indeed, the slight impression made by the new later medieval

saints upon the abridged legendaries of the closing fifteenth cen¬

tury is precisely analogous to their weak impact upon contemporary

ecclesiastical calendars which was noted earlier. In the Vitae

sanctorum of the Milanese humanist Bonino Mombrizio (Mombritius;

d.1482), which was published c.1479 in two folio volumes, out of

a total of around 543 separate entries, a mere ten notices are

devoted to saints who died after 1200. All ten of these modern

saints had of course been canonized? St.Catherine of Siena most

recently in 1461

The collection published by Johannes Pruss in 1437 under the

title Viola sanctorum could boast 675 notices of saints, but of
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these only eleven pertain to saints of the later medieval period,
97

and none postdate the canonization of St.Thomas Aquinas in 1323.

Finally, in an edition of Voragine published at Venice in 1493, to

supplement the four biographies of new saints which were original

to the first edition, the lives of three more later medieval saints

have been added: Thomas Aquinas, Bernardino of Siena, and Vincent
qQ

Ferrer (d.1419, yet canonized last of these three saints in 1455)•

Nevertheless, the new saints of the later Middle Ages found

at least one hagiographer determined to celebrate them, and what

is more to recognize their status as a distinct class. This excep¬

tional compiler of legendaries was John Gieleraans (d.1487), a canon

regular of Rouge-Cloitre near Brussels and author of the Novale
99

sanctorum. The work must have been completed within two years

of Gielemans' death.''"00 The author's intention is to collect the

lives of saints "qui citra tempora beatissimi Celestini papae...

videlicet ab anno Domini M.CCC. ac deinceps floruerunt" — at least

those saints known to him.'''0"'' But the Novale sanctorum is not only

concerned with saints. Towards the end of the first volume there

are many accounts of visions, images and miracles, and especially

of the foundations of religious houses in the Low Countries. The

second volume is crowded with papal bulls on new feasts, with

declarations of indulgences, and with the orations of Aeneas Sylvius

Piccolomini. Yet the new saints still find a place. Gielemans'

modern saints are a mixed lot, comprising the papally canonized,

the locally venerated, and the illustrious dead of some religious

orders (the Carmelites and Cisteroians) who may not have enjoyed

any formal cult.
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In this procession of lives where papally recognised sanctity

marches cheek by jowl with sanctity recognized by popular opinion

or by religious orders alone, we can sense the actual, rather confus¬

ing later medieval situation. Gielemans, however, remains unperplex-

ed. Usually he reserves the titles of sanctus and beatus for saints

enjoying a real cult and assigns venerabili3 or neutral terms like

magister. frater. etc. to the others. Of course the Novale sanctorum

does contain a few surprises. St.Sigisnund (d.523) and the ninth
102

century saint Gerard of iiosselon are oddly present. Then, between

the "Vita mirabilis Christianae virginis" (Bl.Christina of Stommeln,

d.1312) and "Vita S.Thoraae Herfordiensis episcopi" (St.Thomas

Cantelupe, d.1282 can.1320), one is surprised to discover the

"Vita B.Thoraae oomitis Lancastriae et martyris" (Thomas Earl of

Lancaster, beheaded 1322). Thomas of Lancaster attracted pop¬

ular veneration along with those who, like Simon de Montfort, had

resisted royal authority. Although he died excommunicate and the

king endeavored to halt his oult, miracles occurred at his tomb

and in 1327 Parliament was petitioned to seek his canonization

together with that of Archbishop t-iinchelsey, who was also popularly

venerated as an opponent of royal power.It is interesting

that Gielemans should have included the executed Earl. The third

English saint listed is a regular canon called Thomas, prior of

Bridlington (fl.1370) Could this be a mistake for the little
■I

known John Thwing or St.John of Bridlington (d.1379 can.? 1403)?

Summarizing the lives of about forty individual men and women

with reputations for holiness attested by papal canonization, local

fama, or order biography, Gielemans was fully aware that the
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credentials of his subjects were not of equal weight, nor were

their cults, if indeed all possessed them, of equal authority.

Approximately half of the subjects of the Navale sanctorum would

today be found in a hagiographio dictionary of modest dimensions,

like Attwater's. Furthermore, both Gielemans* order saints and

his local saints come mostly from northern Europe, predominantly

from his own Low Countries. One can see immediately why he was

107
also the compiler of a Hagiologium Brabantinorum.

Such compilations, bringing together in one legendary the

abridged lives of national saints, may be seen in England from

the fourteenth century. Apparently written for Romsey Abbey during

the first half of that century, B.M. Lansdowne K3. 436 contains

condensed biographies of forty-three English saints. From it3

"elegant charter hand" Wormald can say that the MS. was not intended
xod

for liturgical use but for private reading. Of course the most

famous collection of English national vitae sanctorum was that

first published in 1516 by Nynkyn de Hordes the Nova legenda Anglie.

Undoubtedly it derives from the Oanotilogium of John of Tyneraouth

(d. c.l349)f a monk of St. Albans. The name most commonly asso¬

ciated with the Nova legenda. however, is John Capgrave (d.1464),

an Augustinian friar at Lynn and an accomplished writer of Latin

as well as English prose, who is believed to have reworked Tynemouth's
109

material. As published by de Worde, the Nova legenda Anglic

includes a great many Irish, Scottish, and Welsh saints whose

presence in a collection so titled its medieval editor justifies

"quia... terre Hibemie, Scotie, et Wallie de iure subici debent

et obediontes esse tenentur huic regno Anglie."
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Every chronological period is represented from the days of

St.Alban to the days of Jt.Thomas Becket and beyond, into the

thirteenth century.A total of 168 lives are listed in the

•tabula* of de Horde's edition, with six of them being biographies

of post-1200 saints (Hugh of Lincoln, Edmund Rich, Richard of

Chichester, Thomas of Hereford, "Little St.Hugh" — d.1255, Tor

whose death the Jews were blamed, and Thomas Hales — d.l295» a

112
monk of Dover murdered by French raiders). ' Whereas the cults

of the first four of these modern saints were official in character,

those of the last two were of a more popular nature, unsupported
113

by papal canonization, although receiving clerical backing.

For a fourteenth century collection revised in the fifteenth and

again possibly in the early sixteenth century, the termination of

English sanctity at 1295 might seem premature. Neglected, for

example, was an extant biography of the fourteenth century spiritual

writer Richard Rolle of Hampole, who seems to have been the object

of a cult.*"^ Yet it is clear that what interested the compilers

of the Nova legenda Anglie was sanctity in the past, hallowed and

authenticated by an unbroken tradition of veneration, a historical

piety with a strong admixture of patriotic feeling.

For in the Nova legenda there exists no trace of Lanfranc's

115
disdainful attitude towards the bulk of Saxon saints; no hint

of Norman contempt for native English or Welsh cults.Hagio-

graphically speaking, the English past is continuous. The succe£-

#sion of saints, as seen in this legendary, proceeds without

interruption or hiatus. Almost the same might be said about the

place of the Celtic saints in later medieval Scottish hagiography
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and national sentiment. They too had suffered an eclipse, dating

from around the time of St.Margaret of Scotland (d.1093), and like-
117

wise were gradually restored to full favor. If space permitted

an examination of Celtic saints in that unique summa of Scottish

hagiography, the Aberdeen Breviary, one would most likely arrive

at the same impression of a national past integrated and symbolized

by its heroes of sanctity as one obtains from the ITova legenda

Anglic.

The great popularity of saints* legends in the later Middle

Ages is indisputable. Indeed, medieval reformers like Clemanges,

while granting that hagiographic literature produced benefioial

effeots, complained that its undue emphasis led to the neglect of

Scripture, which, he said, should be the chief spiritual fare of

Christians. Evidence of a broad acquaintance with hagiography

and its conventions amongst literary men comes from humorous im¬

itations of the genre. Parodies arise naturally out of affection

and familiarity? it is obvious that without a fair knowledge of

what is being burlesqued, the joke is lost. So the career of St.

Uo-one is instructive.

Around 1290, a certain Radulfus, who seems to have boen a

Frenchman, wrote a Sermo or Historia do Nemine, dedicated to

Cardinal Benedict Gaetani. The author combed all the classical

or biblical writers he could find who had used the word nemo. He

then applied these references to a personified Nemo of great

power. Although clerical opponents denounced the secta Ncminiana.,

and scholars once saw in the fourteenth to sixteenth century MSS.
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°f the Historia de Hernine indications of a virulent anti-hagiography

campaign, Lehmann*s judgement that this was simply lighthearted fun
119

seems eminently reasonable. Vernacular legends also gave rise

to vernacular parodies. To the later fifteenth century belong M55.

of French "sermons joyeux de saint Raisin... de saint Haren, de
120

saint Cgnon" and so on.

Catalogues of medieval libraries invariably demonstrate the

popularity of lives of the saints. It goes without saying, that

in a period when books were comparatively rare and literacy limited,

popularity must be measured in relative terras. Nevertheless, the

library of Francesco Datini included *1 big book of the Life of

the Saints, bound in red leather* (in Latin? in the vernacular?),

which Lapo Mazzei persuaded Francesco to loan to him, and which he

also seems to have loaned to Frate Piero de* Frati degli Agnoli
121

and to the more famous Matteo Villani. To assess the extent

that such books circulated or to calculate their readership with

any accuracy is very difficult. Yet we can learn from the lives

of later medieval saints how significant the reading of legends

became in shaping their piety, and although saints are never wholly

typical, it is still possible to discern from their example, a

class of pious lay readers of hagiography, for whom literacy meant

the vernacular.

Giovanni Colombini was a leading Sienese merchant of noble

descent who had taken an active part in the government of his city.

He was approaching his fiftieth year, was married, with a son and

a daughter, when in 1353» his wife's delay in preparing the midday
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meal forced him to glance at a volume of saints' lives which his

wife had laid out for him. Against his will, he became so immersed

in the story of St.Mary the Egyptian that he insisted upon finish¬

ing it before sitting down to eat. From this event, his own hagio—

grapher dates his conversion, for Colombini went on to found the
122

Jesuates. We oan admit that as an account of his conversion,

thi^ anecdote rather over-simplifies the circumstances of Colombini's
123

life and times. Yet, the narrative of Mary's conversion from

prostitution to the severe asceticism of the desert, and the call

to repentance with which the legonda conoludes must have troubled

the guilt-ridden fourteenth century businessman who later advooated

absolute renunciation. Almost certainly, Colombini read the legend

of St.Mary the Egyptian in Domenico Cavalca's vernacular translation
lOA

of the Vitae Fatrum. Cavalca (c.1270-1342), a Dominican friar
125

who also translated the Dialogues of Gregory the Great, found

as did many of his later medieval counterparts, that the laity

craved religious reading matter in the language which they spoke

and that the Latin-educated clergy could usefully instruct (and

amuse) this lay reading public by bringing heretofore inaccessible

works to its notice.

Once such works were available the pious might desire literacy

to benefit from them. St.Catherine of Siena probably discovered

the saints first through hearing their stories read aloud or attend¬

ing sermons or studying narrative images. She appears to have

learned to read somewhat late in her life. When 3he did learn,

however, she seems to have read the lives of saints Euphrosyne,
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Anthony Abbot, Catherine of Alexandria, and Bl.Giovanni Colombini.

Moreover, she knew the legends of saints Lucy, Mary Magdalene, and
126

Agnes, perhaps through the medium of a vernacular legendary.

How the development of vernacular hagiography is a very large

subject that can only be inadequately touched upon here. A few

points which might clarify the position of vernacular saints* lives

in the later Middle Ages may, nevertheless, be worth making. In

the wake of the eleventh century Gregorian Reform certain sectors

of the laity managed to obtain translated passages from the Gospels
127

and the Fathers. If not indifferent to these efforts to secure

scriptural texts in the vernacular the Church actively opposed

them, believing that the 3acra paglna should be the monopoly of

the doctrinally instructed, the olergy, who would correctly

understand it. Adaptations and paraphrases were one thing?
128

translation was another. Devotional literature had none of

the pitfalls that Scripture possessed. Hagiography, so the Church

felt, would inspire devotion and not give birth to heretics.

Perhaps this view was too sanguine. At any rate, it was the

ohanson de saint Alexis movingly sung by a jongleur which profoundly

disturbed the spiritual peace of the wealthy merchant of Lyons
IPO

Peter Waldo (d.1217) and led to his religious quest. Evidently

saints* lives could produce heretics as well as saints. The

jongleurs who by turns recited gesta prinoipium et vitas sanctorum

earned no ecclesiastical reproaches, however?their craft was already

well established in the eleventh century, when Taillefer sang of

Roland at Hastings. Jongleurs often recited the vita of a saint
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at his pilgrimage shrine.13(1 Vernacular hagiography, therefore,

was of significance orally before it ever found a sizeable reading

public.

It may be that a considerable number of Romance translations

existed before the eleventh century. If so, their manuscripts
131

have not survived. ~ But certainly the twelfth century witnesses
132

the initial boom period of vernacular saints* lives in verse.

French saints' legends were mostly translated and versified from

Latin originals! the poet-translators are for the most part anon¬

ymous, but the ones who are known were clerics. The court and

the nobility were the earliest patrons of Anglo-Norman hagiography

in verse. Then, in the course of the thirteenth century, "the

extension of literacy and the rise of a middle class" oreated a

new market for clerical translators.133 A representative figure

i3 the English Franciscan Nicole Bozon who during the late thirteenth

or early fourteenth century wrote a series of eleven saints' lives

in Anglo-Norman. As a confessor, Bozon might have written these

lives, which are, on the whole, derived from the Legenda aurea, to

encourage some laywomen among his parishioners to do penance.

The only modern saint of his eleven is the Franciscan tertiary

Elizabeth of Hungary.134

In general, these vernacular saints' lives written in Anglo-

Norman and northern French verse date from the eleventh to the

olose of the fifteenth century. Tabulating the vitae inventoried

by Meyer presents a number of problems, since several lives have
135

been recast at later periods" and there are some errors and more
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■J 4T
than a few omissions in hi3 catalogue. Still, his list is the

most complete index of French vernacular verse lives available.

Not all his approximately 185 lives are dated, but of those which

can be assigned to a century with reasonable accuracy about twenty-

two antedate the thirteenth century while about fifty-nine follow

it. The thirteenth century, from which we already have so many

scattered pieces of evidence indicating a new popularity for the

cult of saints, can claim roughly ninety-seven lives. The most

popular type of saint whose lives were translated and versified,

according to Meyer's own reclining, was the early Christian universal

saint? next come local saints, mostly from the days of the apostolic

bishops? and last of all, thirteen lives of seven contemporary

saints (Dominic, Edmund Rich, Elizabeth of Hungary, Francis,

Richard of Chichester, 31.Thomas Helye of Bilville (d.1257), Yves

(?)(d,1303)).137

Saints' legends in French prose only appear in the thirteenth

century. This i3 significantly later than the appearance of vernac¬

ular verse lives, and perhaps does suggest what Meyer believes: a

more cultivated, more literate lay public has emerged, for whom
■J O

verse recitations were no longer required. Fairly quickly,

these prose vitae were gathered together in vernacular legendaries,

which, predictably, are overwhelmingly traditional in their choice

of saints. St.Thomas Becket seems to be the most modem saint

139
represented. This same hagiographic conservatism holds true

for a random sample of Scottish and English vernacular legendaries
140

of the later Middle Ages.
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Even if they did lack modern saints, these vernacular le¬

gendaries may have exerted an important modernising influence in

another direction. Perhaps it would not be far-fetched to consider

that in substituting homely vernacular speech for Church Latin,

the clerical translators of the legendaries helped to make the

saints more familiar, less hieratic personages. The translators

would thus have performed a function analogous to that of the

later medieval artists who were then olothing the saints in the

costumes of daily life. Everyday idiom was what a translator

could use. It was Dante, after all, who perceived that the vernac¬

ular was the great ally of naturalism.*^* Hence, in more ways

than one, "the fourteenth century saint was, so to speak, a

142
vernacular creation."

Undoubtedly, the Legenda aurea was a ready source for the

prose and verse translators of vernacular saints' lives. Voragine's

anthology, its manuscripts widely diffused, was one of the best¬

sellers of the Middle Ages. From script to print — and printing

like vernacular translation further broadened the circulation of

lives of the salnt3 — the record of unquenchable demand continued.

The publishing career of the Legenda aurea is impressive. Before

1500, at least eighty-seven Latin editions of it and about forty-

five editions in the various European vernaculars had appeared.

Caxton used the French translation of Jean de Vigny, which

had been made before 1340, as the basis for his English edition

of 1483. In common with other early printers, Caxton treated the

Logenda aurea as a work that could be modified or augmented to please
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the audience of his times# Caxton^ additions are therefore an

interesting comment on the tastes of hi3 age. First of all,

Caxton inserted a series of fourteen accounts of Old Testament

patriarchs, eloquent testimony to the growing attractions of the

Bible and its notions of sanctity. Voragine had looked back no

farther than the Maccabees. Secondly, and thi3 supports the

previous discussion of hagiographic patriotism in the Nova legenda

Ariglie, Gaxton included the lives of eighteen English saints like

Alban, Cuthbert, and King Edward the Confessor. Aside from St.

Thomas Becket, Voragine had ignored England. Caxton erven welcomed

St.Catherine of Alexandria "of the nacions of Britons". Thirdly,

Caxton added biographies of seven modern saints, the most recent

of them being St.Eoch, whose life he claims to have translated

himself. Saints Hugh of Lincoln and Edmund Rich would be appre¬

ciated by English readers, while the four others (Saints Thomas

Aquinas, Yves, Louis of France, and Loui3 of Toulouse) reflect

both cults sponsored by religious orders, and Caxton's French

translator of Voragine.Caxton and his successors not only

published expensive folio editions of Voragine, but also offered

individual legends in cheap, thin quarto to a less affluent

clientele.

The Legenda aurea had been translated into Tuscan by the

fourteenth century,if not before. But the first published

edition of Voragine's classic i» an Italian vernacular occurred

around 1475*. Thi3 wa3 the translation done by the Venetian
147

Camaldolese monk, Nicolo Malerml. He, too, adapted Voragine

to suit his time and milieu, inserting an abridged life of 3t.Joseph,
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who was enjoying a new cult in the later fifteenth century. Again,

lialermi, like other translators, found room for the lives of addi¬

tional modem 3aints. Six of his selections were straightforward

(Bernardino, Catherine of Siena, Clare, Louis of Toulouse, Ling

Louis of Prance, and Nicholas of Tolentino) blithe remaining two
were calculated to gratify his Venetian pride and his Camaldolese

loyalties. For both of these new saints he carefully employs the

term beato, which in the context of his collection can be taken to

mean a present day uncanonized saint who iB receiving some degree

of veneration. Thus he cites "Beato Laurentio Iustiniano" (patriarch

of Venice, d,1455» can.1690) and "Beato Parisi confessori del

ordine de Camaldoli" (d.1267).1^8

Hagiographic literature was not confined to a popular reader¬

ship in search of uplifting stories and pious nourishment. Scholars

were not ashamed to place vitae sanctorum on their shelves, fo

judge from the library of the great henaissanoe scholar Pico della

Mirandola (d.1494), the cult of the saints embraced the whole sweep

of Church history from the Passio quatuor sanctorum coronatorum

to the Be miraculis _b. Francisoi. encompassing the inevitable

Legenda aurea as well as some unspecified collections and a Legenda

sanctorum regni lingaria that sounds worth investigating. Altogether

one can point to some thirteen works of hagiography in Pico's

149
library. Naturally, the humanists knew about hagiographic works,

whatever they thought about them. Petrarch and Jalutati both allude

to the Vitae Patrum.
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Regarding saints1 lives, the Renaissance humanists adopt two

characteristic attitudes that might well repay further study. As

critics, they scorn the barbarous Latin, the worthless pseudo-

historical detail, and the spurious miracles which have caused

even Bollandists to lose their patience. As hagiographers, they

re-write old lives in the best Latin at their disposal, which, we

have seen, has been a standard occupation for humanists from the

days of the Carolingian Renaissance. Furthermore, they make original

contributions to the genre. Petrarch, when he read a poorly written

life of St.Simplicianus, said without hesitation that he did not
151

believe any of it. Again, it was probably Thomas More who wrote:

•ruder minds were affected by the fictions of those who thought

that they had done a lasting service to Christ when they had

152
invented a fable about some saint.'

Vespasiano da Bisticci includes the learned Antonio degli

Agli, Bishop of Volterra, among his illustrious men and calls him

"a man of saintly life". "I have seen /he sayj/a Life of the Saints

by him in which each saint is placed in order for the whole year.

This book he dedicated and presented to Pope Nicholas /j»(, d,1455j7 •"
Pastor describes the preface to what seems like the same work

(Cod.Vatic.3942). According to Pastor, degli Agli says that he

has resumed writing his book at the Pope's express wish. "Unfor^-

tunately, he says, most of the legends of the saints were full of

fables, and written in an uncouth or affected style, which disgusted
154

the humanists and made them despise Christianity." His remedy

is to go back to the best Latin MSS. The learned Ambrogio Traversari

had already embarked upon such a task. "To others he leaves the
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task of praising Rome's worldly he/Slpes; his only ambition is to

155
celebrate the heroes of the Church."

In 1433 Leon Battista Alberti finished his life of St.Potitus

(whom Attwater refers to as "a martyr of unknown history who is
156

honored in the diocese of Naples") which had been commissioned

by Bishop Biagio Molin, head of the papal chancery. Expected to

be the first of a series of vitae which Molin wanted Alberti to

compose, Alberti's Vita s. Potiti was in fact both first and last.

Partially at least, the failure of this scheme is thought to be

due to Alberti's historical reservations about the patently
157

legendary material.

Other humanists were either less scrupulous or chose to

write about saints for whom better evidence existed. Giovanni

158
Garzoni composed no fewer than fifteen lives of saints and martyrs.

Sicco Polenton, humanist chancellor of Padua, wrote the lives of

three modern saints all venerated in his city: St.Anthony of Padua;
»

Bl.Anthony Manzi called "the Pilgrim" who came from a Paduan

family (d.1267)? and Bl.Helen the Nun (Helen Enselmini who was

159
received into the Poor Clares at Arcella near Padua? d.1242).

Mafeo Vegio, a friend of Lorenzo Valla and an Augustinian canon-

regular, employed hagiography in the liturgical cult of saints

venerated by the canons-re,gular (Augustine, Monica, Nicholas of

Tolentino, Celestine V, Bernardino)

The Milanese humanist Bonino Mombrizio, author of a well-known

legendary previously mentioned, is also responsible for a vernacular
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poem in honor of St.Catherine of Alexandria (who was considered

a paragon of Christian female intellect) which wa3 flatteringly

dedicated to Bianca Maria Visconti."^ Guillaume Piohet is the

X62
author of an oration on St.Stephen, ~ and the Carmelite humanist

Baptists Mantuanus rewrote numerous lives of the saints in classical

verse. His legends of Bl. Louis Morbioli of Bologna (d.1485),

which was finished before 1489, enjoyed considerable success and
•I^

merited a place in the Acta sanctorum of the Bollandists. The

most historically valuable humanist productions, in common with

the nonhumanist hagiography of earlier times, usually concerns

saints contemporaneous with their biographers.

For the humanists in general, saints, gods and heroes could

easily become confused. After all, a saint might be honorifically

addressed as divus. Francesco da Fiano, a humanist official at

the Roman curia, writing his Contra detractores poetarum (c.1400),

says that *our faith, too, has its gods? for what the ancients

called gods, we call the saints. Similarly, Aurelio Lippo

Brandolini in his Dialogue de humanae vitae... ad Mathiam Corvinum

Hungariae speaks of gods and saints in the same breath ("et deos

et sanctos appellamus").*^5 won^er> then, that the humanist

Ciriaco of Ancona chose Mercury as his patron saint, and departing

from Delos, composed a prayer to him.*^ His own namesake St.

Quiriacus, patron of Ancona, perhaps had begun to pall. The

enthusiasm of an Erasmian mouthpiece called Nephalius is better

known. Overcome with piety towards antiquity, he exclaims? Sanote
*1 fry

Socrates, ora pro nobis.
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The cult of saints, in fact, provided the formal model for

the proper veneration of revered pagans. Annually, on Plato*s

birthday, Ficino and his friends would assemble to celebrate a

banquet in commemoration. Of course the Symposium was a superb

literary precedent, but closer parallels existed in the common

168
meals of the confraternities, held annually on their saint's day.

Moreover, and this is a topic worthy of serious study, hagiography

continued to influence all secular biography, as it had done through¬

out the Middle Ages. Sezneo remarks that "Ficino's biography of

Plato, placed at the head of his translation (Omnia divini Platonis
\ 169

opera...) has the character of the life of a saint."

But to see the Renaissance assimilation of hagiographic and

secular biographic traditions, one need to look no farther than

to Vespasiano's Vite di uomini illustri del Secolo XV. Vespasiano

treats almost every sort of fama. ignoring only what would be the

special subject of Vasari, the lives of painters, sculptors, and
170

architects. One saint (Bernardino) and two beati (Antonino of

Florence, Ambrogio Traversari) figure amidst the host of distinguished

prelates, statesmen, and writers. Although the author of the Legenda

aurea might not have been much impressed by Vespasiano*s quiet and

undraraatic narratives, the sanctity of each of these three men is

brought out most clearly. This sanctity rests almost wholly upon

the respective virtues which they practiced in their lifetimes.

All three are ideal representatives of their religious orders.

Furthermore, Antonino is an exemplary archbishop, Bernardino a

model preacher, and Ambrogio combines Christian humane scholarship

with the generalship of the Camaldolese monks. Unless one sees
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Vespasiano shaping Arabrogio Traverser! to fit the features of the

Renaissance archetype of the saintly scholar, St.Jerome, and the

characteristic emphasis on Jerome*s penance is missing from the

portrait of Ambrogio, then this pious humanist is the least medieval

of Vespasiano's saints. How peculiarly fitting it seems, therefore,

that Vespasiano attaches to the conclusion of Ambrogio's vita, and

to his vita alone, the report of miraculous flowers blossoming above

the saint's grave in mid-winter. "Here was a sign how God honoured
171his great merit." James of Voragine would have been pleased.

The Later Medieval Saints: Demography.

The urge to quantify is perhaps the most widely shared

obsession in the historiography of our own day. One quantitative

study, historical demography, offers a new perspective for understand¬

ing social and cultural behavior? eventually it will take its place

among the other so-called ancillary disciplines with which historians
172

must be acquainted. The later Middle Ages, oddly enough, appears

to have been equally preoccupied with numbers. "La piete de cetie
173

epoc.ue, mdrae chez les meilleurs, s'est faite arithmetique."

Aves; rosary beads; days granted in indulgences, masses for the

dead — all were counted, and counted most carefully. Vast relio

treasuries amassed items almost according to a number standard,

where better meant more. Symbolic numbers for virtues, graces,

174
joys, and sorrows were much in vogue.
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Consequently, numbering the 3aints is a task which appears

at once medieval and modern. Possibly the early development of

passions, litanies, and martyrologies is what Le Bras has in mind

when he says that the Church undertook "le recensement necessaire-

ment partiel, infiniraent liraite de cette societe celeste (i.e. the
"1*7C

saints)... des ses origines." Yet there was a prudent New
•J *y

Testament observation on the futility of a "ddraographie des elus,"

which, like the Old Testament horror of census-takers (cf.II Samuel

24), serves as an appropriate reminder of methodological limitations.

In the Apocalypse, St.John sees the blessed standing before the

throne and before the Lamb, and he says "vidi turbam magnara, quara

dinumerare nemo poterat, ex omnibus gentibus, et tribubus, et

populis, et linguis" (Apoc. 7»9)* This very passage was, by a

177
happy choice, included in the mass for All Saints.

For indeed the problems one faces in attempting a demographio

survey of the saints who died between 1200-1500 are formidable.

The present writer once had notions of applying the celebrated

collective-biographical techniques of the late Sir Lewis Naraler to

the study of the saints,^® or of carrying out the sort of thorough

prosopographical investigation beloved of the classicists, but

this was before the nature of the evidence had been adequately

assessed, and the time and skills required for the job had been

fully appreciated. At present a much more modest goal seems best*

to review the inherent difficulties of evidence and methods to

present a rapid sketch of what ^agio-demographers* (as the

Bollandists call them, and with considerable reserve) have achieved;

and to suggest lines of departure for future studies.
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The first and raost overpowering difficulty in trying to take

a census of the later medieval saints is to find out who these

saints were. The saints of 1200-1500 who were subsequently papally

vetted and approved comprise only a proportion of their contemporaries

who during the later medieval centuries enjoyed some form of venera¬

tion or publio acknowledgement for their sanctity. To limit one's

survey to papally canonised sanctity is to ignore a good many of

the blessed for whom there was a medieval cult, but for whom, through

one circumstance or another, there wa3 no medieval or post-medieval

papal endorsement. To stray outside the confines of papally ratified

sanctity, however, confronts us with the predicament facing the

compilers of dictionaries of the saints.

The editors of these indispensable manuals aim for comprehen¬

siveness. The best and most comprehensive of all, the Italian

Bibliotheca Sanctorum, endeavors to omit no saint who has left oehind

him so much as his nudum noraen. Besides admitting all. duly canonised

and beatified saints, this encyclopedic work encompasses the recip¬

ients of the title beatus in the pre-1534 raenologies of the religious
179

orders. Now, these order lists tend to grant the same title

indiscriminately to brethren receiving a cult and to deceased
x 180

confreres who simply had a reputation for personal saintliness.

Many of the saints and blesseds of the Bibliotheca Sanctorum

figure among the praetermissi of the Bollandists* Acta. In fact,

many cannot be proved to have existed historically, let alone to
131

have been honored with a cult. The same general point is made

by the late Bollandist Coens in his review of J. Torsy's Lexikon

der deutschen Heiligen (Cologne, 1959)*
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Le grand danger des repertoires hagiologiques est
prPcis&ment d'enumerer oomme 'saints' aveo une

acoeption univoque, les personnages les plus
disparates, historiques ou legendaires, honores,
ou non, d'un culte public dans l'l8glise.*®2

Ideally, one would like to see a repertory that either documents

historical veneration or carefully aporaises the notice of each

saint inserted, assigning a place to each on a scale ranging from

'certain' to 'highly doubtful'. With each item thus weighted,

proper computations could reliably be made.

G.G. Coulton cites a Franciscan preacher thundering to an

audience of peasants and artisans: 'Scarce one from among you is

sainted? I say not "is saved," but "is canonized," has his feast

kept as a holy-day.' In another work, Goulton tries to verify

these accusations that the peasants were almost without saints.

Taking two months of Butler at random, he notes the social back¬

ground of the 275 saints whose origins are specified, and comes

184
up with sixteen cases of humble birth. However laudable and

pioneering these researches of Coulton were, we cannot take -his

results at their face value. Butler's Lives of the Saints, even

in its most scholarly revision, that of Herbert Thurston and

Donald Attwater, remains more of a pious than a learned anthology:

and Coulton does not say which edition he used. Moreover, hagio-

graphic convention colors every 'fact' presented. Just as nobility

was freely bestowed by hagiographers, so very humble origins might

have seemed more vivid to them than merely indifferent parentage.

Equally based on Alban Butler, in Thurston and Attwater's

edition, is the book by the sociologist Pitirira Sorokin, Altruistic
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Lavet a. Study of American 'Qood Neighbors* and Christian Saint3

(Boston, 1950). Basically a work of edification in statistical

dress, 3orokinfs book at least has the merit of showing the sort

of questions which can be asked, and which cannot. A naive trust

in the veracity of hagiographical data is not the best preparation

for compiling statistical tables of longevity, psychological

"routes to sainthood," social class, etc. Over the course of

time, Sorokin finds a total of 3»090 saints with 43•3/ of them

concentrating in the third to seventh centuries; in contrast, the

thirteenth to fifteenth centuries can claim only 14»T, of all

Christian saints. From the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries,

the number of saints decline (respectively 188,144, and 119)» only
1

to rise again with the martyrs of the Reformation era (197)*

Sorokin believes that the high percentage of clergy among

the saints is explicable both in terms of institutions rewarding

l86
their best people and because of the olergy's consecrated status.

The fall in papal saints from the early to the modern church is

not satisfactorily explained,*8"^ and neither is the relative

advance of female saints from the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries,

when the percentage of saints belonging to their sex rose from

22.3," to 28.5:' to fall slightly back to 26.1 .188 Discussing

saints in relation to their social environment, Sorokin affirms

that the fourteenth century is the watershed; after it, saints
189

who remain in the world tend to increase. Finally, he holds

that "each social stratum... tends to contribute its share of the

saints during the periods of its maximal power and prestige" and
190

when a class declines, so do its saints.
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In 1955» K* and C.H. George published their own study also

principally based on Alban Butler in the Thurston and Attwater

edition. Their "Roman Catholic Sainthood and Social Status* a

Statistical and Analytical Study" takes issue with Sorokin, boasts

of identifying the social status of more saints than he had been

able to do (2,494 saints compared to 1,280),191 but really proceeds

along similar lines. Most notable is the bold anachronism with

which the Georges divide their twenty centuries of saints into

three rigid classes — upper, middle, lower — ignoring those cat¬

egories which would have had some meaning in past societies. The

Georges conclude that after the twelfth century, middle class

saints, among whom St.Francis finds his place, gradually increase

in numbers, while the percentage of aristocratic saints gradually
192

diminishes. The first upsurge of lower class saints oocurred

in the fourteenth century. The Georges obtained 143 saints from

the thirteenth century, 118 from the fourteenth, and 89 from the

fifteenth.193

J.F. Broderick's "A Census of the Saints (993-1955)»" which

appeared in 1956, confines itself to "all the saints whose formal
194

canonization is solidly attested." As hi3 footnotes 3how,

Broderick has read widely in the history of canonization procedure

and is usually not uncritical of hagiographic data. His results

are far less sweeping than those of either Sorokin or the Georges,

but inspire greater confidence. Broderick arrives at a total of

283 saints,19^ of whom thirty (including the seven founders of

the Servites) come from the thirteenth, twelve from the fourteenth,
196

and nineteenth from the fifteenth centuries. Nine of these
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saints, Broderiok assigns to the laity; yet he fails to note that

at least four of the nine belonged to mendicant third orders. Of

these sixty-one later medieval saints, fifteen are female. The

fourteenth century sees one-half its canonised saints as females.

Broderick's census raises several critical problems. His

category *land of birth1 is imperceptive, and leads to serious

distortion. Thus Hugh of Lincoln is assigned to Prance and Anthony

of Padua to Portugal, despite the fact that recognition of sanctity

and cult promotion occurred in the lands where their careers and

reputations were acquired — England and Italy. Moreover, the very

late canonization of some saints (e.g. St.Margaret of Cortonai

d.1297, can.1728; St.Clare of Montefalooi d.1308, oan.1881; St.Joan

of Ares d.1431, can.1920) makes one wonder if the recognition of

their sanctity reflects the judgement of a different era, and so

197
distorts the medieval view. Finally, Broderick like Sorokin

is amazed at the longevity of saints (disregarding martyrs of
1 qr

course). What both fail to appreciate is the unreliability of

ancient and medieval hagiographers in matters of this kind, and

the fact that venerability itself might be a predisposing factor

in the recognition of sanctity during some historical epochs.

Professor Hay, taking his data from Mas Latrie and Pastor,

remarks upon the high representation of Italian saints; the grow¬

ing percentage of female saints; and the later medieval localization

of cult and influence as 3een in the emergence of the •vernacular*
199

saint. Changing his emphasis from the demography of sanctity

to the social pressure for saints in Italy, he suggests that in
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the Italian recognition of saints there was "an assertion of a

kind of patriotism rootod in a local cult."2*"'0 "If Italy was then
201

a land of saints," it was also a land whore saints and their

cults were welcomed, where social needs encouraged the identification

of sanctity. Patterns of veneration, therefore, cannot be disjoined

from the production of saints.

Our final hagio-demographer and sociologist of sanctity is

the Belgian Jesuit, Pierre Delooz, whose published thesis, prefaced
202

by a glowing testimonial from the late Gabriel Le Bras, " ambi¬

tiously sets out to examine nearly a thousand years of Catholic

sainthood, touching upon most of the fundamental issues already

raised with considerable appreciation for their historical com¬

plexities. To Delooz, the recognition of a saint depends upon

the perception of others, and so "on commence en effet, par etre

saint pour une communautd partiouliere" - especially for those
203

who initiate and promote the ensuing cult. This insight into

the fact that saintmaking involves a specific social milieu is

never entirely lost, although the heroic scale of Delooz's thesis

prevents him from exploring the social context of any one cult

with the detail and rigor that historians find satisfying.

According to Delooz, canonization is itself the outcome of

concerted social pressure which i3 expressed along institutionally

defined paths.These paths, the juridical procedures for the

official recognition of sanctity which have been in force during

various epochs, are worthy of notice because each of them reflects

a particular sort of social pressure. Hence, Delooz argues, it
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would he mistaken to regard all saints as sociologically inter¬

changeable or to base computations upon an inte,grated roster of

saints, when, in fact, neither the statuses of saints (e.g. saints

or beati) nor their respective means of ecclesiastical selection

205
have been the same. Delooz, therefore, divides his 3aints

into four classes corresponding to the procedures through which

their sanctity has been officially recognised. His first group

consists of saints, who, for the most part, were papally canonised

before the new legislation of 1634. His second group of saints

acauired recognition through individual churches. Host of thera

would today be thought of as local saints or beati. Their cults,

antedating the seventeenth century, originally had nothing to do

with papal ratification. After 1634, however, a good many of

these cult3 were 3imply endorsed by the papacy as being immemorial

(confirmation per viam cultus). Deloos*s third group of saints

were canonised as the result of a formal process before the

Congregation of Rites (the first such canonization he lists is

for St.Hyacinth Gdrovaz, a Polish Dominican, d.1257, can.1594).

Tho fourth group includes blesseds who were beatified, from the
20(5

seventeenth century onwards, before the Congregation of Rites.

Saints from 1200-1500 may be found in all four of Delooz's

groupings, if not in equal numbers. At this point Delooz must

take up the burden of assembling a reliable roster of acknowledged

saints. Ho difficulties arise from the third and fourth groupings:

the saints found within them may be documented; so there is no

danger of omission here. For the saint3 of group one, there may

be some gaps and uncertainties, but this list, too, is more or less
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207
complete. The major hurdle is group two. To compile his

inventory of saints venerated by individual churches, that awe-

inspiring multitude of local beati who may or may not have received

formal papal endorsement, Delooz turned to the (still unfinished)

Acta sanctorum and to the standard repertories like the revised

Butler, Holweck, the Benedictines of Samsgate, and the Benedictines

of Paris. The Bibliotheca Sanctorum was then still in the process

2Qg
of publication. Now, these collections, however valuable they

are, are rarely based on a great deal of original research. For

the most part, they seem to derive from one another or from still

earlier compilations. It is safe to assume that for the bulk of

l°cal heati little effort has been made to ascertain proof of a

tradition of veneration by checking local martyrologies and cal¬

endars, altar dedications, images, and so on. worse still, since

there is no official list of cults which have received papal

209
confirmation, there is no convenient way for a scholar to judge

the accuracy of a statement in a repertory that this or that cult

has been confirmed. Delooz is, therefore, under no illusions

about the limitations of his second groupings of saints; as he

luite honf^tly maintains, this catalogue of names and death dates

must be considered provisional, to be modified by further inves¬

tigations.^*^

The statistics which Belooz has so conscientiously gathered

may be summarized in tabular form.
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TABLE F

Enumeration of Saints by Grouping and Century of Death,

211
Adapted from Delooz.

13th Gentury 14th Century 15th Century

First Group 32 8 5

Second Group 269 130 129

Third Group 11 7 13

Fourth Group 0 0 2

Totals 312 195 149

Overall Lumber of Saints* 656.

Perhaps the greatest benefit of Delooz*s classification scheme is

that we can 3ee immediately a crucial weakness in his statistics*

preoisely the least verifiable class (group two) contributes the

overwhelming mass of the items. If we discount this class, the

slump between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in the

number of saints produced (from forty-three to fifteen) is ac¬

centuated, but the relative standing of the fourteenth and fif¬

teenth centuries is reversed (fifteen and twenty respectively).

Cn the other hand, if we argue that medieval perceptions of medie¬

val sanctity are moat likely in the first two groups and that the

procedures employed in group three and four run the risk of impos¬

ing modern judgements upon medieval personages, then our totals

(13th century* 301, 14th century* 188, 15th century: 134) indicate

just about the same descending curve as the initial tabulations.
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Delooz puts no faith in the supposed abnormal longevity of

the saints. To him, the saints are not a random population, but

a pre-selected one. Since the majority of the medieval saints

were males, and of these the bulk were monks or secular ecclesias¬

tics, it seems natural to him that such people who had survived

childhood and had been admitted to a religious vocation without

serious physical defect should attain to more years than the
PIP

average. Unfortunately, Delooz's views on the social status

of the saints are rendered doubtful by a lack of concrete informa¬

tion; for this reason, all the saint3 of his second group have

had to be omitted from his computations. However uncompelling,

his conclusions are that (except perhaps for the thirteenth cen¬

tury where there were many saints whose social origins are unknown)

the medieval saints "se reorutent surtout parrai les riches."

Probably the most valuable and suggestive aspect of hi3 discussion

on saints and their relationship to society is his brief comment
213

on social prominence. For saints to be reoognized their sanc¬

tity must somehow become socially conspicuous. High birth and

great wealth automatically ensure this, of course, but so do

saintly eccentricities, mystical graces, new devotions, and conspic¬

uous religious roles (e.g. bishops, order founders, preachers).

Perhaps a historical survey of the social prominence of saints

would yield interesting results. Canonization processes could

often tell us who oame into contact with the future saint and

under what circumstances.

Calling for examination are Delooz's findings on regional

differences in the medieval production of saints (why, as Professor
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Hay has noted, are Italians especially plentiful among the saints,

while some other areas seem comparatively under-represented':); on

fluctuations in the types of saints chosen (e.g. the increase in

lay saints); and on the meaning of the post-thirteenth century

recession in recognised sanctity (if this is something upon which

agreement may be reached). In order to make more sense of statis¬

tical abstractions, however, it may be helpful to review the modes

of *saintmaking* more systematically than has heretofore been done.

Throughout the Middle Ages, the popular recognition of sanctity

was an indispensable prerequisite to official, ecclesiastical

recognition. Neither episcopal nor papal canonization could create

a saint who first lacked some sort of popular following, an initial

band of believers. From this circle came the earliest marks of

devotion and often to these devotees the first miracles were granted.

In this respect, delooz's first two groupings are sociologically

interchangeable! both local beati and papally canonised saint3

began with intense, circumscribed, popular acknowledgement of their

sanctity. Popular acclamation could not guarantee episcopal or

papal acceptance, but it was an indispensable first step on the

road to that acceptance; this was as true of the Catholic West as

214
it was of the Russian Orthodox Bast. Even with the rise of

stricter oanonization procedures in the later Middle Ages, it is

no exaggeration to speak of popular saintmaking.

915
Far from denying that Vox populi. vox Dei. the medieval

papal reservation of the right to canonise (as incorporated in the

1234 decretals of Gregory IX) may be said to have institutionalized
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the popular recognition of sanctity. Enthusiastic behavior at the

graveside, miracles, images and ex-votos, candles, a tomb, a vita,

the decision to initiate a process at Rome - all, in fact, logically

presuppose this prior recognition. But canonisation by the people

did not necessarily culminate in canonization by the pope. To

secure a process at Rome involved heavy expenses, required expert
2l£)

legal advice, and demanded infinite patience. Naturally, papal

canonization would, therefore, have to remain the enviable privilege

of a minority of the saints to whom popular recognition had already

been accorded. This meant that -unless the ecolesiastical authorities

vere determined to put a stop to a particular cult, when, for exam¬

ple, the popular hero could be shown to have been a heretic, the

local veneration of papally unoanonized saints would continue. Ho,

local saints whose causes had never been introduced at the curia,

or whose processes had languished or lapsed there, continued to

receive a variety of honors including or stopping short of litur¬

gical veneration well after 1234.

Not until the legislation of Urban VIII in 1625 and 1634 did

the papacy call a halt to "una spontanea venerasione popolare che

presto si trasformo in vero oulto" by insisting that any such un¬

approved cult in a new putative saint would stand as an impediment
?17

to his future canonization." (What had precipitated these tighter

regulations was popular zeal for the great heroes of the Catholic

Reformation like St.Ignatius and St.Filippo Neri? unauthorized
218

popular veneration for such saints had excited much scandal. )

But, during the four centuries from 1234 to 1634 it would be ill-

founded to believe that popular saintma :ing had lost its importance,
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329

To take stock of popular saintmaking in the later Middle Ages,

one must be prepared to look at cults which came to nothing as well

as cults which eventually, centuries afterwards, received papal

confirmation. The Bollandists, who emphasize liturgical proofs

of cult and for whom continuity of veneration matters a good deal,

do not worry, if, in inserting a new name among the praetermissi

of their Acta sanctorum, they misrepresent the judgement of at

least some contemporaries who did regard the deoeased as a saint.

That Matthew Paris refers to the late Bishop of London Roger Uiger

(d.1241) as a saint may not be very significant. But, when one

reads of a candle kept burning before his heart in the abbey of

Beeleigh in Essex and hears of an indulgence granted to those who
220

visited the abbey and gave charity there 'on the feast of St.Roger',

the evidence of some sort of popular following appears plain.

When Robert Grosseteste died in 1253, he was hailed as a

saint almost immediately. Matthew Paris refers to him as 3anctus

and credits him with performing miracles at Lincoln. Other chron¬

iclers, too, praise his sanctity and mention miracles. There

were pilgrimages to his tomb. He was liturgically commemorated

by an "office which was neither the ordinary requiem mass nor the

proper of a confessor bishop." In 1314 Bishop Dalderby granted
221

forty days of indulgence to pilgrims journeying to his shrine.

As 'saint Robert* he comes down to us in a vernacular MS,, and
222

he is so described in an Anglo-llorman poem. Quite evidently,

to some believers of the period, he was a saint. Should we consider
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that his omission (like Roger Niger's) from Delooz's group two is

justifiable, or that it distorts a thirteenth century perception?

Nearly nothing is known about two local beati of Durham John

Warton (ante-1456; first called ganctus in 1513) and Robert of

Stanhope, but there is enough to show a popular belief in their
223

sanctity, and signs of cult. Needless to say, they find no

place in the usual repertories, nor in Delooz's computations.

More serious, however, is the omission of John Schom (d.1308),
224

for whom there exists good indications of popular veneration.

Popular saintmalcing in later medieval England has rarely been

appraised at the level which the data indicate.

But for later medieval Italy, we have almost an embarrassment

of riches, with popular saintraaking there having a characteristically

urban quality. It was the republic of Siena which recognized the

sanctity of a pious comb-maker named Peter Tecelano. When he died

in 1289, the municipality paid for his monument - *unum sepulcrum

nobile' - and his fama was such that Dante alludes to him ("Pier

Pettignano /pettinit combs/in sue sante orazioni"), as interceding

for a fellow Sienese (Purgatorio XIII, v.l06ff.) The city

republic could reward sanctity; so could the signore. James Philip

Bertoni was a Servite who died at his order's convent at Faenza

(25 May 1483). A friar (probably a confrfere) roused the people

to great enthusiasm by extolling the deceased's virtues in a fu-

neral sermon. By popular consent the corpse of Fra Giacorao Filippo

was publicp<Ily exhibited for several days on a catafalque so that

cures might be obtained. Miracles were followed by a visit of the
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Birgiore, who then ordered that full honors should be bestowed

upon the deceased and that he should receive the veneration of

the faithful ( •venerandumque mandavit'). Probably on the next

Sunday (31 May), a kind of civic canonization took place, with

processions, solemn mass, and so on. Only the Dominicans braved

the displeasure of their fellow townsmen by refusing to attend

because papal permission had not been solicited, and here it is

likely, that order jealous^ helped to stimulate^ if not give

rise to, their scruples. Three years after the death of Bertoni,
oof.

Faenza celebrated his feast as that of a beatus. Teoelano's

cult was confirmed in 1802? Bertoni's in 1766.^^

In Boccaccio*s most famous metamorphosis, the wioked 3er

Cepperello becomes the exemplary Saint Ciappelletto (Decameron IJL).

The swindle was achieved through a false confession; the cult

began with the confessor's laudatory funeral sermon, which provoked

an outburst of relic grabbing, followed by miracles. The story

illustrates a hunger for saints, and we tend to think of it as

typically Italian, even though Boccaccio places the episode in

Burgundy. Perhaps it was this kind of undi,-oerning, impulsive

popular canonization which the humanist Francesco da Piano had in

mind when he wrote:

I at least am convinced that Augustine, if he
lived in our days, would direct the same irony
/as he had directed against the pagan gods/
against certain * saints* made such not by
proved miracles, not by the Mother Church, but
by the inane and ridiculous belief of nameless
people....

It is interesting that da Piano seems to discriminate between

papal and popular oanonization, contrasting not only the authority
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of the Roman Church but also its resnect for due process with the

anonymous and impetuous actions of the crowd.

Nevertheless, historically speaking, da Fiano's fine discrim¬

ination has proved to be irrelevant. In the long run, what has

proved to be important is continuous veneration. The seventeenth

century legislation of Urban VIII established an equipollent in

addition to a formal mode of canonization or beatification. For

saints or blesseds whose cult had begun after the pontifioate of

Alexander III (d.ll8l) and before the 1634 regulations of Urban,

where proof of immemorial veneration could be presented, official
229

endorsement was available per viam cultus. A high percentage

of the so-called noncanonised saints (actually popularly canonized

saints) of the Middle Ages, which Kemp lists, were thus ultimately
230

recognized by Rome. England, perhaps because continuous venera¬

tion suffered a major sixteenth century interruption, does not seem

to have fared as well as other countries in securing papal ratifica¬

tion of its beati. It is doubtful that the demographers of sanctity

have made sufficient allowance for these historical anomalies.

Anyway, the omnipresence of popular aaintmaking in the Middle Ages

is instructive. It teaches us, for example, why St.Bernardino

concludes a long litany for All Saints with an invocation to his

eleventh and final category of saint* omnes beati, licet non sint

chanoniqati.' ^ *

Supervising the cult of these popularly canonized but papally

uncanonized beati was the responsibility of the episcopate. Bishops

were allowed to exercise their discretion in deciding whether to
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tolerate a local cult or to command its cessation. In 1279,

William de Lay was dragged out of the churchyard of Saints Philip

and James of Bristol, where he had taken sanctuary, and executed

by the secular authorities. Bishop Godfred Giffard excommunicated

those who had been guilty of violating sanctuary, and ordered that

de Lay be reburied in consecrated ground. But the matter did not

end there, for the people of Bristol soon came to regard William

de Lay, a man unjustly killed, as a martyr. Miracles were reported,

pilgrimages began to William's grave, and the dead man became the

hero of popular song. Again Bishop Giffard was forced to act?

evidently knowing that 'the said William had often been in prison,'
233he opposed the development of a popular cult.

Elsewhere, however, roughly similar external circumstances

did result in the establishment of ongoing popular veneration.

The murder of Margaret of Louvain (c.1225), a servant girl at a

pilgrims' hostel, by robbers who had also killed her employers,

led to miracles and a successful cult (confirmed in 1905). The

Bl.Marge.ret of Louvain figures in Delooz's second grouping? William

de Lay, perhaps because of the stricter verdict of Bishop Giffard,

figures nowhere. When Kemp maintains that "the evidence [of pop¬

ular canonization/for England shows little that goes beyond a.

235
temporary popular devotion to the memory of certain persons"

(emphasis added), isn't he really implying a more rigorous episcopal

supervision of popular devotion in England then in some continental

dioceses?

Yet episcopal supervision was not limited to restraint.

Bishops could encourage, promote, or inaugurate cults within their
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diocesan boundaries. The English canonist Lyndwood (d.1446)

taught that bishops could establish diocesan feasts of saints

before their cult had been authorized by papal canonization.

This practice amounts more or less to episcopal beatification.

Bl.Peter of Luxemburg (d.l387» beat.1527) was patron of Avignon

from 1432.2^ St.Yves of Brittany (d.1303, can.1347) had a local

cult at Treguier, authorized by the bishop, from 1334, which

included the recitation of 'hours of Saint Yves' on Monday of

each weelc.2^®

It is essential to recall that before canonization became a

power reserved for the papacy, bishops and their synods had the

right to canonize saints for their respective dioceses, and this

right was still upheld as late as the accession of Pope Alexander III
239

in 1159* If episcopal canonization lapsed in England after the

first secure papal canonization of an English saint - Edward the

Confessor (can.ll6l) ,2^ greater latitude seems to have existed

on the continent, where a few bishops refused to relinquish their

former prerogatives so easily.2^* Low mentions instances of epis¬

copal canonization continuing until the fourteenth century, although

he cites only one example. In 1215 the Bishop of Anagni oanonized

Peter of Trevi, prout potorat, in the company of neighboring

prelates.2^2

Still, in point of fact, episcopal canonization had come to

be nearly extinct by the later Middle Ages. What actually cha>«-

T'acterized the period was the papal reservation of the authority

to create new saints for the entire Latin Church. Partially, the
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history of the papal reservation, and the removal of the power to

canonize from the hands of bishops and their synods, is simply an

aspect of the growth of papal monarchy. To a certain extent as

well, the papal reservation was part of the papacy's response to

the dangers of uncontrolled popular devotions and the threat of

heresy, and to the opportunities of providing suitably vetted

heroes of the faith whose lives would symbolize the aspirations

of the Church,'"^

Yet popular aspirations also contributed to the papal victory.

Papal canonization was popularly solicited well before the papacy

reserved it as an exclusive right. Beteeon 993 when John XV can¬

onized St.Ulric and 1234 when the Decretals of Gregory IX asserted

the papal claim, the demand for papal canonization steadily increased.

The pontificate of Alexander III (1159-1181) with twelve causes

initiated or completed during his reign - is certainly the dramatic

turning point.One may conclude from this popular demand pre¬

ceding 1234 that papal canonisation was seen to be a supreme honor,

rather than a legal necessity, for a putative saint. Precisely

at a time when papal judicial services were assuming such great

importance for all of Christendom, a favorable papal judgement in

matters of sanctity would bring further glory to the saint upon

whom it was conferred.

Thus it is important to see the canonization of saints by the

Homan pontiffs as simultaneously serving their own interests and

satisfying popular enthusiasm. This reciprocity of popular and

paual objectives was inherent and continuing; and indeed is so
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plain that it would scarcely be worth mentioning, if some writers

did not tend to emphasize one side of the story at the expense of

the other. It is just as oversimplified to regard later medieval
f

papal canonization solely in t<>-to-bottom terms (i.e. the papacy

imposing its- selection of saints upon the people) as it is to adopt

the opposite perspective (i.e. popular pressure forcing its can¬

didates upon a reluctant papacy). Both of these views distort

a situation whose very fascination arises out of the complex inter¬

action of popular religion and cult promotion at the base with

ecclesiastical politics at tho apex.

This complexity becomes apparent as soon as one attempts to

identify the individuals or groups who initiate a process. Pop¬

ular support may have been diffused throughout a locality, but to

promote a cause at Homo, institutional backing of some sort was

indispensable. Now it is frequently asserted that the papacy's

rOle has always been a more or less passive one. "It is not the

pope who is anxious to 'make saints', but the people.... The
247

impulse comes, not from above, but from below." Yet in the

cause of St.Dominic "it was the Holy See which took the initiative,"

and the same might be said for St.Peter Martyr's process.

Gregory IX,who canonized St.Francis,had been his friend and the

protector of his order. Similar instances could be cited, but ft

is true that even for circumstances where the papal initiative is

patent, there was also organized, popular support.

Moreover, any papal initiative in introducing a cause would

tend to be less inportant to its outcome as the time between the
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cause's introduction and its successful conclusion "became increas¬

ingly greater. Discontinuity in papal aims or unpropitious political

conditions could mean that one pope was not eager to hasten what a

predecessor had begun. Hence organized backing was crucial to the

eventual achievement of papal canonization.

Without a doubt, the religious orders were institutionally

and financially well equipped to promote their own deceased and

saintly brethren. But not all of them were equally zealous in

advancing their saints. The Carthusians were perhaps the most

unconcerned or diffident, for their founder St.Bruno (d.1101) was

never formally canonized, and the Canonization of the Carthusian

St.IIugh of Lincoln (d.1200, can.1220) surely owed more to his
249

episcopal connections than to the promotion of his order. On

the other hand, the Cistercians were solidly behind the cause of

St.Edmund of Rich (d.1240, can.1247), who although he was no

Cistercian, was a confrater of the Cistercian houoe at Pontigny,

where he was buried.

There is no need to dwell on the Franciscans; their achievement

is conspicuous. Before 1500, fourteen members of their religious

family (including St.Clare from the second order, and three ter-
251

tiaries) had secured the papal accolade. For the same period,

there are five Dominicans (including one tertiary - St.Catherine

of Siena)Delaruelle believes that by a symmetry decided

upon in Rome the (first orders of) Franciscans and Dominioans were

253
held to three saints each. Certainly, both religious families

acquired a fourth first-order saint within five years of one another
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(St.Bernardino of Siena, can.1450, St,Vincent Ferrer, can.1455)*

It is only during the pontificate of Sixtus IV (1471-84), who, as

Pastor remarked, showed evident partiality for his own Franciscan

order,that the "balance tipped decisively towards the Franciscans,

and six of their saints were canonized (St.Bonaventura, can.1482,

and the five martyrs of Morocco, can,1481).^^

In Italy especially, cities were diligent in working for the

canonization of the saints associated with them through birth,

residence, or death. Siena in 1444 sent the speotaoles of Bernar¬

dino, and a cap that had once belonged to him, to the Duke of Milan,

hoping by means of these relics to cure his falling eyesight

(ineffectually, as it turned out), on the express condition that

the Duke would use his influence with the pope to get Bernardino

255
canonized. An embassy from Padua went to Rome to promote the

canonization of their St.Anthony (d.1231, can.1232); he was looked

upon as a saint during his lifetime, and at his death the different

districts of Padua fought over his relics. But Padua's interest

in canonizing its 3aint also had political overtones. The ma¬

gistrates sought thereby to keep Padua more seouroly on the Guelf
256

side while the struggle with the Ghibellines was continuing.

Dynasties also wanted to sanctify themselves with a canonized

ancestor. Family pride and practical politics were both involved.

St.Elizabeth (d.1231, can.1235) was the daughter of the King of

Hungary and the widow of the former Landgrave of Thuringia, Louis IV;

in addition to the powerful support of these houses, her cause en¬

listed the backing of the Teutonic Order, which was closely allied
257

with the Thuringian royal family. In his bull of canonization
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for r>t.Louis of Toulouse (d.l297» can.1317), "one John XXII, vrho

had known Louis and who owed hie elnotion to Robert of Anjou,

Louis* brother, referred to tho great joy that this would bring

to the royal houses of France, Sicily, Hungary, and to the Francis-
?58

cans; these foroes had combined to achieve Louis1 canonisation.

St.Hedwig (d.1243, can.1267) had been Duchess of Silesia? her

canonisation was sponsored by the ruling Silesian dynasty, who

attempted to propagate her oult as a way of unifying the various

orincipnlitios of Poland.

The striking dynastic commitment to promote candidates for

sainthood is well illustrated by a clause in the September 1383

testament of Louis I, Duke of Anjou, the son-in-law of Charles of

Bloist

Itesit diligemment et de tout nostre povoir nous
poursuivrons a deepens los canonisaoions de sainte
memoir© pane Urbain Y®, de raessire Charles, jadls
due de Bretaigne, pere de la royne nostra compaigne,
et cells do la farasie /jd§7 saint Ylizeare, conte
de Arian.2^0

Given the dedication which this commitment exemplifies, together

with the financial burdens of sponsoring a papal canonization,

the presence of so many aristocrats in the ranks of the canonised

is hardly surprising.

With ,good reason, Pope Innooent III made reference to his

plenitudo potestatls in canonizing St.Cunegund in 1200.*" The

papacy was aware not only of the theological implications of its

power to canonize, but also of the political advantages to be

gained in the judicious and sparing use it made of this power.

When in 1160, Henry II of England deoided to recognize Alexander III
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instead of his schismatic rival, Bishop Gilbert Foliot wrote to

the pope soliciting the canonization of Edward the Confessor,

"suggesting delicately but plainly that this would be an appropriate
262

return for Henry's allegiance." Edward was canonized in 1161.

Kemp brings forward two reasons for the failure of Robert Grosse-

teste's causes provincial and unimpressive petitioners, plus the

scars left by the great bishop's relentless criticism of the papal
263

curia. Obviously candidates who had given offense to Rome

within the living memory of the curia were not in an advantageous

position. But candidates to whom the pope had personally been

devoted or who had shared with the pope some significant affiliation

must have had a correspondingly better chance.2^ Pope Urban V

had the pleasure of canonizing his xincle Elzear of Sabran (d.1323,
OfiVL

can.1369), while, in his Commentaries. Pius II, who canonized

St.Catherine, declared* 'To a Sienese has been granted the happy
266

privilege of proclaiming the sanctity of a daughter of Siena.' "

It is, however, possible to speak of a politics of canonization

beyond personal devotion to a saint or to the community fostering

his cult. Sorokin is naive when he considers canonization to be

p Csi
a reward for "services to the Church." Politics is not for the

dead, but for the living. Pope Boniface VIII was trying to crush

the Colonna family in May of 1297 > sod was also embroiled in a

famous quarrel with Philip the Pair. In order to achieve his

primary ambition and neutralize the opposition of the French

throne, he honored Philip and France by canonizing St.Louis IX

that year. Knowing when to canonize was the pope's trump card.

If there was no reason to reject a cause, he could always defer it.
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Besides, in Rome there was a nagging "belief that a new canonization
269

would "be followed "by the death of the pope, which was an excellent,

though perhaps not readily admitted, reason for postponement.

According to the most secure information on papal canonisations,

the popes at Avignon canonised a mere seven 3aints (Gelestine V,

Louis of Toulouse, Thomas Cantelupe, Thomas Aquinas, Yves, Robert

of Chaiso-Dieu, and Slzear of Sabran)• The four popes who canonized

these saints were Frenchmen. Louis of Toulouse was of the Angevin

house of Naples and was venerated in Italy and in southern France

where his relics lay. Thomas Aquinas, was born and died in Italy,
271

but his cult was strongly promoted by the University of Paris,

with which, even today, his name is linked. Robert founded the
p*71 a

abbey of Chaise-Dieu in tho Auvergne (d.1067). Yves was a

Breton, and Ulzear a Provengal, Only Celostine and Thomas Cantelupe

seem to be lacking in any pronounced ties with B'rance; and the

list, short as it i3, does appear to have a distinctly French

flavor.

Uven the Canonization of Peter Morrone or Celestine V, to

whom Dante's censure is traditionally applied "che fece per viltate

il gran rifiuto" (Inferno, III, 60) was prompted by the pressure

of Philip the Fair and the Colonna oardinals who also and at the

same time had been trying to got Boniface VIII posthumously condemned

for heresy. With relief, Clement V dropped the indictment against
272

one of his predecessors and canonized the other. The papacy

was saved from embarassment. That Clement was permitted to drop

the proceedings against Boniface appears highly relevant to the
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canonisation of Celestine* the sanctification of the latter pope

wan another way of blackening the reputation of the former, but a

way much less painful to the Church.

A3 a spectacle, papal canonization becomes ever more elaborate,
273

a fit subject for artists to depict. ' As a liturgical rite, it

naturally grows in pomp from the canonization of St.Francis in

1228, which included a sermon by the pope and the roading of the

saint's tniracula. to the canonization of St.Bonaventura in 1482,

where, with the addition of litanies and the petitio canonizationis.

the liturgical development had basically been completed. In 1391,

the canonization of 3t.Brid.get of Sweden had required two days,

the use of 3t.Peter's, the singing of numerous hymns, and processions
274

with candles. ' Such pomp did not come cheaply. Defined inves¬

tigative procedures, detailed report^ and new officials like the
275

postulator, who makes his appearance in the thirteenth century,

all made for greater sophistication and thoroughness in vetting

prospective saints, but also for greater expense, and increasing

delay. A quick canonization wa3 regarded as a marvel, even in
, jgy fke. 1-fcA tKcfk, a. tVLcuy

the thirteenth century. ^ Thus the astonishingly brief span of
six years which elapsed between the death of St.Bernardino of Siena

and his canonization is an eloquent tribute to his popularity, and

to papal approval.

Ordinarily, those who sought to see a saint canonized by the

pope needed - more than ready cash or powerful advooates - an iron

resolve, and several generations. The canonization of St.Osmund

is worth recalling. Bishop Osmund (d.1099) the nephew of William
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the Conqueror, had built the greater part of Old Barum cathedral,

and had there endowed a chapter of secular canons. He was believed

to have instituted the use of Sarum. The seventh Bishop of Old

Sarum, Richard Poore, and his chapter, made the first efforts to

get St.Osrnund canonised in 1228. Pope Gregory called for an inquiry

into Osmund1s life and miracles, but the 1228 proceedings came to

nothing. Further efforts were made a century and a half later.

Yet, owing perhaps to the Great Schism and to a dispute between

bishop and chapter, these attempts proved unsuccessful.

A new petition by Bishop Halaa (1408-17) was referred to a

cardinal who then died. But in 1416 the chapter began a major

campaign to achieve its goal. First, there was a rally (4 Hay)

in which the former chancellor of the University of Oxford, Richard

Ullerston, delivered a sermon saying "iustua est et ratio exigit
277

Egregium virum Osmundum sanctorum oathalogo ascribi...". Next

(22 July), the canons pledged themselves to donate towards the

canonisation campaign a tenth of their annual income from prebends

for seven years, and also the entrance fees of newly resident

canons during this same period. Then, another petition was submitted

which led in 1424 to a papal commission of inquiry. Despite the

work of recording many depositions and the costly employment of

agents in Rome, the affair seems to have languished until, in 1450,

a new bishop and a new dean resolved to hasten matters. Their

proctors in Rome approached every influential churchman whose good

will could be enlisted.

Upton and Ilouchyns, the English proctors at Rome, constantly
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begged for more funds, more letters from prominent Englishmen in

sun-port of the process, and warned of obstructions in the path.

A movement to canonize Inselm of Canterbury was threatening to

interfere. The pope, Cardinal Firman told them, did not want to

oanonize Bishop Osmund at present for fear of offending the royal

houses of France and Aragon who were urging the canonization of

Vincent Ferrer. Alphonso Borgia, Cardinal Archbishop of Valencia,

had remarked to his fellow cardinals (or so he told Houchyns) that

the mendicants were monopolizing the canonizations, and

si iste Osmundus fui3set de ordine mendicantium
canonizatus fuisset diu ante hec tempora, sed
quia portauit habitum nostrum... ideo differre
debet, quod nobis dedecus est.278

Interestingly enough, an advocate of the consistory court advised

the procurators to have the English hint that they were going to

elevate the relics of Osmund and venerate him without sanction

from Rome, for this information, it was alleged, would cause the

pope to fear a breach with England, and would thus hasten the

canonization.

Finally, the English made their most important convert —

John Lax, private secretary to Cardinal Borgia. Lax himself became

a proctor, and when his employer was enthroned as Pope Calixtus III,

there was rejoicing in Salisbury. At long last, the end waB in

sight. A misunderstanding between Lax and Salisbury was settled,

and then Pope Calixtus announced his intention to oanonize Bishop

Osmund on 1 January 1457. Lax was rewarded with two English preb¬

ends. Altogether the canonization had cost the bishop and chapter
/ 279

£731.13/-, and had taken 229 years to accomplish.
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■To wonder, then, that so many saints remained pouularly

venerated rather than canonized. Hven in the twelfth century, a

process at Rome had seemed too intimidating for poorer monasteries
280

and more backward dioceses. The economics of canonization
nOi

loomed too large for some saints? crises like the Great Schism

proved too much for others. The causes of many candidates for

official sainthood were, consequently, abandoned. Clare of Monte-

faloo (d.1308) was locally venerated immediately after her death.

John XXII appointed a commission of investigation into her cause

in 1318? yet hor process went no further until the nineteenth
282

century.

The Carmelite Bishop Peter Thomas (d.1366) was called a saint

in the course of a funeral oration delivered by a Franciscan doctor

of theology and provincial of the Holy Land who told the Archbishop

of Nicosia, in his defense, that he was impelled to do so by the

Holy Spirit. This preacher, Juan Carraesson, followed the example

of the famous Philippe de N^zieres in writing Peter Thomas*s vita.

There were abundant miracles, and other evidence of popular enthu¬

siasm. Peter Thomas had been a papal legate? his cause was

supported by the King of Cyprus? the Carmelites imposed a tax on

their brethren, partially to advance his canonization process, in
283

1375* He was never canonized.

To some contemporaries this meant frustration and resentment.

In the mid-thirteenth century Brother Giles of Assisi had complained

that the superiors of his Franeissan Order were guilty of neglect

in not pressing for the canonization of the martyrs of Horocoo
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(can.1481).c But other churchmen, worried about the flood of

new saints, were desirous of still greater delays and even tighter

restrictions. Hostiensis was afraid that an inflation of saints

28b
would lead to a depreciation of sanctity. ^ Marsiglio of Padua,

perhaps alluding to John XXII*s canonization of Thomas Aquinas,

thought that the entire cult of saints should come under the

control of a general Church council, since an unscrupulous bishop
286

might try to use canonization to prop up his own position. "
p Q*7

Henry of Langenstein'" felt that there were already too many new

saints for the good of the Church, and thus opposed the addition

of Urban V, Bridget of Sweden, and Charles of Brittany to the
« ,. . _ 288

ranks of the canonized.

But when Erasmus said that "multi sunt in consortio sanctorum

qui non sunt apud nos in catalogo" - though, as Hans Baron remarks,
289

he probably had Socrates and Cicero in raind - he was undoubtedly

articulating what a good number of Christians believed. These

Christians would not have been deceived into equating canonization

with sanctity. Around them there was no shortage of saints who,

in the absence of any papal certification, were nonetheless visibly

receiving the honors of veneration. If they thought about such

things, the bulk of ordinary Christians might have disagreed with

the followers of Wycliffe, notably William White (burnt at Non-rich,

1428), who argued that the human judges of sanctity were unreliable

and that nowadays sinners stood a better chance of being canonized
a90

than true saints." Yet people whose candidate's cause had been

arrested through their lack of funds, the troubles of the Great

Schism, or the objections of conciliarists to new saints, might

i
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have wondered why canonisation by the pope, if it wag ouch an

excellently designed instrument for arriving at the truth, should
291

be so infrequently employed.

In Table P, Deloos's statistics on saints who died between

1200-1500 are arranged according to the death-date of the saint,

not his canonisation or cult confirmation date (if indeed the saint

could claim either)• Now, from what ha3 been said, it is clear

that Deloos's statistics must be approached cautiously, and that

especially his second grouping of saints will need to be corrected

and revised by future demographers of sanctity.

Nevertheless, the pattern of Delooz's statistics corresponds

quite well to what one might have expected. In the fourteenth

century, secular society faced a severe crisis of famine, war,

plague, economic depression, social disturbances, and, most perjtf-

tinent of all, a fall in population which the fifteenth century

failed to make good. If one takes an estimated one-third as a

rough measure of post-plague population decline in the latter half

of the fourteenth century and beyond, the saints seem to diminish

at approximately the rate of the general populace. The correlation,

however, is much less valid for the fifteenth century, where the

number of recognised saints has declined 52.24; from the thirteenth

century figure. Although there seem to be fewer saints about in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries than in the thirteenth,

the overall population has so shrunk that one could reasonably
292

maintain that the saints have lost relatively little ground.

i
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When Delooz correlates the gaints of 1200-1500 with thoir

countries of origin, the results are in some ways predictable

and in some ways surprising (cf. Table G). Once again the predom¬

inance of the statistically least reliable class, his second

grouping, ought not to be forgotten.

Table G

Paints of 1200-1500 from Groups One and Two arranged

according to Selected Countries of Origin,

Adapted from Delooz.

13th Century 14th Century 15th Century

Italy 137 124 89

Prance 38 21 13

Germany 22 9 5

England 10 3_ 1

207 157 108

For the thirteenth century, Italian saints represent 45*51 of the

overall total of Delooz's first and second .groupings? for the

fourteenth century 65.96', ? and for the fifteenth century 66.42 •

Although in absolute terms the number of saints decreases from

the thirteenth century to the fifteenth, the Italian percentage

of these saints rises 20.91/• Indeed if we were to consider the

country where a saint died as being more significant to his cult

than where he was horn, Italy's lead would probably be slightly

higher, for on the whole Italy gained from the migration of saints.

The usual presence of papal court, pilgrimages and Roman Jubilees
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naturally proved attractive to the reli.rp.ous dlite of iurone.

By now the Italian phenome-non is a standard crux for hagio-

demographers. Deloos eranhasizes perception and says that the

Italians were historically and culturally "programed" to perceive
295

saints. ^ The history of the cult of saints in Italy, when it is

written, would undoubtedly show that veneration for the Roman martyrs

and the Italian apostolic bishops continued to be influential.

Veneration for local saints, as Professor Hay has said, served
296

local needs and strengthened local ties. Here it is important

to place the cult of saints in the context of Italian urbanism,

and of Italian guilds and confraternities. Moreover, we cannot

discount the intensity of religious activity in Italy, and especially

of religious innovation. New orders and their tertiaries produced

new saints. Near saints popularized and publicized sanctity. The

later medieval popularization of the cult of the saints seems to

have taken place in Italy arith considerable thoroughness (e.g. the

Legenda aurea. the impact of saints' names, etc.).

But explanations have a way of concealing problems, and Delooz's

statistics are not wholly predictable. The thirteenth century sees

the advent of the friars - the great founders of orders, their

disciples, and their local adherents. Hence the thirteenth century

efflorescense of sanctity, which the statistics for Italy in partic¬

ular tend to substantiate, occasions no surprise. The Italian

fourteenth century, on the contrary, is a time of plague and economic

recession, with the papacy at Avignon or torn by the Schism, and

with the Franciscans in disarray. Yet the reduction in Italian
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saints amounts to only 9.49, , compared to a 60.98, decline for the

rest of Europe. Still more puzzling are the fifteenth century data.

A restored papacy is once again in Italy; after Lodi in 1454 there

is relative peace; and the Observantine Reformation may be called

a Franciscan re-birth. How, then, are we to account for a drop of

35.04.' in the ranks of Italian saints from the thirteenth century

to the fifteenth? Pastor was quite proud of fifteenth century
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Italian sanctity, although he did not hazard any comparisons

298
with former times. Delooz wags his finper at the Renaissance.

What is needed, and cannot be supplied here, is a closer look at

who these Italian saints were, and where they came from.

Just as a century is not a uniform stretch of time, so a

country (least of all Italy) is not a homogeneous patch of tei*-

^ritory. Within Italy, the abundance of Sienese saints, as well

as the honors the Sienese proudly lavished on them, have been

repeatedly mentioned. What happens to the cult of saints and

sanctity in fifteenth century Siena? As for Lombardy, the

thirteenth century seems to have produced comparatively fewer

saints than Tuscanyi^%hy? Lombardy had its Humiliati; its people

participated in the religious movements of 1233 and 1260. If

sanctity and religious activity may be correlated, why should

Lombardy, which supplied huge audiences for popular preachers,

show fewer thirteenth century saints than Tuscany, Umbria, or the

Marches?^ Brucker calculates that there were roughly a dozen

saints and beati in fourteenth century Florence; the fifteenth

century produced one saint and three beati in that city.^
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Italy is not alone in presenting some fascinating conundrums

in the demography of sanctity.

iber die Reformation kann nicht erkl&ren, warum
schon drei Jahrhunderte vorher die deutschen

Ileiligen so surucktraten, und das trotz des
Hoohstandes der deutschen Mystik ira Iloch-und
Spfit-Mittelalter.302

Nevertheless, if the Reformation cannot explain the apparent fall

in medieval German saints, does that apparent fall help to explain

the Reformation? Instead of seriously addressing this question,

German hagio-demographers seem to be intent on swelling the ranks

of their fellow countrymen by granting German passports to every
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Dutch, Gwiss, or Bohemian saint they can locate." One would

like to know if Delooz's second .grouping of saints i3 accurate in

regard to Germany. Furthermore, patterns of veneration in later

medieval Germany could be examined systematically. The English

statistics recall G.G. Coulton's lament*

Our Church life in general was perhaps the most
respectable of all, yet few medieval Englishmen
since the Conquest were canonized, and none at .

all after St.John of Bridlington, who died in 1379*

Delooz credits the whole of Britain with only one fifteenth century

saint, It is hard to toll whom ho.^oartt^ since he lists a Horsey
candor tho doath date of 1415 who may or may not bo Henry VI (d.1471)

and Thomas de Ralden (i.e. Thomas Better from Saffron Walden in
->qc Bub of VI

Essex, a Carmelite theologian, d.1430). ^ Two are "hotter than

one, but undoubtedly there were others, local saints whose cults

have disappeared from view, such as those previously cited. Of

course there remains the possibility that the English hierarchy

was less sympathetic to the veneration of local saints than their

ecclesiastical counterparts abroad (in Italy, for instance?).
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Here, too, much work has still to be done.

Although Gilbert de Moravia (Moray), Bishop of Caithness

(d.1245) has been called the last medieval Scottish saint,^ there

must have been several local cults in Scotland like that for Abbot

Riohard Grossius (Gross) of Carabuskenneth (d.1285) who was 'renowned

for signs and miracles after his death' and besides whose tomb
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stood an offertory chest. Abbot Richard, had he been an Italian,

would in all probability have made his way into a hagiographic

dictionary, and from there have found a place in Delooa's statistical

roll-call. He was not, and has not.

Demographers of the saints are interested not only in when

and where sanctity was manifested, but also in what form it assumed.

So, in addition to classifying saints by the eras and regions which

produced them, one may usefully categorise them according to their

type. The most commonly perceived types of sanctity have fluctuated

historically, as confessors succeeded martyrs, and apostolic bish¬

ops, then founders-abbots, took on the aura of the desert ascetics

of an earlier epoch. To admit that the normative types of

Christian sanctity have evolved is no warrant for oversimplifying

the evolutionary process. Since most periods contained several

varieties of saint, and indeed each type could include sub-species

(e.g. St.Thomas Socket as episcopal martyr), it is at best mislead¬

ing to summarize vast expanses of time and say that the ascetic

was the archetypal saint of Christian antiquity, the contemplative

of the Middle Ages, and the saint of active charity of the modern
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For of course the liturgical and hagiographical tradition

guaranteed that onco a type of Christian sanctity had been recognised

it would always remain hallowed and always remain capable of exert¬

ing new influence in a different age. Thu3, for example, one may

point to the continuing significance of the eremitical ideal in

the theory and practice of sanctity from the days of the desert

fathers to those of St.Nicholas von Flue (d.1487). St.Bemardino

of Siena, a preacher and a member of a cenobitic order, had, at
310

the age of twenty-one, set out to be a hermit, but failed. Had

he been reading the Vitae Patrum?

Despite this continuity in the Christian tradition of sanctity,

it is possible, nevertheless, to signal the types of saints most

characteristic of a .given period and also to note the emergence of

new kinds of saints as indicative of new religious values. Assign¬

ing types to saints is not as simple as it might appear to be.

St.Margaret of Cortona (d.1297, can.1728) is often called the Mary

Magdalene of the Franciscans, but to categorize her simply as a

female penitent is inadequate. She was a tertiary? and so one

must decide whether she should be classified with the religious or

the laity. She was the recipient of spiritual graces, though, like

many tertiaries, was actively involved in peace-making and repeatedly

warned the Bishop of Arezzo, in whom diocese Cortona lay, to stop

waging war. She tried to end the feuds in her city. In addition,

she founded a hospital in Cortona and an association of mercy to

serve the 3ick.^* As penitent, tertiary, contemplative, peace¬

maker, founder, and female, St.Margaret of Cortona would require

a range of categories for her kind of sanctity to be summarized,
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or statistically tabulated.

Litanies group and rank the saints in relatively few, broad

categories, angiographic literature, on the other hand, often

seems to delight in multiplying the attributes of a saint, as if,

by emphasizing a saint*s many-sidedness, his claims to sanctity

are correspondingly increased. Thus Philippe de Kezi&res calls

his beloved St.Peter Thomas oatriarcha, pater, propheta, vere

apostolus Dei, martyr Dei, confessor gloriosissiraus, doctor saorae
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scripturae, praedicator crucis. Since Peter Thomas was a papal

diplomat and archbishop, crusader and Carmelite, to do justice to

the forms his sanctity took, his individual attributes would each

have to be assessed and then tabulated on a vast statistical chart

of later medieval saint-types. Some problems would first have to

be settled. What are the distinguishing features of a later

medieval propheta? Can a 3aint be both martyr and confessor?

When issues such as these have been decided, and one is able to

consider a group of saints who fall under a clearly defined rubric -

say the papal saints of the later Middle Ages (Gregory X, Innocent V,
. ui

Celestine V, Benedict XI, and Urban V), then it will be possible

to trace the meaning of this specific kind of sanctity against an

actual historical backcloth.

To date, meaningful studies along these lines have not pro¬

gressed very far, Ludwig Hertling, in 1928, published a brief

article ("Statistisches zur Geschichte des Heiligentypus") in

which he gave cursory attention to martyrs, confessors, bishops,
314

princes, religious, and females among the canonized saints.
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The same author made some further observations in 1953» writing

in the Diotionaire de Spirituality, He noted that through the

centuries the number of canonized bishops declines? that lay saints

have never been plentiful (but he did include the Franciscan ter¬

tiary St.Elizabeth of Hungary in their company); and that the

relative order strength of canonized religious stands in direct

proportion to the strength and size of their respective orders in
315

the Church as a whole.

Delooz makes an ambitious effort to show the statistical

ascent or descent of various saint-types (females, bishops, martyrs,

child and order saints, founders, lay saints), but somehow his

results are disappointing to tho historian. For example, Delooz

discovers that the percentage of female saints in relation to male

saints did not fluctuate a great deal in the later Middle Ages

(total percentage of female saints in all four groupings: 13th

century: 21.2,:, 14th century: 26.1;"-, 15th century: 23«l/fc)»^
Although these relatively slight variations could be studied more

closely, a historian might begin to wonder if female sanctity

should not be approached with less emphasis on femininity per se

and greater emphasis on the specific and concrete ways in which

this sanctity was manifested and perceived.

Female sanctity as such was of course recognized in the Middle
^17

Ages." The English Augustinian friar Osbern Bokenhara (d.

c.1447) assembled his collection of thirteen Legendys of Hooly Wunanen

based upon this recognized category. But we should look deeper.

Ten of hi3 legends concern the classic type of feraale saint venerated
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in the Western Churcht the virgln-raartyr (e.g. Saints Agnes, Lucy,

Catherine of Alexandria, etc.). One legend is devoted to St.Mary

Magdalene whom the Kiddie Ages saw as a penitent-ascetic. The

remaining two legends give the collection its distinctly later

medieval character. There is the life of St.Anne, matron, and

the life of 3t.Elisabeth of Hungary (the only modern saint re-
^iQ

presented), widow.

Neither St.Anne nor St.Elizabeth were regarded as having

removed themselves from the world. After St.Elizabeth's death,

other pious women, probably following her example, became tertiaries,
319

founded hospitals, and tended the sick. Of canonized thirteenth

century female saints, St.Elizabeth, widow and tertiary, and not

St.Clare, virgin and foundress, represents a new development. The
320

whole topic of widowhood and widow-saints should be p&rsued.

Poverty has received very great attention, and justly so, in the

idea of sanctity of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Yet

St.Francis was also an exponent of a related ideal which certainly

came to have an impact in the world and which demands more attention

than it£ has received! the ideal of service, especially to the sick.

An ideal of service was, of course, independently alive outside

Umbria, and women contributed to it. Before Mary of Oignies

(d.1213) separated herself from her husband and moved into a cell

at an Augustinian priory, she served with him at the leper colony
321

of Williambroux, near Nivelles.

The related themes of service, widowhood or marriage, and

tertiary affiliation in later medieval female sanctity might be
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well worth investigating. If we add 3t.Catherine of Siena to

Ganay's list of Dominican beatae, we arrive at a total of twenty-

one female Dominican saints from Bl.Joan of Asa (d.1190), the mother

of St.Dominic, to Bl.Csanna Andreasi (d.1505), who had considerable

influence with the Gonzaga of Mantua. Of these twenty-one female

saints, six were either widows or matrons, and eleven were ter-
322

tiaries. This roster of later medieval Dominican beatae seems

to locate female sanctity fairly close to the burdens and tasks

of the world, and particularly towards the urban environment.

Yet many of these saints maintained a religious life in which

visions, spiritual graces, and ecstatic contemplation figured prom¬

inently.

This 3ame pattern of matronhood or widowhood, active charit¬

able service, and mystical experience may be seen in the life of

St.Prancesca Roraana (Franceses Bussa dei Ponziani, founder of a

•>2^
community of Benedictine oblates, d.1440). More pronouncedly

still, the career of 3t.Catherine of Genoa (Caterinetta Fiesoa

Adorna, d.1510), neither a religious nor tertiary, wife, nurse,
">O/l

hospital matron, and mystic, symbolizes, perhaps exaggerates,

a spiritual tendency to sanctity in the world, with which Delaruelle
325

identifies Joan of Arc.

The demography of sanctity opens new and interesting possibil¬

ities for future results. Wholly reliable statistics about saints

and popular cults have still to be gathered. Once obtained, these

statistics may shed light on specific historical problems, if

historically informed questions are put to them. When this has
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"been done, it will be possible to test several provocative theories

which for the present can only stimulate thought, not be made to

yield empirical conclusions. To what extent is it correct to say

that the saint "incarnates and pushes to the extreme, the tendencies

of a milieu"? Is recognized sanctity an adequate indicator of

the relative religious energies of countries, sectors of society,
327

or ecclesiastical institutions? If, among national churches,

religious orders, or lay societies, ideals of sanctity differed,

were not different types of saints pro-selected in conformity with

such ideals?

The Later Medieval Saints: Veneration.

Where learning was valued, learned saints were venerated, and,

perhaps, the learned stood the best chance of being peroeived as

saints. Brother Dominic dei Pescioli, the confessor of the Domin¬

ican beata Clare Gambacorta (d.l419)» reminded his charge never

to neglect her studies. 'In our order,* he said, 'very few people
329

have become saints who at the same time have not been learned.*

Archetypically the Christian intellectual, St.Thomas Aquinas was

seen by his biographer Bernard Gui primarily as a "holy teacher"

who was known and praised for his learning throughout Christendom,
330

but, at the same time, was singularly free of academic superbia.

In the Golden Legend of Caxton,

3t Thomas Aquinas, of the order of the friars
preachers, was a right sovereign doctor, high
and of noble lineage... He made marvellous
books... in so much that the holy Church
throughout all the world of his holy science
is replenished.331
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For the Franciscan chronicler Salimbene, churchmen worthy of
332

praise were both learned and holy. Had he met him, Salimbene

would thus have greatly admired Yves Helory, whosQ vita portrays

him as possessing all the qualities of a model cleric, piety and

letters? while still a youth

much of his time he employed to study
busily the holy letters, and read much
curiously... and... by process of time
was adorned of right .great wisdom and
renowned... both in right civil and in
canon law, and also in theology... He
visited the sick folk without difference
... and oft-times as he celebrated his
mass plenty of tears fell from his eyes...

Even in his final sickness Et.Yves continued to teach and to

preach to those who were about him.^"^

St.Thomas Aquinas and St.Yves Helory were both venerated at

a time when intellectual excellence in the service of religion

was highly regarded. The products of canon legal studies and the

graduates of schools and universities had come to occupy many of

the most eminent posts in the Church, including the papal chair.

This conviction of the importance of Christian learning had its

impact on the cult of old saints as well as on the creation of

new ones. It wa3 Boniface VIII who promoted the cult of Saints

Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, and Gregory the Great as doctores

ecolesiae, and in 1298 ordered that their feasts should every¬

where be celebrated as doubles, a liturgical ruling to which con-

335
temporaries attached great significance. Frequently thereafter

these saints are found grouped in images and cited in one breath

on municipal holiday lists.Perhaps it is not coincidental

that Ambrose and Augustine had been bishops, Gregory the Great a
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popo, and Jerome came to be iconographically costumed in the rod
337

hat and gown of a Cardinal# Gregory VII had, after all, advanced
-j-JO

the cult of papal saints. Was Boniface VIII, himself distinguish¬

ed for hi3 learning, endeavoring to quicken devotion to learned

ecclesiastics, particularly after the reign of his saintly but

simple predecessor?

Learning, of course, was an accomplishment primarily tending

to embellish a clerical model of sanctity. Since the Gregorian

Reform, the Church had come to locate sanctity almost entirely in

the ranks of the monastic or secular clergy. St.Thomas Aquinas's

theology of sanctity, for instance, tacitly subscribes to this

clerical bias by identifying sanctity with the virtue of religion.

That which was wholly dedicated to the service of God was ipso faoto

sanctified. Separated from the profane conditions of life, con-

339
secrated to the sacred rites of divine service, the religious

was automatically divorced from the world in which the laity moved.

To be sure, there were various ways in which laymen could approx¬

imate to this status — as hermits, pilgrims, crusaders, penitents,

tertiaries, and so on — but always by adopting a quasi-conseoration

of their own. In general, the observation of Delaruelle is apts

in the later Middle Ages the laity were obliged to plagiarise monies

in order to discover a spiritual program.^ Perhaps this is why

Joirxville must stress St.Louis's monastic virtues, making him a

model of asceticism in the world as woll as a paragon of Christian

kingship, chivalry, and crusading martyrdom.
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The inhcsrent clerical reluctanoe to percoive sanctity in the

world of the laity was reinforced by the scarcity of lay saints

on the altars. The urban, non-noble laity must have found itself

poorly served indeed whenever it sought its mitror image among tho

saints. The closest it could come before the later Middle Ages

wa3 the historical or legendary craft associations of some saints

(e.g. Bt.Eligius as a metal-smith, St.Crispin and St.Crispinian

as shoemakers) and the involvement of past local bishops, who

were both patron-saint3 and fellow citizens, in the vita aotiva.

There is evidence that some churchmen trie fit to provide townsmen

with models of Christian sanctity whose lives would offer resem¬

blances or parallels to their own. Thus, in a sermon preached to

the Fisan merchants of 1261, Archbishop Federico Visconti, accusing

them of ooldness, presented to them a somewhat unlikely patron

saint:

... B.Franoiscus fuit mercator et sanctifioatus
in tempore nostro. 0 quanta spes bona debet esse
mercatoribus qui habent talem intercessorem apud
Deuml}^

One might have thought that neither the founder of a begging-order,

nor any sainted ex-businessman who had renounced profit — from

St.Homobonus of Cremona (d.H97» can. 1199) t to Bl.Luchesius of

Poggibonsi (d.1260), to Bl.John Colorabini (d.1367) would have

inspired the emulation of many merchants.

Hence it is remarkable that, particularly in later medieval

Italy, a new tradition of lay urban sanctity does emerge. In a

breviary from Verona (c.1284), on the calendar for 13 November,

there is a new and startling juxtaposition: 'S.Brictii (St.Brice:



d.444) ep. et conf. Et S.Homoboni conf. non sacerdotis'If

the cult of the servant girl St.Zita of Lucca (d.1272) was promoted

by the noble family to whom she devoted sixty years of service,

that of Bl.Novellone of Faenza (d.1280) was, from the early fourteenth

century, fostered by the shoemakers of the city. It is not known

whether the Bl.Novellone had onoe in fact been a shoemaker or whether

the trade had simply been ascribed to him when he became the guild*s

local patron. In either case, it is clear that the shoemakers

wanted a shoemaker saint who was also a fellow townsman. In St.Peter*s

church of Faenza, the shoemakers had an altar dedicated to their

beatuB.^^

The Bl.Novellone, eleven times a pilgrim to Compostella, famous

during his lifetime for his fasts, penitences, long prayers, fla-
a q

gellations, and solitary existence, shows how elusive the notion

of lay sanctity is. Besides, as a Franciscan tertiary, ought he to

be considered a layman? The canonical status of tertiaries could

always excite controversy, and in the fourteenth century Jacopo de

Pulchis argued that, in contrast to laymen, tertiaries had a regula
349

and so must be considered ecclesiastical persons.

The cult of Bl.Pacio of Cremona (d.1272), another lay saint,

was supported by an interesting conjunction of urban social group¬

ings. The canons of the cathedral assiduously took note of his

miracles, wrote his vita, and preserved his memory. Bl.Facio had,

in their eyes, been a model of lay piety? he had prayed regularly

in their church; and his charitable foundation was attached to the

cathedral. That he should be buried within the precincts of the
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church where he had confessed and communicated was regarded as

proper. Even better, Facio appears not to have belonged to a third

ordert he fitted the anti-mendicant propaganda of the seculars.

Moreover, Facio's colleagues the goldsmiths made him their patron

saint. The members of his foundation, which was dedicated to cha*

/ity and Guelf politics, naturally revered their founder, just as

he himself had venerated his fellow-citizen the layman St.Homobonus,

whom he had once represented at the foot of a cross which he had

presented to the cathedral. He, like Bl.ITovellone, had several

times been a pilgrim to Santiago. During his life of active charity

and labor, he had frequently exercised the gift of healing. His

vita says of him* "Si non est canonizatus in Ecclesia militant!,
350

scilicet sic infra, canonizatus est supra in Ecclesia triumphanti..."

Evidently a tradition of venerating lay saints could develop

in certain localities. Cremona had three, the last thirteenth
351

century example being the 31.Albert whom Salimbene had ridiculed.

A similar tradition had definitely been established at Siena.

A deceased goldsmith like Bl.Facio would probably not attract

many admirers in a Carthusian house? equally, heroes of the vita

oontemplativa, monies and nuns, like the thirteenth century Cistercian
352

saints and beati of Liege, would be little known outside a

monastic milieu, and, if known, would be uncommon choices as urban

patrons. To an extent, therefore, a saint's type would determine

hi3 cult.

For kingdoms and dynasties, kings and princes were admirably

well-suited to serve their former territories as celestial intercessors
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"before the King of llajesty." The type of the royal saint is
354

familiar to any student of the early Middle Ages# In the later

Middle Ages, too, various rulers, often unhappy or unlucky ones, came

to be venerated. Bl.Amadous IX, Duke of Savoy (d.1472), an epileptic,
355

enjoyed a popular cult in Savoy not long after his death. There
•> tr /T

was a popular cult in England for the murdered Edward II (d.1327)

and for the murdered Henry VI (d.1471)• Bl.Ludwig of Thuringia

(d.1227) the dead crusader husband of 3t.Elisabeth; St.Louis of

France (d.1270); and ohe unfortunate claimant for Brittany, Bl.

Charles of Blois (killed fighting John de Montfort in 1364), whom

Froissart oalled "a good, loyal, and valiant knight..• sanctified
357

by the grace of God, and venerated as Saint Charles"— by no means

exhaust the list.

Saints of a national past continued to function in the national

present. An early fifteenth century English preacher, employing a

nautical metaphor to represent the realm, called the *topcastel of

this ship... the saints at rest in this kingdom, by whose alms,
358

merits, and prayers she is time and again rescued from perils...*

The monarchy had to utilize the power which the saints offered, and

especially to promote those cults which would strengthen loyalty

towards it (cf. St.Edmund, martyr, and St.Edward the Confessor in

the Wilton Diptych), while simultaneously opposing the popular
359

veneration of opponents of royal authority. So the political

union of Scandinavia, beginning with the reign of Margaret of

Denmark (1387-1412), sees the formation of a symbolio union of

Scandinavian royal saints including St.Eric of Sweden (mart.ll60),
360

St.Olaf of Norway (mart.1030), and St.Canute of Denmark (mart.1086)•
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Again, at the Spanish college of the University of Bologna

in the fourteenth century the chaplains were required to celebrate

the feast of beati Iaohobi patroni Yspanorum.^^- Hence the Latin

vita of St.Denis was turned into French prose probably by a monk

of the royal abbey which had this same saint as its titulary; in

his prologue the translator proudly declares that

... mi3sires sains Denises fu chef et patrons de
France, et par lui furent nos anciens peres
entroduiz, et nos apres, en la foi crestienne...

And Joinville relates how St.Louis called on Saints Denis and

Genevieve in his last hour.^^

The Burg&ndians believed that St.Andrew had converted their

original homeland, Scythia, and also that a former Burgundian

monarch had managed to acquire the cross of St.Andrew which thus

became their battle standard. Both stories, though without founda¬

tion, lay behind Burgundian veneration for their patron. Thus

•Uotro-Dame Bourgogne' and 'Montjoie saint Andrieu' were heard as

war-cries in the Burgundian struggle with Arraagnao.^^

Among Christian states patronage ties could bring political

and diplomatic ,gains. The papacy never failed to assert the pre¬

eminence of the prince of the apostles, St.Peter. But the English

delegates at the councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basle insisted

that because their church had been founded by St.Joseph of Arimathea,

venerated at Glastonbury, their nation ought to have precedence in

seating over churches of later foundation like that of France or

365
even Rome.
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Veneration could thus be based upon the collective identificaiiion

of city, guild, religious association or territorial state with their

respective patrons. In that these group loyalties mattered to

individuals, collective cults must also have had a personal basis as

well. The knight who prayed 'Paint George, bon chevalier...'

certainly saw no reason to distinguish between his individual need

and his membership in the profession of arms. Nor is there any good

reason for believing that symbolic loyalties between individuals

and saints — such as those displayed by donors on images — were

necessarily artificial.

Even if these ties were insignificant to the individual, they

were acknowledged socially. Bokenhaa might dedioate his life of

St.Elizabeth to Dame Elisabeth Vere and feel reasonably sure that

367
the gesture would be appreciated. Naturally, individuals could

remain grateful for a miracle-cure or remain hopeful that one would

eventually be granted. Then too, perhaps on a deeper or more reli¬

gious level, saints, rightly or not, were sometimes associated with

new devotions. The cult and the devotion (e.g. St.Dominic and the

rosary, St.Simon Stock and the scapular, St.Bernardino and the Holy

Name) were often propagated jointly and so both would be likely to

enlist the sympathy of the pious.

Scattered and not yet assembled pieces of evidence indicate

that the cult of saints did have a religious meaning in the lives

of some individual Christians. Joan of Arc, however extraordinary

her temperament and career may have been, nevertheless can be set

against the spirituality of her day. The saints who came and spoke
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to her, Catherine of Alexandria and Margaret, wore the costumes

of their images in the church. Her St.Michael, occasionally wear¬

ing the full armor of God's warrior, was not only the angel of the

Last Judgement but also the declared protector of the King of

Bourges in his war against the invaders; his abbey Mont St.-Miohel
368

still defied the English. Aside from the special meaning they

had for Joan, Catherine, Margaret, and Michael were among the most

popular saint3 of the later Middle Ages (of.Table C).

A book of hours which belonged to John the Fearless, Duke of

Burgundy (d,1419)» saay very well contain personal allusions in the

suffrages. These suffrages ("invocations composes d'une antienne,

d'un verset et d'une oraison")^^ were recited in honor of God or

the saints. They multiply in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

and are found in many books of hours, frequently addressed to plague
c*/v\4> 370

saints, the Holy Helpers,Aother specialist patrons. St.Leonard
is mentioned rather rarely in suffrages, but he does figure in the

Duke of Burgundy's book of hours and there is even a miniature

devoted to the same saint. Leroquais does not think it is too

audacious to conclude that the prominence given here to St.Leonard,

patron saint of captives, is a personal reference to John the

Fearless*s ten months of imprisonment, suffered at the hands of

the sultan (1396-97)*^^

Anyone interested in the veneration Of the saints in the later

Middle Ages would be foolish to neglect prayers. In the earliest

sacramentaries no direct prayers are addressed to the saints;

instead, God is petitioned to solicit the prayers of the saints
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for the supplicant so that these saints might obtain God's pardon
372 373

for him." The Kiddle Ages abandons this cumbersome procedure.

Although hymns were written throughout the '"iddle Ages, "the

,great body of office hymns of the medieval church was permanently
374

established by 1100."" New feasts, of course continued to demand

new hymns? but for the later Middle Ages, new sequences perhaps
375

grew at a faster rate. To attempt to establish patterns of

veneration by utilizing statistical evidence from such noble anthol¬

ogies as Chevalier's Repertoriura Hyanolo. icura (6 vols., Louvain-

Brussels, 1392-1921) or Blume and Droves's Analecta Kymnica Medii

Aevi (55 vols., Leipzig, 1836-1922), a task which the present

writer once innocently commenced, i£ foredoomed to failure. The

learned editors of these massive works have usually not been able

to discover when the vast bulk of medieval hyans were written —

their estimates span centuries. Furthermore, it has not been

possible for them to localize with any great precision the hyans

which they have collected. Unfortunately, the time and labor

involved prevented Leroquais from providing the initia of hymns
377

found in the MSS. he catalogued.

Fortunately, however, Jean Sonet's Repertoire d'incipit de
rj Q

pri&res en anoien francais" does permit a provisional statistical

assessment of the veneration of saints in the vernacular prayers

of the later medieval period. These vernacular prayers, in their

range and quantity, show the popularization of medieval Christianity

as impressively as images and woodcuts do. Like Jesus, the saint

is frequently called "glorieux" or "doux". The incipits reveal a
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dual conception of the saint, lie is both 'friend of Cod* ("Amis

de Dieu et amis especial de Jhesucrist, saint Jehan euvangeliste..."

"Glorieux confes /confesso^'saint Anthoine/ De Dieu esneciaulx

amis...y and •advocate* ("... Veulle envers Dieu estre advocas/
\ 379Pour raoy..."). Sometimes saints are grouped in a prayer to

Q/"\

combat a specific illness jointly. Prayers may be addressed

to specialists; an "Craison contra I'epidbraie" to St.Sebastian,

for example. Many prayers indicate a good hagiographical
382

knowledge. The choice of saint or saints in a particular

situation of need often hinges upon an experience shared with the

petitioner, as this fifteenth century text, cited in its entirety,

makes clear*

Quant la fernme est au fort de son travail,
on doit dire sur elle les parolles qui
ensuivent:
Anne la prophete enfanta Samuel le prophete.
Saincte Elisabeth enfanta Saint Jehan
Baptiste. Saincte .Anne enfanta la benoite
vierge Marie Mere de Dieu. La benoite
vierge Marie sans douleur et sans paine
enfant 1 le doulx benoist Jhesucrist sauveur

et rachetteur de tout le monde. Par les
sainctes pribres de ceulx oi et de tous les
sains et sainotes de paradis nostre Seigneur
veuillez delivre ceste creature. Amen.^g^

A quantitative look at Sonet's Repertoire demonstrates again what

has been a recurring phenomenon* the weak showing made by the now

saints of the later Middle Ages in the overall pattern of venera¬

tion during the period (cf. Table II) • There may be some value in

comparing the most popular saints of Tables C and H.

The .growing strength of private devotional life, perhaps

at the expense of the formal liturgy of the Church, has been noted
•5 O i

as a feature of later medieval piety." The new accent on private
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religious meditation, prayer at home, in oratories or family chapels

drew to a large extent upon such aids to worship as vernacular hooks

of hours containing precisely the sort of prayers surveyed in Table

II. Now it is clear that if the Latin liturgy was to some extent

losing its hold upon devout elements of the laity, the saints, so

far as Table H may be cited in evidence, still retained a place

in the vernacular spirituality of the age. But the enormous import¬
er

anoe of the Latin liturgical tradition should not be niiniiijed; the

indebtedness of private, vernacular devotion to that tradition is

plain, and, perhaps most impex-tant of all, the entire public reli¬

gious life of the community of the faithful was regulated by the

cycle of feasts enshrined in the diocesan liturgy.

Liturgioally, the ordo or officia sanctorum — the •sanctoral*

or cycle of feasts devoted to the saints — developed considerably

from about the eleventh century to the end of the thirteenth. Many

scholars feel that this development tended to overbalance other

parts of the office, most notably the 'temporal* or cycle of feasts
385

pertaining to the cult of God. Such an imbalance was also

perceived in the later Niddle Ages, and it provoked a reaction

from reformers like Gerson and Clemanges, who appear to have been

worried that the saints were arrogating to themselves a dispropor-

tionate rdle in the public worship of the Church. That central

r3le belonged to Christ. Perhaps the earliest warning sign of the

new prominence of the saints came at the end of the twelfth century

when Christ was displaced from his heretofore sacrosanct position

at the trumeau of the main portals of romanesque churches. On the

stone mullions below the tympanum of the doorway, important patron
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saints like St.James of Compostolla, or St.Stephen of Sens, or St.

Loup of Baud, now stood at the entxaanoe to their respective sano-

tuaries welcoming their flock, having assumed Christ's traditional
387

place of honor." The later Middle Ages, which sees the immense

popularity of the cult of saints, is also a period of resurgent

Christocentricisa. For churchmen this takes the form re-establishing

the hierarchy of the divine cultus over that of the cultus sanctorum.

One morning, so the story goes, the i.iovano Arlotto (d.1484)

went into the Augustinian church of Santo Spirito in Florence.

There he noticed a woman devotedly sighing and praying before an

image of that hero of the Augustinian Order St.Nicholas of Tolentino

(d.1305, can.1446). The Fiovano watched the woman for what may

have been an hour commend herself to the saint by a hundred pious

gestures ("a fare cento atti nello raocomandarsi")• Finally, the

Iiovano. unable to bear the scene any longer, seised hold of the

woman, turned her x'ound to face Christ on the crucifix, and chall¬

enged her religious priorities1

Hon vcdi tu matta che errore tu fai? Raocomandati
a costui che b il maestro e puotti meglio aiutare
che '1 discepolo.^gg

Earlier in the same century, St.Bernardino had instructed the

faithful to go immediately to the high altar when entering a

church and reverently adore there the body of Christ; then, and

only then, was it permissible to offer devotions before the painted
^39

figures of the saints. God, however, must be served first.

The Eucharistic aspect of this later medieval re-assertion

of the liturgical primacy of Christ is apparent from St.Bernardino's
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words. The impact of Bucharistic piety particularly upon English
■\oq

ecclesiastical design has been elucidated in a recent article.

What happens is that the reredos comes to exclude the shrine of

even so famous a saint as Thomas Beoket from the religious heart

of his church, the sanctuary. By 1400 at Winchester a huge reredos

cuts off St.Bwithun's shrine from the high altar and choir of his

cathedral. Ilenoeforth this shrine, hidden except from the east,

no longer would dominate the nave. The saint and the laity would

of course continue to meet, since access to the shrine was assured

to layfolk by way of the ambulatory.

Such meetings involved the usual disturbances of religious
0

purism — noise and commotion — and perhaps partly for this reason

the clergy wanted the saint and his profane admirers excluded. For

now, the enolosed sanctuary, separated from the laity, the world,

and even in a sense from the saint, was visibly preserved for the

clergy and given over to the sacrament. Wo one can doubt the

genuine Bucharistic piety of both priests and people. Yet, at the

same time, there seems to be a hint of clerical self-exaltation in

the Wucharistio cult that cannot be dismissed out of hand. After

all, despite the great fame and income a saint's miracles brought

to his church, these miracles were unmediated. Between the relics

of the saint and the populaoe in search of cures, priests were

unnecessary. In complete contrast, the daily miracle of the

charist was a tribute to the efficacy of holy orders and a remainder

of the mediating authority of the priesthood. The cult of saints

did not point so directly to the elevated status of the clergy.

Towards the saints and their relics, clerics were obliged to be
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guardians, preachers, teachers, and even dispensers of spiritual

"benefits like indulgences. But, for the Euchariatic cult of Christ,

they were celebrants.

Were the anxieties which some churchmen obviously felt about

the popularity of the cult of saints justified? Possibly Table H

rest-res a sense of perspective. Here are the prayers layfolk

themselves recited. Statistically, if these computations mean any¬

thing, invocations to the saints never came near to usurping the

plaoo of Christ in the piety of the faithful. Granted that the

volume of prayers composed may be no measure of the number of

prayers uttered. Still, the overwhelming display of Christocentric

sentiment which these figures indicate seems to speak for itself.

Furthermore, when one turns to contemporary critics of popular

enthusiasm for the saints, one must be careful to locate just where

the criticism lies. The Eucharistic devotion and Christooentric

sentiment of Thomas a Kempis need no elaboration. Bevei^eless,
to h Kempis the veneration of saints like the remembrance of the

Passion was religiously valid; so much so, that it was something
391

which the devil labored to prevent.

Where h Kempis does contrast the popular habit of running to

visit the shrines of saints with his own reverence for the sac-

392
ramental Christ, his disapproval is really aimed at pilgrimages,

which he, along with others, regarded as a very dubious religious
393 >

exercise, rather than against the cult of saints per so. To a

394
Kempis, the supremacy of God over his saints is unquestionable;

that he should take such pains to stress this point, however, might

A
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indeed seem to imply that 3ome misunderstanding about it existed.

Because a Kerapis is fundamentally concerned with the sanctification

of his readers, he stresses the moral conduct and the humanity of

the saints which should induce the pious to follow their example

and attain the Kingdom of Heaven, where all would equally join in
398

praise of God.

The resurgent Christocentricism of the later Kiddle Ages was

not the only challenge faced by the cult of saints. Devotion to

Mary was intense. In some of its manifestations similar to the

veneration of saints, the cult of the Virgin was basically sui

generis. Table H permits one to gauge the strength of feeling
396

involved. In the fifteenth century, the success of a prayer

directed tb the Holy Spirit announces a new challenge to the cult

of saints find demonstrates the competitive side of veneration ("Igitur
. 397

tibi soli primo et proprie, maxim© et principaliter me committo...").

Competition also might seem to have come from those shadowy

protectors, the guardian angels. Prayers to guardian angels were

certainly not new in the later medieval centuries. Wilmart provides

an 'oratio ad privatum angelurn* belonging to the ninth century,

and the other pre-thirteenth oentury prayers which he cites contain
"*98

the same concepts as those encountered two hundred years later."

btrictly speaking the cult of the guardian angels did not, in fact,

compete with the cult of saints, since the respective duties of

saints and angels were more or less distinct. Angels were protect¬

ors but not patrons; the operative word which recurs in prayers to

them is custos.



TABLE H

Saints Addressed In Old French Vernacular Prayers

Tabulations from J. Sonet» Repertoire d'inoipit de nriores en anoien
francais (Geneva, 19561) —

Texts of a purely literary character, creeds, and commandments, have
not been included in the tabulations. Prayers taken from books of
hours may date from the sixteenth century, but could be survivals
from an earlier period. Usually each prayer has been oounted once,
but prayers addressed to more than one saint or to God and a saint
may have been entered under eaoh of the corresponding rubrics. In
every case the vooative, not the title, has determined the saint to
whom the prayer is addressed. If no person or object is mentioned
in the incipit. the prayer has been classed as unspecified. Prayers
mentioning a large number of persons or objects have been classed as
general. Prayers have been oounted once regardless of the number
of -MS. copies of them which have been located. Allowance must be
made for errors in calculations.

Prayers addressed to God, Jesus, the Trinity, Holy
Spirit, Corpus Christi, the Holy Cross, etc.: 1105 (47*11$)
Prayers addressed to the Virgin Mary: 613 (25.67?;)
Prayers addressed to the Angels: 21 (00.89$)
Prayers addressed to the Saints: 207 (8.67$)
Unspecified Prayers: 387 (
General Prayers: 58
Total Prayers: 2388

Indlrvidual Saints in Order of Times Invoked:

S. Sebastian - 21 3. Denis — 2 3. Lazarus -
S. Barbara - 15 3. Andrew - 2 3. Perpetus -
S. Catherine of Alexandria- 14 3. Helen - 2 3. Remaclus -
S. John the Evangelist - 13 S. Paul - 2 3. Blaise -
S. John the Baptist - 10 3. Stephen - 2 3. Julian -
S. Ann - 9 3. Menas - 2 3.Julian of Mans
3. Margaret - 9 S. uentin - 2 3. Genevieve
S• Peter - 8 3. Augustine - 2 3. Catherine
S. Mary Magdalene - 8 3. Gabriel - 2 of Siena
3• Michael — 7 3. Mamraertus - 1 3. Peter Martyr
S Nicholas - 7 3. Hildevert - 1 3. Yves -
S. Susanna - 5 3. Lawrence - 1 S. Louis of
3. Christopher — 4 3. Leonard — 1 France-
3. Francis - 4 S. Humbert - 1 S. Clare -
3. Clement - 3 3. "Hubert - 1 3. Bernardino -
3. James - 3 3. Maternus - 1 Four Dootors of
S. ApolIonia - 3 3. Gymphorian -1 The Church -
3. George - 3 3. Anschar - 1 Three Maries -
3• Roch — 3 3. Eutropiua - 1 3. 3ire (?) -
3. Avitus - 3 3. Lucy - 1 3. Gaond (?) -
3. Florentius - 2 3. Fiaore - -1 3. Guinefort (?)

S. Eligius - 1 3. Ren6 - (?)
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Both Latin and vernacular prayers to guardian angels express

the same pious hopes

Custodi me fideliter, et ora pro me frequenter ad
deura, et defends me ab hoste maligno...^^
Mon Ipon ango qui es commis
par pite de Dieu souveraine
pou moy garder des ennemys
et de teraptacion mondaine.. •

CUV

Michael, Raphael, and Gabriel act more like saints than angels,

Michael especially should probably not be .grouped with that class

of guardian angels to which Table H assigns only a modest importance#

Yet in this regard these statistics may bo quite misleading# At

least in the sermons of St.Bernardino, the angels appear to be

God's S7">ecial agents (*de divina protectione') and the care he pays

to their cult makes them appear worthy of some respect. Why

did St.Catherine of Sweden (d,138l) adopt St.Sebastian as her
40°

guardian angel? Does this mean that the line between flesh-and-

blood saints and the more ethereal angelic presences was becoming

a bit blurred?

According to St.Bernardino, it was one of the glories of Gt.

Francis that "foma sanctitatis eius reboando illustravit universum

orbem..The universal diffusion of the saint's cult was thus

a mark of his perfect sanctity. For the historian, however, the

diffusion or migration of saint' cults is a major problem in its

own right and may not be explained by correlating the sanctity of

the saint with the geographical boundaries of his cult. Not only

the geographical extent of a saint's cult, but also the rapidity

of its diffusion, and the means and circumstances which encouraged

it to migrate are worthy subjects for investigation.
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Certainly, the cult of St.Thomas Becket (can.1173) spread

throughout Christendom with extraordinary speed. In the Italian

diocese of Marsico, there was a church dedicated to him by 1179»^°^
His passio may be found in a Spoleto legendary of the late twelfth

^05
century.' His image appears at Monreale and Anagni within the

same century.^^ By the second half of the thirteenth century his

cult had been welcomed into the south German calendars.To

account for St.Thomas Becket*3 posthumous success it is not enough

to refer to the ecclesiastical politics of the time. Plainly his

exile, the drama of his martyrdom, the high personages involved,

the emotive issues which precipitated the tragedy, and the fame of

the later miracles — all aroused universal interest.

The cult of the plague saint Roch (d.1378/79?) also diffused

fairly quickly in the course of the fifteenth century. The evidence

may be seen in a southern French confraternity dedication of 1413,

a Savoyard chapel dedication of 1467, and a Venetian confratemal

patronage of 1477St.Roches plague speciality naturally helped

to make his cult successful and, in a way, self-generating.

For most saints, however, the absence of a sensational martyr¬

dom or a new and promising plague speciality meant that some sort

of promotion was necessary in order to publicise their fame and

cult. The movement of relics, by theft, sale, or gift, was bound

to assist in this, just as the circulation of a vita was 3ure to

do. ^ The local clergy at a saint*s shrine was ideally positioned

to encourage their saint*s veneration through as wide a territory
411

as possible.
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But if these local clergy were also members of a great religious

order whose houses had been established in the major centres of

Europe, then their saint*s advantages were enormous. Members of

most orders felt duty bound to propagate the cult of a deceased
/12

brother who had worn their habit.f Cults of the new later medieval

/13
saints were often entrusted to their appropriate religious family;1

the Franciscans and Dominicans in particular had a wide distribution

of convents, pervasive influence among the people, and intense devo¬

tion to their founders. Furthermore, the various orders could reach

an agreement to support one another's more illustrious saints#^^
In 1269 the Franciscan chapter-general in Assisi introduced the name

415
of the .Dominican St.Peter Martyr into its calendar. The Benedic¬

tine Congregation of St.Justina was reformed under Franciscan

inspiration; hence the Franciscan*s St.Clare was honored in their

calendars with a festura coramemorationiYet even the orders

may be used to demonstrate the time lag which could occur between a

saint*s death and his appearance on a calendar; the Carmelite prior-

general St.Simon Stock (d.1265), had to wait until the late fifteenth
417

century before his name appeared on order martyrologies and calendars#

The papal role in advancing the cult of a favored saint could

be significant. Nicholas IV (1238-92) was a former minister-,general

of the Franciscans, the first of his order to ascend the papal chair#

When in 1290 he had the great mosaic in the apse of St.John Lateran

remade, he proudly described himself in the dedicatory inscription

as "filius beati Francisci" and he added to the representations of

the Virgin and the apostles the images of Saints Francis and Anthony

of Padua; in the ambulatory of the church, he placed an image of
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3t.Clare. On a MS# of Nicholas IV'3 missal calendar the names of

A1R
Franciscan saints are conspicuous. ' The feast of St.Clare was

a red-letter day in the calendars of Roman churches until the very

end of the thirteenth century, perhaps until the pontificate of

Boniface VIII, when disagreement between the papacy and the mendicant
419

orders resulted in a general coolness towards mendicant saints.

Papal disfavor could count as well.

Outside the city of Rome, papal support assisted a cult's

migration, but Aeither guaranteed a saint's local reception nor

necessarily determined the moment at which the cult would be received.

The pope could influence the form a cult assumed (e.g. for 3t.Peter

Martyr as a slain inquisitor) by supervising the composition of

orations, offices, and the bull of canonization. This document

became evermore detailed, more of a hagiographioal precis, and so

was important in defining the nature of the cult from the papal

point of view. As a further inducement to veneration, the pope
t

could attach indulgences to his bull. Papal bulls and letters to

those who had sponsored the saint's canonisation, would more or less

indicate the geographical limits of the cult, as the papacy perceived

it,— whether the cult was primarily intended for the dioceses of

certain territories or for the entire Latin Church. The cult of

St.Hedwig, for instance, was plainly meant to be adopted by German,
AOQ

Polish, and Bohemian dioceses.

Yet papal canonization and papal advocacy could mean little

in terms of an immediate insertion of the new office into a local

/pi
breviary, and thin is what mattered, *" 3t.Thomas Aquinas (d.l?74,
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can.13^3) had had excellent ties with the University of Paris; but

only after 1369* when hie arm was sent to the Dominicans of the rue

saint-Jacques, was his office incorporated in the majority of Pa-
42?

risian breviaries. The Cluniacs adopted his feast in 1480; the

423
Franciscans, Augustinians, and Carmelites did not adopt it. "" His

feast does not appear in any of the MS. breviaries of Chartres, nor

even in the 1482 printed breviary of that church; his cult was

conspicuous by its absence elsewhere too.^ So the limitations

of papal advocacy and the irregular, circumstantial, and fortuitous

elements in the diffusion of a saint's cult cannot be forgotten.

In fact there were too many saints, old and new, for any church

to aspiro to venerate them all. Fundamentally, aside from the

feasts whose observance canon law obliged, the choice of which
425

saints to venerate was left to local churches. This latitude

resulted in a heterogeneous pattern of new cult adoptions through¬

out Europe. 3ome dioceses and regions seem to have reoeived new-

cults relatively quickly, and others slowly or not at all. Rome

and some Italian dioceses, on the average, probably surpassed the

rest of Europe in their overall willingness to receive new cults

and in speed of cult adoption. That many of the most famous medieval

saints were Italian and that the papacy, except for the Avignon

period, performed its canonization ceremonies on Italian soil were

assuredly not irrelevant either to this willingness or to this

dispatch. It may be significant, however, that the most remarkable

evidence for this speedy acceptance of foreign saints comes from

the thirteenth century, perhaps underscoring the central!ty of Rome

in the Christendom of that age.
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The name of 3t.Gilbert of Sempringham (4 Feb., can.1202) may¬

be found on both a Neapolitan MS, oalondar dated 1294-1310,^'^ and

a fascinating thirteenth century painted wall calendar at the church

of the Four Crowned Saints (Santi Luattro Coronati) in Rome.

Besides St.Gilbert, this wall calendar includes St.William of York

(8 Feb., can.1226), St.Lawrence of Dublin (14 Nov., can.1225), and

St.Elizabeth of Hungary (19 Nov., can.1235)*

Astonished by the presence of these foreign saints, Delehaye

finds it hard to belieyve that they were actually commemorated

liturgically at Santi Quattro Coronati, and so concludes that the
427

calendar was, in part, artificial and non-liturgical, Yet this

wall calendar certainly illustrates a great awareness of new alien

saints and an urge to be up-to-date in its cults. A parallel

hospitality towards foreign cults can be seen in a papal calendar
/OP

of the late thirteenth century. ^ To be sure, the presence of

feasts of new, papally canonized saints in such a calendar hardly

oocasions surprise. Again, the influence of the French popes

Urban IV and Clement IV probably explains the presence there of
4? 9

some older French cults.

Instead of looking at the diffusion of saints* cults in regard
A30

to whore they were welcomed, one may endeavor to trace the travels

of individual saints whose cult propagators are easily identified.

For B.Louis, wherever the Capetians or Valois hold sway his name

and sanctity would presumably bo venerated. Dynastic loyalties

and allegiance to France would help to assure the promotion of his

cult. In Paris, his feast was probably adonted the same year he was
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canonized, 1297*^ Where his cult was not accepted is perhaps

of greater interest. For example, his name is not mentioned in
432

"any of the leading 'uses' of England." There are other omis¬

sions, also, which might be connected with political as well as

ecclesiastical history, for his feast is not included in the four¬

teenth or even fifteenth century breviaries of Cambrai, Bordeaux,

Toulouse, Marseille, or Lyons.

Liturgical indices of cult — appearances on calendars,

insertions in litanies, offices and masses, and the like — are

fundamental in tracing the European diffusion of the farnq of individ¬

ual saints. Research in this area is hindered, however, because

the evidence is scattered, and the necessary catalogues of manuscripts

often lack the hagiographic detail which Leroquais knew enough to

provide. An index sanctorum would allow the geography of cult of

particular 3aints to be traced through collected liturgical sources,

or at least through as many individual items as could be localized.

This is a problem, St.Bernardino (can.1450) was evidently a well-

travelled saint in the fifteenth century? his name is cited in sixty-

434
one liturgical documents, mostly breviaries, catalogued by Leroquais.

Twenty-three are Francisoan. Twenty items of the sixty-one have no

provenance attached to them, and several of the identified ones

remain rather unspecific (e.g. Flemish, Italian, Spanish). French

manuscripts tend to outnumber all the rest, undoubtedly because these
ih. cult of St- VmteAt ferver

are collections of French library holdings. Yet, when one pursuesA
tea**.. IbSS) rinvjtj
Athese same liturgioal sources (he is mentioned forty-one times),
one does perceive certain differences immediately. As 13 fitting,

here the Dominicans predominate, for St.Vincent is one of their own
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(thirteen appearances in Dominican Moreover, 5t.Vincent's

geography of veneration, at least to judge from the eighteen some¬

what localised items, seems to correspond reasonably well with the

regions through which he made his evangelical journeys, his Spanish

homeland, and his Breton burial place.

Much more research needs to be done in liturgical history

before the pattern of cult diffusion in the later Middle Ages can

be fully elucidated. The reception of new saints into diocesan

calendars* the relative impact of 'uses' of near-national importance,

like that of 3arum, which tended to encourage a degree of liturgical
436

uniformity; the interaction of local liturgies with the Roman

breviary and the Roman missalwhen problems such as these have

been more carefully studied, the migration of saints cults oan be

treated as an aspect of broader problems in European religious,

cultural, and political history, especially illuminating the spread

of ideas, the nature of cultural contact, and the changing currents

of religious feeling.^"^

The bulk of later medieval cults had no option but to stay

where they had originated. In the past, formerly obscure saints

had sometimes secured a reputation through inclusion in a popular
439

literary work like the Dialogues of Gregory the Great. In the

later Middle Ages, abridged legendaries would perform the same

function; but, as we have seen, comparatively few of the later

medieval saints tended to be included, and those which were included

in such popular anthologies as the Legcnda aurea, for the most part,

were already famous.
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To compare the rough and ready statistics of Table P with

the saints of later medieval calendars, cited in the previous

chapter, is to realise that the majority of later medieval saints

and blesseds were local saints and nothing more. Yet this was not

a new situation. From the very first, the cult of martyrs had been

a local cult. The martyr was th© hero and witness of a Christian

community, and was buried among its members. Only gradually did

the veneration of some of these martyrs, especially the Roman

martyrs, out,grow their initially limited surroundingsWith the

coming of the confessors, the ascetics, bishops and abbots of

Christendom, the missionaries and founders, the numerical propor¬

tion of local to universal saints did not change. By the tenth

century, in any given religious center, there may have been more

universal and regional saints venerated during the course of the

liturgical year than strictly local saints, but for Christendom

as a whole the total of local saints far outnumbered 'the saints

of the canon of the Mass'.^"*"

Local saints were accessible to local people; after all, they
aao pir

had lived among them. These "saints protecteurs d'un terr^feoir,

d'un village," therefore, "tiennent line place privilegiee dans la

devotion populaire."^^ True, from the eleventh to the thirteenth
444

centuries "wurden viele Heilige dioser Periodo wirklich international,"

but were their cults? Boissel signals the new order saints — Bruno,

Bernard, Horbert, Francis, and Dominic — yet the towering reputations

they have acquired for historians must not affect our judgement about

the facts of medieval veneration. In Durham, St.Cuthbert and in

Padua, St.Anthony, O.F.M. undoubtedly countod fcr more. To judge
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from Tables C and H, Saints Barbara and Catherine of Alexandria,

John the Evangelist and Sebastian were the real international saints

of the later Middle Ages.

Thus local and regional cults always co-existed with the

veneration of great universal saints of the Latin Church. The new

wave of thirteenth century mendicant sanctity did nothing to alter

this fundamental pattern. To the old universal saints, the orders

contributed a handful of new saints who also would come to enjoy a

universal European fame. On the whole, however, the cults of their

many saints and blessods conformed to the pro-established mode of

looal veneration.'^'' Indeed, for some later medieval religious

orders like the Servites or Carmelites it is difficult to speak of

A46
a .great popular impact at all, though each had their saints.

What lends to the thirteenth century its sometimes exaggerated

character of cosmopolitan sanctity is the new papal reservation of

the right to canonize. Universal 3aints will henceforth be papally

canonized saints; but in actual fact not a very high proportion of

saints whom the pope canonized became, or were intended to become,

universally venerated.

After the thirteenth century, the agencies which had functioned

in circulating new cults were in some confusion and disarray. The

Great Schism certainly undermined the universality symbolized by

the papaoy and the religious orders. Local liturgies and local

cults assumed a new significance because of this.^^ Undoubtedly

there was a slowing down in the rate of cult adoptions which the

fears of reformers and the decline in papal canonizations helped
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to accentuate. Thus, for example, the fifteenth century saw no

new cults being received into the Paris liturgy.^® Yet in the

fifteenth century the cult of St.Hoch was very widely disseminated;

and along with some rather less well known saints, Nicholas of To-

lent ino, Bernardino and Catherine of Siena, Vincent Ferrer and Bat"

jrtaventure were canonized. However excessive it would be to claim

that these cults were formally adopted in the greater part of the

diocesan liturgies of Western Christendom, it would, at the same

time, be unfair and inaccurate to claim that these saints remained

virtually unknown outside their respective centers of veneration.

Altogether, the prudent verdict of the late canon Delaruelle seems

wise and just — a slowing down but not a cessation in the travelling
449

of cult. Meanwhile, throughout the Latin West, local saints and

beati continued to receive the veneration of their fellow Christians.

The Church's attitude towards the veneration of saints was

that of encouragement tempered with caution, the desire to utilize

the devotion of the faithful and yet concern that such devotion

might lead to impropriety. Popes and bishops continued to issue

indulgences in favor of shrines and saints' days; they commissioned
450

new offices, hymns, vitae, images; above all, after due deliber¬

ation, they continued to approve new saints or looal beati, respec¬

tively, and therefore implicitly to subscribe to the old apologetic

notion that the enduring sanctity of the Church was demonstrable in

its saints.

This polemic of sanctity could be used to hammer heretics.

The Franciscan Gbservantine James della Marca (d.1476), himself
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canonized in 1726, does not hesitate to employ it against the

Fraticelli:

Moreover, in God's Church there are always
holy men through whom God worketh many miracles
... even as now at this present time God hath
raised twenty-three dead men through 3t.Bernar¬
dino#..; so also of many other saints who have
been since John XXII, but whom ye condemn to¬
gether with the whole Church. And it is marv¬
ellous indeed that in the oase of all heretics
and schismatics, since they have withdrawn from f
the Church, God hath wrought no miracles among them...

Nevertheless, there was always anxiety that the veneration of saints

might carry the uninformed, superstitious, or over enthusiastic

believer beyond the bounds of decorum or orthodoxy. Church councils

fulminated against the misuse of saints' days and the improper
452

religious practices associated with them.

Ignorance of theological limits in reverence towards the saints

probably accounted for some abuses, as when a midwife baptized a

453
child in the name of 'God and seynt lone.' English preachers

repeatedly warned from the pulpit that the honors paid to saints

should not infringe upon the worship owed solely to God. The gibes

of the Lollards were probably responsible, at least in part, for

this clerical concern.^^

There are also miscellaneous bits of evidence signifying

mockery or disesteem. In 1511» Wyrikyn de Worde published the

Demaundes Joyous which contained the following 'demaunde't

Whiche ben the moost profytable sayntes in
the chyrche? They that stonde in the glasse
wynclowes for they Icepe out the wynde for
wastynge of the lyght.^55

Mockery may have been historically constant, but there are also
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signs of new values, perhaps detrimental to the old. The unknown

author of the Manuale scholarlum (1431) invents a conversation

between the two youths Camillus and Bartoldus about the relative

merits of tho teachings of Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas. It

is important to realize that Albertus (beatified 1$22, can.1931)

symbolises learning to thera, not sanctity, while "St.Thomas is a

saint." Camillus responds*

Certain it is, that there were many saints who
excelled merely in their simplicity. If my
guess is right, they attained their sanctity
from devotion and fasting, abstinence, etc.,
while Master Albert achieved the name of
great because of his excellence in science.
Don't you see that fame based on philosophy
is more illustrious?456

If the author is not disguising his real attitude by imitating the

simplicity of these young scholars, then all the efforts of the

Dominicans like Bernard Gui (not to mention both Albertus and

Thomas) to fuse sanctity to learning in the ideal of their order

has not nrevented their disjunction here. What is more, the fama

of science is held up as superior to the fama of sanctity.

"Cmnes sancti et sancte Doi. intercedite /jxro nobisj7," was

the last request to the saints in the early thirteenth century

457
Roman litany for Lent. The saints were burdened with so many

requests of this kind that, in fact, it was believed that newsr

saints, blessedji! with a lighter workload and hence greater leisure,
showed a greater willingness to deal with the petitions of their

clients. Besides, new saint3 had to provide miracles in order to

tempt and win a clientele.After the first flush of their

novelty had worn off, however, new saints must have found themselves

at a disadvantage. Specialized patronages serving specific needs
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were extremely well-established. ;ith very few exceptions (like

Jt.Roch), the new saints of the later Kiddle Ages did not advance

into the privileged ranks of those specialists who were universally

identified with their specialities. In an early sixteenth century

German list, for exa.iple, all the saintly medical experts mentioned
A59

pre-date 1200 by many centuries. At least the new saints escaped

the fear and loathing that resulted from being coupled to a malady

(e.g. 3t.Anthony's evil, 3t.Martin*s evil) and thus being popularly

misunderstood to he the cause of it/60

As for territorial patronages, new saints rarely came to

exercise sole authority except in unusual circumstances. Ordinarily,

there was already a patronj and his cult, though at times it night

he overshadowed, could not he made to disappear. Indeed, these

older cults usually remained quite secure throughout the Kiddle

Ages. The coming of St.Louis did not sentence St.Denis to oblivion;'

nor did St.Francis expel St.Rufino from the cathedral of Aosisi.

In a number of Italian cities —Todi, Bologna, and Siena are insi¬

st- .tees — one, or perhaps two, new saints successfully assumed a place

alongside the old patron or patrons in an equal or, more often, in

a subsidiary role. Por Prance, if municipal patrons If ted with

mysteres are any indication, new saints failed to make an impact.

A new territorial patron could also be an old saint. For example,

the relationship between St.George and England began with the

Crusade of diehard the Lien-hearted and was cemented in the reign

of Edward III/62

Occupational patronages of guilds and their oonfraternities,

and for various sorts of human activities, provided numerous
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opportunities for saints. Of the four patron saints of mucio —

John the baptist, Wilgefortis, Cecilia, and Job, none, aocording

to standard hagiographic sources, had boon musician themselves.

Gt.Job's association with music developed from an apocryphal first

century le-^nda that describes him as a music lover .and patron of

musicians? but it in interesting that in the West Job's link with

music had to wait until the fifteenth century to be recognised

and represented in art." ^

This shows that new patrons were still being selected — but

possibly more ofton from the ran.s of older saints who perhaps

could be mythologized more easily. In a late sixteenth century

list of occupational confraternities in seven dioceses of Languedoc,^^
fifty-two patronage choices are named, forty-five of them being

hold by old saints. Gt.Joseph, mentioned once as patron of capp-

enetoBG and ooopers, and Gt.Inn, twice mentioned, onoe as patron

of rope-makers and once as patron of coopers, are characteristically

later medieval selections. Seven patronage choices are shared by

four new saints — Gt.Hoch (thrice mentioned as patron of masons«

curely a pun on his name); St.Louis (once referred to as patron of

surgeons and once as patron of weavers)? St.Catherine of Siena

(patron of the Albi confrftrie of masons, roofers, paviors, brick¬

layers, etc.), and Gt.Bernardino of Ciena (patron of the Pezenas

confrerie of bleachers and fair glovemakers). Here,' too, the now

saints of later kiddle Ages have not made much of an impact.

Historians of later medieval Christianity have frequently

observed that the cult of saints was never more popular than on

the eve of the deformation.' ^ rfe have seen, however, that from
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tho fourteenth century onwards there were signs of opposition to

various manifestations of the cult of saints from critics, reformers,

satirists, and humanists# Theologically, the cult of saints was

secure except for the minority dissent of some heretics, although

sentiments of Eucharistio Christocentricism made some churchmen

suspicious that the cult of saints was in danger of exceeding its

proper limits. In the thirteenth century the cult of the humanity

of Christ, of the Nativity and the Passion, became popularized.^^
Thereafter, Jesus might be as humanly accessible as any saint.

Moreover, there were hints of internal weaknesses in the cult

of saints. At the "3nde des ilittelalters der Himmel mit Heiligen

und Seligen ilbervolkert war?"^ ^ "the worship of the saints might
a rn

seem to be endangered by their multiplicity, by their infinity."

Inexorably the number of saints tended to ^aise, and not just because

of newly recognized or canonised saints. Old saints were exhumed

and given new tasks to perform, sometimes in competition with

already selected patrons. Possibly the large numbers reduced the

religious value of individual cults. Anyway, there does seem to

be a tendency to group saints in joint cults and patronages, as if

to compensate for declining individual potency. This inclination

to form a pantheon assuredly has precedents before the year 1000.

Yet during the later medieval period the inclination seems to become

stronger. An 'oratio ad cranes sanctos quorum corpora in cant

/uariensi/continentur ecclesia* contained in a MS. dating from

around 1430 is cited by Gasquet and Bishop.In the oratio a

total of twenty-four saints are invoked by name. St.Thomas Becket,
£70

the first to be invoked, is also the most recent saint included.
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in th cult f n into i < re compensated for "by the vitality and

vi^or of new xrriv, .In for voner tion. The cult of mints ''v. is

constantly renewing its youth by th 4 elrvation of nore favorite
471

' "*1 recent objects of >djr~tion." In ITorth and Control Italy,

such i renewal undoubtedly tool: place shortly before tho riro of
472

tin nrndicnt orJera. ' 'low saints and br->ti wore produced, but

perhaps even noro significant than this, the order:.-, and, as we

have seen, tho seoular clergy encour~ped their veneration together

with that of the fjront saints of tho bast. S-'lirabene and .Ucchetti

from their differing points of view, equally doplorod tho cult of

now local mints which seeied to devalue the veneration paid to

the ancient Christian heroes or to the cre.it founders of the now

ordi-rn. """cvertheless, especially in Itily but also to an extent

in son© re.'ions of northern ruro e, the cult of s i its had born

revivod both t'irouph the nsw popularisation of tin cult itn:lf and

throu'*h the rnmiivo infusion of new, contampor^ry saints, not all
471

of whom, of course, had oomo out of the religious ord re. lot

by every meisuro of popularity era-lined in this - nd in previous

chapters, tho most consistently aF.rciated and honored saints of

the l iter Mddle ires were, on tho whole, the aoostlos, the n.artyrs

vir ;in-1 »rtyrs, and early fourdr.r-biohops of Christendom — the old

universal s lints, to which a few new universale bal be on added.

s Tci illy does this seen true of Germany in tho early

slit- nth cntury (of. Table C, the disous ion of caints1 n ear:,

ate.). \lt: jethT, the a" .annt paucity of indigenous fiftr, nth

century ^er im b"--ti (cf. Table Gf), tho fifteenth century cloving
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doim of new Imported cults, if the example of Golspie is indicative,

and the archaism shown in the Gorman ind Gwiss calendars and relic

lists that have hern considered, point to one inescapable conclusion.

The cult of saints in pre-Heforraation Germany particularly emphasized

the saints of the universal Christian past; much lean than in Italy

•ware new ocipts perceived or venerated there. One mipht, therefore,

hazard the su-^pestion that the immense popularity of the cult of

the saints in early sixteenth century Germany, and perhaps elsewhere

in northern urope, concealed certain defects and that, because of

its archaism and lade of renewal, its vitality was in part deceptive.
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279. Ibid., p.xxxii. Maiden's whole narrative, of course, provides

the material for the account which I have presented.

230. KEVP, p.92.
281. Cf. the remarks of Bond, op.cit., pp.194, I96.
232. Broderick, loc.cit., p.110.
283. P.J. Boehlke, Pierre de Thomas: Scholar, Diplomat, and Crusader

(Philadelphia, 1966) £./.303,319.
234. P.Robinson (transl./ed.), The Golden Hayings of the Blessed

Brother Giles of Assist (London, 1907), PP»74-75» and ftnt.

28 5. KR?P, pp. 109*110.
?q6. Rodgers, op.cit., p.103, and references, passim.
287. ibid., p.104 and footnotes.
233. KEMP, p.l?9ff.
?3q. Baron, op.cit., Vol.1, p.277, Vol.II, p.564, ftnt32.
?90. Lea, Inquisition, Vol.11, p.440 and KEMP, p. 113.
291. Cf. VAUCHEZ, pp.93-99, 256 on the Schism, administrative delay

end canonization. DELOOZ also stresses the troubles of the
papacy during this periodtcf.p.213,235-36. ¥ote Rodgers,op,cit.,
pp.103-4.
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292. This interpretation of the data nay be compared with that of
DELOOZf p.22?.

293* Ibid., pp.220, 224. Note that the overall total of thirteenth
century saints from groups one and two is 301. Subtracting
the °07 er inte listed for the four countries tabulated, one
arrives at 94 saints not from these countries. The fourteenth
dentury figure is (1CB-157)» 31 saints outside there four
countries, and the fifteenth century figure is(134-108)» 26
saints.

294* Tbid., pp. 117-99. sorokin makes substsntinlly the same point,
on, cit., pp.117-18.

295. DELOOZ» Ph.167, 169-73, 132, 186, 203-4.
296. Italian Renaissance, p.43
297. ""p.oit..Vol. I, pp.36-37, he lists a good many Praneiscans,

"Dominicans, tertiaries, etc.

298. DEI/TO, p.224.

299* Hefele, op.cit., p.104, ftnt.3.
300. Ibid.,

301. a.Brucker, "Renaissance Florence (Mew York, 1969), pp.199,
207—31 all of these Florentines were PominicanBi flt.Antonino,
Bl.Alessio Strozzi, Bl.Giovanni 'ominici, and Fra \ngelico
(also a beatus).

30?. ff.Hlchetatter, "Die Heiligen des Letzen Jahrtausends, ""Ctimmen
der Zeit,Vol.CTII (19?7), pp.31-94 (hie tablis ore not always
accurate)! citation from p.33.

303. Beissel, op.cit., is sometimes guilty of this. The reviews of
AB challenge a good many of these inflated dictionaries of the
lerman saints.

304. Coulton, Five Centuries, Vol.11, p.216. To he cure, canonization
efforts continued in England, e.g. the successful recognition
of St.Osmund's sanctity in 1457, end the unsuccessful moves
on behalf of nenry VI.

305* Cross, op.cit., p.948.
396. TTis le^snda may be found in the Aberdeen Breviary. Forbes,

op.cit., pp.3"5-56, is more cautious and speaks of him as "the
last Scotsman" "who has been enrolled in the Calendar of the
Saints." r'ince there seems to be no complete corpus of
Scottish calendars, it is difficult to support or to deny this
statement.

337. Coulton, Scottish Abbeys, p.69-70 and references.
308. Cf. de Oaiffier, "Hagiographi© et ftistoriographie,/ loo.cit.,

pp.141-45 ("••• le type du sainte evolue avec le temps",p.145)*
309. felehaye, ranctus, pp.20-41 presents this scheme tut warns

that it is excessively simplified.
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310. I.Origo, The Torld of San Bernardino (London, 1963), p.14.
311. Father Cuthbert, A Tubcan Penitent. The hife and Legend of

St. Margaret of Cortona (London, n.d.) is a good general
introduction. Cf.AB, Vol.LXX (1952)» P»455 on the fundamental
text by her confessor Griunta Bevignati (BHL 5314)*

31?. Smet, op.cit., pp. 159-60, where, in the epilogue of hfezieres'
vita (written during Lent of 1366, p»31)» these titles of
glory are each applied to Peter Thomas.

313. Cf. DELOOZ, pp.377-30.
314. For Hertling's article, see Zeitschrift f. Aszese und tTystik,

(1929), pp.349-52.
315. Idem., "Canonisation," U.S. Vol.TI.l (Paris, 1953), cols.77-33?

note especially his "histoire du type catbolique de saintete","
coIs.91—93.

316. DELOOZ, p.274.

317. Cf. Peber, op.cit., pp.153, 193, 243ff.
313. M.E.Serjeantson (ed.), Osbern Bokenham's Legendys of Hooly Wummen

(Early English Text Society, orig.ser.?06) (London, 193° )•
319. Ancelet-Hustache, op.cit., p.410ff.
3?0. Demographically and religiously, a recent study by n.Herlihy

is illuminating on the subjecti"The Tuscan town in the Cuattrocento:
A Demographic profile," in !»?edievalla et Humanistica, N.S.,
Vol.1 (1970), pp.81-109; on widows, esp. pp.95» 101. The Church
considered widowhood a privileged state and discourgged remarriage
(cf.Chelini, op.cit.,p.32Q). Widows appear as a recognized saint-
type in many litanies.

321. Cf. B.Bolton, "¥ulicres sanctae," in D.Baker, (ed.), fanctity and
Seoularity (studies in Church History, 10) (Oxford, 1973),
pp.77-95; for "ary of Oignies, p.32. Service frequently seems
to precede withdrawal* cf. St.Tvette de TTuy, a widow who educated
her children, tended lepers, and then became a recluse (her
career is mentioned by de ?roreau, op.cit., Vol.ITT, p«565» who
makes the interesting comment that for Belgium, 1122-1373, "les
femmes venerees par le peuple sont plus nombreauses gue les
homr.es," p. 564). The subject of service, particularly to the
sick, is obviously a broad one, and in alluding to it, T have no
wish to discuss the Hospitallers of the twelfth or later centuries,
or to intrude uoon the history of medieval medical services, which
the Italians, for example, are beginning to study seriously.

3??. Ganay, op.cit., "Appendice," p.5?9« Tt must be admitted that
both secular and regular tertiaries have been counted, (without
differentiation) as tertiaries.

323. Cf. DELAIiUELLE, pp. 1156-59 an<3 the references mentioned in the
notes.

324. On St.Catherine of Genoa, see the old but serviceable, Baron P.
von Hugely The V.ystical Element of Beligion as S tudied in
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Ft.Catherine of Genoa and her friends, P Vole., 2nd.ed.,
ITondon, 19?7); especially note Vol.1, p.l41ff.

3?5« F.Delaruelle, "La spiritualite de Jeanne d'Arc," Bulletin de
lltterature eccleslastique, 1964, pp.17-33; 31-98, who discusses
the^saintes vivant dans le monde" at the time of Joan of Arc,
p.Biff. There is a good selection of female Tuscan saints in
Calzolai, op.cit..

3?6. Roisin, op.cit., p.92.
327. Cf. de Foreau, op.oit., Vol.Ill, pp.409-1?, 415, 419-20, where

the rise and decline of Cistercian saints in Belgium is used as
a sign of the general religious health or loss of health within
the order.

328. Brentano, op.cit., contrests_what he sees as two differing
national styles of sanctity^mendicant sanctity in Italy, and
episcopal sanctity in England, p.l75ff. In the thirteenth
century, he argue®, "English saints were in fact bishops" while
"in Italy... the bishop and the saint were different things"
(p.222). This interesting and contestable hypothesis is not
realty argued, for the chapter (III) ie more concerned with the
episcopacy, and differing attitudes towards it, than with sanctity.
I wish that Brentano would explain the alleged Italian attitude
towards bishops as saints in the light of the powerful tradition
of venerating episcopal saints in Italy. Very many, perhaps most
Italian towns had at least one episcopal patron saint.

3?9. Quoted by Ganay, op.oit.,p.214»
339. Foster, op.cit.. pp.25, 37-49, 44, 45-47, 59, 55, 5?.
331. Ellis, op.oit., Vol.VII, pp.154-55-
332. Cf. G.Duby, "The Diffusion of Cultural patterns in Feudal Society,"

Past and Present. April 1968, ?Jo.39» pp.3-19. For his remarks
about Salimbene, p.9; his observations about popular Christianity
are also useful.

333. Ellis, op.cit., Vol.VII, p.191, 192, 193.
334. Ibid., p.197.

335. Boase, op.cit., p.231-32. Andrieu, loo.cit., p.352. The old
article by X. Barbier de Montault, "Le culte des dooteurs de
L'eglise a Bane," in Revue de 1* art Chretien, 4th ser., Vol.11
(I89I), pp.^75—99; 493-595, is not of great importance.

336. Cf. the 1411-1417 statutes of the county (which included a town)
of Val di Lamonet*quattuor doctorum ecolesiae*. The 1414 statutes
of F&enza names them individually, but as a group, Lanzoni,
Storia... '"'aentina, pp.417,418.

337. Cross, op.cit., p.720 says that St.Jerome had been depicted
with the red hat since the thirteenth century. Re"au, op.cit.,
Vol.III.2, p.74? Bays that he wore the red hat only after the
mid-fourteenth century.

33q. Cf. Cattaneo, "La liturgia nella fiforma Gregoriana," in
Chiesa Riforma nella Opiritualita del sec.XI (lodi, 1968),p. 182.
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333a. For attitudes towards the laity arising from the Gregorian
Reform, see especially the Feersjgseman article, previously
cited, in Chiesa e_ Riforma.

339* Bee the convincing exposition of J.A.Leies, Panotity and
Religion according to St.Thomas (Theology Dissertation,
University of Fribourg, Switzerland) (^ibourg, 1963).

340. Belaruelle, "La Spirituality aux xive et xve siecles," loc.cit.,
pp.59-60.

341. The Penguin translation by M.R.B. Shaw is readily available.

342. Cf.Attwater, Reau, Cahier. Aleo AB, Vol.XLVIII (1930), p.190.
343* Cited in Vauchez, "Les Stigraates," loc.cit., p.613, ftnt,l.

Some background to the episode in G.Volpe, Hovfmenti religiosi
®. Re'^"fce ereticali nella societa raedievale italiana secoli xi-
xiv (reprinted Florence, 1961), I69. '

344* On these saints s.v. Bib.Sano. Coldmbini, supra. Luchesius,
Sabatier, op.cit., pp.269-70} Hefele, op.cit., p.95»

345* Lerocuais, Breviaires, Vol.Ill, p.193.
346. Hefele, op.cit., p.lOlff.
347. I.anzoni, Storia... Faentina, pp.239ff» 243—46, 263.
343. Ibid., pp.195-96

349. Cf. DELARUELLE, p.636.
350. gee A.Vauchaz, "^aintete lalque au xiii® siecles^la vie du

bienheureux Facio de Cremone," in Melanges de 1'Ecole francaize
de Rome, "o.yen 'age, Vol.LXXXIV (1972), pp.13-53} citation,p.36.

351. Ibid., p.30

35?* Foisin, op.cit., p.126
353* Legge, err.ci^». p.°45? gives the prayer which is part of an

anonymous passion of Bt.Edmund of the twelth century} it begins
"Sainte Edmund, fort reis curuned,/Levant le rei de ma"isted/?ur
nus seiez avued (-advocate)."

354. One of many titles ehould sufficei K.Oorski, "Le Roi-Raintt
probleae d'id6ologie feodale," in Annates. Vol.XXIV (1969),
p.370-76.

355* Burlet, op.cit., p.37.
356. Cf.M.McXisack, The Fourteenth Century (Oxford History of England)

(Oxford, 1959), p.94-5*
357. Froissart (johanes transl.), op.cit., Vol.1, p.335«
353. Owst, Literature and 1-ulpit, pp.70, ftnt.2, 72 (latter for the

text).
359* Russell, loc.cit., pp.237-90 is relevant here. There seems to

be little point in citing the standard studies on the Wilton
Diptych.
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360, Delehpye, "Loca sanctorum," loc.cit., p.39»
361, B.M.Varti, The Spanish College at Bologna In the Fourteenth

Century, (Philadelphia, 1966), p.179
362, Cited in Feyer, loc.cit.,p,396$ particulars, pp.335-97
363* In the Penguin Joinville, p.349* He also called on St.Ja^es,

364, V, Leroquais, he ^revlaire de F hi Hope le Bon, 2 Vols, (Truesels,
19?9), Vol,I, p.119.

365, W.13,:Tones, "Caints in Service, The Political and Cultural
Implications of Medieval Hagiolatry," Clthara, Vol.X (1970),
pp«33-44$ refsrenoe here, p.37* This essay has a good deal of
information on national saint cults.

366. Sonet, op.cit., p»3?l» item no. 1323.
367. Serjeanteon, 00.cit., p.259.

369, Pelaruelle, "Jeanne d'Aro," loc,cit., pp.22-33.
369. Leroquais, Breviaires, Vol.1, p.lxxvi.
370. V. Leroquais, U11 hlvre ri* heures oe Jean suns Peur, Luc de

Bonrgogne, (Paris, 1939), PP»19, 65-66ff.
371. Gfi.eABJtuVdl. XL7T (192®), P» 217.
372. Lea, Auricular Confession, Vol.1, p.106.
373. Of. Sejourne, loc.oit., Vol.XIV, col.943.
374* Messenger, op.cit., p.32.
375. Ibid., p.53.

376. Note the comments of J.van der Straeten, in AS, Vol.tXXXTII,
(1965), p.213, and I>.0enicot, ^ XITIg slecle europeen (Nouvelle
Clio, 19) (paris, 1969), p.39l.

377® T.eroquais, Brcviaires, Vol.1, p.cxxxii.
379. Fully cited in Chapter I, ftnt.39.
379* Ibid.,pp.12 (no.67), 129 (no,699), 244 (no.1390-addressed to

St.Nicholas).
390. Ibid., e.g. p.112 (no.624).
391. Ibid., p.265 (np.1511).
39?. Ibid., e.g., p.299 (no.1712)
393. Ibid., p.14 (no.77)
394. Rapp, op.cit., p.329* Other writers frequently aa'<e the same

point.

395» Sejourne', loc.cit., col.947? Leroeuais, Breviaires, Vol.1,
pp.xxi ii—vi$ Andrieu, "•fis&el"',}.oc,cit., p.353$ Cabrol and de
Oaiffier, too have made the same general sort of observation.

396. Cebrol, loc.cit., col.1437* Rodgers, op.cit., pp.p5-6.
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337. Reau, op.cit., Vol.I, p.374• The complex relationship between
the cult of Christ and the cult of the saints in the "riddle

which does not seam to have been systematically explored,
deserves a fullscale study of its own,

333. Folena, op.clt., p.45*

339. nee Trexler, loc.cit., p.21, translation, and references.

391. Por this paragraph and about half of the next, T have drawn
on C.N.L. Brooke, "Religious Sentiment and Church Design",
loc.cit., especially, pp.26-.30.

391» McCann transl.,p.80. Wolfsgruber ed., Lib.Ill, Cap.VT,4.
39?* Tbid., ncCann, pp.157-53. Wolfsgruber,Lib.IV,Cap.I, 3.
393. Tbid., T'cCann, p.44. Wolfsgruber, Lib.I,Cap.XXTIT, 4s"...qui

multum per grinantur, raro sanctificantur."

334. Ibid. "eCann, p. 151. Wolfsgruber, Lib.HI,Cap.LVIII, 3-5ff»

395* Tbid. "cCann, p«33» 191, 126, 130. folfsgruber, Lib.I, Cap.
XVTTIf Lib.Ill, Cap.XXII, 4; Lib.Ill, Cap.XLV, 3? Lib.Ill,
Cap.XLVII, 3-4.

396. It would be inappropriate to try to list the many volumes
pertaining to medieval Marian devotion. Rather, see ilmart,
Aut4Kirs splrituels, passim., and as a good, brief introduction}
H.Graef, Devotion to the Blessed Virgin (London, 1963).

397. Wilmart, Auteurs spirituals,pp.447-49; on the Holy Spirit,
pp. 415-56.

393. Ibid., pp.537-53ff.
399* Ibid., from a fifteenth century prayer, cited p.555*

400. Sonet, op.cit., from a fourteenth century prayer, p. 299
(item no.1153).

491. Cf. Opera Omnia, Vol.111(1956), Sermo vii, p.l44ff.

400. Delaruelljs, "leanne d'Arc," loc. cit., p.39, ftnt.38.
493* Aperat Vol.V (1956), p.202. ('De diffusione famae hominis iam

perfect!').
404. Cf. Vol.LITI (1935), p.391.

405. B. de Gaiffier, A3, Vol.LXXIV (1956), pp.326, 3?9 aad ftnt.l.
406. Vaftal, Central, col. IO96.
407. E.Hestle, "Thomas Becket in Suddeutschen Valendren,"

Zeitschrift f. Mlrchengeschlohte, VolXXI (1991), p.453.

495. Poreville, op.cit., p.3ff»■
499. Pliche, loc.cit., pp.351-54. Burlet, op.cit., p.234ff.

419. Cf. de Gaiffier, "Saints...de l'Ombrie," 16c,cit., p.254.
411. Russell, loc.cit., p.2r'6.
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41?. Kilman, op.olt., Vol.IX, p.79
413. Cf. Volpe, op.pit., p.163.
414. Reber, oo.cit., pp.96-99, 101.
415* A.Van ftijk, "II Culto di Santa Ohiara nel rnadioevo, " in

"anta. Chlara d*Assist (perugia, 1954), P»16? (pagination of
the whole article* pp.155-205).

416. Ibid.. p.l63.
417. B. de aaiffier, in AB, Vol.LXXXI (1963), pp.275,?73.
413. Andrieu, "Missel,n loc.cit., pp.352—53.
419* Van Bi.jk, loc.cit., p. 166.
420. Except for the first sentence of this paragraph, I have taken

ay points frora Refcer, op.cit., pp.80, 88.
421. In this paragraph, I am greatly indebted to Leroquais.

4?2. Idem., Pblllnpe le Bon, Vol.1, pp.136-3$.
423. Idem., ^reviRirec, Vol.1,pp.xcix, cvi, cvii-ix, cix-ot, oxi-xii.
4?4. Tbld., Vol.1, p.xcv.

4?5* Ibid., Vol.1, pp.xcii-iii, xcv-vi.
426. P. Falkin, in ARy Vol.LXII (19^4), p.268.
427. Belehaye is reviewing Klauser*e contribution to the Sehiklte

Pestgabe in AP, Vol.LIII (1935)*PP«337-89.
428. Andrieu, '"rissel," loc.cit., pp.355—59»
439. Ibid., pp.359-60
4>0. Of.,for example, Zilliken on Cologne, loc.cit.: "hat is needed,

of course, are more studies of cult reception in particular
dioceses.

431. Leroquais, Br^viaires, Vol.1, p.xciii.

43?. Powden, Church Year, p.96.
433. Leroquais, Brcviaires, Vol.1, p.xcv.

434. Tn pursuit of St.Bernardino of Siena and St.Vincent Ferrer,
I have found the bulk of ay evidence in ibid.j but T have
also used two of LeroquaiB' e other superb catalogues? Lee
Sacramentalres et les missels manuscrlts des biblioth&ques
publirues de France (Varis, 19?4)» 4 Vols., -*■

435« bile no Dominican liturgical book seeme to have recorded
°t.Bernardino*s feast day, the ffranoiscans paid more attention
to St.Vincent (six of their books allude to him). Perhaps
this is partially because St.Vincent was supposed to have
prophesied a great apostolic career for the young Bernardino,
(cf. nrigo, World, pp.19-20).

4 36. Cf. '*GFsen,p©r, op.cit., p»59»

ft/rviL Lt b Porxti fi'cam/x. da> bibl 1 oHvfqiAHS pubhquJS cLl t~rtw<jl
Lfaris, H37)/ I^Vols.
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437- There seems to be some difference of opinion among scholars
regarding the extent and periodization of Roman liturgical
influence. Leroquais, Brefvialrcs, Vol.1, p.cxv, stresses
diocenen independence end diversity! with some exceptions,
he argues the influence of the Roman liturgy "scarcely ex¬
tended beyond the frontiers of the papal slete." T-anzoni^,
Storla, p.411, emphasizes the importance of the Breviariura
secundum Romanurn curiam from the thirteenth century onwards,
and the impact of the papal calender on local calendars in
Italy. Leroquaie, Paoramentaires, Veil, p.x, again strongly
asserts the liturgical peculiarities of each diocese. "The
discovery of printing only accentuated the situation in fix¬
ing and propagating this diversity." J. Lecleroq, op.cit.,
Vol.IT, p.5^4, maintains that the printing of the Hiscale
Romanum in 1474 tended to unify the various rites.

433. Here I am forced to register my deep disagreement with
R.W.pfaff, T'ew hi turgical Feasts in Later Vedlcval England
(Oxford, 1977), pp.vii-viii. pfaff regards the diffusion of
new feasts of the saints as basically a simple matter of
extension from one center outward and 'heortology' as being
8e fascinating but basically rather unreflective subject..."
I believe that the subject is only as narrow as one chooses
to make it.

439. Cf. de 9aiffier, in AB, Vol.LXXXIII (1965)» PP* 53-74.
440. Cf. KFS'P, pp.?-6. "Belehaye, in AB, Vol.XXVI (1997), p.99.

Idem., AB, Vol.XLVIII (1939), pp.7-19.
441. Cf. V.L.Kennedy, The faints of the Canon of the ""ass (Vatican

City, 1933). " " " ~
44?* Note, de ''oreau, op.cit.. Vol.Ill, p.569.
443. E.Pelaruelle, "La Vie commune des oleros et la epiritualite

populaire au xie siecle, in La Vita Commune del Clero nei
Secoli XI e XII ("ilan, 196?77 Vol.1, pp.l4?-73? for the
citation, p.143*

444. Beimel, oo.olt., p.49. Cf. the perceptive review of PELARUELLE
by A.Vauchez, in ''oycn Age, Vol.LXXIII (1967), pp.566-69.
Vers, too, however, saints are not clearly distinguished from
their cults.

445. Cf. Hefele, op.pit., pp.97-93.
446. Ibid.,pp. 193-4 on the Servite saints and Italy? my impression

of the oarmelites is rather similar to his on the fervites.

447. Van r-ijk, loc.clt., p.l67 speaks of the "la tendenza verso
adattazioni locali si fsceva eentire sempre piu intenea"
among the liturTif ts of the time.

449. Leroquais, r hi11ope le Bon, Vol.1, p.136, refers both to the
rchiem and the Hundred Tears Tar in this regard.

449. Telaruelle, Pieta popolare," loo.olt.. pp.519-?"*• I presume
that here the lati< canon Delaruelle in referring to the
r>
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diffusion of saint cults.

451, cf. Feber, op.cit., p.99.
451* Included in Coulton1 e? Life, Vol.1, n.237» This is an extract

from .Tames' answer to the Fraticelli. Coulton's extract runs

pp.?35-3p=? his translation from the hceltn di Curloslta
i£tterarie (Bologna, 1°65).

452. fee Sejoume, loo.cit., Vol.XIV, Col.949•
4 53* Fanning, oo.cit., p. 53*
454. Owst, Literature and pulpit, pp.135-37ff.
45% J.^ardroper (ed»), The Temaunces JoyousiA Facsimile of the

First English middle Book (London, 1971), fac. fwwnurabered )
p.4, and trsnnl., p.?5*

4 56. feyholt, op.cit., pp.43-44.

457* A.Van rijk, "The Litany of the ainfcs in the Breviary of the
Roman Curia," Franoisoan studies, Vol.VTT (1047), p.433. I
regret that T have not had the space to examine the litany as
a source for the cult of saints.

459* Fern, loc.oit., p.240.
459* Cited and discussed in Sohauerte, op.cit., pp.l?3-24»
460. Huizinga, op.cit., pp. 173-74. Cf.de Gaiffier, AB, Vol.LXXTV

(1956), p.?75-
461. Bond mentions a 1433 English Catedral dedication to faint George

and Lenys by a ftalf-EJnglish, half-French donor, op.cit., p.66.
462. Tee J.E.Matzke, "Contributions to the history of the Legend of

Ft.George, ""in FTLA (public, of thel-Morf. Lang.Assoc. ), Vols.XVII
(190?) and IVIII (1993) pp«464-535» 99-171? for England esp.
pp.l?1—?6; p.15% Also note N.Lenholm Young, The Country Gentry
in the Fourteenth Century,pp.l45-46. Cf.Cross, op.cit., p.549.

«Xbk>
463. F.^eysr, "r.t.Jaooh- as a Patron of Kuelc," The Art Bulletin,

Vol.XXXVI (1954), pp.21-31.
464. Gouron, op.cit., pp.35^~5?» ftnt.103.
465. Cf. Beiseel, op.cit., pp. 134-33. Utile-Fin, p. 1^7. Moeller,

loc.cit., pp.W-19. R.Aubenas and R.Rloard, L' BVlise et la
ncnalsf-ance, 1449-1517 (Fliche et Martin, Mist. de l'Eglise,
Vol.XV) (Paris, 1951)» P*344» "c*est k la veille de la Reforms
que le oulte dee saints oonnut sa plus grande expansion."
"ight it be suggested that hypotheses are more valuable than
paradoxes?

466. I intend to dee 1 with the implications of this popularization
in a paper to the Second International Colloquium in '"cclesiaetica'
TIistory (Oxford, 1974).

467. Clemen, op.cit., p.l°>.
463. MiIraan, op.cit., Vol.IX,p.?6.
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469. Gaequet and Bishop, op.olt., pp.124-?5.
470. Ibid., his name was later erased.

471. Oilman, op.cit., Vol.IX, p.77«
472. Cf. Hefele, op.cit., p.33.

473. Cf. DELAF.UELLE, p.790.
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Chapter IV.

THE CULT C? 3AINT3 IN LATER MEDIEVAL PERUGIA

Delehaye suggests two alternative approaches to the historical

study of the cult of saints. The first consists of describing,

with as much thoroughness and detail as possible, all the various

manifestations of cult paid to an individual saint during a given

historical period. For a saint enjoying universal veneration,

however, Delehay© acknowledges that such a goal is unrealistic and

that a study which aims at achieving it, is indeed liable to aroduce
2

merely superficial findings. Hence, either the geographical scope

of the intended study should be limited, or a saint should be

chosen whose cult was already more or less restricted to a specific

region. Then the techniques of iatroainienforschung might be

employed to best advantage.

Delehaye himself seems to favour another approach, one which

sets out to trace the cults of each of the saints venerated within

a narrowly circumscribed locality. Here, the intention would be

, to indicate the overall pattern of cults characteristic of a partic¬

ular place. A point in favour of this procedure is that a definite

historical context is pre-sup^osed. Within such a historical frame¬

work, the cult of saints might be surveyed in a way beneficial to

both hagiographical studies and general historical inquiry.

Furthermore, local popular religious culture has a certain integ¬

rity. To isolate an individual cult from others in the same area,

to remove it from a peculiar pattern of veneration involves the
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risk of overemphasis or, in nny c:.-*o, Ions of rern-oective.

Beyer's well—known Jt-K.lt und kt-'d^qtron in " 111 e 1 •. 11 or 1 iohen

j t-dinn ex;: iin.cn the cults of >t. ark in Venice, t. .rabrone in

•ilnn, St.John the "'notir.t in Florence, and the Virgin fary in

Ciena. For each city, the cult of its most famous patron saint

in studied apart from the many other cults comprising the loc 1

ha-doprarhic urogram. Distortion inevitably follows from the im¬

plication that each city has a uni-ue patron, that his cult is the

sole outlet for the city's patriotic feelinap, and that ho alone

symbol!tod the city's corporate identity, foyer undoubtedly knows

better, but the erroneous duplications resulting from his method

remain. It in sufficient to cito cart of the preamble to a Flor¬

entine troaty with .rosea (7 "arch 1337) to show that John the

Baptist was not considered the only patron saint of Florence.

' -d honoren, laudon et reverentiam Cnnipotontis Dei ot boat© arie

semper Virginia "itris eius ct benti sancti Johonnis Baptist© et

bc-ato ion-irate ot soncti kenobii ct boatorvan Vpostoloru-ri et nuli

/
ct runeti Barn-foe, patronorum ct defonoorun civitatis ricrentie...'

V.f course, there is also some clanger in trying to prose;it n.

> tot .1 bppio-praphlc nrc-pram. The -multitude ef universal, regional,

and local saints visibly receiving some de re>? of cult mi "Jit or em

to prevent ;iny pattern of veneration fro i enevdnp. Yet thin danger

may be averted by analyzing the status of each saint's cult within the

local pattern, khat is more, each saint should be allocated the

amount of space which his relative i ooortanoe dictates. :vidonee

testifying to cult naturally tends to bo more Plentiful with saints
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of higher community standing, and, obviously, availability of

evidence influences the treatment which each saint ou-ht to receive,

for those reasons, it should be possible to minimize the confusion

and retain a sense of discrimination between major and minor cults.

The bulk of this charter consists of a sort of lerugi.an index

sanctorum, a roster of saints enjoying a public cult in the city

between 1200 and 1500, together with nummary notices on the chief

manifestations of each cult, Whenever possible, there are indications

of the group or groups promoting the saint's cult, tie saint's local

ties or association-:, his type of sanctity, the geographical origins

of hie cult (whether native or foreign), and the point of time at

which it makes its appearance, if it is now to the later fiddle .tgos.

Prom what has been said, it should be clear that an examination

of the cult of saints in later medieval Jerugia pretends to do no¬

thing more than that. It is by no means intended to serve as the

equivalent of, or replacement for an ecclesiastic.-1 history of the
r.

city. . great deal of information which would necessarily find a

place in an ecclesiastical history but which has little direct be r-

ing on the cult of the saints has been deliberately excluded. On

the other hand, many nosects of popular religious life and practice,

usually omitted from traditional ecclesiastical histories, are far

from Peripheral where the cult of saints is concerned. Out of such

material this account has been constructed.
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"he ">hic ro.-rri of i cru-i- .
WWww— *m ■■"!" i m wmmmmm ■mmim m m — mm*mmmmk »* —» —» » ——m■—m—w i—wnwn x

There ere a nunber of ways of olaoaifyin,*" raid arrmin - a

rooter of saints, but none of thorn are more in~enioun then practical.

Usually, the saints of *v s-ccifiei r.res ere olnr.nificd hically,

accordin g to the re dons from vhich their cults cri-dnally enrono.

"•ometinen then© •-jcorpriphlonl proupinpTs are elaborately sub-divided

(©.'•. " rounc remain, -rroupo loaVird, prcupe picmontaict, -roup© f'ranc,

©to.")» although it if* not always possible to ascert ain the exact

territories from vhich the retractive cults were receiver. Con-

seumtly, a complex system cf reonpa^hicrvl classification may be

mors .misleading th--n bcnefici il. To bo av •idod, also, are oddly

assorted cvteroriors of miscellaneous cults (a. . "trient ilinch-

7
13patsittolnlterlicher 1 atrorinion/reio"y

n the -rrounda of simplicity and clarity, .lelehaye's scheme

hoc much to commend it. Three main divisions are called for*

saints universally honored? indircnoun saints? and saints borrowed

from nei.-hborin? dioceses, or from more distant repions, whose f •me

wa:. not universal#® iclohaye believes th-t nn advents of his

olnnsificvtlonn system in that it quicbly identifies the paints pi

Wvculi-rly local interest ("los fi-oarer pui donnent a l'to^oprnrhi©

d'uno contr^: su physionorsie prorre").^ True, but fully localised

universal saints are apt to be nil -hted by briar placed together

with other universal saints who may lac: the co !nunity's rs^eci.al

droits 6* cite. ••"verthcless, speci 1 inn tanera liie the cult of

3t.f awrvmce in eru~in, c-.n bo indie - ted, without any diff iculty,

•-nd ith'ut invalid tin*- th<- rchr ao# Therefore, for ri ts
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venerated in Perugia between 1200-1300 delehaye's system has been

strictly adhered to.

Because lator medieval Perugia witnessed the arrival of many

new saints whoso cults assumed considerable importance from 12 0-

1500, and because it is desirable to show innovation as well as

continuity in the Peruvian hagiographio program, the 'new saints*

venerated in Perugia have been set out in a separate roster. St.

Joseph is the only saint whose position in this list might be

challenged. He has been placed among the new saints in order to

underscore the fact that his cult was welcomed in Perugia towards

the very end of our period, and that hi3 veneration in the city

was due to historical circumstances which were both unusual and

significant.

Classifying these new Perugian saint cults has not turned out

to be as straightforward as one would have thought. Local saints,

naturally, present no difficulties, but to decide whether or not

a new cult was of universal or regional significance around the

time of its introduction in Perugia, has sometimes proved to be

painful. Canonisation per se is no criterion, for, as Chapter III

has hopefully made clear, not all canonised saints had a universally

diffused cult in later medieval Christendom. Each case, therefore,

has had to be judged on its merits. Saints whose cults were judged

to have been less than universally diffused may be found in the

regional category? unfortunately, not everyone will agree with each

judgement. The intense activity of the friars in promoting their

saints in the later Middle Ages is most apparent with these cults
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of less than universal diffusion; where the friars were strong,

their cults of tho second-rank had a better chance of being adopted

outside the order; and the friars had considerable strength in Pe¬

rugia* Perugia's proximity to Rome is an additional reason for

the city's awareness of newly canonized order saints. To make tho

impact of the religious orders plain, new cults partially or wholly

sponsored by the friars have been labelled in this ways universal/

order; regional/order; local/order. Within each category (e.g.

that of new local saints, or old regional saints), the roster

procede3 in alphabetical order.

Evidence used in this roster of Perugian saint cults has been

taken from a wide variety of sources, but is inherently incomplete.

A number of MSS. and works of art have been dispersed or lost.

Important liturgical documents have travelled a good distance from

Perugia (cf. Appendix A) or have disappeared. A major gap in tho

evidence seems to be medieval relic inventories from Perugian

churches. If any have survived, the present writer has been un¬

able to locate them. Latin and vernacular vitae were both composed

and transcribed in later medieval Perugia. Yet, for the saints

particularly venerated in the city, the ha,gio,graphic evidence is

weak; more characteristic and more plentiful are dramatic lauds.

The illustrious sixteenth century historian of the city, Pompeo

Pellini (d.1594), again and again, especially in the earlier chap¬

ters of his book, lamented the paucity of medieval Perugian annals

and chronicles. Muratori voiced the same lament, deploring the

fact that he was not able to include any chronicles of Perugia in
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his famous collection of sources. Compared to other Italian cities

of historical importance, Perugia does appear to be relatively

impoverished in its narrative records. Since Muratori's time,

however, several pre-1500 Peruvian chronicles have been published,
12

along with civic statutes and riformanze. This is not the place

to discuss the vexed questions of the historiography of Perugia —

such matters as the real identity of 'Graziani' or 'Matarazzo' — ^
but Pellini deserves at least passing notice. Mr. C.F. Black has

justly stressed Pellini's value, praising his use of archival material,

some of which is no longer extant, and commenting upon his general

trustworthiness in most things non-controversial. "All historians

of Perugia are reliant on Pellini's Dell'Historia di Perugia."^
and this study is no exception.

Useful as well have been the standard histories of the city

by Bonazzi, Heywood, and Guardabassi, and the articles and mono-

15
graphs by art-historians like Ricci and Santi. Kaftal has been

a constantly consulted guide to the representations of saints in

Perugia. Indebtedness to other art-historians will be apparent

from the notes. It is a matter of regret that time did not permit
16

any work in Perugia's Arohivio di 3tato. Recourse has been made,

therefore, to an inventory which, for all its undoubted imperfections,

still permits access to a relevant body of archival Informations A.

17
Riocieri's "Indice degli annali eoclesiastici perugini." For

topographic evidence of cult, the catalogue of Perugian rationes

decimarum for 1332-34 has been invaluable, and the more scholarly
l8

guidebooks to the city, serviceable. Topographic reference

material also occurs in contemporary documents, and in the ample
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notes to the published charters from the archives of Son Pietro of

19
Perugia. Finally, "comment parler d^iagiographie ombrienne, sans

citor le nom de cet historic/?, qui na'iveraent sans doute, a tant fait
29

pour sauver de l^ubli les traditions de cette province": Lodovico

JacoMlli.21

Roster of Saints Venerated in Perugia; Old Universal Saints.

St. AGATHA. (5 Feb.): virgin-martyr. In central Italy, her name

22
was frequently inscribed on bells, to guard against fire. In

Perugia, titulary of a church in Porta S. Susanna which dates from

1290-1317» and incorporates an earlier one (Quida. p.92, Pedion.

p.63)• Images: second half of 15th century (from the church of

3an Igostino: Santi, p.16, no.123); 1430s (panel from San Antonio:

Santi, p.19, 111-114); 15th century? (Sant*Angelo fresco). Rot a

cult of civic importance in Ierugia.

St. AGNES. (21 Jan.): virgin-martyr. . Titulary of a Franciscan

nunnery in porta 3. Angelo, named in the Annali in 1296 (Rlcciori.

"-385). In 1429, this convent was ceded to the tertiaries of S.
23

Maria di Valfabbricu. Lauds for 21 Jan., and her second holiday

on 28 Jan. (Bar., p.278). Images; possible 14th century fresco at
?A

Santa Giuliana; 14th century panel from San Tommaso (Santi, p.13,

no.17); martyrdom of St.Agnes in a 15th century painting formerly

from Santa Agne30 (Santi, p.l7» no.79)* in later 15th century stain¬

ed glass at San Domenico (Santi-Qulda. p.87). Not a oult of civic

importance in Perugia.
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St. AMBROSE. (7 Dec.): bishop and doctor. His cult in Perugia

becomes significant in 1375* In that year Florence went to war

with the Papacy (War of the Sight Saints). "The political program

which Florence put to the towns of the Papal state was destructive

but attractive. It was simply to revolt against the 'rapacity and
25avarice* of the priests." J Perugia revolted on 7 3)ec#1375» and

soon became the center of the Florentine league in Umbria.*" The

Perugians especially detested the papal ruler of their city Gerard

du Puy, Abbot of Marmoutier, the chief papal fiscal agent in Italy
27

and builder of a great fortress in Perugia*s Porta Sole. A

chronicler writes! "A1 norae di Dio e della sua madre Vergine san-

tissima e del beato S. Ercolano, di S. Lorenzo, di 3. Costanzo, i

quali liberarono il popolo di Perugia e trasserlo di servitu dalle
OQ

raani de* maledetti pastori della Chiesa." He immediately goes on

to say that on the 7th of the 'victorious* month of December (St.

Ambrose*s day), thanks to the operation of divine power, il santo

popolo perugino rose up against the Abbot and the pastors of the

Church. The Annali record (Rlccieri, p.393) that in 1376 the

commune of Perugia, grateful for the recovery of its liberties,

erected a chapel of San Ambrogio in the church of Santa Maria Nuova,

and decreed that St.Ambrose's day should be kept as ferie in omnibus.

On that day, because it had pleased God to grant them victory over

the soldiers of the Church, the magistrates, furthermore, ordered

that in perpetuity all the religious order and confraternities of

the city should go on procession to Santa Maria ftiuova with lighted

torches and leave at the church a thank-offering of a silver cup

or ten florins. Other special marks of rejoicing would include

public games, feasting, and the liberation of the women from pro-
29

hibitions on wearing costly garments and precious jewels.
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Defeated signori were, in 1373* required to .give to the magistrates

silk for a palio on 3t.Ambrose*s day. Also, late in that same year

and probably not in 1377 (cf. Hicoiorj, p. 393), the magistrates

declared that the feast of St.Ambrose should be celebrated with as

muoh pomp as All Saints or 3t.Herculanus*s day, and that all the

measures Originally legislated should be kept.^ In 1382, the ma¬

gistrates agreed that the frati of Santa Maria Nuova (where St.

Ambrose's chapel was located) should be given ten florins on the

feast of St.Ambrose, a custom which was already falling into de¬

suetude, and that compensation should be paid the frati every year

31
for damage done to thoir church when the fortress had been seized.

There may be an allusion to the saint's procession in 1394 (Riooieri.

P.403), but it is clear that by the end of the century the cult was

losing its civic importance. That the city had a virtual signore

itself, Biordo Michelotti, from 1393-98, may have altered attitudes

towards the events of 1375* On 20 Jan. 1400, Perugia placed herself
32

tinder the protection of the Buke of Milan. No saints are mentioned.

The lerugian cult of Milan's most famous saint does not seem to have

profited from the new allegiance. Images: together with the other

doctors of the Church (of. Santi. p.20, no.150-51* executed in 1447).

;>t. ANASTASIUS. (22 Jan.): monk and martyr. Extract of a vita in a

15th century collection of Perugian saints' lives. Titulary of

one parish church in Porta S.Pietro and another in Porta Eburnea;

the first may be documented from 1275, the second from 1285.^ A

minor cult.

3t. ANDREW. (30 Nov.): apostle, martyr. In Perugia, titulary of

the church of _3. Andrei surra nurum (Rat., 835» 1164, etc.) and of
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!3. AnAvrco ^ port-i S. 8us tmne (R.rt., 1269, 1534, etc.). In this

latter church (a chapel in 1168, a parish church from 1885), the

relics of the Bl.Henry would rest in the 15th century (Santi-Oulda,

p.126). Prom the second half of the 14th century his cult would

be associated with the confraternity of flagellants that was placed

under his patronage. For example, in 1468, the city rvo charity

to the disciplinati for his feast (Hicoieri, p.444)» The constitu¬

tions of tho confraternity, which bear tho date 1374, are dedicated

to the honor of God, the Virgin Mary, and of the "gloriose mart 52)re

e defensor© messere sc6 Heroulano, sc6 Lorenso, sod Costanso, et
35

soo Andrea aplo." A major charitable activity of the confraternity

consistad of accompanying condemned criminals on their way to execu-

tion. A lnudnrio from this confraternity dates from the latter

37
14th century." There naturally exist lauds in honor of the saint

(Bar., p.276). Ills image appears in representations of the apostles,

and in other groupings of saints (e.g. Kaf., col.59-60) from the

13th to 15th centuries. A cult not of great civic importance, but

significant for members of the confraternity, and for parishioners.

St. ANNE (26 July)s matron. Very slight evidence of cult in Urabria

in the later Middle Ages (cf. Rat.? Kaf. .gives no images whatsoever).

The nunnery of Santa Maria degli Angeli seems to have become known
38

as Santa Anna sometime after 1300. A late 13th century image in

which St.Anne appears is described as Umbrian, bait no i'eruginn

provenance is assigned (Santi, p.9, no.31)• The Dominicans of Pe¬

rugia had a reliquary of the cint c.1458 (ibid.« no.742). Her

feast (26 July) has been inserted into the calendar from Santa Giu-

liana's convent (see Appendix A).
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Ft. ATF^ONY (1? January): abbot. He is> mentioned 1332-34 as the

titulary of two churches, a oriory in Porta Dole (^at.,746, 1037,

etc.) and the church of F. Antonlnl de porta ".f'usanfi (Hat., 1018,

etc.), which is listed in a 1?6? inventory."^a The former church

is recorded from 1163, and from the 1370'8 a porta di "anto

Antonio led out of the city (Fanti—Guida, p.147). Presumably,

Antoninus (whose feist figures in the municipal statutes of 134? )"^
is the same saint. Ft.Anthony Abbot shared with the Virgin "ary

the patronage of a confraternity of flagellants (cf. Ricoieri.

p.413» reference for 1413),^ and not surprisingly there are

lauds in fhis honor (Bar., p.?77i 14th cent«*y). Predictably too,

this saint, who was well-known throughout the Latin ^est, would

be iconographiesl1^ conspicuous in Perugia (e.g. Hanti, p.5»

no.693; p.7, no.996} p.23, no.117—22). Before 1456, however, there

is no indioation that his cult had any great significance for the

city as a whole. Yet that year the new magistrates, who took

office on 1 January, instituted public processions on the saint's

feast (17 Jan.) and on St.Sebastian*s (20 Jan.). " The Annali

call Ft.Anthony an intercessory saint for the Perugian people

(Hlocleri. p.434). Again in the following year, he is singled out

for praise in similar terms. Prom 145^-59, and also in I463, we

hear St.Anthony called 'protector and intercessor of Perugia*

(ibid., p.436) *who is miraculous in hire works and worthy of

praise and veneration, so that he may free the city of Perugia

from every danger' (ibid., p.437); processions, way for his churchy

and freedom for debtors during his feast are qML ordained (ibid.,
and it is as "a

p. 441). These were plague years in Perugia,
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plague saint early in the second half of the 15'fch century that

Bt.Anthony Abbot came to enjoy his greatest local reputation.

St. AtKlttBTIWE (28 Aug.) t bishop and doctor. There may have been

an earlier church of wllfcbh he was titulary, but the present

Pant' Agoetino was completed probably around 1279» enlarged in

the 14th century, and embellished in the 15th. It was the home

of the Augustinian friars who had an adjoining convent. Their

ohapters-general were held herein 1279, 1393, 1439, and

The Augustinian Observantines came to Perugia around 1446.^ As

well as being venerated by a prominent religious order, St.Augustine

was also patron of a confraternity of flagellants, founded about

1317,^ and there is a Perugian laud in his honor (Bar., p.235)«

His image was undoubtedly a familiar one in the 15th century city

(e.g. Panti, p. 16, no.l?3i from the church of Pan' Agostino;

second half of the 15th century; p.29, nos.?74, 276; p»39, no.279)»

His church receives a civic bequest in 1313 (Hlooieri, p.383);
45

his holiday appears on the municipal stututes of 1342; and

processions were held for him in 1441j 1453, 1459f I46O ( and

probably on other years also) (ibid., pp.426, 4?2, 433). In 1441

there are allusions to particular devotions and miracles that one

would like to know more about (ibid., p.426). The church of

Pant'Agostino was in the 14th century a meeting place for the

popular, anti-noble faction.^ Altogether, the cult of Pt.Augustine

was firmly established in the city.
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St.BA^BARA (4 Bee.): virgin-martyr, She was the patron saint of

the Compnay of IJltramontanes (also called the universitas or

sooietas geroanorum et gallorum), to which the Germans and French

people resident in Perugia belonged. In the 15th century, this

was a religious end oharitable confraternity, which met £b the

ohureh of the Bervites. The statutes of 1454 list Santa Croce

and Santa Barbara as joint patrons of the confraternity. The

echolars of the German nation of the University of Perugia had
47

the same patrons. A cult of limited importance.

~t. BARTHOLOMEW (24 Aug.)i apostle, martyr. Titulary of a parish
A3

churoh in Porta Eburnea referred to in a document of 1231j the

Annall mention a civic bequest to this church in 1?13 (Riccierl,

p«388). There was a confraternity named after this saint (ibid.,

p.460), a laud survives (Bar., p.2-5), and a 13th-14th century

fresco of the saint, originally from Santa Giuliana*s depicts

St.Bartholomew carrying his own flayed skin and head (Kaf., col,153)*

The Dominicans held a chapter-general in the parish churcjy of
_ 49

Ian Bartolomeao in 1478» A relatively minor cult.

St. BASIL (14 June): bishop, doctor, order-founder. Veneration

probably confined to the Basilian monks of San Patteo. Possible
50

13th century image of St. 3asil in San Eatteo.

St. BENEDICT (21?Taroh): abbot, order-founder. Although the oult

of St. Benedict is properly described as universal, in central

Italy it has strong regional connections. Especially venerated

by the monastic orders (Benedictine, Camaldolese, Cistercian,

Sylveetrine, etc.), St. Benedict appears very frequently in

monastic iconography (e.g. Banti, p. 15, no.116j p.25, no.166—70,
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and yaf.t col.i65 for 15th century Sylvestrine processional

15banner). A church dedicated to the saint is mentioned in

early 14th century sources (Riooieri.p. 390),^ and was a

53
convent. "But St.Benedict may at times - perhaps through

monastic influence — have enjoyed wider favor. He is represented

on the Fontana Maggiore of 1?7B; lights and a procession for

hiB feast are cited for 1316 (Kicciori.p.390)t and his feast

is listed in the 1342 statutes.*^

ft. BERNARD (20 Aug.)1 abbot. A cult primarily maintained by

the monastic orders, and especially hy ft.Bernard's own

Cistercians (e.g.Kaf.. col.l93» Santi, p»15» no.116} p.?5» no.l§6~

70). Wearing his white Cistercian habit, St.Bernard may also

be seen as a doctor of the Church (e.g.Santi, p«22, no.153). Yet

in a contract dated 14 Feb. 1495» Pinturicchio was asked to render

55
him "oum habitu de' canonioi Regolari."^ A ruined ox-voto

dedicated to him (1370, San Stefano's) shows that non-monastic
56

devotion to St.Bernard existed as well.

St. BLAISE (3 Feb.)1 bishop and martyr. From 1?75» titulary of

one parish churoh in the Porta Eburnea, and a second in the

Porta San Fietro (ASP, pp.116—17). A laud indicates a somewhat

broader cult (Bar.,p.?73). The citation of his feast in the

57
134? municipal statutes is probably due to his church patronages.

St. BRITl'lET (1 Feb.) s abbess. Sole sign of cult for this Scottish

or Irish saint is a 1225 fresco at San Prospero (yaf., col.?33)»
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Rt. CATHERINE of Alexandria (25 Nov.)t virgin—martyr. Titulary
53

of a monastery built in 1317» (but cf. Riocieri, p.335t for

1296* in the oontado?). Her feast is mentioned in the 134?

59
municipal statutes. To judge from the iconographic evidence

a popular saint (e.g. Santi, p.5» no.671$ p.14, no.5?, eto.),

but it is not possible to attribute her popularity to the zeal

of any particular group. Evidence for her oult comes from a

variety of sources (e.g. 14th century laud, Bar., p.235, and

ox—votot Q ohapel dedication at Santa r'aria Nuovaf^* represents

ation in Pominican stained-glass, Santl—quida, p.B7). Her cult

was undoubtedly popular, yet without real significance for the

collective life of the city.

St. CECILIA (22 Nov.)i virgin-martyr. A monastery in Porta Role

was apparently dedicated to her (Riccieri. p.392» for 1326).

St. CHRISTOPHER (25 July)i martyr. Titulary of a parish church

antedating 1275 in the Porta Rant' Angelo (ASP, pp.116-17).

Pellini refers; to a porta san Christoforo in connection with events

in 1373.^ In 1432, the churoh of San Cristoforo had a miraoulous

Harian image (^iocieri, p. 452). The Perugians were concerned

that in 1?74 on image of Jesus and St.Christopher had been damaged

by stones (an intentional desecration?) in their territory of

Castiglione del Lago (ibid., pp*335» 36). Strong evidence of

cult comes from other images of the saint (e.g. Ranti, p.6, no«53|

the 15th century fresco in the church of Rant' Angelo, etc.).

The most important sign of civic interest in St.Christopher was

the 1297 decree of the magistrates that he should be included in

the celebrated Faesta delle Volte painting along with the Virgin
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63
and Saints Lawrence and Herculanus. ' ?hiB cult> whioh waR nQtj
based on the promotion of any particular group, was well-established

even before the 14th century.

Am.
St. COSMOS (27 Sept.) i martyr. A Inscription remains of a, (14th

century?) ex-voto in the church of San Stephano.^

Sts. CRISPIN and CRTSPINIAN (25 Oct.): martyrs. Church and

hespltal dedicated to the former saint were built after 1340 by

the shoemakers (Santi—Guida, p.149). A church dedicated to the

latter in porta S.Arsgelo is recorded in 1332 (Rat., 737 eto.).

St. ELIGTUS (1 Dec.): bishop. Universal patron of smiths,

St. Alo or Alone, as he was called in Italy, was naturally patron

of Perugia's arte del fabbrl. In the guild's statutes of 1369

his patronage would be alluded to, just as in a late 14th or early

15th century copy of these statutes the opening miniature, divided

into two parts, represents in its upper portion the Madonna en¬

throned with ^aints Lawrence and Herculanus by her side, while
Sfc Erlijiai depicted.

below,yjin the act of hammering out a horseshoe, with the guild-
65

members kneeling in homage before him. A chronicler records

that in 1467, at the ospedale di s. Al'o (in porta Eburnea?), a

man who held the rents of the establishment was visited at night

by the saint in person, who cursed him for spoiling his house;
66

the man is said to have died of fright. A cult restricted to

an occupation.

St. GEORGE (23 April): martyr. There was a monastery under his
67

protection outside the walls of the city (before 13^0?)»
68

In 1376, a chronicler talks of "la via, che va s. Giorgio."
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Of the Co.noagnio uolj.c cinque porte, the only one named after a

suint, wag named Jt.G..orgo (cited, 1392). ' tie wag also the natron
70

of a confraternity; and there is a laud dedicated to him (bar.,

p.; 03). ilia is the sole saint's image (c.1296) in the Gala dei
71

Hotari, once tho audience room of the podeata; and a 15th century

fresco outside Jan Pietro's shows that veneration for Jt.George

continued throughout the medieval period (Janti—Juida, p.97).

Matarassao compares the martial appearance of Giovan Paolo Baglione
72

with that of St.George# St.George was, of course, patron of

warriors, so it is interesting to hear his name coupled with Jt.
71

Herculanus'g in a Peruvian war-cry (1443* versus Assisi). Once

again, a truly 'universal' cult; within lerugia it had local

support, yet never assumed a localised character.

St. GRGGCRY (12 March)s pope, doctor. Gregory the Great was, as

author of the Dialogues, the hagiogrnpher of Perugia*g St.Herculanus,

and so perhaps had a special claim on the city's regard. There was

a parish church of San Grcorio in J orta 3. Susanna prior to 1262

Probably the same church is called a nunnery in 1316 (Riocicri, p.

389). An image of the saint dates from the 14th century (r af

col.536). St.Gregory was also represented as a doctor of tho

Church (e.g. Snnti, p.20, no.150—51)I intellectual activity was

fittingly associated with him. In 1361, Cardinal Pioolo Capocci,

a former student at Perugi.", instituted the collegium soolarium

pnuuerum de Perusio in the 1 orta Uburnoa; it was known as the

"casa dogli scolari di san Gregorio confessore" or "Sapiensa

vcochia." An annual visit to the college by tho municipal

authorities on the feast of St. Gregory was enjoined in
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75
its statutes. St. Gregory's cult was firmly established in

Perugia.

St.IBIBOHE (4 April)i bishop. A parish churoh dedicated to this

saint (in Porta San Pietroj cited in 1275) is the sole indication

of cult (ASP, pp.116-17).

St. JAMES the Greater (25 July)* apoEtle. His church dedications

are easily confused with those of St.James the Less. Two churches,

one in the Porta Eburnea, have laoobus as patron in 1275 (ASP,

pp.116—17). Moreover, there was a hospital bearing his name in

the Porta S. Susanna (Ricolerl. p.401» mentioned in 1390)$ and

perhaps there was a similar foundation in the Porta S. Pietro
76

after 1394« A fair number of images (e.g. Nat.Gall, of t&abria,

no.710$ Santl. p.13, no.l7$ Santi-Gulda, p.87ff.), and at least

one laud (Bar., p.234, shared with St. Christopher, since both

saints are honored on the same day) demonstrates a respectable

status in the program of cults. Veneration, however, remained

directed towards St.James as to a universal eaintj no speoific

appeal to peeugian loyalties.

St. JAMES tHB L8ss, and PHILLIP (1 Hay)» apostles. These saints

were venerated in the rione (ward) of the Porta Pant' Angelo,

where their feast day was the principal celebration of the

quarter. Hence the cult of these saints centered upon the rione's

main church, Pant' Agostino. The Augustinions successfully

petitioned the magistrates in 1409 that the let of May should be
77

celebrated with processions to their churoh. Such processions
73

are alluded to in I46O (Rlocieri, p. 433), and again in 1471.

Lauds exist for the two saints (Bar., p.233). Ho other significant

evidence of cult.
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St.JERC&E (30 Sept.) t Priest and doctor. A church of Han Girolamo

in Porta S. Pietro is mentioned in I4S7, but does not appear on

79
parish lists. Outside the walls of the city, there was a

convent (Rat.. 2357* etc.) and a church (Pat.. 1795» etc.) dedicated

to the saint in the Peruvian contado. In the later 15th century,
OQ

the convent belonged to the Franciscan Observeftines. Chapels
Q -I

to St.Jerome were common in Perugia (e.g. in San Pomenico/ in
82

Han Francesco, near San Bevignate (c.l?53) )• On 24 Jan.

1445* the Franciscan Giacorno della "area founded the Fratemita

di s. girolamo. a» Francesco. e. s. Bernardino, later simply known

as the Company of St.Jerome. The matriculation list of 1 Sept.,
a j

1447 invokes these three saints in its prologue. As a doctor

of the Church, St.Jerome was naturally associated with Christian

learning. It was appropriate, therefore, that if the 14th century

"Sapiensa vecchia" had St.Gregory for a patron, the 15th century

"Sapienza nuova'* (founded in 14?5 by the Perugian Benedetto di

Alberto Guidalotti, Bishop of Recsnati) should select a symbol

of Christian humanist values, St.Jerorae. This "caaa di can

Girolaaso" did not become fully active until 14431 the college

seems to have taken over San Siagio in Porta S. pietro (the church

of San Girolamo named above?Many images of the saint were

made in Perugia (e.g. Santl, p.22, no.153? p.26, nos.178-79).

Probably because of the location of his chapel near the churoh

of San Bevignate, but also por^as because of the penitential

side of Bt. Jerome*s cult, the legenda of Rainero Faeani (early

14th century?) concerning the flagellant movement of 1260 includes
8 5

a personal appearance of St.Jerome. But St.Jerome* s greatest

TVrugian moment ceme when the city dedided-to declare St.Bevignate
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canonized, in 1453* The church of Eon Bevignate had aleo been

87
consecrated as the chapel of St.Jerorae ' and bo the cult of the

famous doctor undoubtedly rose in civic ortvm with the fortune??

of hie obscure local co-titulary. The Annall of 1455 call both

St.Jerome and Pt.Bevignetc "advocates? of Perugia" (Rlccieri,

p»433)» Colomba da Rleti had a warm affection for St*Jerome,

ill in all, a well established cult, with occasional signs of

localization.

St.JOHIT the BAPTIST (24 June, 29 Aug.)t forerunner, martyr.

It is always difficult to be certain which ft.John is meant in

early church dedication lists. Yet, by 12i'5» it seams that

St.Jobn the Baptist had two parish churches in the porta 3. Susanna

(Iohannis de Fercatof lohannis Rotundi). and one in the porta

8# Pietro (Iohannis de Poro) (Reform., g.xxii). The feast of

the Baptist, on 24 June, war the main celebration for the rione

of Porta Fburnea. In 1430, the Gervites obtained municipal

support (of. Plocleri, p.421) for the St*John*s day prooessione

which they organised at their church in that ward. Civic officials,

clerics, religious, scholars, and citizens, all bearing tapers
39

took part. 7 Similar processions are recorded for the later

15th century. St.Jobhnth© Baptist is named as a co-titulary f
90

San Coetanzo*s in 1205} his effigy was sculpted on the Fontana
91

Faggiore in l?73j and his feast occurs in the municipal {statutes
92

of 1342. 3) .ring the 14th century, there are signs that his cult

was taking on civio importance. Although diplomatic relatione

with Florence (where the Baptist was a principal patron) may have

played a part in this, the evidence points to a wholly perugiaa
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setting of warfare and internal disorder. Towards the end of

Sept., 1310, it was decided to erect a chapel to the Baptist in

the I'uorso, in gratitude for a successful result to the recent war

in the territory of Toed against "the Ghibollines"} the council

of war had taken nlsce in the church of ran Giovanni di "areciano

and the decisive battle had been fought in the octave of the
Q7

Baptist*e feast. ' In late Aug. or early Sept. of 13q3, and

attempted insurrection was crushed, and again, the grateful

magisir?tee ordered that, besides a free annual distribution of

grain to mark the event, the ?9th of August, the feast of the
94

decollation of St. rohn, should bo an occasion for annual processions.'

The 1333 processions involved the whole city, and, interestingly

enough, were directed to the church of fanf Pjpolano, an indication

of patriotic sentiment (Piccicri, p.397). At the clore of our

period, the chapel of the Cambio was dedicated to ft.John, because
95

his piazza church (de hereato) had once stood the:-e. Countless

images of this popular saint (e.g. ronti, p.15, no. 116} p.16,

no. l?3f p.17, no.71, etc.), lauds (Bar*,pp.234—35), and a place

on the so-called Beota Colocnba plsggo banner, offer convincing

proof of a strong cult, including occasional links with the

poll tier; 1 history of the city.

ft.-Tcmr the BTVTGh (27 Tec.): apostle, evangelist.

The church of fan Giovanni del Torso in porta role was dedicated

to him? a parish church from l"?6, the present building goes

back to 1475 (redlea, p.75)• A 14th century laud in the saint's

honor (Bar., p.277), and the presence of the saint on innumerable

crucifixes (e.g. fanti, p.12, no.163) show universal veneration?

a cult in Perugia, but no Peruvian character to this cult.
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^t.TJULIAS (uncertain which St.Julian is intended). In 1351

the Annali refer to the "festa di fan Giullano AWocAto di Perugia"

(Piociorl, p. 39?)» Heywood epeake of aoae political disturbances
96

in Jan. of 1351*' Also in 1500, a frateraita di e_. Gluliano

asks for charity, for a ft.Julian martyr (Pieoleri, p.460).

Could this be the St.Julian martyr of £ Jan.? A further

ft.Julian puzzle in discussed in Appendix A, Bib.Com.WS.15.46, ftnt.3.

St. JULIANA (16 Feb. )j virgin-martyr. Her cult in Perugia, so

far as it may be determined, was exclusively centered in the

Cisteroian nunnery of Santa Jiuliana, which was founded in 1?55»

Her images, in fact, mostly come from this convent (e.g. Janti.

p.7, no.48$ p.l5» no.H6| p.?5» no.156-70? but cf. p.9, no.3?),

and span the oeriod from the later 13th centary to the second

97
half of the 15th. Nevertheless, 1375 stands out in the story

of her veneration, for on the "5th of August of that year, Abbess

Cebriella Bontempi obtained the head relic of her convent*s patron

saint from the Dominicans of Perugia (inscriptions on a fresco-
98

P-anti, p.6, no.53 - and a reliquary - Psntl, p.4?, no.76? —

commemorate this event, and the latter especially emphasize® that

the Dominican gift was freely made.) It is not known when the

Dominicans acquired this relic, but they are supposed to have
99

acquired it from Naples. No evidence of continued Dominican

veneration. (For further discussion, see Appendix A, EUL.MB.29)*

St. LANHKNCE (10 Aug.)t deacon, martyr. A cult of persistent

civic importance in Perugia? this Ho-•an saint had long been accepted

ag one of Ferugia*a chief advooates, to be invoked jointly

with "t. Hereulanus and other coaaun&l patrone (of. Appendix B).
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Yet, to a great extent, the cult of St.Lawrence in Perugia is

inseparable from the history of San Lorenzo, the city's Duotao.

Scholars believe that there was probably a ohuroh of San Lorenzo

on the site before it became the cathederal (in the 10th century?),

locumentary evidence for the cathedral exists from the 11th century.

In 1189 we first learn that the canons of the cathedral had em¬

braced the Augustinian rule.^* It does not seem to be known

for certain exaotly when (in the 12th ctntwy?) St.Heroulanus

became a co-titulary of the Duooo. An altar to St. Lawrence was

ooneeorated by the anti-pope Calixtus III (1168—73), while

"Innocentius papa tertius conseoravit altare beati Rerculani

Ferusini, ubi multorum sanctorum celebri devotion© reliquiae

reoondidit, totam eoclesiam cathedralem beati Laurentii Perusini
102

pariter consecrando." Innocent III died in Perugia in 1216.

Sane Tftiropean ohroniclers reported that "in eoclesia sancti

Laurentii honorifice tumulatur," and others that "sepultus est

in eccleeia sanoti Herculani, but this was the seme churoh.

When Pope Martin IV, in 1285> "oantavit miesam in civitate

Perueina," he did so "in ecclesia maiori dicte civitatis, scilicet

in ecolesia sanoti Laurencii et Herculani."*0^ Even after

construction on St.Reroulanus'8 own church had begun in 1297» this
105

joint dedication was still referred to. J Joint civic patronage

was thus a natural development from co—titular association.

Although in 1300 it was agreed that a new cathedral should
106

be constructed on the same site, and pope Clement VI issued
107

indulgences for those contributing to the fabric in 1343» it

was only in 1345 that work on the new structure actually began.
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On the ?Oth of August of that year, within the octave of the

important communal feast of the Assumption, papal indulgences

were conceded again, processions were held in which the laity

and clergy of the town participated, and the foundation stone

103
of a new church of San I^jrenzo was laidf 1 Construction

preceded slowly, however, with many appeals for funds being made, *^
and only in the second half of the fuattrocento did the work of

building gather momentum,**^ reaching its more or less finished

state c.149? (Pedlca, p.l5)» As a result of Baglioni bloodshed

"Hon Lorenzo was washed with wine, and was consecrated afresh"

on 17 July, 1500.111
What must be stressed, for it is fundamental to the civic

of
veneration of St.Lawrence, is the role of the churoh fcf San

Lorenzo, its campanile and piazza, in the medieval life of Perugia.

Throughout the 13th century, matters of governance, war, and
112

peace were discussed within the cathedral precincts. At the

foot of the campanile del Puomo (destroyed o.l374-75)t**^ Civic

ceremonies were habitually transacted, the most significant of

which were the ritual acts of submission and tribute of eubjeot

cities, territories, and lords. Here is where newly defeated

towns were made to acknowledge their humiliation and to show

homage.**^ Trophies of victory might b© placed on the cathedral

lAlls, nictures of those guilty of infamous conduct might be

painted there, and an occasional execution held in the cathedral

piazza.**'* Pan Lorenzo was the locus of the commune1 s sense

of solidarity.

Nevertheless, the cult of ft.Lawrence extended beyond the

area of the cathedral, into major symbols of corporate identity.
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The martyred "oraan deacon appears on the Fontana 1 aggiore (1?73),

the 'iaesta delle Volta (1?97 -, and the i ortale Faggiore (c.1346-

53rn the municipal statutues of 134"', his feast ie, of
117

course, recorded. Whenever images of Perugia's advocates
113

and protectors were required, as for the .trior's t alace in 1476,
119

or the Prior's Phapel in 1495, St.Lawrence's image would be

included.

Civic festivities in honor of the saint seem to have become

relatively more common in the later L£th century* in 13°?» the

palio run on the feast of ft.Lawrence, which had not been held

for some time, was revived, but for the territory of Pevagna,
120

not for Perugia itself. Again in 1383, a palio was per¬

mitted* and from 1394 to 1433 we hear a good deal of processions

with tapers, the distribution of was on his feast day, and so on.

Yet it may be significant that in 1394 there are hints that his

procession had not been on the same scale as those to Saints
1?1

Rereulanufi and Constantiust and in 1A39 the Annnll speak of

his procession being (newly?) re-instituted (ricclerl. pp. 396,

397, 499, 425, 429, 434, 433). The coat in 1433 "nro lumine

facto in die festivitatie s. Laurentii" amounted to fl.47,

sol.?5.1??
Because the cult of ft.Lawrence was bound up with the affirm¬

ation of loyalties to Perugia, the erti of the city would frequently

invoke the saint in the preamble to their statutes and also

depict him in accompanying miniatures. The 1366 statutes of the

arte del nittorl do so, and say, in conclusion, that according

to the usual custom their ordinances were confirmed "in ecclesia
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123
sancti Laurentii". ~ The fishmongers, swordaakers, woolcardors,

goldsmiths, and many other guilds, respectfully refer to

124
ft. Lawrence.

The importance of the saint in the Perugian program may also

be demonstrated by the many lauds in his honor, some of which

combine both religioue sentiment end attachment to the welfare
125

of the city. Tmages of ft.Lawrence range from the 13th century
126

frescoes of San Bevignate to plague banners of the 15thj from

a 14th century panel made for the abbot of ^ontelabate, in which

Lawrence and Paul form two sides of one table, matching another

of Herculanus and Peter (Santi, p.11, nos.25» 28) f to a 15tb

century reredoa made for an altar dedicated to San Lorenzo

127
(commissioned by the heirs of Lorenzo di Ser Giovanni). Here,

as with so many widely represented saints, it is not necessary to

attempt a complete catalogue of images. Whatever doubts historians
12°,

may express about the mode of martyrdofii of the.'Roman deacon,

Lawrence's grill was iconographically familiar to the Perugians.

Veneration towards ft.Lawrence was a vital part of the hagio-

graphic program of the city. In the roster of perugian saint

cults, his belongs in the first-rank. The universality of his

oult is inconsequential within the Ferugian context? to the Perugiane,

hejr was not a Roman, but one of their own.

St. LAZARUS (14 March): bishop. The cult of this St.Lazarus

(the mid—15*h century Bishop of Milan, currently honored on 11 Fel»)

enjoys only one moment of glory in Perugia. Evidently, on St.

Lazarus's day in 13^5» the Peruvians recovered Fratta and Fontone
from the Michelotti rebels and thus decided to commemorate the

occasion with annual processions, never referred to s«gain (Riccierl,

p.39^).1?9
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St. LEONARD (6 Nov.)« monk. Sole indication of cult is a 13th
!«5Q

century fresco in San Prospero (Kaf.. col,689).

St. LUCY (13 Dec.)t virgin-martyr. Titulary of two parish ohurches,

which are extant before 1275» one in Porta Sole and one in Porta

3. Pietro (ASP, pp.116-17). A nunnery dedicated to her existed in

Porta 3. Angelo (Riccieri. pp.386, 446). A 14th century laud

(Bar., p.276) and representation in 15th century stained glass

(Santi-Guida. p.87) show interest in her cult. Pollini records

that on St.Lucy's day in i486 Madonna Drusolina, the daughter of

Braccio Baglione, went to her parish church of Santa Lucia to hear
131

Mass. A cult of little apparent significance for the city as

a whole.
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St.LUKE (13 Oct.){ evangelist. Titulary of a hospital mentioned

in the first half of the 14th dcntury (Rat.. 910) and of a church

in porta S. Susanna, transferred to the Knights of the !Toly

Sepulcher after 1137 (Pedica, pp.71-72). Possibly, the reference

to the hospital is actually for the church. The church, at least

in the 15th oentury, was usually crowded on the 14th of July,
132

when it enjoyed a plenary indulgence. The invent!o of the

relics of St.Herculanus at Castello d'Antignola (found on

ft.Luke's day in 1373?) was given as the reason for annual proces^-

5ions on the feast of St. Luke (mentioned in the Annali, 1379)»

celebrations which cane up again only in 1335 (Piccieri, pp*394-JJ5»

393). Doubtless, aside from this occasion of indirect homage, the

cult of St.Luke carried little weight for the entire city. But

for notaries, this was a different matter* St.Luke was their

patron. The arte notaria was active in Perugia from 1305» when

the commune paid for a lecturer on the subject.The seal of

the Perugian notaries contains an effigy cf St.Luke* and the

same saint, industriously carrying out his netarial labors, is

shown between the angel of the Annunciation and the Virgin, in a

Bonfigli painting (1455-60) which used to hang in the Udienza

dei Matari (cf. Santi, p.22, no. 133). Scholars at the University

of Perugia also had reason to remember the saint, "is feast
135

began the academic year. There is a laud to ft.Luke (bar.,

p.235).

St. MARGARET (20 July): virgin-martyr. A nunn-ery in or near

Perugia bearing the name of this saint is mentioned in 1282.^
A Uargherita dates from the 14th century (Santt-Gulda,
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p. 15?)« Pt.Margaret' s feast occurs in the 134? municipal
1?7

statutesj " she has a laud (Bar., p. ?®4); and there are

cantarl aglograflcl directed to her (published in Perugia c.1535).1^
Geemingly, her cult was a comparatively minor one in Perugia.

Pt. MABK (?5 Anril)s evangelist. A laud is the sole indication

of regard (Bar., p.<?33), despite the ties between Perugia and
1?9

Venice in the 14th and 15th centuries. 7

fit. MAHTHA (29 July): virgin. Images: 13th century fresco at

Tontelabbate, and I4S8 canvas, now in the Buomo.

2t. MAPTIN' (11 Mov.): bishop. Titulary of two Perugian parish

churchesj flan ^artino del Verzaro in Porta P. /ngelo (described as

"antichissimo"), which in 1257 came under the jurisdiction of

Panta Cuiliana, and later passed into the hands of the cathedral

chapter (Pfedlca. p.8?)f and Pan Martino di Colic in Porta S.

Pietro, cited in 1275 (ASP, p.116-17). At least from 1367, there

was a chapel to St. Martin in Sent* Agostino. Pis feast,

probably beccucse of hie dedications, occurs in the 134? statutes.

'"bore ie also a laud in honor of the great bishop (^ar., p.285).

Tn 1?63 a Perugian victory fell on hie feast day, and occasioned

civic celebration (P'edloa, p.87). Otherwise, the cult of St.rrartin

does not seem to have provoked great enthusiasm in later medieval

Perugia.

^t. MAHY MACP'LEM (22 July): penitent. Saxor, who has made the

most corsnrehensive study of the cult of this saint, believes that

"en Ttalie on ne semble jamais avoir ete tres fervent envers la
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144
Madeleine." H Yet, in Perugia, judging from the available

evidence, St.Mary Magdalen must be considered a popular saint,

for purely religious, as distinct from patriotic reasons. Barer

bescs too much of bis assessment of fervor on sanctuary dedications*

this is far from being the most reliable sign of veneration in

the later medieval period. Still, already constructed in 12^5

was an •oratorio' dedicated to the Magdalen in Porta Sole, described

as being 'loci frntrum de penitentia' By 13^2, a nunnery of

Santa Maria Maddalena had been established in Porta f. Fietno,
1A &

built and funded at the public expense. The seal from thiB

convent shows its titulary saint holding up a model of the nuns'
147

church. ' In 1297, an altar named in honor of the Magdalen
14®

existed in the church of San Francesco al Prato. The 13th

century, with its widespread interest in penitence, and particularly

Perugia, where the movement of the flagellants began, found the
i

wagdalen an appropriate symbol of the penitential life. Ioontv-

graphic evidence of veneration can be adduced from tbe 13th to

lrth centurieslauda from the IJth**^ and 14th centuries

(''nr., p.234); and other kinds of religious verse, having the

saint as subject, can be verified from the early 16th century, but
151

any well be older. St.Mary Magdalen, so far as Perugia was

concerned, was a saint of personal relirlous experience rather

then of collective political identity.

ft. lff.TVP.TT (21 Sept.)* apostle, evangelist. A chapel, rerhape

dating back to the 11th century, was called "sua Mat tea In

Campodor to (in Porta f. Susanna); in 1?56 the Fronciscer.B managed
15?

to obtain it from the Ceaaldolese of Fonts Avcllsna. There
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was also another Tan "atteo, just outside the -orta B. Angelo,
I53which was conaeorated in 1?73« A 13th century fresco of ite

titulary saint adorned one of the walla. Tn 13" 1, the Basllian

monks, whose church it was, held their chapter—general there.

TWatthew appears in representations of the apostles. He has a

Peruvian laud (Bar., p.235)* The cult in Perugia of this universal

saint did not involve civic sentiment#

St# MATTHIAS (24 ^eh.)i apostle. Aside from a laud (Bar.,p.273),

veneration towards this saint manifests itself once only, in 13p>9,

where his feast is ranked with those of Saints Herculanus and

Oonstantius, as fsoleranly celebrated1 (r-locieri# p.399)# That

year, there was rink of public disorder, and on popular festivals

citizens were not permitted to bear arms. Helpfully, pellini

explains why St."ratthias should be found in such exalted company*

155
the saint*s feast happened to fall on carnival day# J

St# VUBUS (15 Jan.)* abbot. One of the most illustrious disciples

of St.Benedict, ft.Taurus would be honored wherever the Benedictine

Order or its monastic descendants flourished. On the Fontana

Maggior© of 1273, St.Maurue kneels at the feet of St.Benedict.*^
Again, in 1505, Raphael painted him alongside of Taints placidus

and Benedict, in the order grouping of Benedictine and Cacialdolese

saintn which Perugino completed In 15"1 (church of Fan Severo*

cf. Oulda, p.91)»

r't. MICHAEL (29 Sept., 3 May)* archangel. Although his cult and

reputation extended throughout Christendom, "t.'-ichael was particul¬

arly venerated in early medieval Ttaly, and the "mbrian region, with
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considered the home of some of the saint's most fervent admirers.

"he early medieval cult of Fan^Angelo, "hether promoted by Lombard
157

or Greek influence, need not detain us. This long established,

traditional cult seems to have suffered a relative decline in its

importance in the hagiographic program o: later medieval Perugia,

despite convincing evidence of continuing ponular esteem. A church

dedicated to the Archangel in the Porta Sburnea rione may be

documented from 1037 (Peoica, p.33) and is described as a rarish

ohurch in 1?75 (ASP, pp.116—17). But the ma.lor church of ft.

"ichael in Perugia was located in the Porta S. Angelo. Built in

the late 5"th centnry and reconstructed between the 10th and 11th,

this circular church was said .to have been the recipient of indul-
155

gences from Boniface VTII in 1297. Turing the later Middle

Ages, the story of the foundation of this venerable church was

mingled with the legend of Polandf Poland came to Perugia, pitched

his camp on the site of the future church, killed a pagan leader,

and rescued Oliver and a lady in distress. The 1 erugian lady then

recuested that the bishop build a church on the spot in honor of

St.*'ichael "nerche Orlando disse, che 1'angelo 1* havea mandato

a Perugia par liberarla dalle mano di quel Pagano." The bishop did
159

so, and built the church in the form of a knightly pavilion.

While, in this story, St.Vichael becomes a veritable protector

of Perugia, the note of civic gratitude towards him is not heard

again. Yet, it is truedthat on the Fontana Yaggiore of 1273,

Bt."ichael appears in a highly patriotic setting? his effigy is

placed between that of fulistes, legendary founder of Perugia, and
• 160

Fatteo da Correggio, the current podesta.
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In 1205, the Archangel was cited as a co-titulary of the churoh

of Ran Costanzo.*^ There was also a chapel dedicated to him in

the church of Ran Doraenico, for here Colomba da Hieti went to pray

on 2 Sept., 1495» with many perugian matrons, while the Baglioni

were fighting to defend the city against the exiles.* ^ Rt.Michael

was always a military saint. Because St.Michael had the obligation

of conducting departed souls to God and because of his association

with the Last Judgement, he played an important paJPt in medieval

spirituality. St. Francis, a good Umbrian, was devoted to hlmj*^
St.Michael figures in the legends of the 1260 flagellants1 move—

T Ha
raentf and he is the subject of lauds on his respective holidays

(Bar., pp.283, 285). From 1385? to 1459, there are several refer¬

ences in the Annali to processions to his churoh in Porta S. Angelo

on either 8 May or 29 Sept., to "great devotion," to indulgences,

and to bequests of wax (Rlcoleri, pp.398, 427, 4?8, 437, 438).

Images of St.Michael seem to be few and late, mostly 15th century

(e.g. Sentl. p.26, no.178-79). It is probably St.Michael, not

St.Raphael, on a post-1429 gonfalone (of. Se&tl-Qulda, p.85).

The themes of warfare, death, and judgement, account for his appear¬

ances on plague banners.

St. NICHOLAS (6 Leo.)t bishop. Titulary of two parish churches,

one, antedating 1262 in the Porta S. Susanna (Reform., p.xxii),

and one, extant in 1275 (ASP, pp.116-17), in the Porta Eburnea.
1^

Hence his feast occurs in the municipal statutes of 1342.
166

Named as co—titulary of San Costenzo1 s in 1205, St.Nicholas

could «laim several altar and chapel dedications perugian
. 167

churches (e.g. San Rtephano's, Ran Severo's). Images include
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a 1225 freeoo at San Prospero1s and a predella from San Dominico*s

dating from around 1453 (Santi, p. 22, no.140-41). There is a laud

for his feast day (Bar., p.276). A well-established, but, by

no means, major cult.

St. ONUPHRIUS (12 June)i hermit. The Anna11 say that a chapel,

dedicated to this saint, was looated •nella volta del Campo della

Battaglia*; in 1382, it is described as ruined (Riocleri, p.396).

An oratory of St.Onuphrius was built in the Puorao in I484 (Santi-
169

Guida. p.39)» Signorelli depicted St.Onuphrius in a painting

executed for the oratory.

Sts. PETER and PAUL (29 June)* apostles. Since veneration towards

both apostles occurred simultaneously on their joint feast day, it

seems natural to look at their common oult in Perugia, before

going on to consider the cult of eaoh saint individually.

The two apostles may be found in a coherently arranged sequence

of figures on the west side of the Fontana Faggiore (1278). The

symbolism of this arrangement also illustrates the meaning of their

oult in Perugia. The sequence includes five figures* B.petrusi

171
Eoclesla Romana* Roma* Dlvinitas Excelsa* S.Paulua. politically,

this amounts to an assertion of civic loyalties towards Christian

Romanitas and the Papacy^ Reverence towards peter and Paul must

be seen in this context as an affirmation of allegiance to the

Guelf cause. When, as frequently happened in the later Fiddle

Ages, relations with Rome or Avignon had deteriorated into open

conflict, the political overtones in the cult of the two apostles

remained. In the 1370 peace treaty between the Papacy and Perugia,

among the terms which the latter pairty was forced to observe was

an annual tribute to the reigning pontiff, Urban Vt of 3>000
172

fiorini d* oro, to be paid on the feast of Paints Peter and Paul.
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Another conflict which began in 1375» ended with articles of

peace in 1379? again, in the provisions, was an annual tribute

of the same value as the 1379 stipulations, to Urban VI this
173

time, vut also due on ?9 June. With the return of papal

overlordship after 1424> "the civic veneration of the two apostles

seems to have quickened. In 1A56, annual processions on their

feast day were instituted and directed to the monastery of
1 7 A

San Pietro's. The next year saw their imaros ordered for

a Corpus Christi shrine at the Palazzo dei Priori? significantly,

the other saints who would beside them were Herculanus,

Lawrcn&e, and Constantius (Hiocieri. p»435)« Processions were

re-instituted in 145% mentioned in 1459 (ibid., pp.436, 43R<)

and ordered onoe more in 1467* when it was acknowledged that the

processions had lapsed, and that the papal governor wanted to

175
see them resumed.

There are further bits of information which indicate that

veneration towards the two apostles was usually expressed when

relations with the Papacy were reasonably good? that such

information comes from corporate bodies, but not the city magi¬

strates, testifies to a general climate of opinion. Thus in

1?9° the guild of swordmakers introduced thetr matricola*

In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus, amen.
Ad honorem et reverentiam omnipotentis lei
et gloriose Virginia T'arie matris eius et
beatorum apoetolorum Petri et Pauli et
gloriosorum martirura Laurentii, Tlerculani,
atcue Constantii, protectorum et defensorum
civitatis Perusii eiusque canities et districtus..
et ad honorem et reverentiam eancte romane

Uoclesie aummique Pontificis.••
In 1336, the statutes of the arte dei pittori invoke Paints Peter
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and Paul, while slightly before this date the abbey church

of ITontelabate had paintings of Saints Lawrence freoto) and

Paul (verso)| and Herculanus (recto), Peter (verso) (of.Fanti,

p. 11, nos. 25, <?8)* la 1403, the Franciscans entered into

possession of their new four panelled altar-piece# Aong with

other saints, this work shows the Virgin and Child| Francis

with Herculanus and Constantiusf Feterj Paul - a full state¬

ment of religious, civic and political loyalties. 'Tow I4O3

was precisely the year when the Vieconti alliance failed the

Peruvians, and the city, however temporarily, re-submitted to

papal authority.*

St. PAUL (25 Jsn.)t At least from 1275, there was a parish

church dedicated to him in the Porta B. Pietro (ASP, pp.116-17).
Of course there are lauds (e.g. Bar., p.278), and images of

him as wellj^^ and on the ?5th Jan., 1377, the (Bervite)

Annunciation confraternity appropriately performed a saora

ISO
rappresentagglone on the story of his conversion. His

feast is mentioned in the Annali of 1459 (Hiccierl, p.437).

St. PETEH (22 Feb., 1 Aug.)» St. Peter had for centuries

been the patron of a Ferugian church. At one time, his churoh

had served as the Tsuomo. Pope Gregory the Great refers (0.545)
181

to this early church of St.Peter1 e as the cathedwti of Perugia.

From the second half of the 10th century, the great local ehrine

of the Prince of the Apostles had been the monastery of
i •

San Pietro*e, which continued to play a leading role in Perugia's
18?

affairs throughout the medieval period. " The Porta S. Pietro,
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one of the wards of the city (the place-name may he documented

133
from the mid-l°th century), " took its title from the abbey.

iQ j

In I266y there is a reference to a fountain named after St.Peter.

Both the feasts of St.Peter's Chair and St.Peter*s Chains appear

185
in the 13^2 municipal statutes. The Anna11 of 1389 indicate

that the feast of St.Peter's Chair was popularly observed

(Piccleri, p.400). A frateraltas s. Petri Apostoll existed from

1387. When, in 1403, Perugia became subject to the authority

of Ladislas of Naples, who had already become master of Rome, the

Perugia/is 'to the honor of God and of the Apostle peter' ordained

processions 'on St.Peter's feast' to mark the transfer of power
"? B 7

(ojccieri, p.412), negotiated at Rome on the 29th of June.

Gregory XTI would not have found the choice of saint in the best

of taste. The 14th century statutes of the mercanzia give

IBS
St.Peter pride of place (with the usual civic patrons). Before

Oct., 1388, there was a gilded image of St.peter on top of San

139
Pietro's campanile.

St. SCHOLASTICA (.10 Feb)s virgin, abbess. The sister of St.Benedict

would be venerated in Perugia wherever Benedictinism held sway

(cf.^af., col.993)*

St. SEBASTIAN (20 Jan.)» martyr. In the early 14th dentury there

was a pieve s. S^bastiano in the oontado of Terugla (Pat., 1375)»

but the real .iraportfsnce of the saint began with the plague.

Ricci speaks of a St.Sebastian confraternity from the mid-14th
190

century, which may be too early, since the evidence points

rather to the second half of the 15th century as the era in which

the cult developed. Surviving works of art and the testimony of
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the Annall support this view. On the whole, the .years in which

the Annali refer to him (1453—69? 1430—86) were years either of

plague or threat of plague. Turing this time, processions to

solicit the aid of god and his saint were held almost as a matter

of routine. Because of great popular enthusiasm towards "t.

Sebastian for plague cures received, the magistrates in 1455

ordered processions in his honor, 'so that he would free the

city from this danger.' As devotion came especially from the

Porta S. Angelo - where the plague found many viq^ms and where

the saint's confraternity was based, the magistrates directed

the processions to the rione's ohurch of Pant' Agostino, in which

St.Sebastian had a chapel (Ticoieri, p.433). On the saint's

feast day, the city granted wax to his Confraternity (ibid.,

pp.435, 433). An image of the saint was included in his chapel

(ibid.,p«450) — hut representations of this famous specialist

were fairly common in later 15th century Umbrian art (e.g. Santl,
191

p.27, no.435, etc.), and it is indeed exceptional to find

him missing from plague—banners. The gonjtlone in the church of

Santa Croce not only portrays the saint but, by means of an

192
inscription, implores his help. He could be an individual

patron in need, and also a patron for the entire city, when it

sufferedf plague not politics diotated his cult, whose origins

in Perugia as elsewhere, long preceded the events of 1343.

St. SILVEPTKR (31 Bee.)» pope. A parish church located in Porta

f. Pietro was dedicated to this saint} it was one of the most

193
ancient Perugian ohurches (doeuraentation cited from 1163).

This ohurch received a civic bequest in 1313 (^iccieri, p.338);

and in 1472, because it was believed that St.Herculanus had once

made his residence there and in an adjoining house, the church
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194
was granted funds for restoration. As a church titulary,

ft.filvaster earned a ulace in the .uunicioal statutes of 134 •"

19^
T7e also c--n claim an image (1225* at "an I rer.pero*«) " fund a laud

(Bar,., p. 977). Yet veneration towards the papal e int who had

reputedly merited the donation of Constantino seerac to have

attracted rather few Peruvians.

Ct. '-'T'OV. (2B Oct.) ? apostle, martyr. Titulary of a vanish

church in porta ""ole which antedates 1975 pp.116-17) and

of which his fellow apostle ft..rude was co-titulary; towards the

end of the 13th century, it became the Carmelite*s church (Pedica,

p.55). mhe city, in 1447, acceded to a request for funds for

the fabric (" 1 ocieri, p.429). Together with Ft."Florentine,

Pt.fimon vac patron of a confraternity. There are lauds to rh ow

193
devotion ('bar., p.?l5» etc.) but the cult does not seem to

have excited much enthusiasm in the city.

Ft. flXTUf (6 Aug) * pope end martyr. Titular/ of s church in

porta T. fusanna which is mentioned in 1334 (~~pt., 2351). Fine©

Perugia accented the precious relic of the "ant* Anello on

6 Aug., 1473, end the reigning pontiff was "tortus IV, it seemed

thet ft.fixtUF onthe heavenly host approved of tue relic passing

loo
into terurian 7ands. The slight evidence of cult is somewhat

curious of the martyrdom of it.Lawrence and that of St.fixtus TI

were believed to be associated.^

°t. : FT T,rTT (3 Aug., 26 Pec.); deacon, nrotorrar tyr. In 'erugia,

the choice of ft.Ttephen us a church patron wan a pooular one.

Indeed, the l."35 roster of erupian parirhes «redits him with
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the title of four churches* one in Porta c. Susanna? two in

Porta r. Pietro? and one in Porta Lburnea (Pefprm., pp.xxii-

iii). The "onini cans continued to be associated with this saint

and hir cult. They firrt tuilt an oratory to him in Porta Metro?

later onrao into control of the pieve dedicated to hia in the same

ward? end finally made him official titulary of their own church

which was located in the r me quarter (consecrated in 1459, and
\ 201

usually caller; fan T omenico' s). There was a chapel dedicated

to him in the church of San Lorenzo (pedica, p.16). As St.

Lawrence end M.Stephen had both been martyred deacons, this

dedication brings together two saints frequently grouped in art

and legend. For the city, however, the cult of St.Stephen

was initially related to a specialized patronage of need which

found expression in the Annsli of 1276—77, the statutes of 1279*

and the statutes of 13421 the saint who had died by stoning would

evidently protect against hail. 'Because of the great dawage

which hail has done, the feast of St. Stephen should be solemnly

kept, also in the contudo,' (Mccieri, p.3°7). In 1279* this

decision entered the statute books*

Ad evitrndum oranem per.tern et omnem accuam
nocivan, rue grtndo gencraliter aprellctur,
dicimus et ordinamus, cuod festivit- s et
octava beatirsirni protomartiris f&noti
ftephani de natali (i.e. his 26 Tec. feast, as
one would expect) ab omnibus honinibus...de
civitaio et comitatu_£e?htS'i cum omni reverent!a
custodiatur. (etc).

Such reverence involved strict work abstention, enforced by

stiff penalties for violators. The 134? statutes voice the

204
same sentiments, but more succinctly, ahd in the vernacular.

The feast of 26 Tec. naturally occurs in these statutes but also

20B
the feast of 3 Aug. (the invention of bis relics). The
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explanation lies in the clore links between the Peruvian

T'oninicans anfl rt.fiephen. The preaching friars of the city had

received a plenary indulgence which oaae on ? Aug. t at fan

Tomer.ico' b, officially consecrated to CtWtephen, the two feasts
o0£

would follow in secuence.^ Thus, at vespers on ! Aug. 1313,

the magistrates and corporations of the city processed, with

candles, to Flan foaenico's both to honor the relics of ft.Stephen

which had bem placed in the protoaartyr's altar in that church,

and to acknowledge the indulgence which the church had been

granted (Riccieri, p»3$9)» The Dominicans included an image of

f,t.Stephen in their great stained glass window (uantt-luida, p.BB).
007

There is a 13th century fresco of the saint and a laud

(Bar., p.217)» Altogether an interesting example of a municipal

special patronsge, and an older cult partially promoted by n new

religious order.

ft. snow A (11 Aug. )* virgin-martyr. A ward of the city was

named after her, and Iellini declares that the ^orugians dedicated
203

to St.Francis an ancient church once placed under her patronage.

ITo other indication of cult.

St. TBO"AS (21 lee.)? apostle. Around 1332-34, hospitals dedicated

to the apostle Thomas were found in the porta S». Pietro and the

Porta Thurne? (oat., 1257, °?1). pellini refers to the church

of San Tommaso of porta Sole in connection with a discussion of

pgr
event in 1371. To this church cer.c processions in the mint's

oiO
honor held in 1456. For reasons which are not immediately

apparent, the Annoli of 145* call ftwhom-c "gr-nde internes*ore

per 11 pacifico state nchile," while at the r -~<e time mit :in~ a
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a I'arian emphasis on his cult, by referring to the holy girdle,

a non-Perugian relic (' iccierl, p.437). Annual processions

are mentioned in 1459, 14^9j re-instituted and made rerretual
Pll

in 147? (ibid., pp.43'» 4d7}. ran the patron of a

chapel in Pant' Agostino' r (cf. anti,p.l4. r:.c.C7); he could

lay claim to a laud (Par., p.?76)j but the preoise significance

of this relatively minor cult is somewhat obscure.

°t. VTCTCr? (27 July?) i pone, martyr.

Pn 27 July I365 the Peruvians fought and won a battle near

Castello fan "arianoj not long afterwards, the citizens

resolved to honor the saint on whose day they had been

victorious with a church to be located at the place whore

the triumph woo obtained. This good intention does not

appear to have, been carried out.
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21^
Roster of Saints Venerated in Perugia: Old Regional Saints

«i n mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmm mm ■ nam -—mmmmmm» ■—»——mummmmn i » n mm iiwun.ii. an hi i

St. CRI3P0I/FU3 (12 May): bishop, martyr# St.Crispoltus (3rd century?)

was the most famous local patron of Bettona, a town about 23 Km.

from Perugia. He was also venerated in Assisi, where a monastery

was dedicated to him, but his cult was pretty much confined to "the

Bettona—Assisi region".In 1266, the Peruvians were asked to

mediate a dispute between Bettona and Assisi over the relics of

this saint. The ambassadors of Assisi accused the men of Bettona

of spiriting away relics of dt.Crispoltus belonging to them, which

the latter denied. The outcome is not known, but in 1269 Assisi

was at war against Bettona, and Pellini thinks that the affair of
215

the relics still rankled. Perugia, asked to arbitrate the dispute

of 1266 and to help Assisi in 1269 (Riccieri. p.382), captured St.

Crispoltus's relics for herself in 135?• Perugia was then involved

in a war with the Visconti, whose agents, coming from Cortona, had

successfully invaded Perugian territory and taken Bettona. For

this conquest, the Perugians blamed the treachery of Messer Cricpolto

de* Crispolti, called the simore of Bettona. After a siege of near-
PI ^

iy two months, Bettona capitulated, The Perugians set fire to the

,town, destroyed its walls, carried off 153 male prisoners, including

lesser Crispolto (who was publicadly beheaded in the piazza of San

Lorenzo), and, as a trophy of victory, they took the bones of the

local saint, which wore deposited in the Duomo of Perugia. St.

Crispoltus resided in Perugia from 1352 to 1371. Finally, Perugia

was forced to make restitution. Cardinal Albomos had commanded

the return of the relics, and at long last the papal legate of

Gregory XI managed to got their saint restored to the citizens of

Bettona (February, 1371)
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3t. DIGNAMERITA. (22 3ept.): virgin-martyr. Known also as St.Smerita,

this Roman martyr can claim some iconographio evidence of cult in

Perugia (cf. Knf.t cols. 397-400). Her image is also requested on

213
a contract made with Pinturicchio in 1495*

St. DCNATUS (7 Aug.): "bishop and martyr. Patron of Arezzo. Tit¬

ulary of two Peruvian parish churches, one in the porta 3. Angelo
fcrVicc, 219

and one in the Porta 3. Pietro (also known as St. ArrigOj/i or Rigo) '

both extant before 1275 (ASP, pp.116-17)• The Peruvians, when they

were laying siege to Arezzo in 1336, caused a palio to be run on

the saint*s e/ay, in order to shame the citizens of the besieged

city who would thus see their own patriotic ritual irreverently
220

appropriated by others.""" Perugia could respect St.Donatus at

home and moc': him abroad.

St. EU3EBIUS (l Aug.): bishop and martyr, has it the Bishop of
221

Vercelli, found in a late 11th century Perugian breviary," who

was the St.Eusebius named as a co-titulaty of San Contango's in
pop

1205?

St. FELIX (12 July): martyr. The Perugian cult of this Milanese

saint (who with St.Nabor was martyred in the time of Diocletian)

seems to have begun in 1417, when, to commemorate the first anniver¬

sary of the battle of Sant'Egidio (12 July 1416) in which he defeated

Carlo Palatesta of Rimini and became signore of Perugia, the con-

dottioro Braccio di Montone ordered that the ambassadors of fourteen

subject towns and cities should then come to Perugia and make their

homage, and offer palil. His letter to the Orvietans began:

Haviamo deliberato che a di xii del mese di
luglio, nel quale e la gloriosa festa del
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beato a« Felice, si faocia una divota o
solenne festa ne la nostra citta de Perosgia.

The Orvietang were required to offer •uno polio de veluto di fiorini

??.A
cinquanta di valuta' or face threats of grave displeasure# * ' Of

course by emphasizing this feast, rather than that of the patron

St•Herculanus, Braocio was shifting attention from the corporate

community of Perugia to the personal glory and victory of its signore.

On 12 July, 1422 the ceremonies of St.Felix's day were still being-

performed! the assembly of the representatives of subject towns?

presentation of palii? processions? Mass in the main piazza. Also,

a special 'oompagnia' had been formed for the occasion, called the
225

Gompngnia di s. Felice. After the death of Bracoio in 1424,

such observances appear to have ceased.

lit. FCRTUwATUS (14 Oct.): bishop. The patron of Todi (if it is

indeed this Fortunatus who is meant) had a parish church in the

Porta 3. Angelo, recorded in 1275 (ASP, pp.116-17)• The Sylvestrinea
22(S

seem to have aonuirod the church in 1374.

3t. GALGANU3 (3 Dec.)? hermit. This Sienese saint may have had a

nunnery dedicated to him c.1316 in Porta 3. Susanna (Aiccieri. p.3<39).

3t. ILHJMUJATA (29 Nov.): virgin-martyr. Only indication of venera¬

tion for this saint, whose cult was centred at Todi, is a 1225

fresco at San Prosperous (of. Raf.« col.565)*

St. LIBERATOR (26 Aug.)j abbot, martyr. In Perugia, the Augustini-ma

maintained a cult for this Carthaginian martyr to the Vandals (cf.

Santi, p.16, no.123* Kaf. col.692).
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St. i-iUSTIOLA (3 July): virgin or matron? martyr. Titulary of a

nunnery in Chiusi (where the center of her cult was located)

which had ties with the civic authorities of Perugia in t-ie late

13th century (cf. Uicciri, p.336)? also, there was a church

dedicated to her in the Porta 3. Susanna o.1332-34 (Rat., 133"» etc.)•

Her cult in Perugia was connected with the Sant'Anello, the ring:

with which it was believed St.Joseph had espoused the Virgin Mary.

St.Mustiola*s iconographlc attribute was, in fact, this ring. She

had received the attribute because her church in Chiusi had held

the Sant'Anello until 1350» when it was transferred by the magistrates

of Chiusi to their cathedral? the canons of her church wanted the

ring returned to then; iconography was a means of asserting their

claim to the precious relic. Even in Perugia, she was shown hold-

ing the Sant'Anello at the end of a length of string.' " When the

Sent' aiello was stolen from Chiusi and brought to Perugia (1473),

devotion to St.Kustiola revived and images of her — and of the ring

which now belonged to Perugia — multiplied. In Chiusi, her relics

1 wore invented in 1474.' " ' (Cf. also Kaf.. col.76'—97.)

St. PRCSPER (25 June, 25 ov.)t bishop. The 5th century Bishop of
2^0

Regrio in Emilia was titulary of an ancient (8th century?) " church

in the Porta Eburnea cf Perugia, in which his image (dated 1225)

appears (cf. Kaf.. cols.945-8). Evidence of cult for St.Prosper
231

seems to be rare in Umbria, and his cult in Perugia, was ignored

by Porc-ti.' :

St. SAVIUU3 (9 Feb.)» bishop. It is difficult to know which Sabinus

or Savinus was honored with church dedications in Perugia, i.e.,

one parish church in the Porta 3. Pietro and one in the Porta Ebumoa
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(AGP, pp,116-17» for 1275)* Bishop of Canosa had been a friend
/

of St.Benedict? yet there was also a Sabinus reputed to have been

a Bishop of Assini (30 Dec.).£~^~

St. SHVEItUS (1 Feb.): bishop. Bt.Beverus, the 4th century Bishop

of Ravenna, was known in later medieval Perugia through his church

dedications and images. One of his churches was located in the

Forta Bole, and belonged to the Caraaldolese monks, perhaps from the

11th century (Pedica. p.29). Another church dedicated to the same

saint was called Ban Bevero della Piazza, and its existence may be
234

documented from the 12th century." The commune, however, needed

the grounds of this church for the expansion of public buildings.

Therefore, Ban Bevcro della Piazza was (c.1^17) ceded to the city

and ultimately demolished. Henceforward Bt.Beverus becomes co-

2"*5
titulary of the church of 3t. .gatha. " Images of the saint are

associated with his clmrches (cf. Knf.. ool.l024ff). There is Iso

a laud ( P'-r. , '. "78).

St. Bl'bRAlJDIUo (?). It does not seem likely that the patron saint

of this monastery located outside the Forta B. Angclo and referred

to in 1282^"^ could be the Bl.Sperandeo of Gubbio (d.1261/^^
Could the name have developed from Bnora in lo?

St. UBALDUS (16 May) j bishop. There seems to be very little evidence

of veneration for the sainted Pishon of Gubbio (d.1160, oan.1192)
238

in Perugia. He figures in a 1495 contract for an altar-table,

but this seems to be all. Would his cult have been too tainted

with foreign civic sentiment to be received in a city which appre¬

ciated the strict ties between a pastor and his own floe :?
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r,t. VALTW^TNL (14 Feb.)* bishop, martyr. Probably it wae

St.Valentine of Terni who gave his name to the parish church

in Perugia's Porta f. Susanna, recorded in 126? (reform.t p.xxii).

*

poster of Saints Venerated in Perugiai Old Local Saints.

St. CONSTANTIUS (29 Jan.)* bishop and martyr. The Bollandists
239

unhesitatingly label his acta as "reoentia et nulla fide digna."

Againi "Au 29 Janvier, perusiae in Tuscia Constantini, design© un

martyr qui, de temps immemorial, est honors a p^rouse. Mais ce

n'est point dans ses actes qu'il faut se renseigner sur s.

PAO
Constant." Much about this saint is, therefore, uncertain*

when he lived (the four redactions of his legends Hay that he

was martyred in the reign of Antoninus)j whether or not he was

in fact a bishop (the oldest vita does call him 'Conetantius

pontifex' )$ and if so, whether or not he was the proto-bishop
PA 1

of Perugia (which Lanzoni thinks is possible). What doeB

seem to be certain is a tradition of continuous veneration for

Bt.Constantius in Perugia. The saint had supposedly been de¬

capitated near the city of Foligno and in that city (before 15<?7)

there had been a church dedicated to him. But all the redactions

of his naesio affirm that the relics of the saint were brought

to Perugia for burial. Just outside the walls of the city, in

the Porta S. Pietro, where the present church of Fan Coetanzo
242

stands, the saint's remains were interred.

Reputedly interred in the same church was a pious disciple

of the saint named Leviano, whom writers like Jaccbilli call

a beatus, but for whom no later medieval tradition of public
^43 The present church of Ban Costanzo

veneration seems to exist.
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wan consecrated in I2O5. We know this because a certain Presbyter

Alexius put up an inscription to nark the event; the inscription

also provides the names of the minor co-patrons of the church.2^4
It is astonishing to realize that this church dedication is

the strongest sign of Constantius's 13th century cult which we

possess. For the 13th century, which sens the coi struction of

splendid monuments symbolizing perugian civic pride and corporate

identity, seems to ignore St.Constantius. There is no hint of

hie later status of equality with Lawrence and TTeroulanus. There

is nothing, in fact, to suggest that St.Constantius was looked

upon as a patron of Perugia. He is absent from the Fontana

Tfaggiore (1275); he does not appear on the Kaesta delle Volta

(1297) - instead, the place one might have imagined would have

been his is occupied by St.Christopher. More seriously, he does

not receive an honorable mention in the preamble to the civic

statutes of 1279, although six other saints are invoked, (cf.

Appendix B). And if he assumes a high wivic rank in the Perugian

treaties of 1337-54 (cf» Appendix B), the Portale Maggiore of

the Palazzo dei Priori (c.1346-53) snubs him; in a saint-grouping

of considerable symbolic significance, the figure of Rt.Louis

of Toulouse (not of Rt.Constantius) .joins those of Raints Lawrence

and Ferculanus in greeting visitors to Perugia's finest municipal

building.

If the available evidence is not misleading, Rt.Constantius*s

rise to civic glory begins only in 1310* Crispolti, who is not the

most reliable of authorities, oaintains that in September of

that year the Dominican preacher Fra Giacorao di R. Cristina
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persuaded 'be magistrates to institute il lurae (i.e. a procession

?45
with lighted tapers) for St.Constantius. Fhy this should be

so 3s unclear, since the Dominicans had no tie with the eaint's

church or advantage to be gained in fostering hie cult. Pellini,

closely followirig original documents here (cf. Riccieri, p.397),

is adamant that the municipal decision of December, 1310 to

celebrate the vigil of Constantius*s feast (28 Jan.), with all the

magistrates end corporations and collectivities talcing pert, wax

candles in hand, was unprecedented. 1 recessions were to be held

to the saint's church "perche questo santo era stuto vesoovo della

citta, a nercio awecato, e protettore di essa; yf the ooming
celebrations were to be widely announced, since there was no

tradition of making "nella sua festa solennita alcuna, ne di

processione, ne di luminarie. . . "^4^ Further research needs

to establish what provoked the upsurge of veneration in 1310.

From that time onwards, however, St.Oonstantius's feast is

frequently alluded to, and processions with candles at his vigil

seam to have taken place regularly throughout the 14th and 15th

centuries. On 1 Jan. 1313, the ordinances off 1110 were renewedf

the feast of Ft.Constantius was to be celebrated as "uno de'

cuattro lumi principal! della citta" and the city would pay for

the wax torches; those not taking part in the festivities would

be punished; and, in honor of the saint, ten prisoners were to
247

be released. References to the saint's holiday and nroccssionB

on its vigil occur in 1316 (sicciori. d.390)? the statutes of

1342;?4P> 1356 and 1359;?49 1372?5° and 1339 (where curbs are

necessary becuase of the dagger of popular disturbances) (ibid.,

p. 409); and 1394 (ibid., p.403). 3y 1377, a writer can describe
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the civio rituals of 2t.Constantiue's day as "luminaria longa et

longissimo tempore ad reverentiaa gloriosi et Beati Constantii

defensoris et protectoris civitatie perusiae in ipsa ecclesia

251
consueta," while not appreciating the fact that the saint's

current eminence in perugian civio life had been achieved in

less than seventy years.

The city of Perugia continued to pay homage to St.Constantius

throughout the 15th century? what the 14th century had firmly

established, the 15th assumed to have always been traditional#

His church became an arrival point for the entry processions of
252

distinguished oivic guests. We know that trumpets were

usually sounded during Constantius's lume. because, in 1437, out

of respect for the recently deceased Malatesta de Pandolfo dei

Baglione, they were kept silent from the foot of the piazza to
251

the stairs of Bant* Ercolano. In 1456, the road leading to

San Costanzo's was repaired so that the devout could visit the

church and obtain the indulgences which it had been granted

(Biocieri, p.434)# The monks of San pietro, who had oharge of

San Costanzo's, restored and decorated the ohuroh in the late 15th
254

oentury. To judge from the expenditure for costumes for the

saint's feast in 1487» the participants in the celebrations must
255

have been sumptuously outfitted for the occasion.

St.Constant&us's cult as reflected in works of a~t, lauds,

and vitae almost exactly follows the chronology of his rise to

popular esteem outlined above. The initial impact comes in the

14th century? secure veneration comes in the 15th. The saint is
256

represented in the miniatures of the arti? ' and in paintings

commissioned by religious orders (e»g* Canti, p»14, no.62). For
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example of greater civic interest, one may refer to his portrayal

on plapu©-banners (e.g. the Bonfigli banner of 1464t Kaf., col.320);
PR7

or, his 1466 statua seu imago; Jl or, his inclusion in the altar-

piece which the priors commissioned from Perugino in 1495.?^
Fie 14th century lauds arc filled with patriotic references to

Constantius*a advocacy of Perugian interests (*o dux et praesidium
25Q

gentle perusinae*).His vita is contained in a 15th century
?60

*TS.

An itemized list of this kind certainly doer r.ot do justice

to the depths of religious end civic feeling which his cult

aroused. Yet it is of historical significance that the civic

expression of his cult developed slowly, although patriotic

oantiaents are always inherent in veneration for a local martyr,

and especially, an episcopal martyr, rne might even a-~gue that the

cult of St.Herculanue provided the model (and the basis in local

sentiment) for the cult of Ht.Constantius. h derivative quality

in his cult could be thus explained by contacion from evotion

fundamental! directed to Ct.Herculanus and the tyoe of sanctity

he exemplified - the episcopal martyr whose suffering ond death
were explicitly linked to a* historical crisis of the city and so
could be thought of ee redemptive, enacted for the e 'e the

city. There is some indication that the themes associated with

the pasaio of St.HerCulanus may have infiltrated th® pe.ssio of

Ht •Cons tantius.2 ° ^ St.Constantius could not be wholly transformed

into a martyr for Perugia . Yet he remained a martyred bishop

and thus a fellow-citizen of those who invoked him.26la In the

14th and 15th centuries, if not in the 13th, the civic sentiment

latent in his cult found ample ex ression.
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Ft. FlUTPJUF (5 June or 9 Aug.?): martyr, A confused and obscure

hangiographic tradition exists for this saint, who is s-watimea
26"*

considered a. companion of Florentius, and ronetimes a companion

of Fecuntfianus.' Indications of perugian cult are a church

dedication (c.133?—34) (Pat., 1317) and a reference to a feast

day in the municipal statutes of 1342. *

ft. Fl/HJ.tTIUS (1 June): martyr. This saint and his companions

(Julianua, Cyriacus, Faustinus, Marceltinus? occasionally with

Caessrius, Creacontius, and others) were supposed to have been

martyred under Pecius, but the hagiographlo evidence gives no

265
grounds for confidence in establishing any secure information."

The roman t'artyrology cites them under 5 June* in Perugia,
266

however, 1 June was their feast day (commemorating a translation).

Florentius has frequently been placed on the list of Peruvian
267

bishops, without very good reason. St. ^lorentius was titulaiy

of an ancient parish church in the Porta Sole, documented from

1220 (Santl-Qulda, p.l50)j at first a Oluniac or Csnaldolese house,

it later passed to the Cistercians, and in 1445 it was conceded

to the Servitea (pcdica, pp.?4-22).

®?e hear about the saint in connection with the flagellants

of 1260. In the 14th century legemia associated with the move¬

ment, Fra Painero Fasani encounters "a&netue "lorenciuB, sanctus

Cesarius, et sanctus Ciriacue" (plus other saints)? they all go

o'f tbothe church of Fan Fiorenaso where they perform the discipline
263

"ante altsre sancti Florencii." " 'low, as 7ern Implies, this

may merely reflect an early 14th century tradition of veneration
269

towards the saint? yet reoent reserroh 00 the flare1lant move¬

ment tferaid to rehabilitate the legends and to focus upon the rione

of the Porta Pole as the scene of penitential ctivity in later

13th century Perugia.'
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Tt is true, however, that the oult of St.Florentius seems

to have revived in 131?, when on the ?9th of April, the priors

declared that the saint's feast of 1 June "debeat omni anno

271
celebrari per omnes artifices et homines civitatis perusii..."

27?
His feast appears on the municipal statutes of 134?. Still,

for the later medieval cult of Florentius, the annus rairabilis is

1348. The Black Death had come to Perugia in early April of that

year. On the 2nd of May, while plague raged in the city, the

relics of St.Florentlus were discovered under the high altar of

his church. Pellini suggests that the saint's relics had heretofore

273
not received much veneration. Two days later all this had

changed t
\

Et adi 4 de maggio andaro in process!one
tutte le religions e le fraternite della
cita alia chiesa di ean Fiorenzo, et fu
portato el corpo sue in proceseione quasi
per tutta la cita per devozione, pregando
Dio che per sua misericordia gli piaccia
de far cessare la sopradiota pestilenzia
e mortality ger interoessione de santo
Fiorenzo.. . "*r#-

The trunk of the saint (the head was missing) was carefully ra-

215
placed under the high altar. J St.Florentius had become a

local plague saint, a specialty acquired of desperation. In 1393,

the church of San Fiorenzo was granted a papal indulgence, valid

for those visiting it between the vigil of its titulary's feast

until vespers of the following day.^^
There is no need to detail every 15th century reference to

Florentius's feast-clay, which the Annali an.d various chroniclers

seem eager to note. In 1412, during a plague procession, the

relics of Pt.FLorentius (and those of his companions) were solemnly

carried from Fan Fiorenzo's to San Lorenzo's (Piccieri, p.415)*

Processions in honor of the saint were re-ordained for 144^, and
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the magistrates then observed that Plorentius had made many miracles

in Perugia and that considerable devotion towards him eristed in

077the city. Requests of wax were normally made by the city to

the saint's church on his feast day (e.g. ibid., pp.426,433).

St.Plorentius was the patron of a confraternity of diociplinatl

073
(mentioned in 13if7 yet probably extant earlier). There is a

279
15th century laudario from this confraternity, though several

14th century lauds for this saint and his various companions exist

(cf. Bar.. p.2n4)» which (if the ones examined are typical) rehearse
23o

the saint's peesio without the interference of civic sentiment.

Exdept for a seal of Ugolino prior of fan :loronso (late 13th century
231

or early 14th) " and Bonfigli's San Fiorenao plague-banner of
282

1476 (£sf.,col.440), St.Florentiun seems to lack Peruvian images.

All in all, the cult of Florentius in Perugia wan closely bound up

with times of penitence and plague.

Ft. HERCm.A^TJS (1 T'arch, 7 Nov.)» bishop and martyr. Through the

account of his martyrdom given in Gregory the Great's dialogues,

Perugia's most venerated local patron was also honored outside his

233
Umbrian homeland. In Perugia, however, it would be difficult

to exaggerate the importance of this cult or to overemphasise its

significance both as a receptacle for civic sentiment and an a

symbol of Peruvian identity. Indeed, the Florentine Franco -acchetti

concluded a satiric tale about Perugian love for their saint by
%

saying that "(i Perugini) credono plh. in santo Ercolano che in
284

Cristoj e tengono che sis innanzi el magelore Santo in Parediso."

The pardonable hyperbole of a storyteller, no doubt. Yet Sacchetti's
opinion does capture the enthusiasm of the Ferugians for all things
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involving their martyred bishop. The recurring municipal rituals

associated with his cult receive ample notice from local chroniclers;

there exist numerous images and lauds devoted to his memory. In

fact, the abundance of testimony and the frequent intersection of

patronal cult and civic history, mean that only the broad patterns,

the main lines of public devotion to Pt.Herculanu . can be indicated.

Gregory the Great's narrative of the death of Herculanus

(c.547) at the hands of Totila's Goths lacks the picturesque

embroidery of subsequent legends; still, it is not laoking in the

typical signs of sanctity - the incorruptibility of the body after

forty days of burial; the miraculous fusion of the severed head
285

with the torso." J Gregory's brief legends emphasizes the personal

sanctity of Heroulanus, but does not dwell on the sacrificial,
2g ^

redemptive aspects of the saint's death. Later writers will

lay great emphasis on the martyred bishop as the heroic leader of

a besieged city, defending it against barbarian attack and ultimately

dying as a result of the treason of a Judas-like oleric. Luring

the later Middle Ages, this more dramatic version, with its greater

appeal to civic sentiment must have prevailed, since the Pontana

Maggiore of 1278 brings together •Ranctus Erculanus pastor perusin-
nQujf

orura' and the 'Clericus proditor sancti Eroulani'.

Bishop Herculanus is a legitimate historical entry in Perugia's

episcopal list. The same cannot be said for his mythical pre¬

decessor, Herculanus I. Mo modem scholar believes that he Is
288

more than a literary doubling of the real Herculanus. The

problem, however, consists of trying to discover why the doubling

took place and (more important, perhaps) when it took place. Three

explanations have been put forward, and there is nothing to prevent
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up from accenting all of them. The fact that Pt.^erculanus had

two feast days (1 March was his great Peruvian holiday) permitted

the gift of one day to a homonym. Moreover, there was a Herculanus

in the hagiographic romance of the twelve Syrians who come to

pSg
Umbria. Nevertheless, the occsBion for the manufacture of a

new Nerculanua seems to have been provided by the discovery of

some relics, Tf Hicoieri may be trusted, the Annali first

explicitly refer to a Lrcolano orlmo in L409 (p.414). T'ow, in

1373 there was an inventio of relics at the church of Sent*

Lrcolano in Castello tl* Antignola. At that date it is not clear

if contemporaries felt they were getting additional relics of that

Herculanus who was already interred in the Puomo or of another

saint of the same name (cf, Hicoieri, pp.333, 394, which suggests

the former hypothesis). Pellinl and Crispolti both came to

believe that these were the relice of an earlier Kerculanus who

290
had previously enjoyed no cult in the city. Two sets of

relics oould give birth to two saints.

In any case, the relice of St.Herculanus (the real one? his

Poopel,ganger no longer concerns us) remained in the cathedral of

San Lorenzo, whore the saint had his own chapel and chaplain

(Plccierl, pp.392, 393, etc.). These relics were in 14p<7 solemnly

translated to a new high altar in the 1unraoi during this translation

291
ceremony, the odor of sanctity was detected. ro-titulary of

the cathedral, St.TIerculanus became sole patron of a church in

the Porta S. Pietro after 1297, a church located at the spot where
292

it was thought his beheading and initial burial had tr.veu place. '

The flight of stairs leading to this church ras called "le scale
293

di Santo Krculano."
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Just as Ft.TTercul&nus in invoked on Perugia's civio documents

(of.Appendix B), so he was represented on the monuments discussed

earlier with Paints Lawrence and Constantius. It would have been

unthinkable to have excluded him. In 1310, when the ferugians

entered into a pact with the Papacy and swore to defend the rights

of the Church, they did so on 23 Feb. "in vigilia s. Erculani.

The rlforaanze of 1360 are proof of an intense civic appreciation

for the saint. The commune then offered to subsidise the society

395
responsible for providing wax on Ct.Herculanus's feast day.

Furthermore, the magistrates declared that the entire octave of

the feast must be regarded as a municipal holiday; they also

doubled the punishments for malefactors who violated the vigil or

396
day of the saint's feast. Prom the last quarter of the 13th

century, the Annali report holiday processions with lights; the

enforced participation of the corporations of t^e city at these

ceremonies; and public games held in honor of the saint (pifceieri,

p.333-55). Finally, Jt.Rerculanus is mentioned in the same breath

as those potent municipal emblems - the Perugian griffin and the

Guelf lion (ibid., p. 334J.297
The 13th century had seen the beginnin/r of those rituals

of homage, submission, and subjection which Perugia, like other

cities, exacted of her conquered territories and vassal lord-
pQb

ships.' Such ceremonies become more common in the 13th

century. Fitfa some interruptions, they assume imposing dimensions

in the course of the 14th century, becoming annual civic pageants

dominating the city's public spectacles. "At formal civic

ceremonies the lord priors represented the majesty and power

of the people. On the feaet of St.'Ieroulanus... they sat on the
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steps of the campanile of the cathedral arrayed in full regalia,

and received from tributary towns and lords the contributions

and gifts required by the terms of their submissions."^^ The

locus of the event belonged to St.Lawrence? the day, the 1st of

Ma^ch, to St.Heroulanus.

The gifts might have varied, but the day on which they were

to be bestowed did not. ¥5hen in 1324 "la citta di Perugia si

fece padrona di Spoleto," the ambassadors of the subject city

promised to give "in nomine di censo ogni anno la festa di S.

Hercolano un palio et un cavsllo coperto di scarlatto.""'^
Another ohronicler adds that the Spoletans were always to call

Perugia signore.^0* But in 13?7, the Spoletane had not appeared

by the 14th of March and so were charged with rebellion; their

officials yielded, however, bringing in the customary tribute on

the 18th of the month.

Whatever was promised, the gift was made ill signum aubjectlonis.

To the donors, Ht.Herculanus symbolized their loss of liberty;

their recognition of his power could not have been graced with

affection. In 1351» 'the representatives of thirty-two subject
304

towns and dependencies came to do homage. Still, the political

turbulence of the last quarter of the 14th century meant that the

practice lapsed for some years or resumed in a decidedly less

impressive manner.

Customarily, pro amors Dei, two prisoners were released on

St.Heroulanus* s holiday."^** Speoial prohibitions and work

abstentions were laid down in the statute books to insure the

307
proper observation of the feast. Naturally, there was always

the danger of popular disturbances; especially during periods of
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internal conflict, it was felt that public security demanded

restrictions on the usual sorts of holiday behavior. Public

ftp.mee were normal, and included horse races and La Battalia de'

100
2——-L* T7orth Africa in the tine of Gt.Augustine knew of thin

110of this "annual pitched tattle between rival quart!ere" of a town.

Gt.Berculanus* e day (1 T'aroh) saw the commencement of the annual

season. The town was divided into a p'-rte di sopra and a parte di

potto (Teywood speculates that this division corresponded to

ancient political rivalries), the object being to hold the center,

the platea comunie. The game, in which numbers of people were

maimed or killed, was subsidized by the commune. When in 1372 the

papal vicar—general attempted to suppress the game, he was told

that its suppression would bring disaster to the clty.^ *
Those writers who maintain that the 14th century saw a

localisation of the cult of saints, a reaction against new universal

patrons, should be encouraged by Perugia's 14th century veneration

for St.Herculanus. During every political crisis, the saint's

cult was the symbol of the city's welfare and liberty. When the

Perugisns broke away from ecclesiastical overlordship (1375-79)>

they complained that while the city had been, under clerical

supervision, the cult of their patron had been neglected; independ-
310

en.ee meant new zeal to honor him properly. Distinguished
of

visitors like the lorde#^ Urbino knew that St.Herculanus*s feast

was a propitious time to corae to Perugia (liccleri, p.414). An

incoming bishop carefully chose the moment to take possession of

his new see (around the end of' February) so as to show his repeat
<L 713

for Perugia's symbol of episcopal sanctity, Herculanus. In

1313, the new bishop wee to celebrate at Gt. lerctllanus's altar so

thct the srint would confer favors upon the city (uiccieri, p.333).
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St.Herculanus gazed down upon his city from the heights of the

Portale Maggiore (e»1346-53). As an even loftier sign of civic

esteem, Herculanus was chosen to adorn Perugia's coinage.

Perugia first began minting coins c.l?59, but surviving examples

of the Perugian zecca are probably no older than c. 1395."^ Of

the coins which Perugia issued while she was an independent state,
315

only one does not display the bust and name of St.Heroulanue.

Perugia's L2th century communal seal also carries the portrait

of St.Herculanus together with the motto (which is similar to

Parma's)* "Hoetis turbetur - Perttsinos sanctue iste tuetur.

Indeed, the effigies of St.Herculanus were so numerous in

1Ath and 15th century Perugia that it must have seemed as if the

saint were watching over everything. By statute, an image of

St.Herculanus was to be conveyed through the city on the saint's

317
vigil and feast day processions. The image was often repaired,

or, if need be, replaced; images were usually gilded or silvered

(of.niccieri, pp.400, 422, 435)# A papal oommand forbidding the

celebration of Mass in Perugia was delivered in the safest way

possible! it was secretly placed in the hands of the ima^e of
3lR

St.Herculanus (137^). Ten years later, the pope presented
139

the image of the saint with a silver rose worth 150 gold florins.

Bernardino pf Siena managed to persuade the Perugians to abandon

their beloved game of stones, and instead to honor Sod and

St.Herculanus; money formerly spent on the festival battle was

channeled into pious causes^ [ibid., p.419j. This was in 1426.
A chronicler notes that the procession with the ima^e took place

all right, but that the lirhts were absent, and "per la predica

dejfrate Bernardino se lassb el ballare nella festa de Panto
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Ercolano, che non se ballo."" Religious revival imposed a

gloomier feast day.

321
"t.Percnlanus appeared on the municipal silverware; the

priors' ballot-box (.-anti, p.47, no.7?l)| and his legend was

painted on the walls of the priorfe' chapel. This large-scale

work was commissioned from Bonfigli in 1454, but the painter died

before finishing his work himself. There is a sequence of narrative

« / v, beginning? with the siege by Totila and closing with the
3??

translation of the relics to Pan Lorenzo. Herculanus was also

023
represented on the priors' alterpiece, executed by perugino,"

One could coopilo a long inventory of the saint's images (of.

Uanti, p.H, nor.13, 25; P»14, no.6?; and note Kaf.,

cols,549—52), which would naturally include plague-banners. The
"XOA

Peruvian arti were legally obliged to honor the saint.

University students, it must be said, sometimes disturbed his

325
feast day, earring no doubt the reproaches of the townspeople.'

To the very end of the Quattrocento, there is every sign

of continued popular endorsement of the cult of Eerculanus,

fris lauds, composed from the 14th century, and combining religious
■>21

and patriotic feeling, were undoubtedly still performed,"

PTeverthelesp, one cannot help but regard the days of municipal

power and indenendence, from around the later 13th century to

about the last quarter of the 14th as the saint's finest hour,

"'his was the period in which civic enthusiasm made devotion to

St.'erculanus - who was never the natron of a party or faction -

a force for municipal solidarity.

A
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Bl. TAJTMUS (13 «Tuly)t confessor. Traditionally considered to be

the founder of the Caaaldoleee house of fan fevero in Perugia, a

monk of that order, and a disciple of Lt. omuald, Manno (d.1035?),

as he is celled, seemn to have enjoyed a cult among his }erugian

order b re them. Accept for his na-ne, nothing e>' out hi?! is eertsin.

But he may have given hie name to a Colle f. "anno, and to a chapel
>29

near Peru-da. More significantly, the older chapel of the

priors was dedicated jointly to ft.Louis of Toulouse and to fan

Vanno.^ The Anna11 of 144? call both saints advocetee of Perugia?

a joint feast in August is mentioned, which could mean either the

dedication feast of the chaoel or ft.Louis of Toulouse's 19 Aug*

feast day? the two saints are again cited together in 1460

("iccieri, pp.4?7, 439). A cult which may reward further study.

ft. pt-TEB ABBot (10 July)» confessor. feither of the two vi tae

of ft.?«ter Abbot (whom Ferugian tradition often makes a member

of the Vinoioll family) will sustain much critical scrutiny. Be

either brought or restored the roaonactio life to Tan lietro's

(c.965), and has usually been thought of ar the monastery's firit
331

abbot. The date of his death has been placed after rece-.ber 1122.

The monks of fan Fietro naturally venerated Lira? but outside the

precincts of the abvey Ms cult appears to have known only one

moment of wider publicity and fame. This occurred in 1436, a

year of crisis for the monastery. The rule of its abbot Oddone
31? ,,

Oraziani had ret with r-epal disapproval? on 19 "ay 1A36, by

order of "ugenius TV, the abbot was suspended and the monastery
3 >7

war forced to join the congregation of ft.Justina of Padua.
Further papal bulls confirming t'is order were sort in dune and
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July of the same year.' In such a context of papally imposed

reform, anxiety and probable public humiliation for the monks

of Han rietro, the discovery of the relics of the abbey's sainted

founder was indeed opportune. The inventio came on 21 Tec. 1436,

and the relics were found under the high altar. Inscribed on the

casket wore the wordsi 'these are the bones of St.Hiephen £a
monastic disciple of the abbey's founderj and St.peter Abbot.'
Sot only all the religious and civic dignitaries, but al«e large

crowds of ordinary citizens flocked to the abbey church.' v Past

eanctity had been put to the service of present needs.

Tconographically, the saint appears in miniatures deriving

from his abbey"" and in paintings and frescoes at the abbey's

church (cf.Guida, p.lOBff). There is a 15th century ITS. of his

vita." Boccaccio, with hie usual acute sense of detail, telle

a story set in Perugia which includes a character named Ercolano

and a rich man called Pietro di Vinciolo (beearneron, fifth day,

tenth tale).

Roster of Saints Venerated in Perugiat New Universal faints

St. ANTRHNY of Padua (13 June)i confessor/order saint. This

Franciscan (d.l?31» can.123?) was surely venerated by his

Perugian order brethem well before his cult received wider

recognition. Re was the patron of a nunnery in the Porta H.
■j "jQ

Angclo for Franciscan tertiaries, which was founded in 142?•

Prom the mid-14th century, if not earlier, he was depicted in

works of art commissioned by perugian Franciscans (cf.Uenti,

p.6, no.955? P*17, no.79? P«19» no.111-14? Kaf., cols.104—5)*

Yet his feast oame to be added to the holidays statutorily observed by
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the city only in 1451* perhaps this somewhat belated mark of

municipal appreciation indicates a growing personal fana; and

perhaps it reflects the impact in Ierugia of the Franciscan

Observantines of the Quattrocento*

ft* BSSFAPPri'"' of Siena (20 fay): confessor/order saint. If Pastor

rar correct, Bernardino was "the most popular saint who had for

centuries appeared in the Italian peninsula*it is un¬

necessary to review Bernardino'e work in fostering the Franciscan

Observance, of which he was- acknowledged to be a guiding spirit*34
''.'hat matters here is Bernardino's work in Perugia, and especially

his preaching. Bernardino was personally known and admired in

Perugia during his lifetime? to an extent he exemplifies a type

of 'living saint' increasingly familiar to urban Italians in the

15th century - the saint as preuchef.

Bernardino (b.l3w0, d.1444, can.1450) visited Perugia from

19 Fept. to Nov., 14?5; 20-24 Feb., 1427? 23-29 Sept., 1433;

25 July, 144^? 10-16 Aug., 1441; 4 May 1444.342 "is first visit

the longest he made, achieved results which must have strongly im¬

pressed the townsfolk; Bernardino himself was undoubtedly pleased

with his Perugian achievements, for two years later he told the

Bleneset "There is as much difference between you and the Peruvians

341
as between heaven and earth.* " The chroniclers of Perugia refer

to the stir his preaching causedt the shops were closed so that the

people might hear him; vast crowds ceme; while he wan speaking

no one was to be seized for debt or imprisoned for crime. Of

what followed, the chroniclers give us information which Bernardino

later confirms in hie fienese sermons. To many reconciliations were

made that I was amazed that there could have been so many enmities as
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'-here had been.' Peace-making, however, was ,1uet the beginning of

Bernardino's reform program# The "vanities" of dice, playing cards,

false hair, flounces, and baubles worth a considerable sum, were
a<i<

heaped up in the piazza and burned# At this time too the so-

called 'Htatuta Bemardiniana' entered the perugian law books.

^45
Under his (end rossible Capietrano's) J influence, severe penalties

were imposed for crimes of blasphemy, gambling, sodomy, brawling,

and usu^y. ha. Battaglia de1 Sassi was abolished# On the

saint's brief 14?7 preaching visit to Perugia the chroniclers note

^47
that the weather was preternaturally mild.J ' In 143Q his sermons

were concerned with the Trrugian's ingratitude to Ood for having

spared them from the devastation and misery of neighbouring terri-
"XApK

toriesf he also denounced sodomy#

In 1440, Bernardino is supposed to have inaugurated a school of

moral theology at the Observantine convent of Monte Pipido, which

was located about a mile from the walls of Porta S. Angilo#^^
Preaching in Perugia in ld41» the saint is said to have used the

recdatly constructed outdoor marble pulpit which was attached to a

150
wall of the "uomo. He seems not to have preached in the city

g«51
at the time of his lest visit to it#"-' The magistrates were

nevertheless quick to contribute to his good works (piccleri. p#4?7)#
L>

Peruvian reaction to the death of Bernardino in Aquila was
A

expressed in a lavish funeral service, to which the city gave 1?0

florins. A young but learned Augustinian delivered the eulogy,

tracing Bernardino's career "et continuamente lo norainava per santo,

et che la vita sua era stata come la vita de Panto Mraneeseof

35?
et racontava li suoi gran miraeoli che aveva fatti."" Or, as

another chronicler reported the oration, "miracoli che tutto di fa,
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canonization provoked smother wave of popular enthusiasm, which the

serrr.on of an obaervantine confrere helped to excite* On the 23th

of -Tune, 1450, Perugia held a magnificent procession^ ft.

Bernardino's image was painted on a banner and this was carried

along the procession's route to fan France:-00. The feast of St.

Bernardino on 20 Pay would be kept annually. J

The cult of St.Bernardino in Perugia owed much to the saint's

visits to the city, ^ne could almost say that his cult began in

1425, and that the six years that elapsed between hie death and his

canonization strengthened earlier convictions, allowing the inures^,-

-■sion he had made in his lifetime to become firmer. Admiration for

Bernardino extended towards the entire Cbscrvantine family, their

present leaders (who would become their future saints), and their

heroes from the early dcys of the Franciscan Order. At the sane

time, the preaching of the ^bservantines promoted the cult of

St.Bernardino. Of the many Observantine preachwho occupied

Perugian pulpits, there were none who could not be described as in

some way a disciple of Bernardino. Each was sure to invoke him.

Bernardino's efforts to reform Ferugian morale showed a

doncern for their welfare which allowed his cult to become locrl-

ized. The Annali refer to him frequently as t benefactor, protector,

and intercessor of Perugia, who had called the Perugians his

children (cf.ficcieri, pp. 4?7> 431» 43?, etc.). Devotion prompted

the priors in 1451 to establish.a chapel of Ran Bernardino in the

Tuomo of Perugia ^ (a sign of civic admiration) and also to con¬

struct a superb oratory dedicated to the same saint, to be situated

near fan Francesco al Prato in porta P.. Pusanna. The oratory, the
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achievement of Agostino di Duccio, carries the inscriptiont 'Augusta

Perusia MCCCCLXI*• St. Bernardino in glory dominates the tympanum,

while scenes from this life and miracles appear in low relief on

the facade* Yet the civic context is almost equally conspicuous*

Besides the Peruvian griffin, there are two large statues piscod

in niches on either side of the portal» Saints ftonstantius and

Hereulanus (cf.pedica, p.99? 3uida, pp.94-9 ). St.Bernardino was

thus made a citizen of Perugia.

Certainly the gonfalons of St.Bernardino, which was originally

housed in the saint's oratory, combines religious apotheosis

(Bernardino, holding his sacred monogram, in heaven with Zfesus,

surrounded by angels) with civic zeal (the magistrates offer wax to

the saint's cult; a view of the saint's oratory; flags with the

356
griffin emblem). The main banner, by BonfigliJ was finished in 14&5*

357
Tn I456 the Confraternita di s. Bernardino was founded? themes

of penance and love of Perugia both help to exp.'ain the saint's pro¬

minent position in the Bonfigli gonfalone of I464, Bernardino
3 59,

occupies the lower left foreground, balancing St.Sebastian. The

Franciscans were of course proud to portray their saint (e.g.fanti.

p.23, no.117-22). The Perugians maintained bin annual processions
359

and allowed debtors their freedom during Bernardino's feast day.

Probably His was the most successful new cult of the latter half of
a.

the Qffitrooento.

3t. CATHT?TNF of Fiena (4 Mty - in Perugia)*"^ virgin/order saint.

The Peruvian cult of this Dominican tertiary (d.l13o, can. 1/tfl)

outgrew the confines of the Dominican <">rder thanks to the devotion and

stimulus of a Dominican tertiary end 'living sfint', Colo-be. da
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Rieti. The Beata Colomba constantly described herself as a follower

of fit.Catherine* in 1491» she established a nunnery dedicated to
'S

the fiienese saint in the forta S. pietro. In 1493, fit.Catherine

was honored with public processions (was the influence of Beata

Coloraba responsible?) (Riccieri, p.457)» Blague came to Perugia

in 1494* The magistrates turned to Beata Coloraba who urged them

to call upon fit.Dominic and fit.Catherine of fiiena.That same

year the magistrates had a gcnfalone made,,on which in addition to

the traditional civic patrons, appeared fit.Catherine "interdeditrix

pro hac nostra civitate. The gonfalone, which hrd been made

for the nune of fit.Catherine, was solemnly carried in procession

on the saint's feast to her chapel at fian r.omenico's, a ritual

intended to remove the plague (Riccieri. p.45°')» Processions were

renewed in 1495> and continued to be performed annually until
£ *

1599* private devotion to fit.Catherine quickened during the
365

late 15th century as a result of Colomba's zeal.' Colomba*o final

act of homare to her patron came with her burial at the foot of

fit.Catherine'e altar in fian lomenico's. 1 An interesting

instance of how personal devotion and despfrate circumstances can

stimulate a cult.

fit. CT.ARD (1? Aug.) t virgin/order saint. Frobahly bent known in

Perugia as the patron of the Franciscan second order. The Bishop

of Perugia attended her translation in Assist (9 fieot. 1?60).

Representations, as one would expect, came from the Franciscans

(cf.ganti, p.6, no.955? P»19» nos.111-114; p.24, nos.137-39* ?94).

Perhaps depicted in a 14th century fresco at fian Bevignate's.

A minor and restricted cult.
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St. TiT'INTC (5 Aug. - in Perugia):" oonfessor/order founder.

It may ve significant that a 14th century rerugian annalist records

the denth of St.Prancis in one brief Une, while for St.rominic

he feels compelled to explain who the saint was. 7 In 1-erupia,

the cult of St.Dominic seems rather depersonalized; public

documents refer often to the eaint*s religious order, his church,

or the indulgence which that church had been granted, but rarely

to the s£»nt himself (yet cf.Appendix B where the saint is invoked

in the statutes of 1279). San lomenico vecohio had been founded

by the order ho-tun Nicholas da giovanazzo in the first half of

the 13th century; the church was consecrated in 1265. Construction

of the new San Domenico's began in 1304 and Pius II consecrated it

?70
in 1/59." The Dominicans were active in j erugia, holding

their chapters-general of 1427 and 1473 in the city; their

Cbservantinee arrived in 1437*^^^ There were breth^? of saintly
37?

reputation amongst the Peruvian Dominicans, yet it seems that

Veneration for then was exclusively confined to the order. The

pardon or indulgence of fan Domenico's (celebrated with lights,

processions, blaring trumpets) began on vespers of 2 Aug. and lasted

to vespers of 3 Aug. (Diccieri, p.401)."" " By 1446, it was usual

to regard the two days between 2 Aug. and 5 Aug. as part of a

holiday season (ibid., p.429). The municipal/ statutes of 1342
374

devote considerable space to t^e indulgence holiday."

Images of Rt.Dominic were primarily due to the Dominicans

(e.g. Ranti, p.19, nos.91-193); he appears on their great strinecl-

glass window ("rnti.-quida, p«33)| and on the gonfalone inspired
3715

by tho Dominican tertiary, Beata Colornba, y who was devoted to
376 others had reppect for him as won ; he was the patron

him. ~
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of a confraternity of flagellants first mentioned in 1336.
373There are lauds in his honor. Moreover, the preamble to the

statutes of the fisherman's guild (copying the municipal statutes

of 1279?) give him honorable mention." ^
It must be admitted that the record of St.Dominic*s veneration

in Perugia is respectable but somewhat lifeless. There is,

however, a charming local legend that brings a touch of life to

the story. According to this tradition, Ft.Looiinic and St.Francis,

who had never previously known one another, met c.1220 in the

Forta S. Angelo quarter of Perugia, wordlessly embraced, and then

went on their separate ways. To commemorate this .ejfting, the

Perugians affixed an image of the Virgin and the two s-ints to

a wall in the quarter. t*e don't have the image, but Fellini tells

us that it was restored in his own day. Fellini also acknowledges

that no written evidence authenticates the supposed encounter in
330 6^ 381

Perugia. Rome is a likelier venue for the putative meeting.

Ft. ELIZABETH of nungary (19 Fov.) t widow/order saint. On 27 "ay>

1235, Tope Gregory IX solemnly canonized this Franciscan tertiary
332

(d.1231) in the church of Fan Tomenico vecohio of Perugia.

From her canonization in the city, her cult developed. '•'■'he

Perugian Dominicans (who dedicated an altar to her) actually
333

recited her office before the bull of canonization was published.

Very soon, in a place outside the walls of porta F. Angelo, where

the inhabitants needed the services of a priest particularly

when they were ill and found the city gates shut, a moc'eet chapel,

under the jurisdiction of the c-nons of Fan Lorenzo, was built

in her honor. By 1333, Santa Elisabetta had been enlarged and
334

, , ^ . . Frescoes ana othertransformed into a rural parish church.
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images of '"t.^lisebeth erne fron tMr and nthe** Peruvian churches-}
335

and from the tertie-ries of her order. There 1 * sIbo a lrud

(Tar., p.Tq!3). \ .rood exa-mle of how a foreign faint' e cult

wrs received in the city.

ft. mrcir. (4 fct.)t con fe e sor/orcer founder. The cult of

~t. Francis in Perugia wan shaped by the saint's ties with Aeslsi,

which wee a close neighbor and occassional enoiay. To the J erugiuns,
Ft. Francis was both a 'universal* saint end the patron of a rival

commune, **erugia »ae a etronrhold of rraneisci-nisaf but Aseisl

wee its international capital. ; t.Iraneie, with the defeated

Soldiers of Asslsi, h: d been imprisoned in lerugia (c.1202)j he

may have been there ngoin in l?l5 to attend the death—bed of Innocent
A

III and to receive the port^ncula Indulgence from his suocdasor
TTonorius Til? he certsinly preached in Perugia (c.12?4?)» and

recruited at leaft one disciple there. On £t.Francis's last

journey to Aseisi, the route was carefully chosen to avoid jerugiat

Brother Sliae feared that the < erugians would e.tterrnt to ^ain

possession of the dying saint, who web soon to became the most
TTt

valuable of relics.* ferugian lust for there relics he'ps

to explain alias's security precautiongs in the lower church of

Aesisi. '"then the f erugians sacked AbeIeI in 144? they tried to

appropriate... (ft. ,r,mnoi6'®) body, thus vindicating Ellas' a

wisdom in hiding the coffin and putting it in a church t'-^t wrs

133
alro a strategically placed fortress."*'' Ss#tainly ft. Francis

330
favored some Peruvians with miracles} ' end cortainly there .

were normally Peruvian •pilgrims' in Aeeisi when it was the time

of the indulgence. It is interesting that at the ease «eriod then

thr" movement of the flsgellnnts was berinning in .• erusis, the
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commune erected special oenissi on to the pode«ta and his leyal

staff fwho rare ordinarily forbidden to Irav-- the city or the

dis trict) "ire ad Aeeisiua pro veneratione corporis beati
-\qn

Francischi" (4 "ay in 1?79» the Peruvian etstutes

invoke *esisi»s saint (cf. 4>>pendix B) - toother with "oninic.

Hir presence her© in rather unexpected; yet, it would have been

impossible to have included him on a civic monument such as the

Fontsna ^agtiore. ""he municipal statutes of 134 o mention his

feast and refer to the Fortlunicula Indulgence.

Civic enthusiasm towards ft.Prancip came infrecuently.

In 13°4# a procession was held on the saint1a feast out of

gratitude for recovering Figliano, Tonte yibiano, and route L&gello

("locicri, p.4^?). This war m isolated incident, since annual

prooeprions for the feast of ft.Francis were initiated in 1445

"per fell com memorisa beati Berardini et Fretree de rbf erv.-.ntla
39?

frdinis vinorun b. Fr ncicd." 7 Honoring ft. Francis is thus

an excuse for honoring the yet uncanonieed ft.Bernardino of "iena.

Fria the wording of the ordinate, it is patent Vat dev-ti^n to

Francis serves ss a legitimate pretext for exciting Mp most

Illustrious contemporary disciple.

'-he precise dote when the -raroisoanc found c err-anent

accomodation in fcruris- cannot be determine^ fr-*j the avid1able

sources. Fane scholars would argue that they obtained fan

T'*ranc&^co Uonnfl e^vly &.& 1?14» " A pftp&l incluircrico
394

for the ft brie of *>ja Franeesoo al i rato was issued in l?4o»"

rt.Francls, whose message stressed perttpnese, was the patron of
a confraternity of flagellants, documented fr"n the fHt r-i*jrter
of the 14th century.^ He also ban a laud ( p."'5-»
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attempt e catalogue of hie Iran .wee - in which he it5 oft^n eh own

YQ.VX.
grouped "ith the Fainted bre therm of his order - would he fool—

196
hardy. Visually, he was one of the Vest known saints in iemna.

Two associations are interesting, ^t. 'Y-uncis as a doctor (cf. c'anti,

p.??, no. 15°' t from the Franciscan studio? )t and ft. Francis with

^t.Michael (a local tradition linked the friars inor with the

I orta c. Angelo)."

The cult of St.Francis in Perugia had profound religious

meaning. Politically, however, his patronnl ties with Assisi

meant thet he could never be dccepted in Perugia as a naturalised

citizen. If the " erugiana had be-"n able to acruire his relics,

their attitude would have been quite different. The Pbservantine

Reformation quickened devotion towrds him. Since he was so

closely indentified with bin order, the popular striding of the

friars was bound to have an impact on his cult.

ft. TFHTS of France (25 Aug.)t confessor. The thirty-fourth

chapter of the Fioretti describes a visit of T'in.g bonis of France

to Perumis; the T'ing, disguised as a poor pilgrim, is recognized

by brother Piles, i-hom he has journeyed to see. They embrace

'••ithout speaking. The scene was included in a 15th century

'• 0ih tin•* of the Tl.Tiles an• episodes of his life (see ""of., cols.

5P3-39). The story is entirely ficti^fri. ft. houis never come to
. 398

deruvia."

ft. L°"'Tr of Toulouse (19 Aug. ) j bishop/order saint. """he son of

Fhnrlop TT, T'ing of -'aulas, was Arch1 ishoo of Toulouse, and e

member of the Franciscan Order (d.1297, can.1317). As a canonized

u-int, he became n patron of 7erugia. He was not canonized in Ferugia,
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SB some scholars have mistakenly assumed, 77 nor did he receive

400
hie episcopal consecration there. ?7hy then was he chosen to be

an advocate of the city? His Frandecani am and his personal

tendency towards the Spiritual party'*01 (which undoubtedly was

strong in l/!th cent»*y Urabria) do not acoount for a civic decision.

St. Louis of Toulouae was a political symbol of the Ancevine

of Bapffce and of the Quelf cause. In the "uattrocento. Bernardino

of riena argued that "non solum deasentiae eet, aed risu dignum,

aliquem sanctum faciunt guelfuin et alterum gblbellinum.

Laughable or not, saints could symbolize e political alliance.

Perugia's staunch Guelfiss made loyalty to ring nobe^t of Paples,

(d.1343), the Guelf champion and brother of Ft. Louis of Toulouse,

a natural part of her foreign policy. A 14th century reruyian

chronicler remarfced on the vioit of '*"ing -obert and his wife to

Perugia in 1310, and of the respectful way in which they were

welcomed. Be also speaks of Peruvian troops sent to aid ring

Bob^rt the following ye? r. »*ietakenly, he notes that at a church

council in 131? Mfu edftOnizato s. Lodovico Arcivescovo di Toloso

...11 quale essendo primogenito del re Carlo e fratello oarnale

del re Boberto...."^0^ The date nay have been wrong but the

politic! context was flawless. St.Louis of Toulouse seems to

have been first publicly honored by the municipal authorities of

Perugia in 1319, when, hearing that ring Bobert had regained
Lcu'is eP

control of Genoa, they decided to praise God and ft.

Toulouse in the usual manner. They proceeded to San Francesco
404

al rato where there was an iaiaf*e of the ^Rnciscan saint,

flow, it is not clear from Bellini's narrative, how long before

this incident nt.Louis had been chosen as advocate of perugla.
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But advocacy would have been unlikely before canonization (1317),

and thus Ricci's assertion that the choice was made in I3O9 is

most implausible.^0^
Tn 134? the feast of St.Louis appears on the statute books.

£
Yet the Peruvians' finest 14th C/^ntury gesture of regard for their

Gfuelf patron was to place his effigy ♦wjj^ogether with those of
St.Lawrence and St.Herculanus - over the portale Faggiore of the

Palazzo dei priori (c.1346-1353)• The Portale displays the

Angevin coat of arrasj the ^orentine lily, and the insignia of Home

(a reflection of Perugian support for Cola di Hienzo), as detailed
407

a statement of political loyalties as one could wish. The

Palazzo dei Priori, not San Francesco al Prate, was the emotional

center of the Perugian cult of St.Louis of Toulouse. Luring the

15th century, his feast was celebrated in the prior's chapel, of
403

which he was co-titulary, and processions continued to be held

to mark the occasion (e.g.Rlccieri, p.44?). The four scenes from

the life of St.Louis of Toulouse, which the priors commissioned in

1454 from Bonfigli adorned the walls of their chapel by 1461.^°^
With Paints Lawrence, Herculanus, and Oonstantius, his presence was

requested on the priors' alterpiece, which Perugino was contracted

to paint in 1495»^° He appears with other civic patrons on the

gonfalone of 1464| and he also figures in groupings of order

saints (e.g. Banti, p.6, no.995* *10.765 p.17, no.79). An

exceptionally significant cult in later medieval Perugia.

Rt. PETER FARTYT? (23 April)* martyr/order saint. The "patron saint
i-J A

of the Inquisition" was venerated in Perugia, first of all,
413

because he was canonized there, at San lomenico's, in 1?53,
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Y£ A~
and secondly because hie order brethem in rerugia (among whom

Aid
there were some like frster Heyneriua d© Bendefende ' who had

known him rereonally) were devoted to his memory. This devotion
41 K

was expressed in a chapel dedication to the saint J and by

numerous images (e.g.ranti, p. 20, no.153-51? P»22, no.142-46?

S&ti- quids, p.33). Ficoi argues that the nuns of Hanta
Criuh'uAtL.

Glit anan included hie image in their parlor to commemorate the

fact that their convent had been founded in the same year as

Peter ■•artyr* e canonization and also to acknot/ledge , the friend¬

ship that existed between their founder, John of ^oledo, and

taynerius de Bendefende.^*^ Yet a calendar from Santa Oiuliana

does not indicate special liturgical veneration for reter Martyr,

(cf. Appendiz A, FUL, I'S.29* April 29). In 1430, the Peruvian

Dominicans asked the municipal authorities for a procession to

celebrate the saint's feast (Piccierl, p.421), and from 1410 to
Jlj

1460 there are references to thir procession in the Annnlj f

where its cort seems to represent a minimum standard for the

413
processions of other saints. Chroniclers are quite explicit

419
that these processions began in 143'0. fid the Dominicans in

this way endeavor to counter—act the influence of the saints of

the Franciscan Observance? As patron of a confraternity of

flagellants (ibid., p.437), Peter Vartyr would have a laud fosr.,

p.293). On the Bonfigli gonfalone of 1454, ft.poter Martyr

intercedes for plague-ridden Perugia, standing at the Virgin's

left as Ot.Francis stands at her right? immediately belcr him
41#

kneels a martyr frora the past — ft.Sebastian.
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Jtt.cn (16 lug.)i oonfosoor. Evidence of cult cornea at a time

when Pom 11 suffered from the plague. In 1437 tho priors gave

funds to the monastery of Santa Maria degli Angeli of Porta A.

Pictro to erect a chapel dedicated to St.Uoch (Ricoicri, p.456).

St. TII0HA3 ArUI'jAS (7 March): confessor/order saint. Images stress

his intellectual eminence by grouping him with new or old doctors

of the Church (e.g. Santi, p.22$ no.158; Santi-Guida, p.36).

Naturally, his order brethren the Dominicans, oxertod themselves

on his behalf (of. the chapel dedication to him at San Domenico•s)

and it was John of Naples, C.P., who founded the Company of St.

Thomas Aquinas (1445)* The members of this Company pledged the

usual obligations about honoring the feast day of their patron.

There were many local scholars, students, and men of letters in

this Company, whose affiliation with the Dominicans is plain from

the preamble to its oostituaioni:

... e nostri padri, cioe patriarchs san Doraencgo
e invectissimo chavaliere de Christo san Iiotro
Martyre e del nostro confaloniere angelioho dottore
san Tomaso de Aquino...^'*0

API
There are also lauds in honor of the saint.

St. VINCDNT FATA1H (5 April): confessor/order saint. In 1455» the

year in which St. Vincent Ferrer, O.P., was canonised, the mag¬

istrates, wishing to show respect for the new saint, authorized
422

processions, but just for thin one occasion. """ Since we hear of

such processions, on his feast day, again in 1459 and 1469, it is

evident that, despite the efforts of the authorities not to swell
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the already overloaded calendar of processions, St.Vincent's

feast had come to be celebrated inthe usual manner (Hiccieri.
-'' 1 1,1 u 1 ■ '

PP.437-38, 445). The Beata Coloraba is reported to have restored

a child to life and health, thanks to the oil from a 'lampada di

s. Vinoentio* which must have burned before an altar of St.Vincent

Ferrer.

St. YVES (19 May) i confessor. A Peruvian jurist founded an altar
AOA

to the 'patron saint of lawyers* in the Duomo (before 1441).
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St. ALB3HT of Trapani (7 Aug.): confessor/order saint. Although

Kaftal does not mention a Ferugian image for this Carmelite saint

(d.1307, can. 1457"?)» the magistrates of the city authorized in 1497

a donation to the church of the Carmelites for a picture of a 3t.

Albert who undoubtedly was this one ( ic dori, p.459)»

Ct. BCN.VSHTURA (14 July): bishop/order saint. St.Bonaventura was

canonised in 1432, and in that year he received public recognition

in Perugia. The Franciscans were awarded municipal funds to pay

for a procession in honor of their new saint and also to have a

gonfnlone made displaying his image (liiccieri, p.452). The next

year the Annali record a similar prooession on the saint's feast

and the gift of wax to the friars of San Francesco al Frato (ibid.,

p.453).

Bl. CGHRAD of Offida (12 Deo.): confessor/order saint. This

Franciscan beatus (d.1306) "mirabilo zelatore della ovangelica
425

povertade," was one of the heroes of the Fioretti and a shining

light of the Spirituals. He received remission from Celostine V

to withdraw from the authority of his Order, and practice the rule
AP f)

in its original purity. It is sometimes said that he joined the

Celestine Hermits, and when Boniface VIII suppressed them, returned
427

to the Franciscans. To the Spirituals, Celaotine V was the type

of the long awaited Papa •mgolloun, who, like Celestine, would

have to be elected at Perugia.Bl. Conrad*s memory was revered

by these same 14th century mystical enthusiasts, for whom Umbria

was a tprra sancta. Perugia was well aware of the value of 31.

Conrad's relics, which wore preserved in Bantin, in the territory
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429
of Assisi, and were "performing innumerable miracles there."

Perugia was in 1320 busily invading and conquering neighboring

towns and territories, with her victorious Guelf army. The siege

of Bastia was successful. The erugian army returned with "el corpo

de canto Corrado."^^ These relics, appreciated for their own sake,

wore also trophies of war.

St. JCIET of Capistrano (23 March)s confessor/order saint. John of

Capistrano (b.1386, d.1456, can.1724) had been a student at the

University of Perugia, and later he became a highly respected judge

in the same city. When Braccio da Montone captured Perugia, John

was imprisoned in the tower or castle of Brufa, from which he tried,

but failed, to escape. During his imprisonment, after a vision of

St.Francis, he vowed to become a Franciscan; upon his release, he

entered the order at the convent of ' onteripidc, near the Porta S.
A 1 Tl

Angelo, in Perugia. '• Thi3 happened in 1415* By 1448, when

Brother John of Capistrano, one of the most prominent leaders of

the Franciscan Observance, is mentioned in the Annali. he is spoken

of with great deference. Indeed, his moral authority, like Bernar¬

dino's, was that of the 'living saint.' The Peruvians asked him

how to free the city from the plague. Upon his advice, three pro¬

cessions were held to appease God's anger (p.iooleri. p.429) • In

1487 the Peru dans decided to honor his memory by dedicating a

chapel to the Virgin Hary, St.Francis, and Bl. John of Capistrano.

The loc tion of the chapel was to be the Cantello di Brufa (ibid.,

PP.456, 457, 460).

St. J03CPH (19 March)t confessor, husband of Mary. The cult of

St.Joseph developed very slowly in the medieval West, but by the
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15th century it had attracted such advocates as Gcrson and Bernar-

dino of Siena. For Perugia, devotion to St.Joseph was partially

a result of obtaining the relic of the Sant'Anollo, the ring with

which Gt.Joseoh was believed to have wed the Virgin Mary. The

acquisition of the relic aroused a great deal of enthusiasm in

Perugia. The ring directed attention not only towards the Virgin

as the spouse of Joseph (with important implications for Italian

family sentiment and the cult of the Sacra Faraiglia), but also to¬

wards St.Joseph himself. Perugia obtained the 3ant*Inello in 1473*

in 1474, Bixtus IV authorised the public cult of St.Joseph.

Sixtus knew about the political controversy which Perugia's refusal

to return the ring to Chiiisi engendered, but otherwise there is

probably no connection between these events. Both testify, however,

to a common devotional current. Enthusiasm for St.Joseph in Peru¬

gia does not seem to have been directed into formal veneration

before the suggestion made by the Observantine Franciscan Bernardi¬

no of Feltre (d.1494) to the priors of the city in 1436, to erect

a chapel in the Duomo a?hich would be worthy to house the Bant*Inello

and to dedicate that chapel jointly to lit.Joseph and the Virgin Mary.

The suggestion was accepted; and by 1487 the char,el housed the relic

(Riccieri, pp.455» 456).In that same year, Bernardino of Felt o

instituted the Compagnia di s. Giuseppe, and, after the Bishop of

Perugia, his was the first signature in the confraternity'a register

(163 members are listed). This confraternity was officially founded

on the feast of its patron/A chronicler comments!

Dell'anno 1433 adl 19 marzo fu cominclata
a far la festa di s. Giuseppe, ohe prima
non se ne faceva mentione; e f'u per amor
dcll'anello della Madonna.' ' ^
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Nevertheless, it is clear that the active zeal of Bernardino had

much to do with the promotion of [it.Joseph's cult in Peru-da. By

1495» a variety of images of the newly popular saint had been

commissioned and St.Joseph was to be found alongside the patrons
418

of Perugia. The origins of a cult which would have .growing

significance in the future.

St. JULIANA FALCC3TIHSI (19 June): virgin/order saint. Juliana is

honored as the foundress of the female branch of the Servite Order

(d.l341» can.1737)• Uhe apoears with the rays of a beata in the

gonfrlone of the oonfraternity of the Annunciation of the church

of Santa Maria lluova, a Servite church (cf. Santi. p.21, no.l69»

fig.2l).439

St.NICHOLAS of Tolentino (10 Sept.): confessor/order saint. The

cult of Nicholas of Tolentino (d.l305» can.1446), who was an August-

inian friar, spread very quickly, and in Perugia, as elsewhere, he

is shown wearing the nimbus of a saint a century or more before

his canonization (e.g. Santi, p.5» no.715? also see inventory nos.

705, 670).440 Many of his Peruvian images are votive frescoes,

perhaps signifying popular esteem for miraculous powers. Another

motif is St.Nicholas as peace-maker.441 The Augustinians of Pe¬

rugia had an altar dedicated to him (cf. Pfedica, p.17). In 1446,

when he was canonized, "fu fstta in Peroscia una bella prooessione

con tutti li ordini."44'" The Augustinians petitioned the magistrates

to make Gt.Nicholas'a feast a public holiday in 1495? they gave as

their reasons the graces being received at their chapel to the saint;

their request was granted (Ricoieri. p.453).
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El. T 4J7IHLJ TATIC3U3 of Forll (l Hay): confessor/order saint.

This Gerrite beatua (d.1345) np-nenrs on the 1476 Bonfi.gli banner

at the church of Ban Fiorenzo of Perugia. Two of hie miracles are

also depicted (]■'af.. cols.873-76).

Bl. IHILII BRRT ; "J (23 "vug.): confessor/'order saint. A former

Bervita order general, Bt.Philip (d.1285) would bo honored by his

Peruvian brethren. He too figures on the San Fioronzo -gonfnlone

of 1476 (l af. cols.920-21) . He appears as well on the Servite's

confraternity banner of the Annunziata (Banti, p.21, no.169)* dated

1/.6C.443

31. Ulbi'ilT V (19 Dec.): pop-'. Urban V (b.1399* pope from 1362? d.

1370? cult oonfizvned 1870) laid the city of Perugia under an inter¬

dict in 1368.444 Yet, when ho died, the city performed solemn

funoral rites in his honor.44^ Pcllini recounts that in 1371 there

were images of him in the Duorao and in San Domenico's, with the

title of boatus.' '

Roster of Saints Venerated in Pomgiat Hew Local Saints.

Bl. BiTTCDICT XI (7 July)i pone/order saint, lope Benedict was not

a native of Perugia, nor was his cult confined to this one center

(the Tuscan Dominicans especially seemed to venerate him: see : ,f.-

Tuscan, item no.45)• Nevertheless, he died in Perugia (7 July 1304)

and his relics remained in their shrine at Ban Domenico's. Go tho

cult, if not the saint, is authentically local, Pope Benedict, the

successor to Boniface VIII, fled from thr disorders of Rome to Perugia,
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and was are -arinn- to sentence those who had talien part in the crime

of Anagni, when he suddenly died.^^ Local scholars indignantly

deny Villani's story that certain cardinals had conspired to murder

hira "by /jetting the nuns of Santa Petronilla to send him poisoned

448
figs. The Bollandiots are highly suspicious of the tale that

he refused to recognise his poor old mother in the finery the Pe¬

ruvians had given her and waited until she resumed her familiar

humble garb before acknowledging her.^^ The Peruvian Domincians

had every reason to bo grateful to their papal confrere, for he

enriched them with ecclesiastical possessions and he granted them

their indulgenee, which was meant to be the equal to the famous

pardon which the Franciscans of .issisi enjoyed.^® Besides his

oorporeal relics, the Dominioans claim his walking-stick and some

451
vestments. Pope Benedict is represented on the Dominican's

great stained—glass window (Santi-Guida, p.88), but his chief

monument is his tomb, which dates from the first quarter of the

14th century and includon his statue, 3t.Dominic*s, and that of

his namesake St.:Jenedict (r.'uida. pp.103-4) A cult of higher

standing than that of the usual order boatun, yet receiving no

apparent civic endorsement.

St. BTVIGTIATE (14 Kay)i hermit. The cult of St.Bevignate has been

so fully and so competently described by Kern that an extended

453
discussion would be superfluous. We know a good deal about the

cult of Dt.Bevignate, but nothing certain is known about the saint.

The earliest frescoes of his church, which date from the last

quarter of the 13th century, show the saint as a her ait (cf. Kaf.

cols.89-92). ince we first hear about a cult in 1256, it is highly

unlikely that the saint, whoever he was, existed in the remote post.
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His cult and the flagellant movement of 1060 intersect; the common

denominator scomo to be the motif of penitence. Prom 1060 onwards,

the Peruvians made strenuous efforts to obtain Bevignate's can¬

onization. The municipal aim of securing papal ratification of

Devignat0*0 sanctity was enshrined in the statute books.Un¬

fortunately, however, then as now solid evidence was lacking.

Finally the Peruvians despaired of achieving their ambition and

sirawly recognized his feast day as nn official holiday to be observ¬

ed with the customary work abstentions. The decree of 22 April 1453

establishing St.Bevignate'n civic feast hern calls "vine veritable

canonisation 1pique." The statute declares that although Bevigna-

te's name won't be found in the catalogue of saints, his holy life
455

and miraolos assure his celestial glory. There seem to bo no

political or patronal overtones in Bt.Bevignate's cult; Perugia

was content to ratify his local famq without ever turning to him

as an intercessor.

Bl. CCLO'lB i of lieti (20 kay) s virgin. The cult of the Boata Co-

lomba (d.1501) begins when the period chosen for investigation

ends. Any study of the role of the 'living saint' in FerupLa would,

however, find her career in the city and her relations with its
456

rulorn of considerable interest. Her spiritual kinship with

St.Catherine of Siena, her ecstatic experiences and prophetic

warnings, help to define an important type of living sanctity open

4C 7
to females in late 15th century Italy: the urban sibyl.

Bl. HILTS of assini (23 A ril): confessor/order saint. The Vita

boati fratris kgidil is a fascinating -account of the spiritual

progress, from the active to the contemplative life, of an early
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disciple of Bt.Francis.' '' Its author, however, was not at all

int.rested in relating the external details of Giles's last years

in Perugia, what the Pcrugians thought about Giles, how they preserv¬

ed his relics, or how thoy honored his memory. The x*ritei' refers

to "rairaculis plurimis in vita sua," but mal.es no reference to the

nir sal which the Peruvians compiled for him not long after his
459

death. This vita, in other words, was clearly not designed to

provoke a liturgical oultug for Brother Giles in Perugia. Salimbene

c::lis him "frater Egidius Perusinus," although ho quickly explains

that Giles's life closed in Perugia, but did not open there.

Giles (d.1261) was still alive at the time of Perugia's great re-
Afil

llgious revival, the movement of the flagellants (1260).H

In a charming interchange, the dying Brother Giles is supposed

to have warned the Peruvians, who had sent troops to insure that his

relics would remain with them, that the bells would ring neither

for his canonization nor for his miracles, and that his only sign

would be that of the prophet Jonah. The Peruvians are said to have

responded nobly (and wholly out of character) that they would have

him anyway.'J Giles's dark saying about the prophet Jonah was

illuminated when the Peruvians found an early Christian sarcophagus
A C "5

to hold his remainst the story of Jonah was sculpted on it. r In

1282, a testament providess "Item -pro luminaribus pili fratris Egi-

dii, quadraginta soldos denariorum."Giles': relics had been

brought from Monte Ilipido to Ban Francesco al irate. Probably in

the interests of security, they xferc concealed during the 14th cen-

465
tury; and from this period we learn nothing about his cult.

The 15th century brings the Observance. The 151.Giles, with

his reputation for complete adherence to the original ideals of bt.Francis,
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must have been an insrdration to the Verugien Cbservantinos of

Konte Ripido. Nevertheless, it was the Conventuals of San Fran¬

cesco al Preto who invented hin relics in 1439? from 8 rrrch 1/39

to 28 March 1440, the city of Perugia disbursed funds to beautify

Giles*s resting place.It is significant that the inventio and

the subsequent municipal benefactions took place around the time

of Oilers'3 feast day, providing indirect evidence of liturgical
A

cult. Ilonte Ripido claims various non-corporeal relics. r There

in a 13th century image of the 81. Giles in the parlor of Santa

Giuliona.'"^ The 15th century panel which donicts five miraculous

or ecstatic episodes of his career (the .author of the Tit- mentioned

above would find some of the eoenes a bit imaginative) vac, accord¬

ing to tradition, made from a table on which his relics had onco

rented.A cult prompted by religious admiration? no sug'-estion

of civic sentiment.

Bl. USURY (13 March)i pilgrim. The type of pilgrim saint who dies

alone and whose sanctity is revealed through miracles came to Pe¬

rugia in the form of 131.Henry (d. 1415) • Supposedly, after he ex¬

pired in the hospital outside Porta 3. Susanna, the bells of

3ant'Andrea began to toll. Interred in that church, he worked
47Q oalta-

miracles. * His father wasAeither the king of Dacia or the 1 ing

of Denmark.^1 In 1457» the rector of 3ant 'Andrea, arguing that

for years the relics of the beatua had worked wonders and that the

saint's image had now boon miraculously placed there, wondered if

the priors might donate funds for a proper chapel? the request was

granted and the chapel constructed within the year. 3ome of the

most prominent men in the rione seem to have taken an interest in

47?
the cult of this obscure pilgrim. 1



LI. JO of 7nrupii (n? tug.): rv.rt.-r/order s^int. T"istoriann of

V-almoin hive discussed the mirtyrdo a of the rrirnieoinn John of

Fcruris and 1 eter of 3assoferr"to who hid attempted to nro^ch to

471
tho Muslims. Tho d^to of thin event has boon placed within tho

decade 1221—31. But a vital niooo of cvidenoo has usually been

overlooked. In Perugia's San Prooporo there is a votivo image, a

fresco representing' tho martyr John; he in shown wearing a nimbus.

Tho painting carries tho date 1225' horo is a recognized Franciscan

saint one year before the death of St.Francis (cf. Fif«. cols.C43-
£nA

44). The martjardom, therefore, must hive antedated 1275•

Bl. I'jiliTIlI IV (?): pope. Apparently Lopo I'artin IV (b. c.1210;

pone4281s d.1285) was not honored with a cult outside Perugia.

"Ilis unpopularity with tho Roman people lod to his expulsion from
475

the city, and he died at Perugia." The solo indication of a

Peru -im cult for Pope Martin oomes from the 1342 municipal statutes

which reads "la festa de sanoto Kartino papa nuarto."^^ Certainly

merits further study.

Bl. FAULILU3 BIGAL IEI (4 May): confesnor/ordor saint. This

Gilvestrino beitus (d.!38o) was represented in two 15th century

images in the church of Santa Maria Muova, whioh wan then a Silvost-
Ann

rino church and the roaidenoe of his rolioo (of. 7if., cols.863-64).' ''
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Prhnn Christianity ^nd Civic History: ">omr> icflections on the

Cult of Saints in L'ter Kedisv- 1 }:prurdi.

Early unttrecento rerugia, city and contadc., had, on a

conservative reckoning, a total population of around 40,000 to
473

50,000 inhabitants. Thus, however numerous her later medieval

saint cults might have arsneared to be, saints were still outnumbered

by citizens. Indeed, a danger of a 3tudy suoh as this, is the

creation of false impressions. A part is not the whole. The cult

of saints in later medieval Perugia was neither co-extensive with

urban Christianity, nor the exclusive outlet for civic sentiment.

Karian feeling, largely ignored here, could assume patronal forms

(as with a confraternity) or take an intercessory charaoter (as in

time of plague) $ but it also had a dimension peculiarly its own.

Christocontricisra could be particularly strong during periods of

religious crisis or revival, as with the Porugian flagellants of

1260, the Peruvian Bianchi of 1399> or the Peruvian devotion to

the Holy Name of Jesus, propagated by St.Bernardino. Although

Perugia had its rolic of the Holy Thorn and its Corpus Christi pro¬

cessions, Christocentricisn, ordinarily, seems to have been more

an aspect of personal than of collective religious experience. The

cult of Christ the King in Renaissance Italy (in Savonarola's Flo¬

rence, for example) did not mean that Christ ever became a communal

patron on the lines of a patron saint. That would have been un¬

thinkable. The cult of Christ stood against the tendency, prevalent

since the late Duecento and greatly accelerated in the course of

the next century, to localize Christianity, even to fuse it with

the rituals, triumphs, and defeats of a particular city, a tendency

which the cult of saints encouraged. Again and again, local
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associations tended to turn the so-called universal saints of the

habiographic probata into saints who were especially devoted to

the welfare of the particular city and could even be described as

its peculiar advocates and intercessors.

Local patriotism could, of course, draw on more resources than

the cult of saints. The laudatio might praise the beauties of the
479

city, its wealth, its buildings, and so on. Moreover, there

were always eponymous heroes to provide a secular rayth of urban

origins — a classical past, perhaps, where the heroic sacrifice of

the episcopal martyr did not count. Community solidarity would

thus find pre-Christian roots in a past where there were no slaught¬

ered saints, ferugia had its heroic founder, Lulistes. From the

northern-most point of the Font.ma hag lore, he looks directly at

Augusta i.erusia its southern-most point.^ The iconography

of saints — on seals, on ooins, clasping models of the city in
/ P T

their arrag did not exhaust municipal Staatssyrnbo1ik. Perugia

has it3 griffin arid its Guelf lion.

But saints had an incalculable advantage over heroes. They

could be venerated at fixed occasions with great ecclesiastical

ceremonies that were at the same time municipal rites. The ma¬

gistrates, adopting new feasts, adding .greater weight to an older,

perhaps neglected cult, were able to regulate the relationship

between urban Christianity and civic history, to commemorate civic

occasions as events hallowed by God and his saints. Gainto were

also nart of the topography of the city. They lent their names

to churches, oratories, wells, districts of the city, and so on.
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uainta could, be called upon as specialists in times of crisis like

the plague. cccurational corporation;-;, penitential coiifr 11ernit i«s,

institutions of learning could display their unity and their hightst

values in the symbol of thoir patron saint.

In i erugia, the holographic program shows the vitality of the

cult of saints. New saints continued to be received in the city

throughout the medieval oenturies. New saints were both imported

and discovered in the cit.y. New types of sanctity — the preacher,

the ecstatic holy woman — came forward without ever diminishing

enthusiasm for the great local and universal saints of the past.

The vitality of the cult of saints in later medieval Perugia may

be attributed not only to the functions which it eould be made to

serve but also to the variety and interest and fascination of the

lives of those Christians who had been raised to the altars.
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Chapter IV: NOTEG.
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APP ?JT)IX A

Selected. Liturgical Documents Pertaining to the
Later Medieval Cult of Saints in ierugia.

Ce serait chooe aisbe de suivre, tout au long des siecles,
1'evolution du sanctoral d'une Eglise ou d'un monastore, si
nous avions garde, plus ou moins complete, la serie des
livres liturgiques qui y furent en usage. —M.Coons in AB,

Vol.LXXII (1954), p.85.

But of course this is where the difficulty lies. Phe

necessary evidence is ofton dispersed in a great number of M'S *

collections, accurately catalogued or not, held by famous or

obscure libraries scattered throughout Europe and America and lens
accessible oorners of the globe. What survives, moreover, may be
merely a random sample of what once existed. Prom such fragmentary
liturgical sources it would be foolhardy to hope to reconstruct the
cult of saints in its fullness of development at any but a comparAr-

tively few, richly endowed localities. Besides, liturgical documents
by thotaselves cannot always provide sufficient detail.

Insertions on calendars, for example, can mean, among Cither

things, that the newly inserted feasts were adopted in the area

after the calendar was originally copied: bit it is also possible
that these feasts, although already observed in the religious
oenter, had been inadvertently omitted from the new calendar,
perhaps through scribal error, perhaps because they had not yet
been added to the calondar from which the copy was made. And if
the calendar was being utilised in a oenter other than the one for
which it was originally intended, new feasts would have to be
superimposed and some previous entries erased.

Do, if one hopes "to establish, on the basis of full knowledge
of the religious history of each oenter, the roster of saints

speoially venerated there" (Garrison, Studies, Vol.1, p.128), the
limitations of purely liturgical sources must be appreciated.
Cults confined to a single religious house, or the more fleeting
forms of popular veneration may be completely lacing in liturgical
documentation. Other historical sources must be brought to bear.



P't' .'Tt'IX A (OOll't)

3Vorthele33, litur'iioil evidence in immensely valuable. B« de
Caiffier has ashed ("faints et 1 ~ :n iers", loc. 1t., p.256, and
of. his 'Verbali delle sedute* in the same Convoyo, p.<52.):

"Je pourrait-on entrepren&re lo o; talo <rue raethodique
dec livres litur dnuen raanuscrits de I'Ombrle, cottirae
V. Leroquaia l*a fait pour la Prance?

The ;.a 11 selection of texts included or disousced below ia

is intended as a very modest contribution towards this arduous
but rewarding enterprise.

The MS3. to be discussed, summarized, or reproduced re

arranged in the following order:
I. Documents of Peruvian Provenance.
II. Documents of Possible Peruvian Provenance.
III. Documents Eliminated from Consideration.



I. Documents of "erugian provenance

When it has not been nossible to inspect at first hand any of

the liturgical documents considered here, the accompanying comments
should make this fact plain immediately. Full descriptions of 15S.
have not been nrovided, but, as the printed catalogues where such
descriptions anpear are always indicated, the particulars are easily
accessible. nractice in this and other matters has been guided by
Worrnald's previously cited English Benedictine Calendars after A.D.110Q.

The works of Attwater; van Bijk and Walker (The Origins of the modern
Roman Liturgy): and Di&lehaye (^ronylaeurn ad A ASS, !ecembris) have all

proved useful. In nearly every instance the original documents have
been reproduced; errors and spelling peculiarities have ordinarily
been renroducod as well. Following medieval scribal practice, and for
the same motive of saving space, abbreviations have been introduced.
Hopefully the reader will not find them puzzling. Marts., however

inelegant, seems to be clearer than either ran. or marti., and certainly

preferable to writing out martiturn. The notes are not intended to be
exhaustive.

Desoite strong personal views in favor of reproducing complete

calendars, a compromise of 30me sort has proved necessary, and only
with EUL, vs.29 has this goal of completeness been attained.

Undoubtedly part of the fascination of examining calendars is the

historical detective work involved in attempting to solve the many

problems of identifying obscure saints and, above all, discovering
the reasons for a particular cult. From the notes, it should be clear
to the reader that mysteries requiring further detoction remain.

The UGS. follow in this roughly chronological sequence:

University of Edinburgh Library (TX'L) *'3.29
Santa Uaria 'aggiore MS.51
MSB, in the Biblioteca Capitolare of r,erugia
Biblioteca Comunale •Augusta* ("erugia) 15.1115
Biblioteca Comunale 'Augusta' (r*erugia) I5.E.46
Biblioteca Comunale •Augusta* ("erugia) K3.D.8
Victoria and Albert Reid *33.68



University of Edinburgh Library { 11'-.) : .29.

This -3 is discussed in eirert fashion "by Catherine R. Borland
in her Bescrintive Catalogue of the 'Western •'edlaeval "nnuscri ts in

'"■dinburgh University Library (Edinburgh, 1916), where (pp»43-45» no.29
(Laing '*'.?5)) it i® described as a Cistercian Collectarium. Fourteenth

Century (Italian). Of the sanctoral, Borland says that "the addition
of the feminine forms in the prayers and of several female saints,

notably St. Juliana, throughout, seem to point to its later sojourn in
a Cistercian nunnery. It does not appear in the first instance to
have been written for nuns" (p.45). Neither the sectoral nor the
litanies show any sign of original "erugian provenance (ibid., cf.
p.44.)t but the calendar is a different matter.

The calendar (ff.1-6), bound together with the rest of the W3»,
was similarly truncated at he top, side, and mosaibly the bottom,
sometime after it was written. Hence commemorations (co.) placed far to
the sides often do not an; ear. The calendar can be definitely localized
on the basis of its contents. Borland comments: "A "erugian provenance

is clearly indicated, with Slenese connections. The significance of
the obit of John of Toledo (13 July), an English Cistercian who became
Bishop of Porto and Santa Rufina in 1262 (sic), is not quite clear"

(P.45)• John, called the 'Albus Cardinalis* from his white Cistercian

habit, was the founder of the ^erugian nunnery of Santa Oiuliana, a

convent affiliated to the lienese monastery of San Galgano (cf. 13 July,

3 Deo., and ftnts.). THostf oan be no doubt that the calendar was

manufactured especially for the nuns of Santa Oiuliana. The Cistercian
nature of the calendar as well as its distinctly Perugian features can

beet be brought out when compared to the Cistercian calendar statutes
discussed in the previously cited article by Backaert. Unfortunately
the calendar of EUI». NS.29 cannot be dated as precisely as it can be

situated. The latest unambiguous original entry seems to be the double
for St. Catherine of Alexandria, which comes into the Cistercian
calendar in 1300 (see November, ftnt. 5)* Ambiguous and indirect
evidence might push the time of composition to post-1321 (of. "ay,

ftnt. 1). urthermore, it is likely but by no means certain that



University of . dir.hur 7h Library ( XJl. . K~>.29 - (Con*t.)

the original calendar was cor.ied before 1376 when the trar.clatio of

St. Juliana took place (see August, ftnt. 3). Tentatively, the
calendar nay be assigned to the mid-fourteenth century.

For paleograrhical assistance in the study of this U'., I sir.

indebted to bra. N. •. Fer and K. owler. Frrors and mis-readings
8jo my own.



January (j3UL MS# 20
1. Circumcisio domini. xii.lc. (red)
2. Octava sancti Stephani. go.

3. Ootava sancti Johannis. co. Genofegie."^
4. Octava Innocentium. co.

5.

6. Eplphania domini. xii.lc. (red)
7.

8.

9.
2 —

10. Gancti Viliemi ep. et conf. xii.lc. Sancti Pauli primi erem (ite).cc
11. Comraemoratio episcoporum et abbatura."^ (red)
12.

13. Octava epiphanie. xii.lc. Hilarii et Remigii ep. co.

14. Felicis presbit (_eri} et conf.
15. Mauri abbatis.

16. "arcelli pap. et mart.

17. Antonii conf. xii.lc. Opeusipni Eleusipni et Meleusippi mart.

18. Prisce virg. et. mart.

19.

20. Fabiani et Sebastian! marts, xii.lc. (red)
21. Agnetis Virginia. xii.lc.
22. Vincentii mart, xii.lc. (red)
23. Eraerentlane virg. et.mart. co.

24.

25. Conversio sancti Pauli. xii.lc. (red) Prajecti ep. et mart.
26.

27.

28. Agnetis seoundi. Juliani ep. et conf. Calius. xii.lc.'

29. Sancti Gonstantii epis. et mart, xii.lc. (red)
30.

31.



January (con't.) (sUL MS. 20

NOTES

1. I.e. St. OeneviWe.

2. I.e. St. Gilliam of Bourges (d.1209), Cistercian archbishop
(Attwater, op.cit., p.312). Backaert, p.35, does not note
when he enters Cistercian calendars.

3. Backaert, p.85, continues defunotorum ordinis nostrl, and says
that it is found in the earliest Cistercian M33.

4. If this is a saint and not a misreading for Claves (cf. iormald,
Vol.1. n,2), I have not been able to discover his identity. He
does not appear in Backaert, p.87. There Is a Callinicus who
along with Thyrsus, Leucius and companions figures as a martyr
sub Seoio for the 28th January (cf. BIIL, Vol.11, p.1197)• Other
possibilities in AAS3, Jan. Ill (Brussels, 1863), pp.422-23-

5- A distinctive localization? this date was blank in the medieval
Cistercian calendar: Baokaert, p.87.



February (SUL MS. 2§)

1. Ignatii ep. et mart. Brigide Virginia
2. Ypapanti domini. xii.lc. (red)
3.

4.

5. Agathe Virginia et mart, xii.lc.
6. Vedasti et Amandi episcoporum. co.

7.

8.

9-

10. Sotheris Virginia et mart. co. Scolastioe virg.
11.

12.

13.

14- Valentini mart. co. Vitalis Felicule 2ononis (marts7)
15.

16. Juliane Virginia et mart, xii.lc. (red)1
17.

13.

19-

20.

21.

22. Cathedra sancti Petri, xii.lc. (red)
23.

24. Mathie apost. xii.lc.

2g.

26.

27.

28.

NOTES

1. In the general Cistercian calendar, St. Juliana's feast appears
as a simple commemoration (cf. Bac'-aert, p.89) \ its rubrication
here is indicative of special veneration.



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. (Thome conf. de ordine fratrum predioatorura)^
8.

9.

10.

11.

12. Oregorii pape xii.lo. (red)
13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20. Cuthberti ep. et corif. co."^
21. Benedict! abbatis xii.lo. (red)
22.

23.

24.

25. Annuntiatio dominioa xii.lc. (red)
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

NOT ICS
1. Distinctive localization5 St. Albinus alone figures for 1 March

in the medieval Cistercian calendar (cf. Backaert, p.90).
2. Inserted in a different hand in the original calender. An eight-

eenth century(?) writer has added the date 1323 to the insertion.
This was of course the year of St. Thomas Aquinas's canonization.
Officially, he was welcomed in Cistercian calendars after 1329
(Backaert, p.90, and ftnt.55)»

3. St. Cuthbert was commemorated by statute in Cistercian calendars
after 1226 (Backaert, p.91 ftnt. 60).

March QSUL MS. 20

Herculani ep. et mart, xii.lc. (red)'*' Albini ep. co.



April (EUL MS. 29)

1.

2.

3.

4. Ambrosii ep. xii.lc.^
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14. Tiburtii et Valeriani et Maximi (mart30 oo.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23. Oeor,gii mart. co.

24.

25. Marci evangeliste xii.lc. (red)
26.

27.
2

28. Vitalis mart, (erasure her0 "
29. Robert! conf. xii.lo. (red)^
30. Petri mart, xii.lo.^



April (ccn't) (j3UL M3» 29)

HOT .43

1. Following this entry comes a postmedieval insert: 1397*15 xlv.

2. Peter Martyr's name was once entered here (cf. April 30th and
ftnt. 4)* The Error appears to have been a purely scribal
matter. Although She Cistercians originally placed the feast
of this Dominican saint on the 28th of April (it was moved to
the 30th in 1256: Backaert, p.94 and ftnts. 87,38), the mistaken
placement of the saint offers no clue to the dating of the MS.,
which was undoubtedly composed well after 1255-56.

3. St. Robert of Moleames (d.1110) was first abbot of Citeaux. In
1222 the Cistercians celebrated his feast on the 17th of April,
but in 1224 they shifted his date to the 29th (Backaert, p.93
and ftnt.73? 94, ftnt.82). Borland, correctly names his feast as
one of the distinctive marks of Cistercian provenance for this
calendar but through a typographical error assigns it to the
20th of the month (p.44).

4. Ultra-violet light make the identification of this very faded
entry certain. According to Backaert (p.94, ftnts.87, 38), the
Dominicans perr-uaded Pope Alexander IV to command the inclusion
of Peter Martyr'3 feast in the Cistercian calendar (l August
1255)• Hence this entry cannot be taken as proof of special
local veneration for-the saint.



Kay (EUL MS. 29)

1. Philipoi et Iaoobi xii.lc. (red.) (erasure: Ugonis}"^ abbatis
2.

3. Inventio sanote Crucis xii.lc. Alexandri Eventii et Theoduli matfts.

4.

5.
2

6. Johannis ante portara latinara xii.lc. co.

7*

8. Petri ep. xii.lc. (red)"* (Apparito sancti Micbaelis archangT)^
9.

10. Gordiani et Epimachi inart. co.

11. Maraerti ep. oo.

12. Herei Achillei atque Pancratii (raartsT) co.

13. Servatii ep. et conf. co.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19. Potentiane Virginia (Ytsonis presb. conf7)^ co.

20. (Commemoratio omnium defunctorum ordinis nostri)^
21.

22.

23. Desideri ep. et mart. co.

24. Donatiani et Rogatiani mart3. co.

25. Urbani pap. et mart.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.
7

31. Petronille virg. co.



Hay (con't.) Q$3L M3. 20

Hkonis may be clearly seen under ultra-violet light. The
placement of a St. Hugh at 1 May was due to a scribal error.
Determining how the scribe erred is sometimes possible, and
here may be reduced to two alternatives. Since May and April
face one another, there was always the chance that an April
first Hugh could mistakenly become the Ugonio abbatis of May
first. April first has a Bl. Hugh, Cistercian Abbot of Bonnovaux
(cf. Backaert, p.92, and ftnt.67), and a St. Hugh, Bishop of
Grenoble (Attwater, op.pit*, p.141). But it is more likely that
St. Hugh, Abbot of Cluny, venerated by the Cisteroians on the
29th April, from 1321, was the victim of our confused 3oribo,
who brought him forward a couple of day3 (of. Backaert, p.94, ftnts,
85, 36).

2. In 1246 the Cistercians elevated the status of thin feast, from
a simple commemoration and Mass, on the request of the Cisteroian
Cardinal John of Toledo (Backaert, p.302, and ftut.90).

3. This is the Cistercian St. Peter of Tarentaise (d.1175) whose
feast was made a double in 1294 (cf. Backaert, p.302, ftnts.92,93)•

4. Dr. N.R. Kerr thought that the insertion could easily have been
made by a fifteenth oentury hand. The feast was not adopted for
the entire Cistercian Order until I656 (Baokaert, p.303, ftnt.95)«

5. The commemoration of St. Yves was thus inserted into the original
calendar. The Cisteroians honored him from 1343 (Baokaert, p.303,
and ftnt.97)*

6. Another insert. In 1350 the commemoration of deceased order
brethren was specified by the Cistercian statutes (Baokaert,
p»303, and ftnt.93)»

7. A faded entry, made legible by ultra-violet light.



June (EUL MS. 29)

1. Nicomedis mart. co.

2. Marcellini et Petri marts, co.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7-

8. Medardi ep. co.

9. Primi et Peliciani marts, co.

10.

11. Barnabe apostoli xii.lc.

12. Basilidis Cirini Naboris et Nazarii marts.

13.

14.

15. Viti mart. co.

16. Quirici et Julitte marts, co.

17.

18. Marci et Marcelliani marts.

19. Gervasii et Protasii marts.

20.

21.

22. Albani mart.

23. Vigilia

24. Nativitas sancti Johannis xii.lc. (red)1
25.

26. Johannis et Pauli (martsQ xii.lc.
27.

28. Vigilia apostl. Leonis pape Hyrenei cum soc.

29. Natale apostl. Petri et Pauli (red)
30. Comraeraoratio sancti Pauli xii.lc. Martialis ep.

MOTES

1. The feast is, of course, in honor of St. John the Baptist -whose
vigil appears on the 23rd.



July (CUL M3. 29)

1. Cotave sanoti Johannin Baptists
2. Process! et Martiniani mart.

3.

4. Translatio sancti Martini ep.

5.

6. Ootava arostolorum

7-

3.

9.

10. Sanctorum septem fratrum (marts0
11. Trans1atio sancti Bcnedicti

12.

13. Cbiit revercndus pater bone meraorie dominus Johannes

14. et- sancte Ilufine eniaco^un ot fundator (rod) niacliti mart.
15.

16.

17.

13.

19.

20. (sancte "Tartrate vir<pinis et mart, (red) 3^
21. Praxedis viryinia
22. Marie Magdalene xii.lc. (rod)
23. Apolinaris ep. et mart.

24. Christine virrinio et mart.

25. Jacobi apoot. xii.lc. (red) Chrictofori et Cucufati
26. Qanctc Anne matriaj
27.

23. Nazari Celri ct Kantaleonis mart. .

29. Felicia co. .>implicii Faustini et Beatricis

30. Abdon et *>ennen mart. co.

31. Germani ep. co.



July (con't.) (EUL MS. 20

ACT :J

1. John of Toledo was the English Cistercian cardinal who founded
the nunnery of Santa Giuliana in 1253* Ho was created cardinal-
orient of St. Laurentiua in Lucina (28 May 1244) and afterwards
elevated to cardinal-bishop of Porto and St. Bufina (24 Bece nber
1261)s ho died, ,shortly after tho Second Council of yons, in
1275* For the most thorough investigation of his life and
career, see Grauert, op.cit., a reference whioh I owe to the
kindness of Professor C.E. Cheney. P.Ughelli, Italia Sacra,
Vol.1 (ed. Venice, 1717-22), col. 137» cites a commemoration
for •Joannis Cardinalio Portuensis* from a •martyrologio antique1
of Santa Giuliana, which Kaftal (Central, col.645, ftnt.l) says
in now lost. John in described as •fundator et pater* of tho
convent in a fresco inscription, and in this fresco, which the»
nunn had painted in 1376, John appears with '.Saints Juliana and
Christopher, and around hi3 head are rays (ibid). -Such a halo,
by itself, does not constitute proof of liturgical cult, and
certainly the obit in this calendar does not give any grounds
for ass,orting that a cult existed. Dr. Y err agreed that the obit
was original to the calendar. Phis is surely unquestionable
evidence that the calendar was manufactured for or at the Perugian
nunnery.

2. I.e. St. Anacletus? this entry is also original, and there is no
evidence to suggest that it was ever positioned elsewhere.

3. Borland (p.44) makes the inserted feast of St. Margaret fall on
the 19th. Ordinarily the Cistercians seem to have 1 opt this
feast as a simple commemoration, although particular monasteries
were allowed to accord it greater honor (Baokaert, p.310, and
ftnt.137). That the cult of the virgin martyr of Antioch should
prove popular in a female convatt is not unexpected. Furthermore,
the later Middle Ages saw increasing interest in her veneration
(c.f. Van Dijk, Origins, p.339? and Tables B, C, H).

4. An<b<bher insertion: matris very faded. arte effaced.



August (JUL MS. 29)

1. Ad vincula sancti Petri xii.lc. Machabeorum marts.

2. Stephani pape mart.

3. Inventio sancti Stephani protomart. xii.lc. (red)
4.

5. Qominici confessorio xii.lo.^"
6. Systi pape et mart. co. Folicissimi et Agaoiti marts, co.

7. Donati op. et mart. co.
28. Cyriaci cura soc.

9. Vigilia sancti Laurentii. Romani mart. co.

10. Laurentii mart, (red)
11. Tyburtii mart. Festum sancte Corone xii.lc.
12.

13. Ypolita cum soc. suis co.

14. Vigilia sancte Marie. Eusebii presb. co.

15. Assumptio sancte Marie xii.lc. (red)
16.

17. Octava sancti Laurentii co. ilametis mart. co.

18. Agapiti mart.

19. Magni mart.
20. Sancti Bemardi abbatis xii.lc. (red)
21.

22. Octava sanote Marie xii.lc. Tyraothei et Simphoriani

23.

24. Bartholomei apost. xii.lc. (red)
25. (Tro-nslatio beate Juliane virg. et mart, xii.lc. (red)^ co.

26. (Sancti Ludovici conf. xii.lc. (red)3^ Genesii mart.
27. Rufi mart.

28. Augustini ep. xii.lc. (red) Hermetis mart. co.

29. Decollatio sancti Johannis baptists xii.lo. (red) jsabine virgj^
30. Felicis et Aduucti marts, xii.lc.

31.



Au?ur?t (con't) QuL MS. 20

1. The feast of St. Dominic was adopted by the Cistercians in
1255 (of. Bac aort, p.311, and ftnts. 153, 154.)

2. The martyred companions of St. Cyriaous who are usually mentioned
with him are saints Largus and Smaragdus.

3. The present insertion—the translation of St. Juliana—was
entered after the previous entry had boon erased. Since St.
Oenesius was venerated on the 25th (cf. Bac :aert, p.313) and his
feast appears to be in the original hand, it has not been dis¬
placed, but rather entered on th© next line, probably because the
original feast inscribed on the 25th was of some length. The 25th
of *.u,gust was the date of •Sanoti Ludovici confessoris regis
Francorum' and it is therefore likely that this feast was ori,gin-
ally entered here, especially as it has been displaced to the 26th
and written in the same hand as that of the scribe who inserted
the translatlo of St. Juliana. The translntio occured in 1376 when
the abbess of Santa Ciuliana obtained the relics of the convent's
patron saint from the Dominicans of Perugia (see the discussion
in Chapter IT), on a date evidently chosen with some care. The
25th did not confliot with the important feast of the Assumption,
and it fell in the same month as the feast of the Dominican's
founder.

4. Originally this epaoe was probably blank in our calendar. St.
Ijouis's feast had been adopted by the Cistercians in 1293.
(Baolaert, p.3l3, and ftrvt.166).

5. This seems to be a very late, possibly post-medieval insert.



September (j-JUL MS. 29}

* X 2
1. (jjctava beate Juliane virg. et mart, xii.lc. (red)3 Prisci
2. (Beati Sgidii abbati3 xii.lc. (red)
3.

4. Marcellini mart, co.^
5.

6.
5

7. Ennursi ep.

8. Nativitas sancte Marie virginis (red) Adriani mart.

9. Gorgonii mart.
10.

11. Proti et Iacinti marts.

12.

13.

14. Exaltatio sancte Crucis (red) Cornelii. Cypriani
6

15. Octava sancte Marie virg. xii.lc. (red) Nicodedis
16. Eufemie virg. co. Lucie et Geminiani marts.

17. Lamberti ep. et mart, xii.lc.

18.

19. Sequani abbatis

20. Vigilia sancti Mathfii apost.
21. Nativitas sancti Mathei apost. xii.lc. (red)
22. Mauritii cum sociis suis

23.

24. Andochii. Tyrsi. et Feliois marts.

25.

26.

27. Cosme et Damiani marts.

28.

29. Michaelis archangeli xii.lc. (red)
30. Jeronimi presb. xii.lc. (red)



September (con't) (SUL MS. 29)

KCi'-Jg

1. An insert, apparently by the same scribe who inserted the
translatio in August. The previous entry hae been erased.
St. Tiles is normally venerated on the first of September
(this is when the Cistercians celebrated his feast, see
ftnt.3 below) and so it is probable that his feast has been
displaced by the octave of the translation. The existence
of such an octave underscores the importance of the trans¬
lation to the nuns of Santa Giuliana.

2. The commemoration of this saint is an original part of the
Cistercian hagiographic program (Baokaert, p.314). There
is a wide erased space between the end of the inserted
octave and the name of this saint.

3. Blank in the Cistercian calendar and probably blank here
before this insertion was made. No signs of an erasure
under St. Giles, but the ink is streaked, and the script is
identical with that of the octave of St. Juliana. There
was a commemoration of St. Giles (for 1 Gepteraber) laid down
in the Cistercian statutes from 1221, which was raised to a
commemoration and a Mass in 1263 (Backaert, p.314, ftnt.
171). liubrication indicates special veneration here. Could
this be explained by the fact that in 1292 the magistrates of
Perugia conceded the castle of Sant'Sgidio di Colle to the
nuns of Santa Giuliana? (Ricci, Prospero, p.llS).

4. I.e. St. Marcellus (Marcelli).

5. I.e. St. Evurtius (flvurtii).

6. With perhaps slight erasure and possibly by the same hand
which inserted the translation ond ootave of St. Juliana,
rubrication has been applied over faded black ink.



October (EUL M3. 29)

1. Remigii ep. xii.lc. (red) Gerraani et Vedanti confs.
2. Leo ep. et mart.*
3.

2
4. Francisci conf. xii.lc.

5.

6.

7. "arci pape co. Marcelli Apulei Sergi et Bacci marts. co.

8.

9. Dionisii cum sociis sui3 xii.lo.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14* Calixti pape et mart. co.

15.

16.

17.

18. Luce evangelists xii.lc. (red)
19.

20.

21. Vndecira railia virginii xii.lc.
22.

23.

24.

25. Cri3pini et Crlspiniani mart. co.

26.

27. Vigilia apostolorura Symonis et Iude co.

28. Nat. apost. Syraonis et Iude xii.lc. (red)
29.

30.

31. Vigilia omnium sanctorum cuintini mart. co.

NOTES
1. I.e. St. Leger (Leodegarii).
2. St. Francis was introduced into the Cistercian calendar in 1228,

and his feast was raised to twelve lessons in 1259 (Backaert, p.
108, ftnts. 188, 189).



November (JUL MS. 29)

1. Feativitns omnium aanctorum xii.lo. (red)
2. Commeaoratio omnium fidelium defunctorum

3.

4.

5. Malaohie ep. xii.lc.

6.

7. (j)ooollatio sanoti Herculani ep. et mart. xii.lcT)*
0. Quattuor ooronatorum

9. Theodori mart.

10.

11. Martini ep. xii.lo. (red) Menne mart.
12.

13. Brioil ep.

14.

15.
2

16. Edmundi ep. xii.lc.

17. Anianl ep.

18.

19. Helygabeth^
20. Commeraoratio parentum nontrorum^
21. Columbani abbatis

22. Cocilie vir^nia et mart, xii.lc. (red)
23. Clementis pape et mart, xii.lc. (red) Felicitatio mart.
24. Grisoohoni mart.

25. Caterine virg. et mart, xii.lo. (red)^
26.

27. Afjricole et Vitalle marts.
23.

29. Vif^illa sancti Andree apoot. Saturnini mart.
30. Nat. sancti Andree apoet. xii.lc.



November (con't) (JUL M5. 29)

note:;

1. In the general Cistercian calendar, the 7th of November
remained blank until the seventeenth century (3ac aert, p.111).
Seemingly, the seventh was also unoccupied in this M3. until
the feast of the docollation of Perugia's most famous patron
was inserted, by a later hand, into the original calendar.

2. The Cistercians kept the feast of St. Edmund Rich of Canterbury
from 1247 (Backaert, p.112 and ftnt.210 says 1246 and i3 mis¬
taken: see J—M. Canivea (ed.), Statuta Caoitulorum Ceneralium
Ordlnis Cisterciennis, Vol.11 (Louvain, 1934), P-315)» As the
feast appears in this MS. calendar, no sign of special local
veneration may be observed. Yet Jacobilli, op.oit., Vol.111
(Folirpio, 1661), p.xxxxi, mentions a relic claim at the convent
of Canta Giuliana for the "anello, cinta, e celitio" of the
English archbishop. The standard authorities on St. Edmund
offer no encouragement to support this claim. Moreover, there
is no ioonograohic proof of Peruvian (or indeed Umbrian) interest
in the saint. But there does exist a connection between Santa
Giuliana and St. Edmund. Cardinal John of Toledo, the English
founder of the nunnery, was instrumental in obtaining the
canonisation of Edmund Rioh? the authorities stress the import¬
ance of his intervention (cf. Lawrence, op.oit.. pp.15-18: idem.,
(ed.), The English Churoh and the Papacy in the Middle Ages.
(London, 1965), pp.124, 155? and more strongly still, 7. Eallaco,
Life of St. Edmund of Canterbury (London. 1393), pp.400-401).
It is just possible that some relics of St. Edmund reached
Perugia through the agency of John of Toledo.

3. I.e. St Elizabeth of Hungary, commemorated by the Cistercians
from 1235 (Baokaert, p.112, and ftn£.21l).

4. Borland, p.44, correctly aces this as another Cistercian mark
of identification.

5. St, Catherine of Alexandria's feast steadily rises in signifi¬
cance in the Cistercian statutes, becoming a double in 1300
(see Baokaert, p.113, ftnts. 215-217)•



December (jSUL MS. 29)

1. Crisanti Mauri et Darie oo. Eligii ep. et conf. xii.lo.*
2.

2
3. Galgani conf. xii.lc. (red)
4.

5.

6. Nicolai ep. xii.lc. (red)
7. Octava sanoti Andree apost.

8. (jionceptio beate Virginis Marie lc.xii}^
9-

10.

11. Damasi pape

12.

13• Lucie virginis et mart, (red)
14.

15-

16. Barbare virg. et mart.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21. Thome apost. xii.lc. (red)
22.

23.

24. Vigilia natalis doraini

25. Nativitas doinini xii.lc. (red)
26. Stephani protomartiris xii.lc. (red)
27. Johannis apost. et evangelists xii.lc. (red)
28. uunctorum Innocenti xii.lc. (red)
29. Sancti Thome en. et mart, xii.lc. (red)
30.

31. Sancti Silvestri pape xii.lc. (red)



December (con't) (EUL MS. 20

BOTES

1. The scribe began to write 'Eligii' in red ink; the ,E* has a
red line three-quarters of the way through it, and 'xii.lc'
is in red.

2. Usually the Cistercians celebrated this feast with only three
lessons, but "le monastere de San Galgano en fosoane (1254,
statut 34), et la filiation de ce monastere (1262, statut 25)
beneficierent de la fete de 3. Galgan sous le rit de 12"
(Baokaert, p.114, ftnt.223)» Bow Santa Giuliana was a depend¬
ency of San Galgano (Ricci, Prospero, p.117, and ftnt.3). In
fact, the 1294 Cistercian statutes name a monk of San Galgano
as 'procurator' of the nuns of Santa Giuliana (Canivez, op.cit.,
Vol.111 (Louvain, 1935), p.272).

3. An insert unremarked by Borland; it reverses the standard way
of stating the number of lessons. The feast was evidently given
the rank of double in the Cistercian calendar from 1356 (cf.
Baokaert, p.115, and ftnt.226)•



Santa Maria Maggiore MS.51

Briefly described in P. Salmon, Les manuscrits liturgiques
latins de la Bibliotheque Vaticane (Studi e Testi 251), Vol.1
(Vatican City, 1968), p.165, no 342— Breviarium Imperfectum ad
Usam Sccleslae Perusinensis^ Fourteenth Century? Calendar (ff.l63v-
169). Despite its convenience, microfilm does not permit the sort of
scnhtiny possible with an actual MS., and for calendars there are

inevitable frustrations. Ultra-violet light, 30 helpful with faded
script, erasures, over-writing, and so on, cannot be employed;
rubrication is not always plain; and the work of decipherment and

analysis is made more difficult. From the selection of feasts named
in the calendar, which follows below, it will be clear that a

portion of the entries proved impossible to ascertain. Note that

because one feast is mentioned for a particular day, it should not
be assumed that this is the only feast for that day which the

calendar gives.

January

1. 3/incte Martlne virg.

5. (?) Sancti Andree sac. (?)*
2

19. Sanctorum marts. Maurii Marts Audifax et (unreadable: Abbacue?)
22. Sanctorum Vincentii et Anastasii

24. Sancti (jerasure^) ep et mart.^
/

29. 4
31. C.yri et Iohannis

February
5

1. Sanctorum Ygnatii ep. et mart, et sancti Sever! ep.

4. Sancti Cilberti conf.^
9. Qancte Apollonie—inserted)
10. Sancte Scolastice

March

1. Translatio sancti Ilerculani ep. et mart.

10. (Sancti Longini—inserted)
19. (Sancti Joseph conf.—inserted)

8̂
24. Sancti Qllegible) ep. et.conf.'



Santa Maria Maggiore MS.51 (con't.)

April

29. Sancti Perti raart.^
"4ay

15. Sancti Valentini oonf.*^
16. Sancti Ubaldi ep. et conf.

17. Sancti Heradii mart. (?)
18. Sancte Pudentiane"^
19. Sancti Yvonis oonf. presbyt.(?) doctoris et (viduar.?) ac

pauper, defensoris

June

1. Sanctorum Ploriani et Fortunati (?)
3. 12
4. tConsecratio sancti Laurentii et altaris sancti Herculani -

-inserted)
13. Sancti Antonii conf. ord. frat. minor.

July

(Much of second half of this month illegible)
August

7. Sancti Donati ep. et mart.

8. Sanotorum marts. Cyriaci, Largi, Smaragdi
10. Sancti Laurentii*^
12. Sancte Clare virg.

17. Oct. sancti Laurentii

19. Sancti Lodovici^
September

10. (Beati Nicolai de Tolentino—-inserted)
October

4. Natal, sancti Francisci conf.

10. (sanoti Cerbonii ep. et conf.—inserted)
15

15. M.ccc.lxxxix. Obitun sancti memorie pape Urbani Aexti

November

7. Decollatio sancti Herculani

19. Sancti Pontiani pape et mart. Sancte Elysabeth



Santa Maria iaggiore MS.51 (oon*t.)

N0TS3

1. Quito possibly a rale-reading. Otherwise, of uncertain
meaning — a local feast of the apostle associated with
the confraternity bearing his name? a dedication feast?

2. Sio. Properly, Marii; confusion with Mauri abbatis (15 Jan.?)
3. Most likely possibilities (cf. Delehaye, Prop.Dec.. p.33) are

St. Pelician, bishop and martyr, of Follgno* and St.Babylan of
Antioch.

4. Blank (the faint writing visible coming from recto?). No St.
Constatiius.

5. St. Severus of Ravenna was well-known in Perugia (of. Kaftal-
Central. col.,1023ff.)

6. Peast of St. Gilbert of Semprlngham (can. prooesa 1201-2);
probably of little looal significance.

7. The script is late (fifteenth century?) and the reading is
fairly probable, but not certain.

3. For some possibilities, see Delehaye, Prop.Dec.. pp.llO-11.
9* May be an insertion.
10. Unless this is a scribal error, which is unlikely but still

possible, the feast of a St. Valentine, confessor, on the 15th
of May would bo a local peculiarity.

11. St. Yves has displaced her from her former date on the 19th.
The displacement appears original to the calendar.

12. ialmon, op.clt.. Vol.1, p.l65» incorrectly gives the insertion
of A June as 3 .Time.

13. Apparently not rubricated. But note the octatsa on the 17th.
14. I.e., St Louis of Toulouse. It is hard to determine whether

the entry is rubricated, faded, or inserted. The second of
these seems the best choice.

15. A very interesting obit; if it is original, and so it appears
to be, the calendar cannot have been composed before 13$#.
According to Mariotti, op.oit., Vol.1, JJart 111, p.476ff. (who
bases his account on Pellini), Urban VI visited Perugia in 1388.



"anuacrirto in the :31bilotoca Capitolare of :;er»ria

The Eiblioteoa Capitolare of Perugia 1b more accurate!y described
in an early guidebook (°erugia, 1923) Where it in called the useo

dell* Opera del Stiomo di Porugia. Garrison (Studios, Vol.11, p.95»
ftnt.4) re arks that "the !>uaeum in in none too good order; numbers

(of KCS.) have evidently become confused..." This opinion, expressed
in 1955-56, mould hold, perhaps with greater force, for 1970. At that
time, access depended upon the availability of the guard, who was also
a guide to the paintings in the museum. Usually .a session of about
forty-five minutes was the best that could be honed for; then the
building would be locked. There was naturally no equipment for the

photo—reproduction of documents. Since the numeration of the SSS.

had been changed at least once, considerable time was wasted in

identifying what one had come to see, end the guard was not a librarian.

For these roarone, the detailed descriptive catalogue of illuminated
M3S. by A. Caleoa, kjniature in Umbria. I.la. Biblioteca Capitolare di
uerueia (Florence, 1969) came as a godsend. If not the equivalent of

direct, peroonal examination of the SSS», Caleca at least allowed the
contents of tho F3S. to be known in some measure. The so-called

Catalog of 1923 ie actually a twenty-four page pamphlet which quickly
and sometimes inexactly lists the Jointings, sculpture, coats of arms,

printed books, and >©3, held by the Cathedral Kuseum. Description* of
853, in the Biblioteoa Capitolare (henceforward Bib. Capit.) will,
therefore, be almost wholly derived from Calooa.



Earuscriptr. in the Diblioteca Capitol are of peru,gja - (Con't)

Bib. Capit. vs.11 (Caleca, op.cit.. pp. 175-77).
Antifonqrio corale. Fourteenth Century. In the litanies
(ff.240v-241r) St. Herculanus figures and It. Juliana has
been added (following the translation of 1376?) The
Eianctoral, however, does not seem to localise the MS.

Bib. Capit. MS.38 (Caleca, op.oit.. pp.182-84).
Brevario "con calendario. Fourteenth Century. Miniatures
of St. Herculanus (f.396v) and the martyrdom of St. Lawrence
(f.350r) are present. Caleca sayB that the calendar is
"tipicanonte perugino" and "assolutamente privo di giuntc".
He refers to the feasts of Saints Constantius (29 Jan.),
St. Francis's Translation (25 May), Bominic (5 Aug.), Lawrence
(in red, 10 Aug.), Louis(of Toulouse) Bishop (19 Aug.),
Augustine (in red, 28 Aug.), Giles &bbot (1 Sept.), Francis
(4 Oct.), Leonard (6 Mov.), but strangely does not allude to
any feast of St. Herculanus.

Bib. Capit. MS.8 (Caleca, op.cit.. pr>. 185-86).
osr.aleTranccocano con calendario. "ourteenth Century.

Masses (among which are various inserts from the fourteenth
to sixteenth centuries) for St. Herculanus and St. Joseph.
The calendar (ff.1r-6v) contains the following feasts:
Saints Constantius (29 Jan), Herculanus (1 March), Thomas
Aquinas (7 "?arch; a contemporary insertion), '"'eter "artyr
(29 April), Petri do morone confessoris (Celeatine 7) (20 ™ay;
a contem.orary insertion), Francis's Translation (26 ^ay),
Anthony of r,adua (13 June), Louis Bishop (19 Aug.), Louis
of France) King, Francis (4 Oct), "aa. ic a. Herculani
7 7ov.)« On 21 Sept. the rubricated dedication feast
a.-ears: "consacratio ecclenie sancte marie do viridario
facta par dominua salvem / episcopum perusie tempore domini
gregorii pane IX sub MCCXXXI die XXII mensis / aeotembris."

Bib.Capit. .10 (Caleca, op.cit.. p.1?7ff.)
Messale con calendario. Fifteenth Century. There is a
miniature (f.7r) of *3.Lorenzo nel paesaggio di Perugia.'
The calendar which Caloca calls "tipioamente perugino",
includes the feasts of Saints Herculanus (1 ''"arch), Anthony
of "adua (rubricated, 13 Jure), Lawrence (rubricated, 11 Aug),
Clare (rubricated, 12 Aug.), Lawrence's Cctave (rubricated,
17 Aug.), ! ouis Bishop (rubricated, 19 Aug.), Frencis
(rubricated, 4 Oct.). Francis's Octave (rubricated, 11 Oct.),
'"ts lo s. 'ierculani (rubricated, 7 Nov.). The pronouncedly
Franciscan features of the calendar are confirmed by the
21 July rubricated office 'pro benefactoribus et / defunotis
fratrifcus.* Caleca does not mention a feast of St. Constantius.



Biblioteca Comunale 'Augusta' (Perugia) MS.1115

Described by Mazzatinti, op.cit., Vol.V, p.248, MS.1115 (N.67),
as a Benedictine Breviary, Fifteenth Century. The Breviary contains

abridged legends of, among aothers, Saints Constantius, Herculanus,

Justina, and Peter Abbot. St. Peter Abbot was of course associated
with the Perugian Benedictine monastery of San Pietro which belonged
to the Congre.gationls sanctae Justinae. The program of feasts in
the calendar reflects this Perugian and Benedictine pattern of
veneration. A selection of characteristic or remarkable saints'

days follows. For any given day, what has been selected is not

necessarily the complete calendar entry.

January

8. Sancti Severini abbatis et conf.
1

29. Sancti Constantii ep. et mart. dup. mai.

February

1. Sancti Severi ep. et conf.

9. Sancte Scolastioe virg.
2

12. Sancte Fusee virg. et mart.
28. Sancti Macharii conf.

March

1. Sancti Ilerculani ep. et mart, perusini dup. min.

7. Sancti Thome de Aquino conf.

21. Transitus sancti Benedicti abbatis et conf.

April«—tmmm in

30. Sanoti Petri mart.

July

10. Sancti Petri abbatis dup. raai."^
August

5. Sancti Dominici conf.

12. Sancte Clare virg.

20. Sanoti Bernardi abbatis et conf.

25. Sancti Lodovici regis francie conf.^
September

5
19. Anniversarius pubs. dom. Lodovici ep.

October



Biblioteoa Comunale 'Augusta1 (Perugia) MS. 1115 (con't.)

( otob r

4. Sancti Francisci conf.
£

7. Sanote Justine virg. et mart. dup. mai.
16. Sancti Galli abbatis

November

7. Decollatio sancti Herculani ep. dup. min.

19. Sanoti Pontiani pape et mart. Sancti Oddonis abbatis et conf.
7

v Sancte Helisabeth nec virg. nec mart.

December
g

16. Sancti Floriani mart.

NGTS5.

1. The high liturgical honors accorded to the saint ma.ybbe explained
by the fact that his church was in the possession of the monastery
of San Pietro (cf. Leoceisotti and Tabarelli, op.cit., Vol.11,
p.181).

2. St. Fosca or Fusca was venerated especially in the Veneto; there
is also some tentative evidence of veneration at Ascoli Piceno
(see Kafta1-Centra1, Cols.444-445)•

_

3. Cf. BHL, Vol.11, p.983 - Petrus ab. S. Petri de Perusio Ql;}
1007. - Iul.10.

4. Possibly of some interest in showing the fama of St. Louis of
France in Perugia.

5. On Ludovico Barbo, 1381-1443, Venetian reformer and founder of
the Benedictine congregation of St. Justina, see DELERUELLE,
p.l045ff (and notes, for further bibliography). This entry
does not seem to be an insert. San Pietro of Perugia joined
the congregation of St. Justina in 1436 (Leccisotti and Tabarelli,
op.cit., Vol.1, p.xvii, Vol.11, p.l63ff).

6. San Pietro's membership in the congregation of which this saint
wa3 patron undoubtedly explains the attention paid to her cult
at the abbey.

7. An oblique way of referring to St. Elizabeth of Hungary's
widowhood.

8. If this is not a mis-reading, the veneration of St. Florian at
such a date i3 not easily explained. No church under his patron¬
age seems to have been in the possession of the abbey.



Jiblioteca Cogmnale ♦ unist;:' ("erxyria' &S.S.46

Described by Faszatinti, op.cit.. Vol.V, p. 126, KS.29£ (3.46),
as an ; rationale r.anasticum necu? dn- conanotudine"" mcnachorum conrr.

de obnerv. sar.ctae Justi n e« Fifteenth Century. Miniatures (see f.?r,
and §.117r) show Saints r,eter and naul, Fiohael, and perhaps Lawrence
and either Benedict or Peter abbot. Selections from the calendar

(preceding f.?r) follows. As one would expect from a liturgical
document ode for cr at the Perugian Benedictine monastery of San
ietro, the -attern of feasts displays both Benedictine and r-'erugian
features.

January

16. 0ancti "onor&ti en. et conf. -—inserted}
29* Sancti Constant!! ep. et -^art. dup. rai,

February

1. Sancti beveri ep. et conf, co.

13* Sancte Fmsce virg. et start.

-'arch

1. Sancti Kerculani ep. et mart. dup. min.
7. Sancti Tfcosae de Aquine conf.
12. Sancti Oregorii pane conf. atque doctorio dup. nai.

19* (jancti Jocevh conf. du^. min. inserted)2
21. Transitus sancti Benedict! abbatis dup. mai.

April

2. (Banoti Frencisci de 'aula conf. - - inserted)^
11. Qar.cti Leonis pare dup. in. - - inserted)
30. Sancti "etri --art.

L .

26. Sancti Bleuterii pap® et mart.
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J'-r.e

22. Sancti "aulini {et "ancti Juliani conf. - - inserted}"
9

25* Sancti "rosperi ep. et conf. com.

July

10. 3ancti "etri abbatis duo.nai.

17• Cctava sancti "'etri abbatis duo.min.

26, Sar.cti 'astoris conf. [et Sancti Sjnceonie conf. co. - inserted}
August

4. Sancti Justini mart. (Sancti Dominici conf. dup.min. - inserted)
7. Sancti Ponati ep. et mart.

12. Sancte Clare virg.
20. Sancti Bernardi ablatio

25. {Sancti Loaovici reg. et conf. - inserted}
September

19. [Armiversario domini Ludovici Barbo fundatoris congrsg. nost.
sancts Justine - inserted}

October

4. "ancti Francisci conf.

7. Sancte Justine virg. et mart. dup. raai.
16. -ancti "alii abbatis

November

7. Pecollatio sancti Herculani.ep, peruaini dup.min. [et Sancti
"rosdocimi ep. - inserted}

19. ••• ®t Sancte blisabeth nac virg. nec mart. co.
12

21. Deriicatio eccles. sancti 'etri de ^eruaio.



Biblioteca Comunale * -ufusta' ("erugia; ; "3.3.46 - Concluded

v ? -:c

1. The feast ray be rubricated, but with microfilm it is not possible
to determine rubricationB with certainty.

2. Probably late fifteenth century, and thus quite interesting
testimony to the saint*3 cult in Perugia (cf. the discussion in
Chapter IV).

3. His liturgical grading is naturally indicative cf the importance
of the saint in a Benedictine abbey. His octave is also mentioned.

4. St. Francis d© ''aola d. 1507f can. 1519- The cursive script is
definitely much later than that of the other inserts.

5. St. Jthanasius (d. 373)» one of the doctors of the Orthodox Church.
6. St. Gregory y&ziansssen (d. 390), another Greek doctor. A sign,

perhaps, of revival of Greek studies or an awareness of the
Orthodox Church at later fifteenth century San Pietro's?

7. The church of San Montano was held by the monastery of San ietro
(cf. Leccisotti and Tabarelli, op.cit.. Vol.IX, p.182). On the
obscure saint who was patron of that church, see ibid.. Vol.1,
P.59, ftnt.5ff.

8. An odd date for St. Julian (but cf. Kaftal-Central. col.652:
"there is no traditional date for the feast of St. Julian the
Hospitaller" - yet none of the dates citod by Kaftal includes
22 June? and is this St. Julian the Hosmitaller?). The explanation
for this insertion may lie in the possession by San "iatrc of the
church of San Oiuliano in Casale de Tonte Corneo (see Leccisotti
and Tabarelli, op.cit.. Vol.I, p.21, ftnt.3 and Vol.II, p.181).

9. t. rrosper of Reggio (fifth century). For his cult and church in
"'erugia, see text, Chapter IV.

10. The Armenian pilgrim who died in Turope in 1016.
11. No indication of special cult in ""crugia (and Kaftal-Central

contains no reference to him). It may be significant, however,
that St. throsdocimuB, Bishop of nadua, should be mentioned.in the
calendar of a religious house belonging to the Benedictine congre¬
gation of St. Justina of -'adua.

12. Definite proof, if it were needed, of the provenance of the
calendar in its unamended form.



Biblioteca Comunale 'Augusta' (Perugia) MS. D.8

Description of the MS. in Mazzatinti, op.cit., Vol.V, p.93,
given a3 MS.190 (D.8). Fifteenth Century. Augustinian Lectionary.

'Incipit lectionarius fraternitatis sancti Augustini* (f.3r).
Note the lessonss *In translations sancti Herculani epi. perusi.'

(ff.25r-26r), *Laurentii martiris' (ff.33v-34v), 'sancti Michaelis

archangeli* (f.39v). Note also (ff.43r-44v) •Officium Confratrum
sancti Augustini et sancti Dorainici et sancti Franoisci de Perusia.'
Prayers to the B.V.M., St. Augustine, St. Dominic, St. Francis, and
for All Saints appear before the office for the dead (ff.57r-60v).
The litanies are of interest here, and selections from them are

cited below.

First litany (ff.51r-54v).

Sancti Innocentes.
Sancte Stephane.^
Sancte Laurenti.
Sancte Herculane.
Sancte Constanti.

Second litany (ff.64r-67r).
Ornnes sancti Innocentes.
Sancte Stephane.
Sancte Heroulane.
Sancte Laurenti.
Sancte Constanti.

Omnes sancti martires.
Sancte Silvester.
Sancte Gregori. ?
3ANCTE PA PER AUGUSTINS.
Sancte Martine.
Sancte Ambrosi.
Sancte Hironime.
Sancte Nicolae. ,
Sancte Ludovice.

COmnes sancti pontificos et confessoresr)

Sancte Benedicte
SANCTE PATER FRANCISCE.'
Sancte Gntoni. „

SANCT3 PATER DOMINICE.5
(brnni sancti monachi et heremiteT)

(Cf. Van Dijk, Origins, p.515

Omnes sancti Innocentes. orate.
Sancte Stephane. ora.
Sancte Laurenti. ora.

Sancte Vincenti. ora.

'Sancte Line. ora. )
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Sancta Agnes.
Sancta Lucia.
Sancta Cecilia.
Sancta Agatha. g
Sanota Catherina.
Sancta Clara. g
Sancta Elisabeth.
(bmnes sancte virgine3 et vidueT)

NOTES.

1. The deacon martyrs Stephen and Lawrence are usually followed by
another deacon martyr, St. Vincent, but here St. Herculanus and
St. Constantius (martyred bishops) are added, indicating local¬
ization. Placement under St. Lawrence also shows that this
universal saint i3 understood to belong in the company of
Perugian local patrons. The reversal of the order at the top
of the second litany makes St. Lawrence's localization more
explicit still.

2. Raised letters; a confraternal natron.

3. Placed as he is with the episcopal confessors, this is probably
St. Louis of Toulouse.

4. Raised letters; a confraternal patron.

5. Raised letters; a confraternal patron.

6. Doubtless St. Catherine of Alexandria.

7. St. Clare of Assist, her presence owed to Franciscan and Roman
liturgical traditions.

8. St. Elizabeth of Hungary.



Victoria and Albert Reid MS.68

For these details I am indebted to a letter from Mr. John P.

Harthan, Keeper of the Library, Victoria and Albert Museum, who
enclosed a photocopied extract from the relevant section of the

Museum's typescript catalogue, for which I am also most grateful.
The entire hagiographic program of the calendar of this MS.
deserves further study. I have been unable to consult the MS. at

first hand. Calendar of (later fifteenth century?) Roman missal.
The calendar itself is described as Roman "with the addition of a

number of local saints." Presumably original entries of Saints

Nicholas of Tolentino, Bernardino of Siena, and Vincent Ferrer

place the calendar in the latter Quattrocento. The following
feasts have been singled out for comment:

January

29. St. Constantius

March

1. Translation of St. Herculanus

19. Johannis de Parma

August

7- St. Donatus of Arezzo

October

10. St. Cerbonius

November

1. St. Caesarius of Lucca

3- St. Hilary

7- Decollation of St. Herculanus

December

St. Constatius

A Perugian provenance seems to be indicated. Saints Donatus,

Carbonius, Caesarius, and Hilary must be considered regional saints
in central Italy, the cult paid to them extending well beyond local
centers of veneration, (cf. Van Dijk, Origins, pp.438-39? 442-43,

444-45)- John of Parma, oddly confused for a time with two other
Johns (one named Giovanni de Penna or Pernariensis, former abbot of
a monastery near Spoleto, and the second a Franciscan native of

Penna San Giovanni in the diocese of Fermo), must surely be the
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Franciscan beatus and ex-minister-general, who became the hone and
horo of the Spirituals. Further signs of Observantine Franciscan

sympathies might be looted for in rubrications (no rubrioations
are mentioned in the catalogue description)• The presence of
the feast of Celestine V (Peter Forone) on 19 Hay would be

interesting as would be the feast of '.'it. Louis of Toulouse on

19 August• Before assigning the calendar to a Franciscan house
in Peru-da, however, one would want to know the significance of
the 1 December feast of 3t. Constantino, if indeed this is not
a mis-reading, or scribal error.



II. Documents of Possible Perugian Provenance.

(None of these documents have been studied at first hands they are

cited from descriptions in catalogues of MSS.)

Bib. Capit. (Perugia) MS.16—Graduale aantorale (Caleca, op.pit.,
pp.171-73)• Thirteenth Century. Caleca says that the sanctoral
is "tipioamente perugino (per la parte duescentesoa)" but in his
full listing of saints he mentions neither St. Constantius nor
St. Herculanus. Rubrioationss St. Anthony of Padua, St.
Lawrence, St. Francis.

Bib. Capit. (Perugia) MS.45--Antifonario A (Caleca, op.cit.. pp.
177-73). Fourteenth Century. Only hagiographic sign of
Perugian provenance is the presence of St. Herculanus in the
sanctoral and a miniature devoted to the same saint.

Bib. Capit. (Perugia) S.14—-Antifonario D (Caleca, op.cit., p.l80).
Fourteenth Century. St. Ierculanus»s translation feast occurs
in the sanctoral, and there is a miniature of the saint en¬
throned between two angels.

Vatic. Lat. MS.1152—Pontifical (M. Andrieu, Le Pontifical romain
au moyen age, Vol.11 (Studi e Testi 87) (Vatican City, 1940),
p.I30). Fourteenth Centmay. In the litanies of the saints,
St. Herculanus concludes the list of martyrs (f.H2v). This
is the 3ole indication of provenance.

Vatic. Lat. MS.547—•Pontifical (ibid., Vol.11, pp.205-6). Fourteenth
Century. Miniature (ff.l69r) represents an enthroned Virgin and
Child with St. Thomas (the Apostle?) on the left hand, and on
the right, in the place of honor, St. Constantius.

Lambeth Palace MS.1511—Antiphonale (N.R. Ker, Medieval Manuscripts
in British Libraries, Vol.1 (Oxford, 1969), pp.107-3). Fourteenth
Century. The sanctoral is incomplete. On 7 November is the
feast of St. Herculanus (ff.34-39v).

Vatic. Cod.Chigi C.V.140—Pontifical (Andrieu, op.oit., Vol.Ill
(Studi e Testi 88) (Vatican City, 1940), pp.249-55)* Fifteenth
Century. Although Andrieu says that the MS. was copied "sans
doute a Perouse" (u.305)» he provides no satisfying hagiographic
evidence for this statement. The saints of the litanies (f.l4r)
do not localise the MS., and the substitution of St. Victoria-
-not St. Victorinus as he says (cf. p.250 with f.95v cited p.255)
—for St. Privatus equally does not seem to determine the
orovenance of the pontifical.

Bodleian MS. 19336—Benedictine Diurnal (F. Madan, A iu.i iary Catalogue
of Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford (Oxford,
I897), Vol.IV, p.361). Fifteenth Century. Calendar incompiete,
sanctoral evidently complete. "Soon after the book was written
the calendar was altered to suit the Benedictine monastery of
St. Peter at Perugia." No hagiographical particulars given.



III. Documents Eli linated from Consideration.

Vatic. Lat. 4760 - Breviari Proprium de Tempore ad Usarn Fratrum
Minorum. Fifteenth Century. Calendar, ff.l-6v.
Salmon, op.cit., Vol.1, p.175s no.367•

Salmon comments: "Perouse? D'apres les saints du calendrior et des

litanies provient probable ment de Perouse." The calendar alone

offers no ---rounds for this sun-osition. St. Valerius, not

Constantius, appears on the 29th of January; St. Herculanus is
cited on the 1st March, but his feast is not rubricated. The last
saint added to the calendar is St. Vincent Ferrer (5 April).
Doubles include St. Gregory the Great (12 '"arch); St. George (23
April)? and St. Augustine (23 August). The feast of St. Ubaldo
of Gubbio (16 May) is unrubricated.

Vatic. Lat. 6244 - Breviarium 'Cisteroiense S. Florentii de lerusio.

Fifteenth Century. Calendar, ff.31-^8. Salmon,
op.cit., Vol.1, pp.173-79* no.375*

Salmon remarks that the calendar contains many French saints. He

notes the statement which follows the calendar (f.39) 'Florentii
et Cesarii et Ciriaci, qui in presenti requiescunt ecclesia* and
says that "il s1 a,pit de S. Florent de Ferouse." The calendar,

however, offers no sign of manufacture for Perugian use. Aside
from the French saints, the calendar has a definite Cistercian and
Sienese character. The 29th of April, for example, sees the feast3
of St. Robert abbatis and St. Hugonis abbatis (the latter inserted).
St. Galaganus, associated with Sienese Cistercianisra, is commemorated
on the 1st of September; he re-appears on his usual feast day (3 Dec)
and receives the high honor of an octcbe (10 Dec. - inserted). The
Sienese martyr St. Ansanus is also mentioned (l Dec.)



Appendix B

The Grouping of perugian Saints in 'Jome Official Civic Documents.

8 October 1260 — A civic assembly, meeting at the church of San

Lorenzo, makes its decisions 'in nomine Lei Cmnipotentis et
B. "arie lirginis et SS, Yartirum Laurentii et Erculani et
omnium Sanctorum et Sanctarum Lei1. (See Ansidei, Hegosturn

Xefor.r.ationum, pp.rviii and 287.)

1279 Preamble to the civic statutes: 'In nomine domini nostri

Yhesu Christi, amen. ... Ad laudem et reverentiam ipsius et
reverence, mtris beate Virginia Marie, beatorum apostolorum
Petri et "'auli, gloriosorum martirum Laurentii et Herculani,
aanctissimorum confessorum Bominici et Francisci et omnium

Sanctorum et Sanctarum Dei...' (See A. Fabretti (ed), Statutum
ComuniB peru3ii Anno FCCL'.XIX T'igesture (n.p., n.d.), p.3.)

29 April 1337 — Preamble to a.treaty between Florence, ""erugia
and Arezso: 'In nomine Domini, amen. ... Ad hojiorem et
reverentiam omnipotentis Dei et beate glorioae lirginis
Marie matris eius et beatorurn apostolorum Petri et ' auli

et beati Johannis Batiste, patroni et defenaoria comunis
et nonuli civitatis Florentie, et gloriosorum martirum
sanctorum Laurentii, Herculani et Ooetancii, patronorum et
defensorum comunis et pojfttli civitatis "erusii, et ad honorem
et reverentiam beati ac aancti Donati martiris, patronis et
defensoris comunis et poouli civiAatis Aretii, et beate sancte
Caterine Virginia et omnium Sanctorum et oanctarura Dei ... et
ad honorem, pacem, et unionem pernetuare et tranquillum statum
comunium et populorum civitatia Florentie, "erusii, et Aretii.*
(From A. Bini and 0. Grazzini (ed.s), 'Documenti' in Annates
Aretinoru;:, flierum Italicarure Gcriotores, L. '. "Xiratori, rev. ed.,

Vol.XXIV, mart 1) (Citta di Caatello, 1909, p.60.)
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1338 — A further treaty involving the same three parties: the

preamble: 'In nomine Domini, amen. ... Ad honorem et
reverentiam omnimotanti Dei st gloribo3e Virginia "atria
arie, et gloriosorum apostolorum netri at "'auli, et aliorum

omnium apostolorura, et beatorum lohannis Batiste ot sanctorum
Sanobii ot Barnabe et beat® Heparate, ratronorum et defansorum
nagnifice civitatis Florentie, et beatorum mattirum Laurentii
et Herculani atque Costantii, patronorum et defensorum nagnifice
populi """erusini; et ad honorum et reverentiar? beati oonfessoris

Pale] sancti Donati, ratroni et defensoris civitatis Aretii...1
(' or this document, see the Megeeto e dooumenti*, Arohivio
3torico Itaiiano. Vol.XVI., part 2 (Florence, 1851), pp.513-11*)

25 December 1342 — Preamble to a treaty between "erugia and 3iena:
*... ad gloriam et honorem omnipotentis Dei et beate Marie
matris etus semper Virginia etc., in ouiua misericordie grenio
Denarum et "'erusinorum civitates sub singulari confident!©

prosper® conquiescunt, et beatorum martyrum Laurentii, Herculani,
et Coatantii patronorum etc. civitatis ' erusii...* (ibid. Vol.XVI.
part 2, pp.525-27, for the entire document.)

20 August 1354 — Preamble to a treaty between Perugia and Oubbio:
*In nomine Christi, amen. ... Ad honorem et reverentiam omni¬
potentis Dei ot beat© "Tarie Virginia matris eius et beatorum
a; ostolorum eius "'etri et " auli et m&rtirura sanctorum Laurentii,

Ileroulani, et Conatantii patronorum, i rotectorum et defensorum
comwiis et populi civitatis "erusii, et excellentissimi confessoris
beati Ubaldi et gloriosorium martirum sanctorum Mariani et Jacobi
oatronorum et protectorum et defensorum comur.is et populi oivitatie

Dugubii, et totius curie oeleetiB...* (This document is cited in
0. "azzatinti (od.), Cronoca dj Per Duerriero da Oubbio (Herun
Italicarum Soriptores, L.A. iiratori, rev. ed.f Vol.XXI, part 4)
(Citta di Castell0, 1902), p.11 ff., ftnt. 1.)
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